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Resumen

Una metodologı́a de primeros principios, basada en la teorı́a del funcional
de la densidad dependiente del tiempo, para el cálculo de la respuesta
electromagnética de nanoestructuras.
por Alberto Castro Barrigón
Presentamos un estudio de técnicas computacionales orientadas a la descripción de sistemas
quı́micos – microagregados, nanoestructuras y biomoléculas – desde primeros principios. El
ámbito de aplicación de nuestra metodologı́a es el de la interacción de campos electromagnéticos,
principalmente en los dominios óptico y ultravioleta cercano, con nanoestructuras. Estas se
describen mediante la aproximación de núcleos puntuales, mientras que los campos electromagnéticos se describen de manera clásica. Nos hemos centrado en microagregados de tamaño
pequeño y mediano, y en pequeños sistemas biológicos. Hemos considerado tanto las fotorespuesta lineal (e.g. la absorción óptica) como la interacción no lineal con láseres de femtosegundos
muy intensos. No nos hemos limitado a la respuesta electrónica, sino que hemos considerado
el acoplo de los estados electrónicos excitados con los grados de libertad vibracionales – acoplo
que puede conducir a procesos tales como la fotodisociación, la fotoisomerización, etc. En estos últimos casos, hemos prestado especial atención a la dinámica molecular no adiabática. El
desarrollo continuo de nuestros códigos pretende, no obstante, describir un espectro más amplio
de fenómenos, tales como el scattering de protones y electrones, las colisiones entre iones y microagregados, y la fotoemisión. El marco teórico fundamental que hemos elegido es la teorı́a del
funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo. Hemos perseguido un doble objetivo: (i) La
construcción de un programa de cálculo completo y efectivo. Debido a este propósito, hemos
investigado todas los problemas algorı́tmicos que hemos encontrado en el camino: la elección
de la base del espacio de Hilbert del sistema electrónico, la diagonalización del Hamiltoniano,
las estrategias para cerrar el ciclo de autoconsistencia, la solución a la ecuación de Poisson, la
forma especı́fica del propagador para las funciones de onda, etc. Hemos seguido una estrategia
de máxima generalidad, con la intención de crear una plataforma versátil, fácilmente adaptable
y extensible a problemas nuevos. Ası́, hemos permitido flexibilidad suficiente como para poder
integrar proyectos tales como el transporte en materiales nanoscópicos, la extensión a sistemas
finitos en una, dos o tres dimensiones, y la inclusión del formalismo de Mecánica Cuántica /
Mecánica Molecular (generalmente llamado QM/MM en la literatura). De hecho, tales extensiones ya están siendo implementadas, en grado diverso de desarrollo. (ii) La investigación de
los procesos fı́sicos por su interés intrı́nseco – que no es únicamente académico, tal y como será
demostrado por los ejemplos que mostraremos. En cuanto a los sistemas bajo análisis, hemos
seguido dos tendencias que están actualmete en el foco de la comunidad cientı́fica: nanoestructuras, y sistemas moleculares de interés en Biologı́a. En cuanto a los fenómenos investigados,
aunque parte de nuestra atención ha estado puesta en la interacción de los sistemas materiales con
campos electromagnéticos débiles, de hecho la mayorı́a de nuestros esfuerzos se ha centrado en
tratar de describir comportamientos no lineales y no adiabáticos. Los ejemplos que presentaremos
incluyen respuesta óptica de microagregados de carbono, estudio de los efectos relativistas en microagregados de oro, fotodisociación y fotoisomerización de moléculas pequeñas, y espectros de
absorción óptica de fotorreceptores biológicos.
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Abstract

A first-principles time-dependent density functional theory scheme for the
computation of the electromagnetic response of nanostrutures.
by Alberto Castro Barrigón
We present a study of first principles computational techniques for the description of chemical systems in the nanometer scale: clusters, nanostructures and biomolecules. The scope of our methodology comprises linear and non-linear interactions of electromagnetic fields with nanostructures,
the latter being described through the point-nuclei approximation, whereas the electromagnetic
fields are described classically. We have focused on both small to medium sized inorganic clusters
and on small organic and biological systems. We have considered both their linear photoresponse
(e.g. optical absorption) and their non-linear interaction with intense femtosecond lasers. Also,
the underlying nuclear structure is not inert: the coupling of the excited electronic states with the
vibronic degrees of freedom is also studied – which may lead to processes such as photodissociation, photoisomerization, etc. In these latter cases, we have investigated non-adiabatic molecular
dynamics simulations within our formalism. The on-going development of our codes is, however,
bound to describe a wider range of phenomena, such as proton and electron scattering, ion-cluster
collisions and photoemission. Time-dependent density functional theory has been our general theoretical framework. Our aim has been two-fold: (i) The construction of an effective self-contained
computer package. Due to this purpose, we have investigated all the main algorithmic issues: the
election of a basis set for the electronic Hilbert space, the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, the
schemes to close the self-consistent cycle, the solution to Poisson’s equation, the specific form
of the time-propagator of the wave-functions, etc. A general-purpose strategy has been followed,
in order to create a versatile platform, easily adaptable and/or extensible to new problems. The
agenda includes transport in nanosized materials, extension to infinite systems in one dimension
(e.g. polymers) and inclusion of the quantum-mechanics / molecular-mechanics (QM/MM) formalism to treat large biological molecules. (ii) The investigation of the above-mentioned physical
processes per se. These are not of only academic interest, as will be demonstrated by the examples
shown in this dissertation. Regarding the systems under probe, we have followed two trends that
are clearly in the focus of the research community of today: nanostructures and molecular system
of biological interest. Regarding the type of phenomena that affect them, we have also placed
some of our attention on their nonlinear and non-adiabatic behavior, also a field of recent surging
interest in the laboratories. The examples include optical response of carbon clusters, study of relativistic effects on gold clusters, photodissociation and/or photoisomerization of small molecules,
and absorption spectra of biological chromophores or photoreceptors.
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Part I

Introduction

1

Citius, Altius, Fortius.

Introducción

INTRODUCCIÓN
Poco después de enunciarse las ecuaciones fundamentales de la Mecánica Cuántica
[E. Schrödinger, Ann. Phys. 79, 361 (1926)], P. A. M. Dirac escribı́a:
Las leyes necesarias para construir la teorı́a matemática de una gran parte de la Fı́sica y de toda
la Quı́mica ya son completamente conocidas, y ahora la dificultad estriba únicamente en que la
aplicación exacta de estas leyes conduce a ecuaciones demasiado complicadas para ser resultas.
[P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. 123, 714 (1929)]

Esta tesis describe nuestros intentos, durante los últimos cuatro años, por contribuir a los persistentes esfuerzos de la Comunidad Cientı́fica en refutar la opinión de Dirac. Nuestra atención
se ha fijado en el fortalecimiento de las actuales herramientas teóricas y computacionales orientadas a la descripción, mediante métodos de primeros principios, de la respuesta electromagnética
de nanoestructuras. En este término – nanoestructuras – incluimos, por ejemplo, microagregados metálicos o semiconductores, biomoléculas o nanodispositivos (dispositivos electrónicos de
tamaño nanométrico) – sistemas todos ellos que hoy centran muchas investigaciones tanto fundamentales como aplicadas, tal y como ha ocurrido durante la última década. Es por ello que la
caracterización de sus propiedades estructurales y electrónicas es obligada. Las diversas espectroscopı́as (óptica, electrónica, etc) ofrecen esta posibilidad, permitiendo el estudio de las correlaciones electrónicas de estas estructuras de baja dimensionalidad.
Algunos ejemplos de éxitos experimentales recientes pueden servir para motivar y explicar las razones
para seguir esta lı́nea de investigación. En un Artı́culo
reciente [Z. Liu, Science 302, 1543 (2003)], se muestran estudios sobre porfirinas adsorbidas en superficies
de semiconductores (ver la figura adjunta). Las porfirinas son un tipo de moléculas presentes en compuestos
orgánicos muy relevantes, tales como la hemoglobina y
la clorofila. Su carga y descarga puede usarse como un
método de transferencia o almacenamiento de energı́a.
Liu y sus colaboradores han demostrado la facultad de
estas moléculas, auto-ensambladas en una monocapa sobre una superficie de silicio, de actuar como memorias
dinámicas de acceso aleatorio (DRAM): las porfirinas
constituyen radicales catiónicos estables cuyos potenciales redox pueden ajustarse sintéticamente. La oxidación serı́a equivalente a escribir un bit de información; la reducción de la monocapa positiva
resultante serı́a equivalente al borrado de esa información. Estos dispositivos moleculares de almacenamiento de información demuestran resistir las condiciones de operatividad requeridas en
dispositivos electrónicos, tales como temperaturas extremas, y largos ciclos de operación sin desgaste. Recientemente, esta tecnologı́a se ha trasladado desde el ámbito puramente académico
hasta el “mundo real” de la investigación industrial, y existen ya en el mercado prototipos – una
demostración más de la transitabilidad del camino hacia la mezcla de la nano-electrónica y la
Quı́mica Bio-orgánica.
3

Introducción
Otra afamada molécula orgánica, el cromóforo azobenceno, es el elemento fundamental en
el experimento comunicado en [Y. Yu, M. Nakano and T. Ikeda, Nature 425, 145 (2003)]. El
azobenceno (formado por la unión de dos anillos bencénicos mediante el grupo azo) isomeriza bajo irradiación óptica, en un tı́pico movimiento cis/trans en torno al enlace N=N. El proceso ocurre en unos pocos centenares de femtosegundos. Este tipo de rotaciones ultrarrápidas
alrededor de enlaces dobles constituyen el núcleo de importantes reacciones bio-orgánicas, e.g.
la isomerización del cromóforo retinal en el primer paso del proceso de la visión humana. En
el caso citado, el azobenceno es una parte del monómero utilizado para construir pelı́culas de
cristal lı́quido. Cada pelı́cula esta conformada por muchos dominios microscópicos en los que
los polı́meros azobencénicos están alineados, aunque no hay alineación global macroscópica por
efecto de compensación. Al iluminar una muestra con luz linearmente polarizada, se produce una
absorción acentuada y selectiva, y una posterior isomerización en aquellos dominios que estén
apropiadamente alineados en la dirección de polarización de la luz. El resultado macroscópico
es una contracción en volumen, y un doblado subsiguiente, a escala macroscópica, de la pelı́cula
entera. Este doblado puede controlarse perfectamente mediante la polarización y la frecuencia de
la luz. Es fácil prever el uso posible de este curioso efecto fotomecánico en dispositivos.
Finalmente, mencionaremos un experimento [R. J.
Levis, G. M. Menkir and H. Rabitz, Science 292,
709 (2001)] en el emergente campo de la Femtoquı́mica. Este experimento está ilustrado en la figura
que acompaña este texto: pulsos láser ultra cortos (del
orden de decenas de femtosegundos) y muy intensos
(del orden de 1013 W/cm2 ) son enfocados en diversos
reactivos quı́micos. Las tasas de reacción de los diversos posibles canales puede entonces controlarse mediante un ciclo cerrado en el que a cada paso se modifica
la frecuencia, intensidad y forma temporal de la envolvente del pulso, de tal manera que puede optimizarse
la cantidad de un determinado producto. La clave de
este método reside en el uso de un algoritmo de aprendizaje capaz de utilizar información sobre los productos
quı́micos resultantes. Esta información se utiliza entonces para guiar al controlador del láser
con el objeto de irradiar la muestra con el pulso óptimo para obtener el producto deseado. La
misma idea se ha aplicado con propósitos diferentes, tales como la optimización de generación
de armónicos altos. Esta técnica de control mediante campos intensos promete ser aplicable a
numerosos fenómenos.
Estos experimentos han sido seleccionados porque ilustran los objetivos de las herramientas
teóricas y computacionales que hemos desarrollado, y cuya descripción y aplicación es el objeto de
esta tesis. No son en nigún modo casos únicos, sino paradigmáticos y representativos del trabajo
de un gran número de grupos de investigación experimentales. Debemos advertir, no obstante, que
las aplicaciones que presentaremos son más modestas que los experimentos descritos – aunque,
por ejemplo, ya estamos trabajando sobre la isomerización del azobenceno y en el Capı́tulo IX
mostramos nuestros primeros resultados sobre este problema, e igualmente presentamos en el
Capı́tulo X un ejemplo de control trivial de la fotodisociación de pequeñas moléculas mediante
pulsos de láser ultracortos.
En principio, estamos interesados, genéricamente, en la Nanotecnologı́a. Actualmente, los
tamaños tı́picos de los dispositivos en los circuitos integrados bajan ya de la frontera de los 100 nm.
El primer experimento citado apunta a la última frontera en esta carrera hacia la miniaturización,
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aquella en la que moléculas individuales actuan de dispositivos completos. A esta escala, e incluso por encima de ésta, la Fı́sica Clásica deja de tener validez, y deben aplicarse los principios
de la Mecánica Cuántica. Este lı́mite puede entenderse como la definición de los lı́mites de la
Nanotecnologı́a.
El primer ejemplo ha sido elegido, no obstante, porque el sistema quı́micamente activo es
una biomolécula perteneciente a un grupo paradigmático de las mismas. De hecho, la utilización
de los componentes básicos de la vida en la construcción de dispositivos nanométricos es una
idea muy prometedora por numerosas razones. La aplicación de técnicas teóricas desde primeros
principios para describir moléculas de interés biológico, sin embargo, ha sido considerada como un
esfuerzo quimérico durante mucho tiempo. Pero este campo ha emergido de facto en los últimos
años, debido tanto a la necesidad de emplear técnicas precisas para describir el comportamiento
sutil y quı́micamente complejo de estos sistemas, como al aumento exponencial de la capacidad
computacional. En el Capı́tulo IX mostraremos un ejemplo de este tipo de cálculos.
El experimento de Yu y colaboradores con polı́meros basados en el azobenceno muestra un
ejemplo espectacular de respuesta de la materia a la irradiación óptica en el régimen lineal. La
respuesta es únicamente electrónica en un primer paso (los fotones inducen la promoción del sistema electrónico hacia estados excitados), pero muy rápidamente también los núcleos, conducidos
por las nuevas curvas de potencial de los estados excitados, inician reacciones que pueden conducir a isomerización, disociación, etc. Estamos interesados en ambos tipos de respuesta, aunque
de hecho la respuesta óptica lineal únicamente electrónica de nanoestructuras será el tema de una
gran parte de los casos presentados en esta tesis. Las excitaciones son un paso previo necesario
para obtener información acerca de la estructura microscópica de la materia, ya sea mediante espectroscopı́a óptica, infrarroja, o Raman. Es por ello que la predicción teórica de las propiedades
de respuesta de la materia es de interés fundamental.
La altura de los seres humanos es aproximadamente la media geométrica entre el nanómetro
y la distancia que existe entre la Tierra y la Luna; este hecho ayuda a comprender de manera
intuitiva la pequeñez de los dominios de la Nanotecnologı́a. Los fenómenos tı́picos en este campo
ocurren en una escala de tiempos de femtosegundos (1 fs=10 15 fs), tal y como se demuestra en el
tercero de los experimentos citados – en el que una fuente de pulsos de radiación láser ultracortos
es utilizado para controlar reacciones quı́micas. La pequeñez de esta escala de tiempos puede
ilustrarse de una manera semejante: el minuto es la media geométrica entre la edad del Universo y
los pulsos del citado experimento. La apertura de este nuevo ámbito de la Ciencia se ha debido a la
disponibilidad, en los laboratorios modernos, de fuentes de radiación capaces de producir láseres
de duración extremadamente corta, ahora incluso en la frontera de los attosegundos (1 attosegundo
= 10 18 fs). La corta duración de estos pulsos permite “observar la Quı́mica en tiempo real”, i.e.
monitorizar las reacciones quı́micas paso a paso, e incluso, como en el ejemplo mencionado,
controlarlas. Con los pulsos láser de attosegundos de duración, puede pensarse no solo en la
dinámica de los núcleos, sino incluso en observar directamente la dinámica electrónica. El gran
interés despertado por este nuevo campo de la Femtoquı́mica ha sido reconocido con la concesión
del Premio Nobel a uno de las principales figuras del mismo, Ahmed Zewail ([A. H. Zewail, J.
Phys. Chem. 97, 12427 (1993)] presenta una revisión de este campo).
El interés de los experimentos realizados por Levis y colaboradores reside no solamente en la
duración de los pulsos, sino también en los grandes valores de las intensidades. La fuerza de los
campos Coulombianos vistos por un electrón en el estado fundamental del átomo de Hidrógeno
es del orden de 1016 W/cm2 . Si la intensidad de los campos electromagnéticos originados por el
láser es comparable a estos campos moleculares – de hecho, incluso varios órdenes de magnitud
por debajo –, las expansiones perturbativas dejan de funcionar y aparecen nuevos procesos. Estos
procesos no están todavı́a completamente comprendidos desde un punto de vista microscópico.
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Actualmente, la tecnologı́a láser permite concentrar las energı́as tanto en tiempo como en espacio, y producir intensidades extremadamente elevadas. Algunos de los nuevos procesos fı́sicos
desencadenados por la irradiación de átomos y moléculas con campos intensos son la explosión
Coulombiana, la elongación de enlaces, la generación de armónicos altos, la disociación multifotónica, o la ionización multifotónica.
Los fenómenos citados implican reacciones quı́micas inducidas por la luz. Estos procesos,
que precisan de la absorción o emisión de fotones provocando transiciones de niveles electrónicos,
son quı́micamente complejos. Esta complejidad apunta a la necesidad de utilizar métodos basados en primeros principios para su descripción, e.g. la Dinámica Molecular tradicional, realizada
sobre niveles electrónicos únicos parametrizados previamente a la simulación, es incapaz de abordar estos temas. Incluso, los procesos aludidos son intrı́nsicamete no adiabáticos, y requieren
técnicas que vayan más allá de la separación Born-Oppenheimer tradicional de los grados de libertad electrónicos y nucleares.
Aunque nuestro objetivo inicial eran los procesos fı́sicos del tipo descrito, casi todo el tiempo
ha sido empleado en investigaciones numéricas. En consecuencia, esta tesis es, en gran parte,
técnica. La razón ha sido la falta de herramientas maduras que manejen tales sistemas y procesos.
En este contexto, la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad (DFT), y especialmente en nuestro caso, la
teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo (TDDFT) – utilizada para manejar la estructura electrónica en un formalismo de Dinámica Molecular si fuera necesario – ha demostrado
ser en los últimos años ser un compromiso adecuado entre exactitud y eficacia computacional. Tal
compromiso es imprescindible para permitir la descripción de fenómenos quı́micamente complejos, no adiabáticos y posiblemente no lineales, afectando a decenas, quizá centenares de átomos.
Hemos trasladado este marco teórico fundamental, revisado en el Capı́ulo I, a un marco computacional eficiente, el código octopus. La investigación algorı́tmica necesaria para implementar y
optimizar las ecuaciones subyacentes es, en consecuencia, un aspecto fundamental de este trabajo
de investigación. Los retos son variados e importantes: la propagación de ecuaciones del tipo de
la ecuación de Schrödinger (las ecuaciones de Kohn-Sham dependientes del tiempo), la solución
de la ecuación de Poisson para sistemas finitos, la solución a las ecuaciones, no lineales y autoconsistentes, de Kohn-Sham para el estado fundamental, la paralelización de las computaciones,
etc.
En 1929, fecha con la que abrimos esta Introducción con una famosa frase de Dirac, éste
importante fı́sico no podı́a imaginar la posibilidad de calcular el espectro de absorción óptica
de una molécula de miles de átomos como la proteina fluorescente verde – este ejemplo será
presentado en el Capı́tulo IX. En su favor, hay que decir que también era imposible predecir la
aparición de herramientas teóricas tales como la DFT, de las técnicas sofisticadas de la Quı́mica
Cuántica, o de los métodos de Quantum-Montecarlo, y, especialmente, era imposible prever el
desarrollo de máquinas de cómputo capaces de ejecutar 10 12 operaciones sobre números reales
por segundo.
Exponemos ahora en español un breve resumen de cada capı́tulo:
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RESUMEN POR CAPITULOS
1. DFT Y TDDFT
En este capı́tulo establecemos los fundamentos teóricos sobre los que se asientan los métodos y
cálculos que conforman el cuerpo de la tesis: la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad, tanto en su
versión original (DFT) como en su versión dependiente del tiempo (TDDFT). Nos limitamos a
una revisión breve de sus principios sin profundizar en sutilezas matemáticas – problemas tales
como la v-representabilidad, etc – dado que la teorı́a en sı́ no es el objeto de esta tesis. No obstante
estimamos necesario exponer el origen y justificación de las ecuaciones que posteriormente hemos
empleado en todas las aplicaciones.
Las dos primeras secciones de este capı́tulo revisarán respectivamente la DFT y la TDDFT. En
esencia, estas teorı́as proporcionan base teórica a una idea que se remonta a los primeros años de
la Mecánica Cuántica: la substitución de la función de onda de muchas partı́culas – una función
definida en un espacio 3N-dimensional (donde N es el número de partı́culas), por la densidad
electrónica de una partı́cula – una función tridimensional. Las ventajas son evidentes. La teorı́a
descansa sobre el teorema de Hohenberg y Kohn [ HK64], que establece una relación biunı́voca
entre el potencial externo que afecta a un sistema fermiónico, y la densidad electrónica de su estado fundamental. La mayor parte de las aplicaciones, además, utilizan una formulación que se
apoya en el uso de un sistema auxiliar de electrones no interactuantes, formulación establecida por
Kohn y Sham [ KS65]. Por otro lado, hacemos una disgresión acerca de la formulación de la DFT
basada en spinores de dos componentes, necesaria si queremos introducir potenciales externos que
incluyan términos magnéticos, o bien si el sistema bajo análisis posee comportamiento magnético
intrı́nseco. Esta formulación es especialmente relevante para cálculos tales como los que se muestran en el Capı́tulo VIII, en los que se incluye la corrección relativista de acoplo spin-órbita. La
presencia de este término en el Hamiltoniano obliga a utilizar ecuaciones que permitan el acoplo
entre las dos componentes de spin.
Nuestro objetivo se ha centrado, por otro lado, en la versión dependiente del tiempo, ya que
pretendemos describir fenómenos que involucran a los estados electrónicos excitados, y hasta el
momento la extensión que Runge y Gross [ RG84] han hecho de la DFT a fenómenos dependientes
del tiempo ha demostrado ser la mejor opción. Es por ello que la segunda sección del Capı́tulo I
está dedicada a presentar las bases de esta extensión. Asimismo, presentamos las ecuaciones de
respuesta lineal, necesarias para los cálculos de fotoabsorción, ası́ como la formulación en tiempo
real, que es la que hemos utilizado mayoritariamente.
Hemos puesto especial énfasis en la descripción de los funcionales de intercambio y correlación, al menos de aquellos que hemos utilizado posteriormente en alguna de las aplicaciones.
Además, el Capı́tulo VI es una auditorı́a acerca de la calidad de estas aproximaciones. En concreto, repasamos la aproximación de la densidad local (LDA), algunas de las aproximaciones
basadas en el gradiente generalizado (GGA), el funcional con intercambio exacto (EXX), y la
LDA con corrección de la auto interacción (SIC).
Los capı́tulos posteriores de esta tesis versan sobre problemas que no se limitan al estudio de
la estructura electrónica, sino que involucran simultáneamente la dinámica de electrones e iones;
para ello hemos recurrido a la aproximación clásica para los núcleos – lo que exige trabajar con
un sistema dinámico que mezcla grados de libertad clásicos con cuánticos – y a la combinación
de la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo con los métodos de la Dinámica
Molecular. La fundamentación de estos últimos aspectos es el objeto de la tercera sección de este
capı́tulo.
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2. RETOS COMPUTACIONALES
Aunque tanto la DFT como la TDDFT implican una simplificación notable del problema de
la estructura electrónica, las ecuaciones que emergen de ambas constituyen un importante reto
numérico. En esencia, las ecuaciones estáticas se reducen a encontrar el punto fijo de un funcional
no lineal, F, definidio en el espacion de densidades electrónicas. El funcional F asigna a una densidad dada, aquella que resulta de la diagonalización del Hamiltoniano a que da origen la primera.
El problema está resulto para aquella densidad nGS que es solución a la ecuación:



F nGS  nGS 
Alternativamente,
también puede plantearse como un problema de minimizazión del funcional de

la energı́a, E n :

 
E nGS  EGS  min E n 
n  Nv

Hemos recurrido a la formulación de Kohn y Sham de la DFT, que hace uso de un sistema
auxiliar de electrones no interactuantes. Ello conduce a la aparición de orbitales electrónicos. Estos deben representarse mediante sus coeficientes en una determinada base, o bien muestreando
sus valores en una red en espacio real. Describimos someramente algunas de las posibles bases,
aunque nuestro formalismo se basa en la segunda opción: la discretización de funciones y operadores en una red en espacio real. Por ello nos detenemos con un poco más de cuidado en esta
última posibilidad.
En cualquiera de los casos, el resultado es la aparición de problemas algebraicos en los que,
tı́picamente, las dimensiones matriciales son del orden de 105 e incluso superiores. Son estos
grandes valores el origen de la dificultad de los algoritmos necesarios (obtención de un número
determinado de autovalores y autovectores de un extremo del espectro de la matriz Hamiltoniana, cálculo de la acción de la exponencial de esta matriz, etc). En este capı́tulo presentamos el
problema en su conjunto, revisando las ecuaciones desde el punto de vista computacional. Concretaremos cual ha sido nuestra aproximación al problema.
Presentamos con algo más de detalle tres aspectos particulares: los cálculos atómicos – presentados como ejemplos sencillos que manifiestan de forma clara las capacidades de la DFT, los
métodos de mezclado de las densidades, y los pseudopotentiales. Presentamos algunos cálculos
que ilustran estos tres aspectos para nuestra metodologı́a particular. Ası́, por ejemplo, hemos
implementado varias posibilidades diferentes para ejecutar el mezclado de densidades en el ciclo de autoconsistencia de un cálculo DFT, y presentamos algunos ejemplos significativos que
comparan las diversas opciones y muestran el comportamiento tı́pico de las mismas. Del mismo
modo, presentamos algunos ejemplos de pseudopotenciales que ilustran las caracterı́sticas básicas
de éstos. Asimismo, haremos algún breve comentario sobre el problema de hallar los autovalores
y autovectores extremos de la matriz que representa, en espacio real, el Hamiltoniano de Kohn y
Sham.
Dejamos para capı́tulos propios el problema de la solución a la ecuación de Poisson, y los
propagadores para la ecuación de Schrödinger dependiente del tiempo.
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3. EL CÓDIGO OCTOPUS
Presentamos el programa de cálculo que se ha desarrollado como parte de esta tesis doctoral, dirigido a la simulación de la dinámica electrónica
e iónica de sistemas finitos, ya sea en una, dos o
tres dimensiones, bajo la influencia de campos electromagnéticos dependientes del tiempo. Los grados de libertad electrónicos son tratados mediante
las leyes de la Mecánica Cuántica – en su reformulación mediante la Teoría del Funcional de la
Densidad –, mientras que los iones son manejados
clásicamente. Todas las cantidades se representan
en una red en espacio real, y las simulaciones se realizan en tiempo real. Aunque no esta optimizado Lı́neas de corriente del gradiente de la función
para ese propósito, el programa es capaz de obtener de localización electrónica (ELF) de la molécula
propiedades estáticas tales como las geometrı́as de formaldimina (Fig. III.9 del Capı́tulo III)
mı́nima energı́a, frecuencias de vibración o polarizabilidades estáticas. El método empleado ha demostrado ser fiable y general, y se ha aplicado
satisfactoriamente para calcular espectros de absorción lineal y no lineal, espectros armónicos,
fragmentación inducida por láser, etc., de sistemas variados, desde pequeños clusters hasta puntos
cuánticos de tamaño medio.
La traslación de la teorı́a descrita en el Capı́tulo I, mediante los algoritmos y métodos descritos
en el Capı́tulo II (ası́ como en los Capı́tulos IV y V) a un código computacional funcional ha constituido una parte muy importante del trabajo de investigación que se presenta en esta tesis. Es por
ello que hemos estimado que la presentación, desde un punto de vista técnico, del código, debı́a
ser una parte de esta memoria. Ello se hace en la primera parte de este capı́tulo. El código ha sido
escrito fundamentalmente en Fortran 90, aunque hay partes auxiliares escritas en otros lenguajes
de programación, tales como el C. Hemos seguido una estrategia de máxima generalidad, con la
intención de crear una plataforma versátil, fácilmente adaptable y extensible a problemas nuevos.
Ası́, hemos permitido flexibilidad suficiente como para poder integrar proyectos tales como el
transporte en materiales nanoscópicos, la extensión a sistemas finitos en una, dos o tres dimensiones, y la inclusión del formalismo de Mecánica Cuántica / Mecánica Molecular (generalmente
llamado QM/MM en la literatura). De hecho, tales extensiones ya están siendo implementadas, en
grado diverso de desarrollo.
No obstante, buena parte del Capı́tulo está dedicado a presentar ejemplos de aplicación. Para
ellos hemos recurrido a una molécula (la formaldimina) sobre la que estamos desarrollando un
proyecto que, al no estar concluido, no hemos presentado de forma diferenciada en otro Capı́tulo.
Presentamos sucesivamente todos los pasos a seguir para realizar un estudio completo: el análisis
de los posibles pseudopotenciales que pueden emplearse, la obtención de su geometrı́a de mı́nima
energı́a, la obtención de su estructura electrónica en el estado fundamental, el cálculo de estados excitados y la absorción óptica. Finalmente, presentamos algunos ejemplos de cálculos de
Dinámica Molecular, en los que los grados de libertad electrónicos e iónicos están acoplados. El
objetivo, en principio, es obtener la isomerización mediada por la excitación electrónica.
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4. EL PROBLEMA DE LA ECUACIÓN DE POISSON
Hemos estudiado algunos de los métodos que han sido recientemente propuestos para resolver la
ecuación de Poisson en el espacio recı́proco, en el contexto de cálculos de estructura electrónica
de sistemas finitos. Proponemos algunas mejoras a estos métodos. Hemos realizado cálculos
de prueba para comprobar su velocidad y exactitud. Concluimos que los métodos de espacio
recı́proco pueden ser suficientemente exactos para sistemas finitos o aperiódicos, y su eficiencia
mejora notablemente la de los métodos de espacio real. Hemos investigado dos metodologı́as
básicas en espacio recı́proco: una que impone un “cut-off” sobre el potencial Coulombiano, y una
basada en la eliminación de los efectos espurios (provocados por la inevitable replicación del sistema que se produce cuando se trabaja en espacio recı́proco) mediante una expansión multipolar.
Los dos métodos pueden usarse con resultados satisfactorios, y eficacia comparable.
La primera metodologı́a ha sido ya revisada por Jarvis et al [ JWGP97]. Hay dos posibilidades
para la función de cut-off. Una de ellas, la función de cut-off esférica, era preferida debido a
que su convergencia con respecto a el cut-off de las ondas planas era más rápida. Sin embargo,
mostramos que la otra posibilidad, la función de cut-off cúbica, puede utilizarse si se implementan
algunas mejoras, y puede ser mejor debido a que al final se precisan menos ondas planas.
Un método basado en correcciones multipolares fue originalmente propuesto por Schultz et
al [ Sch99], aunque nosotros lo hemos implementado en una manera diferente que permite generalizar las correcciones de manera sencilla para incluir correcciones multipolares de órdenes altos.
La eficiencia de este método es más predecible que la de los métodos en espacio recı́proco, que
son muy sensibles a la elección de la longitud de cut-off. La razón de esta variabilidad estriba
en que la longitud del cut-off determina el tamaño de una celda auxiliar sobre la que se realizan
las transformadas de Fourier rápidas (FFTs). La eficiencia de estas operaciones varı́a mucho –
depende, por ejemplo, del algoritmo concreto empleado, de la arquitectura del ordenador, y de
la descomposición en números primos del número de puntos utilizados. Por otro lado, la velocidad y exactitud del método de correcciones multipolares es adecuada para la mayor parte de las
aplicaciones, y puede controlarse eligiendo el orden de las correcciones aplicadas.
Todos los métodos se presentan asumiendo una celda cúbica. Sin embargo, pueden generalizarse a otras formas de celda, si se requiere debido a la geometrı́a del sistema. El sistema de
correcciones multipolares es aplicable inmediatamente a cualquier celda. Claramente, el método
de cut-off esférico serı́a poco eficiente para celdas no aproximadamente cúbicas, ya que el radio de
la esfera de cut-off está determinada por la mayor dimensión de la celda. Sin embargo, el método
de cut-off cúbico pude generalizarse de forma relativamente sencilla a celdas de otras formas.
Hemos hecho una implementación sencilla de los algoritmos en nuestros códigos. No obstante,
en el marco de los cálculos auto-consistentes de estructura electrónica que constituyen nuestro
objetivo, puede pensarse en implementaciones más inteligentes: no todas las iteraciones de un
cálculo autoconsistente necesitan hacerse con la misma exactitud. Por ejemplo, se pueden obtener
ganancias significativas en eficiencia si se comienzan las iteraciones resolviendo la ecuación de
Poisson de forma rápida e inexacta, y se exige mayor exactitud cuando el ciclo se aproxima a la
autoconsistencia.
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5. PROPAGADORES PARA LAS ECUACIONES DE KOHN-SHAM DEPENDIENTES DEL TIEMPO
Presentamos un estudio del problema de la integración numérica de la ecuación de Schrödinger dependiente del tiempo:

(1)

Nos hemos concentrado en los métodos que resultan más eficientes para el caso en el que el Hamiltoniano es el operador de Kohn-Sham que emerge de
la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente
del tiempo (TDDFT).
Formalmente, la solución al problema es:
ϕ t   Û t 0  ϕ0  T exp



i

t
0

<µ(t)> (a.u.)

∂ϕ
 Ĥϕ
∂t
ϕ 0   ϕ0 

i

2
1.5

Exact
M(4)
EM=M(2)
ETRS

1
0.5
2

4
6
Time (a.u.)

8

10

Evolución del momento dipolar de un cluster de
Na8 (representado mediante el modelo de jellium), bajo la influencia de un campo eléctrico
oscilante, calculado con los métodos indicados
en la figura (Fig. V.4 de Capı́tulo V)

dτĤ τ  ϕ0

en donde T exp es la “exponencial ordenada en
tiempos” (ver la Eq. V.2). El objetivo, en consecuencia, es hallar el algoritmo óptimo para realizar
esta operacón. Un aspecto especialmente relevante
es el hecho de que el Hamiltoniano es intrı́nsecamente dependiente del tiemp – el Hamiltoniano
de Kohn-Sham es funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo. Si no fuera ası́, la operación
anterior se reducirı́a a calcular la acción de la exponencial de la matriz Hamiltoniana sobre ϕ 0 :
ϕ t   exp



it Ĥ ϕ0 

Desafortunadamente, el problema en TDDFT no es tan sencillo. No obstante, los mejores algoritmos (al menos desde nuestro punto de vista) contienen pasos que consisten precisamente en el
cálculo de la acción de un operador (el Hamiltoniano para algún τ dado, Ĥ τ  , o bien un operador
relacionado con éste).
En consecuencia, analizamos dos problemas diferentes e interrelacionados: la obtención del
mejor algoritmo para aproximar la acción de la exponencial del Hamiltoniano sobre una función
de onda, y la aproximación completa al operador evolución. Las dificultades asociadas al primer
problema están relacionanadas con la forma espacial del Hamiltoniano, y su consecuente distribución espectral, mientras que las dificultades asociadas al segundo problema están relacionadas
con su variación temporal.
Los métodos bajo análisis han sido: en cuanto a aproximadores para la exponencial de operadores: las expansiones en polinomios de la función exponencial, la proyección en subespacios de
Krylov, y los métodos de división del operador (“split operator”). En cuanto a los aproximadores
para el operador evolución, las reglas de punto medio exponencial e implı́cita, la generalización
de los métodos de división del operador a problemas dependientes del tiempo, y las expansiones
de Magnus. Para realizar el estudio comparativo de los diversos métodos, hemos implementado
estas ideas en nuestro código octopus.
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6. LA ELECCIÓN DEL KERNEL DE INTERCAMBIO Y CORRELACIÓN
Presentamos un estudio detallado del modo en que
diferentes funcionales de intercambio y corrlación
(xc) influyen en el cálculo de las propiedades
dinámicas de sistemas finitos. Dado que estamos
interesados en las propiedades de respuesta, debemos atender tanto al potencial de intercambio y
correlación, vxc r t  , como al kernel; ambos están
relacionados por una derivada funcional:

3

Dipole Strength [1/eV]

2.5

LDA/LDA
LB94/LDA
EXX-LDA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

6

8
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14

fxc r r t t  

16

3

δvxc r t 

δn r t  

Para ello hemos calculado las polarizabilidades
estáticas, los potenciales de ionización y los es2
pectros de absorción óptica de cuatro clusters
EXX/EXX
pequeños,
Na2 , Na4 , SiH4 y Si2 H6 . El método
1.5
utilizado para ello ha sido, naturalmente, la imple1
mentación de la TDDFT en tiempo real, y espacio
0.5
real, descrita en los capı́tulos precedentes.
Tanto el umbral de ionización como algunas
0
6
8
10
12
14
16
de
las
transiciones de una partı́cula son muy senEnergy [eV]
sibles a la forma especı́fica del potencial xc utiFigure 1: Función fuerza de oscilador dipo- lizado para obtener el estado fundamental del sislar del SiH4 , calculada usando funcionales de tema. Las polarizabilidades estáticas son siempre
intercambio y correlación diferentes para el es- muy parecidas a los valores experimentales, aunque
tado fundamental y para la evolución. La figura algo más pequeñas. Sorprendentemente, las polar(Fig. VI.5) está explicada en el Capı́tulo VI
izabilidades calculadas con la LDA o con la GGA
son mejores que las calculadas con LB94, SIC o
EXX (tales acrónimos forman parte de la nomenclatura convencional que aparece en la literatura;
las correspondientes definiciones están explicitadas en el Capı́tulo). En el caso de la EXX, este
hecho puede relacionarse con la ausencia total de correlación dinámica. Tanto el funcional LB94
como el funcional SIC rompen las sutiles cancelaciones de errores que se verifican en la LDA y
en la GGA, entre la parte de intercambio y la de correlación.
En cuanto a los espectros ópticos, llegamos a conclusiones diferentes. Las aproximaciones
EXX y LB94 conducen a resultados bastante exactos, aunque las excitaciones de mayor energı́a
(por debajo aun del umbral de ionización) aparecen sobreestimadas. El origen de este error es la
debilidad del término de atracción del kernel de intercambio y correlación, f xc . Parece claro que
la verificación del correcto comportamiento asintótico, siendo importante, no es suficiente para
obtener un acuerdo cuantitativo más completo con los datos experimentales. La aproximación SIC
conduce a resultados especialmente pobres, sobre todo para los agregados que contienen silicio.
Los funcionales más tradicionales, LDA y GGA, mostraron sus bien conocidos problemas: por
ejemplo, en el SiH4 , el “gap” óptico aparece subestimado por casi 1.5 eV.
Finalmente, hemos calculado espectros utilizando diferentes potenciales para el estado fundamental y para la evolución temporal. Los espectros obtenidos sugieren que la elección del
potencial xc utilizado para obtener el estado fundamental es más importante que la elección del
potencial utilizado en la evolución (equivalentemente, la elección del kernel), al menos en este
caso de sistemas finitos.
Dipole Strength [1/eV]

2.5

EXX/LDA
EXX/LB94
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7. ESPECTROSCOPı́A ÓPTICA DE LOS ISÓMEROS DE C20
Hemos calculado la respuesta óptica de los seis isómeros de más baja energı́a de la familia del
C20 – aquellos que están dibujados en la figura de la parte inferior de esta página. Para ello hemos
utilizado la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo en espacio y tiempo real, tal
y como ha sido descrito en los capı́tulos precedentes. Encontramos diferencias significativas entre
los espectros de los diferentes isómeros (ver la figura inferior), y en consecuencias proponemos la
espectroscopı́a óptica como una herramienta útil para la investigación experimental de la estructura de estos importantes microagregados. Dos de los isómeros, además, presentan una estructura
bidimensional o cuasi-bidimensional (los que aparecen en primer y segundo lugar en la figura),
lo cual se manifiesta en una fuerte anisotropı́a en el espectro. El resto de agregados, de estructuras tridimensionales mas cerradas, presentan isómeros más parecidos entre sı́ cualitativamente,
aunque todavı́a distinguibles.
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8. ESPECTROSCOPı́A ÓPTICA DE PEQUEÑOS AGREGADOS DE ORO

P 3/2

2

2

P 1/2

|φrel| -|φnot rel|

2

σ(ω) (arb. units)

2

En este capı́tulo, presentamos los resultados de
nuestros cálculos de la fotoabsorción de los microagregados de oro más pequeños (N=1-4 átomos).
Hemos estudiado el problema desde el origen, de
0
10 modo que el primer paso has sido obtener las ge5
r (a.u.)
ometrı́as de mı́nima energı́a mediante la técnica
LDA
DFT de Car-Parrinello. Hemos aproximado el poLDA + SO
GGA
tencial de intercambio y correlación mediante un
GGA+SO
funcional GGA, y considerado los posibles efectos relativistas mediante el uso de pseudopotenciales ab initio con correcciones relativistas es7
4
8
9
5
6
calares, e incluyendo en el Hamiltoniano el término
eV
de acoplo spin-órbita para el cálculo de la respuesta
lineal.
En cuanto a esta última tarea, hemos emFigure 2:
Espectro óptico del átomo de
pleado
TDDFT,
también en la aproximación GGA.
oro, calculado en las aproximaciones TDLDA
(en rojo) y TDGGA (en azul), con (curvas an- La técnica elegida para extraer las excitaciones ha
chas) y sin (curvas finas) el término de acoplo sido la propagación en tiempo real.
spin-órbita. Las flechas verdes son las lı́neas
Nuestros resultados para los parámetros
espectrales experimentales (Fig. VIII.4, en el geométricos están en buen acuerdo con trabajos
Capı́tulo VIII)
teóricos previos, ası́ como con datos experimentales – únicamente ésto último en el caso del dı́mero, ya que solo existen datos experimentales
para éste. Esto también ocurre en el caso de agregados más grandes, para los cuales también
hemos calculado la geometrı́a del estado fundamental. Estos resultados, junto con los correspondientes cálculos de respuesta, se presentarán en una publicación próxima. La inclusión de efectos
relativistas, al menos al nivel de utilizar pseudopotenciales generados mediante ecuaciones
relativistas, es por lo tanto claramente necesaria para obtener geometrı́as apropiadas. No obstante,
el uso de más correcciones relativistas no parece ser necesario para esta tarea.
Pensamos que las energı́as de excitación que hemos calculado, y sus fuerzas de oscilador,
son fiables en la región óptica, y en el ultravioleta cercano. Los espectros en la región de altas
frecuencias, sin embargo, podrı́an estar afectados por las inexactitudes bien conocidas del término
de intercambio y correlación. Esperamos que este defecto pueda ser eliminado en el futuro. Los
estados excitados están claramente influidos por la inclusión del término relativista de acoplo
spin-órbita (LS). Sin embargo, el efecto causado por este témino LS – la separación de niveles
debido a la ruptura de las degeneraciones – parece reducirse con el tamaño del cluster. Esta
reducción del papel del término LS concuerda con el hecho de que la respuesta óptica del oro está
dominada por una excitación de tipo plasmónico que puede explicarse considerando únicamente
un electron s deslocalizado por cada átomo. Los valores de las polarizabilidades estáticas varı́an en
un 2% con la inclusión del término LS. Para estos agregados pequeños, la respuesta es fuertemente
anisotrópica, hecho que se manifiesta claramente en los altos valores de la anisotropı́a del tensor
de polarizabilidad estática, y en las grandes diferencias en las curvas de polarizabilidad dinámica
de las tres direcciones espaciales.
Estos resultados pueden ser de ayuda para identificar, mediante espectroscopı́a óptica, la conformación geométrica de muestras experimentales – ello lo sugieren los resultados, distintos, de
los dos isómeros del tetrámero. En general, esperamos que estos estudios teóricos, junto con
otros que estamos haciendo para agregados más grandes, serán de ayuda para la interpretación de
futuros resultados experimentales.
6s
5d
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9. CROMÓFOROS BIOLÓGICOS
x
y
z
σ (arb. units)

Hemos calculado, mediante métodos ab initio, la
respuesta óptica de dos cromóforos de relevancia
biológica: el cromóforo de la proteı́na fluorescente
verde (GFP), y el azobenceno. El método de calculo utiliza la combinación QM/MM (mecánica
cuántica – mecánica molecular) y la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo, lo
cual conduce a unos resultados que consideran, de
manera indirecta, la influencia de la presencia del
entorno proteı́nico de los cromóforos.
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3

Energy (eV)

3

4

4
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5

En el caso del cromóforo de la GFP, los especSección eficaz de fotoabsorción
tros obtenidos concuerdan con los experimentales, Figure 3:
si asumimos la presencia de dos formas del fotorre- de los cromóforos neutral (línea gruesa conceptor (protonada / deprotonada) en una relación tinua) y aniónico (lı́nea gruesa discontinua),
de cuatro a uno. Ello refuerza el modelo de con- junto con resultados experimentales (Fig. IX.2 en
el Capı́tulo IX)
formación de la fotodinámica de la GFP. Podemos
concluir por lo tanto que la combinación de los métodos QM/MM con la TDDFT es capaz de
reproducir la respuesta óptica de la GFP. Este hecho constituye un importante paso adelante hacia
la descripción de la dinámica de estados excitados, desde primeros principios, de importantes fotorreceptores biológicos. Sin embargo, a pesar del buen acuerdo experimento-teorı́a, quedan sin
contestar algunas preguntas. Por ejemplo, sabemos que la fluorescencia que manifiesta la GFP
está mediada por un movimiento protónico que une las dos conformaciones básicas, ¿Cómo se
desencadena este mecanismo de transferencia protónica a partir de la excitación de la GFP? ¿Cuál
es la escala de tiempo de este proceso? Para contestar estas preguntas tenemos que avanzar en este
trabajo, en el que únicamente considerábamos la respuesta del subsistema QM. La transferencia
protónica implica modificaciones estructurales del entorno, que deben describirse apropiadamente
mediante una metodologı́a QM/MM más completa. Los métodos estándar QM/MM deben generalizarse para incluir la dinámica de los estados excitados. Actualmente trabajamos en esta lı́nea.
La segunda sección de este capı́tulo presenta resultados acerca del cromóforo azobenceno. El
azobenceno es una molécula formada por la unión de dos anillos fenı́licos mediante el grupo azo,
N=N. Verifica isomerización entre sus conformaciones cis y trans, inducida por la absorción de
luz. Esta isomerización se caracteriza por su gran eficiencia y velocidad [ NHZW97] (en el orden de
los femtosegundos). Generalmente, el azobenceno se encuentra inserto en un entorno peptı́dico –
este es el caso del estudio teórico-experimental presentado en la Ref. [ SCS  02] (ver la Fig. IX.4 en
el Capı́tulo IX). Mediante la metodologı́a QM/MM, hemos construido una trayectoria de isomerización plausible para el cromóforo, que a su vez induce un notable cambio en la conformación
del péptido completo. Posteriormente, hemos calculado la respuesta óptica en varios puntos de
esta trayectoria. Los resultados concuerdan cualitativamente con los resultados experimentales,
en cuanto que se produce una transferencia de la respuesta hacia longitudes de onda largas cuando
se produce la isomerización cis  trans. En cualquier caso, para obtener calidad cuantitativa estamos intentando tratar con mayor precisión la influencia del entorno peptı́tido. Es posible, en este
sentido, un estudio del sistema completo mediante cálculos ab initio.
En conclusión, esperamos que la presente metodologı́a permita estudios sistemáticos de la
dinámica de estados excitados en sistemas biológicos.
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10. DINÁMICA DE ESTADOS EXCITADOS CON LA TDDFT
Presentamos simulaciones numéricas de la
dinámica inducida por láseres de femtosegundos
de algunas moléculas sencillas – hidrógeno, el
dı́mero de sodio ionizado, el trı́mero de helio
ionizado, y el cianuro de litio. Las simulaciones
se han realizado mediante una implementación, en
tiempo y espacio real, de la teorı́a del funcional
de la densidad dependiente del tiempo (TDDFT).
La TDDFT permite realizar cálculos de primeros
principios de procesos fuertemente no lineales,
tales como los que se estudian en este Capı́tulo.
Además, permite un compromiso adecuado entre
exactitud y eficiencia de cálculo. Esta teorı́a,
utilizada para describir el subsistema electrónico,
la acoplamos con la metodologı́a clásica de la
Dinámica
Molecular (MD). El resultado, en
Figure 4: Evolución de los desplazamientos
términos
matemáticos,
es un sistema dinámico
nucleares del trı́mero de He3 (lı́nea continua:
átomo superior; puntos: átomo central; lı́nea compuesto por dos subsistemas acoplados que
discontinua: átomo inferior), a lo largo del eje deben integrase simultáneamente: un sistema
del trı́mero, para diversas frecuencias e intensi- ficticio mecánico cuántico de electrones no interdades (Fig. X.4 en el Capı́tulo X)
actuantes (del cual se obtiene, merced a la TDDFT,
la correcta densidad electrónica), y un sistema Hamiltoniano clásico que describe los núcleos:
i
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En estas ecuaciones, ϕ j son los orbitales de una partı́cula que aparecen en la TDDFT, vKS n es el
potencial de Kohn y Sham dependiente del tiempo, n es la densidad electrónica,
 R α y Pα son las
coordinadas del núcleo α, y mα es su masa. El potencial de Kohn y Sham, vKS n , incluye la influencia del entorno iónico, la interacción electrónica de Hartree, todos los efectos no-triviales de la
interacción de muchos cuerpos empaquetados de forma aproximada en el término de interdambio
y correlación, y posiblemente un campo electromágnético externo representado clásicamente. Este
último término puede describir campos muy intensos, de modo que la metodologı́a permite efectivamente modelar fenómenos no lineales. Es importante destacar que el modelo permite describir
procesos no adiabáticos (en el curso de una simulación el subsistema electroónico no permanece
en un determinado estado, sino que se permite su transición entre varios).
Observamos generación de armónicos, explosión Coulombiana, y fotodisociación inducida
por el láser. La metodologı́a describe efectos no adiabáticos, tales como la aparición de armónicos
pares en dı́meros homopolares pero isotópicamente asimétricos, incluso con un tratamiento clásico
de los núcleos. El método, basado en la TDDFT, es fiable, escalable, y extensible a otros
fenómenos, tales como la fotoisomerización, el transporte molecular y las reacciones quı́micas.
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INTRODUCTION
Shortly after the enunciation of the fundamental equation of Quantum Mechanics
[E. Schrödinger, Ann. Phys. 79, 361 (1926)], P. A. M. Dirac wrote:
The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part of physics
and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only that the exact
application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble. [P. A. M. Dirac,

Proc. Roy. Soc. 123, 714 (1929)]

This dissertation describes our attempts, in the last years, to contribute to the ongoing efforts to
refute Dirac’s statement. The bulk of our attention has been placed onto the strengthening of the
available theoretical and computational tools to describe, from first principles, response properties
of nanostructures. This is a wide term in which we include, for example, metallic or semiconductor
clusters, biomolecules and nanodevices, nowadays at the heart of many fundamental and technological research, as it has been for the last decade. Consequently, the characterization of their
electronic, structural and bonding properties is a real must. Optical, electron and time-resolved
spectroscopies offer this possibility allowing the study of electron-electron correlations in low
dimensional structures.
Some examples of very recent experimental achievements may serve to motivate and explain the reasons to
follow this research line: In a recent Article [Z. Liu, Science 302, 1543 (2003)], porphyrins are attached to semiconductor surfaces (see figure). Porphyrins are a class of
organic molecules present in key biological compounds,
such as hemoglobine and clorophyl, and whose charging and decharging may be used as a means to transpher energy. Liu and coworkers demonstrate the ability of these molecules, self-assembled in a monolayer
attached to a silicon surface, to act as dynamical random access memories (DRAM): porphyrins form stable
π-cation radicals whose redox potentials can be tuned
through synthetic design. An oxidation event is equivalent to writing a bit of information; reducing the resulting positively charged monolayer is equivalent to erasing that information. These molecular information storage media are shown to meet the operating
challenges required for electronic devices, namely extreme temperatures, and large cycling numbers without degradation. Recently, this technology has moved from the academic realm to the
“real world” of industrial research, and prototype chips are already in the market, demonstrating
the opening of the path towards the marriage between nano-electronics and bio-organic chemistry.
Another famed organic molecule, the azobenzene chromophore, plays a fundamental role
in the experiment communicated in [Y. Yu, M. Nakano and T. Ikeda, Nature 425, 145 (2003)].
Azobenzene (formed by joining two phenyl rings with the azo group) undergoes cis/tras isomerization under optical irradiation, and it does so in a femtosecond time-scale. These light-induced
ultrafast rotations around double bonds are at the heart of a number of bio-organic reactions,
e.g. the isomerization of the retinal chromophore as the first step in vision. In the cited case,
the azobenzene is a part of the monomer used to construct single films of a liquid-crystal network. Each film consists of many micro-sized domains of aligned azobenzene moieties, although
macroscopically the alignment direction is random. When the sample is irradiated with linearly
17
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polarized light, the strong and selective absorption along that light direction leads to isomerization in the domains where the azobenzene moieties are properly aligned. The macroscopic result
is a volume contraction and subsequent bending of the whole film. This bending can be fully
controlled by the polarization and frequency of the light. It is easy to envisage the use of this
photomechanical effect for nanoscale devices.
Finally, we mention an experiment [R. J. Levis, G.
M. Menkir and H. Rabitz, Science 292, 709 (2001)] in
the surging field of femtochemistry. The experiment is
illustrated in the accompanying figure: ultra-short (of
the order of tens of femtoseconds) and intense (of the
order of 1013 W/cm2 ) laser pulses are focused on a variety of chemical reactants. The product yield – i.e.
the reaction rates of the various possible channels – is
then controlled with a closed loop optimal control technique, able to tailor the frequency, intensity and timedependent pulse shape of the laser radiation in such a
way that any of the reaction channels can be enhanced.
The heart of the scheme is utilizing a learning algorithm able to use the feedback from the observed reaction products, and then guiding a laser shaper to achieve
the desired product. The same idea has also been applied for different purposes, such as the optimization of high harmonic generation or ultrafast semiconductor switching. This strong field
control promises to have broad applicability.
These experiments have been selected because they illustrate the targets of the theoretical and
computational tools that we have been developing, and whose description and applications is the
purpose of this dissertation. They are by no means unique; on the contrary they are representative
of the works of a vast amount of experimental research groups. We should note beforehand, however, that the applications that will be presented are more modest than the described experiments
– although, for example, we are already working on the azobenzene isomerization and will supply
our first results on this problem, and we will also present an example of trivial femtosecond-laser
pulse controlled photodissociation of very small molecules.
We are therefore interested, in principle, generically in “nanotechnology”. Nowadays, typical sizes in integrated circuits are already below the frontier of 100 nm. The first experimental
example cited above points to the ultimate frontier, where simple molecules are already single
devices. In this scale – and even above it – Classical Physics ceases to be valid, and the principles
of Quantum Mechanics must be applied – this can be the definition of nanotechnology.
The first example has been selected, nevertheless, because it uses a paradigmatic group of
biomolecules as the chemically active systems. Indeed, the utilization of the basic components of
life in the construction of nanoscaled devices is a promising idea. The application of first principles
techniques to describe biologically interesting molecules has long being regarded as chimeric, but
since a few years ago this field is emerging, due to both the necessity of sophisticated techniques
to describe the subtle and chemically complex behavior of these systems, and to the exponential
increase in our computational capabilities. We will provide an example in Chapter IX.
The experiment of Yu and coworkers with azobenzene-based polymers is based on the response of matter to optical irradiation in the linear regime. The response is electronic only in a first
step (the photons induce the promotion of the electronic system to excited states), but very shortly
also the nuclei, driven by the new exited-states potential energy curves, initiate reactions that may
conduct to isomerization, dissociation, etc. We are interested in both, although the electronic-only
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linear optical response of nanostructures will be the topic of a large part of the cases presented in
this dissertation. Insight into the microscopic nature of matter can only be gained after excitation
(e.g. through infrared, Raman, or optical spectroscopy) and hence the theoretical prediction of
response properties is of fundamental interest.
The height of humans is roughly the geometrical mean between the nanometer and the distance
from the earth to the moon; this fact illustrates the smallness of the domain of nanotechnology.
The typical events in this field take place in the femtosecond time-scale (1 fs=10 15 s), as shown in
the third experimental example cited above, regarding the femtosecond-laser control of chemical
reactivity. The smallness of the time scale may be illustrated in the same manner: the minute is the
geometrical mean between the lifetime of the universe and the femtosecond scale. The opening
of this new realm of Science has been triggered by the availability, in modern laboratories, of
sources of laser radiation able to produce field pulses of extreme short duration, now even in
the attosecond frontier (1 attosecond = 10 18 s). The shortness of these light probes permits to
“observe chemistry in real time”, i.e. to monitor chemical reactions step by step, and even, as in
the mentioned example, to control them. With attosecond-length laser pulses, one can even think
of directly observing the electronic dynamics, not only the atomic movements. The high interest
in this “femtochemistry” field was recognized with a Nobel price, awarded to one of the main
characters in the play, Ahmed Zewail [see A. H. Zewail, J. Phys. Chem. 97, 12427 (1993), for a
review on the subject].
The interest of the experiments performed by Levis and coworkers resides not only in the shortness of the pulses, but also in the large values of their intensity. The Coulomb field strength seen
by an electron in the ground state of the Hydrogen atom is of the order of 10 16 W/cm2 ; whenever
the intensity of the laser field is comparable to these molecular electronic fields – even several orders of magnitude below –, perturbative expansions break down and new processes appear, which
are not fully understood from a microscopical point of view. Nowadays, the intensities of laser
sources, thanks to chirped pulse amplification techniques, permit to concentrate in time and space
the energies and produce outstanding intensities. Above threshold ionization, above threshold dissociation, high harmonic generation, bond softening, Coulomb explonsion, etc. are examples of
the new physical processes triggered by high intensity field irradiation of atoms and molecules.
The cited phenomena involve light-induced chemical reactions. These processes, which include the absorption or emission of photons motivating electronic levels transitions, are “chemically complex”, a term that points to the necessity of using first-principles techniques for their description, e.g. traditional Molecular Dynamics, performed on single electronic levels constructed
beforehand to the simulations are unable to tackle with them. Moreover, the processes are also intrinsically non-adiabatic, and require techniques that go beyond the traditional Born-Oppenheimer
separation of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.
Despite having in mind all these physical targets, most of our time has been used in computational research, and in consequence this thesis is, in a large part, technical. The reason is the
lack of mature tools to manage the systems and processes at which we aim. In this context, density functional theory (DFT) and, specially in our case, time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) – utilized when necessary as the electronic structure handler in a non-adiabatic molecular dynamics formalism – has emerged in the recent years as a suitable compromise between
accuracy and computational efficiency in order to permit the description of chemically complex,
possibly non-linear phenomena affecting large systems (of the order of tens, possibly hundreds
of atoms). We have translated this fundamental theoretical framework, revised in Chapter I, to a
efficient computational framework, the octopus code. The algorithmical research needed to implement and optimize the underlying equations is in consequence one fundamental aspect of this
research work. The challenges are various and important: long-time propagation of Schrödinger19
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like equations (the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations), the solution of Poisson’s equation for
finite systems, the solution of the non-linear self-consistent ground-state Kohn-Sham equations,
the large scale parallelization of the computations, etc.
In 1929, date of the quotation in the beginning of this Introduction, hardly could Dirac think
of the computational prediction of the optical absortion spectrum of a thousand-atoms molecule
such as the green fluorescent protein, which will be shown in Chapter IX. On his behalf, it was
also impossible to predict the appearance of theoretical tools such as DFT, sophisticated quantum chemistry approaches, or quantum-montecarlo techniques and, specially, the development of
computing machines able to perform, nowadays, 1012 real number operations per second.
This dissertation is organized as follows:
In Chapter I, we expose the theoretical foundations of the methodology: DFT, TDDFT and
the Ehrenfest-path non-adiabatic molecular dynamics based on TDDFT. The approximations to
the exchange and correlation energy functional that we have used are described with special care,
since their respective performance is the objective of Chapter VI.
Chapter II revises the computational aspects that we have encountered in the implementation of
the equations that have been described in Chapter I. We have briefly made a general review of our
approach and of the state-of-the-art in the field, as well as presenting with some more detail two
important aspects: the mixing schemes and the pseudopotentials. Two other important steps in the
solution of the algorithms have been object of our investigations, and are independently described
in Chapter IV (which describes the techniques necessary to find the solution to Poisson’s equation
for a finite system) and Chapter V (which describes our attempts to identify the optimal algorithms
to propagate the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations).
The Chapter III describes the actual computational implementation of the formerly described
theoretical methodology: the octopus code. The description of the technical design of the code
is followed by an extensive set of examples, based on calculations on a small organic molecule.
Chapter VI is an assessment of the quality of a number of approximations to the exchange
correlation potential and kernel. We compute the optical and near-ultraviolet absorption spectra
of a set of small molecules, and compare the results for the different approximations.
The optical absorption spectrum of a set of isomers of the C20 family is reported in Chapter VII.
We demonstrate that there exist significant differences in the spectra of the various isomers, and
in consequence we propose optical spectroscopy as an experimental tool to identify them in a
sample.
The effects of relativity on the nuclear conformations, and on the electronic excited states of
the smallest gold clusters is the object of Chapter VIII. We have employed a general spinors-based
DFT to include the spin-orbit coupling term in the Hamiltonian.
Chapter IX is dedicated to two chromophores of great interest for Biochemists: In the first
place, the chromophore of the green fluorescent protein, which is the responsible substance for
the appearance of fluorescence in a certain specie of jellyfish, and which has received a wealth
of attention from the Molecular Biology community in the recent years. We have succesfully
employed our first principles techniques to describe its linear response. In second place, we have
worked out a plausible isomerization path for the cis/trans rotation of the azobenzene molecule
embedded in a certain small peptide, and calculated its optical response for five sampling points
along this path.
Finally, the coupling of the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom when the systems are
subject to strong laser irradiation is the topic of Chapter X. We have investigated the laser induced
photodissociation of dimers and trimers within our TDDFT-based non-adiabatic molecular dynamics formalism, as well as the influence of the ionic vibration on the high-harmonic generation.
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If the facts don’t fit the theory, change the facts [attributed to Albert Einstein]

Chapter I

DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY, AND TIME DEPENDENT DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY
In this chapter we revise the theoretical foundations of the methods and calculations that are employed in the thesis: density functional theory, both in its original formulation (DFT) and in its timedependent version (TDDFT). We will only make a brief exposition of the basic principles, with no
attempt to discuss mathematical subtleties – problems such as the v-representability, etc – since
the theory itself is not the objective of the thesis. Notwithstanding this, it is necessary to establish
the origin and justification of the equations that are later on used in all the applications. The two
first sections of this chapter revise respectively DFT and TDDFT: we enunciate the fundamental
theorems that constitute the basis of the theories, and describe the various approximations to the
exchange and correlation term that we have used, in the context of the numerous existing possibilities. The accuracy of these approximations is the objective of Chapter VI. Also, we present the
general equations of TDDFT-based linear response theory, necessary for photo-absorption calculations. The following chapters of this thesis present problems that are not limited to the study of the
electronic structure and its response: they involve simultaneously the electrons and the nuclei; for
the purpose of studying these problems we will resort to the classical approximation for the nuclei –
which implies working with a dynamical system that mixes classical and quantum degrees of freedom – and to the combination of TDDFT with the Molecular Dynamics formalism. The foundations
of these aspects is the topic of the third section of this chapter.

I.1

DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

I.1.1 Basic Formalism

The Hartree equation [ Har28] was one of the first attempts to solve the many-electron problem. Hartree’s solution ignores fermion statistics and produces a fully uncorrelated solution.
Slater [ Sla30] and Fock [ Foc30] included fermion-statistics, which led to the Hartree-Fock (HF)
equations: these are still in use today and constitute the basis of other more sophisticated approaches. In Hartree-Fock theory, the many-body wave-function is approximated through a single
Slater determinant, and the result is the inclusion of exchange correlation (electrons of the same
spin are correlated), but neglection of correlation between electrons of different spin. This is why
the difference between the exact value of the energy, and the value predicted by the HF equations
is called correlation energy. There are a number of methods, sometimes loosely grouped under
the term of quantum chemistry approaches, which attempt to improve on the description of the
many-body wave-function [ SO96] – or, more generally speaking, in which the many-body wave
function plays a central role. The canonical example is configuration interaction (CI) [ SS99]: the
ground-state wave-function is written as the linear combination of a given number of Slater determinants that minimizes the energy. The dimension of a full CI, however, grows factorially with the
number of electrons and basis functions. Due to this behavior, Walter Kohn coined the expression
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exponential wall in his nobel lecture [ Koh99] to address the difficulty of applying these traditional
wave-function methods to larger systems.
Almost simultaneously to Hartree, Thomas [ Tho27] and Fermi [ Fer28] followed a different
route based on the density of electrons of the system n r  . This magnitude is an observable of the
many-body wavefunction Φ of a system of N identical fermions, defined as the expectation value
of the density operator n̂ r   ∑Ni! 1 δ r r̂i  :
n r 



Φ n̂ r  Φ   N  dr2  " drN Φ r r2    rN 







2





(I.1)

The equation of Thomas and Fermi may be considered as a primitive density-functional approach.
The underlying assumptions of their original
formulation
are: (i) the kinetic energy of a system  of




density n is a local functional of n, T n#%
n
r
drt
n
r
 , where the kinetic energy density t n
 $
is that of a uniform electronic system:1 t n& 3 ' 10 ( 3π2n *) 2+ 3 , ; and (ii) the electron-electron
interaction arises solely from the electrostatic energy. This leads to an equation which does not
involve orbitals – only the density. It is, however, a very rough description: it does not predict
the shell structure of the atom, and forbids the existence of molecules or solids. A number of
improvements to the basic theory have been suggested; for a review see [ Lie81] and [ Mar81].
The advantages of substituting the many-body wave-function, a function in a 3N-dimensional
space (N is the number or electrons), by the density, a function that lives in the three dimensional
world, are clear. However, the theoretical foundations for this substitution were not established
until 1964, by Hohenberg and Kohn [ HK64]: the ground state density of a system of interacting
electrons determines implicitly all the properties derivable from the Hamiltonian of the system.
This result (usually referred to as Hohenberg-Kohn therem, HK) is the basis of modern densityfunctional theory (DFT). In a following paper, Kohn and Sham [ KS65] derived a practical scheme,
grounded on the HK theorem, to solve the many-body equation through an auxiliary fictional
non-interacting system of electrons that obey the so-called Kohn-Sham (KS) equations. Most
applications of DFT follow this route, which promises a way to circunvent the above-mentioned
exponential wall. Currently, KS/DFT is the most widely used method of electronic structure
investigation in the Condensed Matter Physics community, and one of the surging methods in
Quantum Chemistry.
In the following, we will enunciate the main propositions of DFT. The line of reasoning is that
of Levy [ Lev79], instead of the original of Hohenberg and Kohn [ HK64], since it is a simpler and
complete general derivation. Let us define the set of systems of N interacting electrons, subject
to Hamiltonians in the form Ĥ  T̂  V̂ee  V̂ext . The systems differ by the specific form of the
external potential, V̂ext  ∑i v i  . T̂ is the kinetic energy operator, and V̂ee is the electron-electron
interaction. We also define NN , the set of N-representable densities: the set of densities n r  which
can be obtained from some antisymmetric wave function of N electrons. Moreover, we define N v ,
the set of v-representable densities: the set of functions n r  which are the ground-state of any N
electron system, for some external potential v.
We then define the Levy-Lieb functional [ Lev79] F:



F n-

min Ψ T̂  V̂ee Ψ /

Ψ. n 





n 0 NN

(I.2)

where the minimum is taken over all the antisymmetric N electron wavefunctions Ψ that yield
n. Note that F is universal; it does not depend on the external potential v. This functional has
been proved to be well defined (i.e. the minimum indeed exists [ Lie82]). In the following, we
1

Atomic units will be used throughout this chapter.
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will denote Ψmin n the wavefunction that produces this minimum
for our “problem” interacting

system (V̂ee  1 0). We now consider the energy functional Ev n :





Ev n- F n  Eext n- F n   drn r  v r  




(I.3)



It is readily verified that Ev n2 Ψmin n Ĥ Ψmin n  , i.e. it is the expectation value of the Hamil our first
 important

tonian for some state. This implies
statement:
Statement 1 If EGS and nGS are the ground state energy and density for a given v,



Ev n43



Ev nGS 7
 

EGS 65 n 0 Nv

(I.4)

EGS 

(I.5)

That is, the energy functional Ev is an upper bound for the ground state energy, and presents
a global minimum at exactly the ground state density. This suggests a method for obtaining the
ground state density: minimize Ev , subject to the subsidiary condition $ drn r   N. The Euler
equation that achieves this objective is:
δF 
v r  µ
δn r 

(I.6)

where µ is the Lagrange multilplier associated with the subsidiary condition $ drn r   N, and
coincides with the chemical potential of the fermionic system. If we reverse this equation at its
solution point we learn that:
Statement 2 The external potential is univocally determined by the ground state density:
v r  µ



δF 
nGS 8
δn r 

(I.7)

To be mathematically precise, one should restrict the variation to the set N v . Note that if the
ground state is degenerate, the previous statement applies to any of the possible ground-state
densities. If we know the external potential, we know the full Hamiltonian, and this implies, at
least in principle, knowledge of all the properties of the system. This takes us to the main result:
Statement 3 The ground state density contains all the information of a fermionic system.
The previous statements do not provide with a practical scheme to obtain n GS . For this purpose,
we consider an auxiliary non-interacting system of electrons, S: V̂eeS  0. This non-interacting
system is subject to an external potential vS . The functional F n for S reduces to:





TS n FS n-



min Ψ T̂ Ψ / n 0 NN 

Ψ. n 

 

(I.8)

In  the following, we will call ΨSmin n to the wavefunction that produces this minimum:
TS n ΨSmin T̂ ΨSmin  . Euler’s equation associated to this system, in analogy to Eq. I.6 is:



 

We now define vS as:

δTS 
vS r   µ 
δn r 


vS n  r   v r  

δF  δTS

δn r 
δn r 
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Inserting this definition into Eq. I.9 transforms it into Eq. I.6. This implies that the solution n SGS
for the non-interacting system coincides with the solution of the “problem” system, n GS . This was
the original purpose, since we know how to obtain the ground-state density of a non-interacting
system, via its representation with a Slater determinant of orbitals, the Kohn-Sham orbitals, and
the solution of its associated set of single-particle equations, the Kohn-Sham equations. Before
expliciting these equations, however, we will define for practical purposes, the exchange and correlation energy functional and its functional derivative, the exchange and correlation potential:







Exc n- F n



TS n







U n
δExc

δn r 

vxc n r  



(I.11)
(I.12)

In these equations, U n is the Hartree electrostatic self-repulsion energy functional:




1
 drn r  u n r 
2
δU
n r 
 dr 


δn r 
r r

U n



u n r  



(I.13)
(I.14)









Exc n is decomposed into exchange, Ex n , and correlation, Ec n : Exc n- Ex n  Ec n , where:






Ec n9





ΨSmin n V̂ee ΨSmin n 

Ex n9

Ψ




U n

  
 


ΨSmin n T̂  V̂ee ΨSmin n  
V̂ee Ψmin n 
min n T̂






(I.15)
(I.16)

It may be proved that both terms are always negative. The definition of v xc permits us to rewrite
the Kohn-Sham potential vS – hereafter vKS – as:




vKS n r   v r   u n r   vxc n r  


(I.17)

We also define the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian: ĥKS  tˆ  v̂KS n , where tˆ is the one-particle kinetic
operator. We may now summarize:
Statement 4 [Kohn-Sham equations] The ground state density of a system of non-interacting
electrons is determined by the solution of the set equations:
ĥKS ψ j   ε j ψ j -

n r 

∑θ µ





j

ε j  ψ†j



(I.18)

r  ψ j r -

(I.19)

 drn r   N 

(I.20)

ψ j are the one-particle orbitals solution to the eigenproblem of Eq. I.18; µ is the Fermi level,
determined by the fulfillment of Eq. I.20; θ is the step function, which ensures that all orbitals
with energies ε j below µ are singly occupied, and all orbitals with energies above µ, empty. The
ground state total energy EGS may then be calculated as:
EGS 

∑θ µ
j



εj εj





U n





 drn r  vxc n r   Exc n:

(I.21)

Note that the KS scheme is in fact an auxiliary approach that introduces an additional complexity
in the DFT equations – namely the use of orbitals – in order to have better description of the
kinetic term (that is the major deficiency in other density-only approaches).
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Finally, we should also note that the preceding results assume a local external potential v.
However, most applications of KS/DFT utilize nonlocal pseudopotential, whose use will be described in section II.4. Although in principle these applications are inconsistent; in practice the
results justify the use of those non-local operators.
I.1.2 Spin-Density Functional Theory, Relativity, and Magnetism

The previous results have ignored the spin 1/2 of the electrons, except for considering their
fermionic character – in fact they are valid for any interacting fermions system. The Hamiltonian Ĥ has been considered to commute with the spin operators, and the basic variable is the
spinless density n. However, some generalization must be done if the external potential v is spin
dependent (for example, there is an external magnetic field) or if we desire to consider some relativistic corrections such as the spin-orbit coupling term. Moreover, the calculations that make
use of a spin-aware DFT, SDFT, have proved to be more reliable – the approximators for E xc
seem to be better when the spin components of the density are taken into account. Von Barth
and Hedin [ vBH72] formulated the DFT for the spin-polarized case. The generalization is almost
straightforward, although for example, in this case there is no unique relation between a spindependent potential and the ground state density matrix – for some discussion on the foundations
of SDFT, see [ CV01]. Since some of the foregoing results of this thesis (specially those of Chapter VIII ) make use of this generalization, we will lay down here the basic equations.
We will first introduce the basic variables: the 2x2 spin-density matrix ρ αβ r  is defined as:
ραβ r   N  dx2 "   dxN Φ† rα x2  " xN  Φ rβ x2  " xN  

(I.22)



1
The notation x includes both the position vector r and the spin variable, α   12 or α 
2 . This
density is in consequence a Hermitian two by two matrix defined at each point r. The spinless
density n is the trace of this density matrix: n r   Trρ r   n ;< r   n r  , where n ;  ρ ;=; and
n  ρ = are the diagonal terms. When magnetic properties are relevant, one usually defines the
magnetization density vector m r  :

ρ r 

1
1
n r  σ0 
m r => σ
2
2

(I.23)

where σ  σx σy σz  are the 2x2 Pauli spin matrices (σ0 is the unit matrix). In this way, n and
m are just an alternative representation of ρ. The one particle representation is based now on two
component spinors: ψ j :
;
ψ j r
ψ j r  
(I.24)
ψ j r  
The final purpose is once again obtaining an auxiliary non-interacting
system represented with

a single Slater determinant conformed of N spinors: S ψ1    ψN . The ground-state density
matrix of this non-interacting system should be, as before, equal to that of the interacting system.
In terms of the spin orbitals:
n r 

∑θ µ
j



ε j  ψ†j r  ψ j r  ; m r  

∑θ µ
j



ε j  ψ†j r  σ ψ j r  

(I.25)

Correspondingly, we allow for spin-dependent operators: in the one-particle Hilbert space, the
external potential v̂ is also now, in principle, an operator acting on the two-component spinors. The
exchange and correlation functional is defined as in Eq. I.11, although the functional dependence
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is now on the full spin-density matrix: Exc  Exc ρ . The exchange and correlation potential is
defined as its functional derivative, and once again we obtain a 2x2 matrix:
αβ 

vxc ρ r  

δExc

δρβα r 

(I.26)

Typically, this term is written in terms of a fictitious exchange and correlation magnetic field:



vxc ρ r  



δExc
σ0 bxc m r => σ ;
δn r 



bxc m r  



δExc

δm r 

(I.27)

The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is now:







ĥKS ρ- tˆ  v̂ext  û n σ0  v̂xc ρ:

(I.28)

We already have all the ingredients of the Kohn-Sham equations:



ĥKS ρ ψ j   ε j ψ j (





(I.29)

which are complemented with the definitions of the density and magnetizations, Eq. I.25, the
definition of the exchange and correlation operator I.26, and the condition N  $ drn r  which
fixes the Fermi level µ.
In most situations, the spin density is collinear, i.e. the direction of m is homogeneous. If
this is the case, we can define it in the z direction, which leads to a diagonal Hamiltonian if the
external potential is also diagonal. This permits to decouple the up and down parts of the spinors,
and leads to two sets of equations – this is usually referred to as a “spin-polarized” calculation.
The spin polarization is then defined as ζ  n ;
n ?' n, which ranges from 0 to 1: If ζ  1,
we have a fully polarized system, whereas if ζ  0, the problem is spin-unpolarized and we can
work with only one set of orbitals, which will be doubly occupied. Nature, however, provide
us with systems in which the direction of the magnetization vector changes in space, such as
the γ phase of Fe [ Tsu88]; it is only recently that the fully general non-collinear equations have
started to be solved to cope with these problems [ OPC98, KB99]. In our methodology, we allow for
noncollinear spin arrangements, although we will not present any result on this kind of systems in
this dissertation. Our motivation for a fully nocollinear treatment is related to the appearance of a
term proportional to L > S in the Hamiltonian – the spin-orbit coupling term explained in the next
paragraphs. It defines a privileged direction of magnetization that breaks the rotational invariance
of the spin operator, no longer a proper quantum number of the system.
Including the electronic spin in the calculations is already, to some extent, acknowledging for
the necessity of considering Relativity. Although a lot of problems in Chemistry do not demand
more, the inclusion of some relativistic corrections in the Hamiltonian is necessary when heavy
atoms are involved. We will present some work on gold clusters (see Chapter VIII) for which we
have included the spin orbit coupling term. This term couples both the spin components: if it is
included, the previous general equations in terms of bi-spinors must be utilized.
The spin-orbit coupling term, in the pseudopotential formalism is usually included as a part of
the external potential v, namely as a nonlocal part of the ionic potential V̂ion :
V̂ion  V̂local  V̂nonlocal  V̂SO L > S 

(I.30)

The first two terms in the right hand side of this equation are the usual local and nonlocal parts
of a pseudopotential in the Kleinman-Bylander form [ KB82] – see also Chapter II, section II.4.
For the case of heavy atoms, such as gold, these terms may be built from fully relativistic atomic
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calculations in such a way that scalar relativistic effects are included to order α 2 – see, for example, [ Kle80, Bac82]. The third term defines the spin-orbit coupling. V̂SO is also a sum of nonlocal projectors which are also built through the Kleinman-Bylander
procedure from a semilocal

weighted difference of the l j  l  1 ' 2  and l j  l 1 ' 2  relativistic atomic potentials:
2
V ;
2l  1 @ l A l 1+

∆VlSO r  

2

r



Vl A l

1+ 2

r CB 

(I.31)

I.1.3 Approximations to the Exchange and Correlation Functional

The introduction of the exchange and correlation functional  and the explicit use of the KS orbitals
permits to calculate TS n and U n exactly, leaving only Exc n to be approximated. 2 The rationale
behind this is simple: to treat in an exact manner the largest possible part of v KS n , packing the
unknown part – all the non-trivial many-body
effects – in a last term which will have to be ap
proximated in some way. In fact, Exc n is a small fraction of the total energy of typical chemical
systems – unfortunately, it is of the order of magnitude of the atomization energy, which is the
relevant magnitude in Chemistry. This fact stresses the relevance of developing good approximations. In our work, we have employed and studied some of the proposed approximations (see the
Chapter VI, where the accuracy of several options in their time-dependent version is assessed for
linear response calculations) and due to this reason, we will briefly introduce them here.
The first attempt – the local density approximation, LDA – was already proposed by Kohn and
Sham [ KS65] in their original
work and is based in the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) [ Ful93].

For a given functional F n , its LDA approximation is defined as:



FLDA n-  drn r  f HEG n r  

(I.32)

where f HEG n r " is the functional F per unit particle in a HEG with density n. Both the exchange
and the correlation energies per unit particle for the HEG may be calculated exactly (numerically
in the case of the correlation term) and parameterized for the HEG [ CA80, PZ81], which completely
defines the LDA. It should be a good approximation for problems for densities which vary slowly
with respect to the typical length of the local density – for example, the Seitz radius r s . This
is not the case of most where problems where LDA is applied succesfully: It turns out that the
success of the LDA is sustained on the fulfillment of several formal properties that the exact E xc
posseses, and which leads to subtle error cancelations. The functional (I.32) has nevertheless
several shortcomings, among which we point out the following:

D It neglects non-local effects, i.e. the LDA xc energy density at point r only depends on the

density at that point. We therefore should not expect this functional to work in cases where
the density has very strong spatial variations, or for weakly interacting systems (Van der
Waals bonded molecules, etc).
D The exchange part of the functional does not cancel exactly the self-energy part of the
Hartree term. This leads to a wrong asymptotic
behavior of the xc potential for finite systems

(it goes exponentially to zero, instead as e2 ' r). Properties that strongly depend on this
asymptotic behavior, like the ionization potential of atoms and molecules, come out with
very large errors. Also, there are no Rydberg states within the LDA, and negative ions
usually do not bind, which renders the calculation of electron-affinities impossible.
2

We will temporarily assume, to ease the notation, spin-unpolarized cases to describe the functionals.
Later we will comment on how to generalize for the spin-polarized cases, or even for problems with noncollinear spin densities.
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D LDA usually overbinds, giving too short bond-lengths, etc.
The next generation of functionals included the so-called Generalized Gradient Approximated
(GGA) functionals [ Bec88a , LYP88, PBE96]. They can be written as:



GGA
Exc
n  d 3 r n r  εGGA
n r / ∇n r "/
xc

(I.33)

is usually some analytic function
where ∇n r  is the gradient of the density at the point r. εGGA
xc
with some free parameters that are either fitted to experiment, or determined by some exact sumrules. GGAs solve some of the problems present in the LDA, and in some cases yield results
with high enough precision to be used as a tool in quantum chemistry calculations. Recently,
a new class of functionals generalizing the GGAs has been proposed. These so-called MetaGGAs [ PKZB99], depend explicitly
not only on the density and its gradient, but also on the kinetic

energy density τ r   ∑ j θ µ ε j  ∇ψ j r  2 :



MGGA 
Exc
n-



 drn r  εMGGA
n r ( ∇n r / ∇2 n r ( τ r   
xc

(I.34)

This extra dependence adds more flexibility, and allows better approximations to the exact xc functional to be built. Note that the MGGAs, due to the explicit dependence on the kinetic energy density are, in fact, not simple GGAs, but orbital functionals, to be discussed below. Unfortunately,
all the GGAs and MGGAs proposed until now suffer, to different degrees, from the same selfinteraction problem as the original LDA. A way to circumvent it was proposed by van Leeuwen
and Baerends in 1994 [ vLB94]: They applied Becke’s construction [ Bec88a] not to the derivation
of the exchange energy functional (like in Becke’s original work), but to the modeling of the xc
potential directly. By imposing the correct asymptotic behavior to the potential, they were able to
get much better ionization potentials (and eigenvalues in general).
To complete the functional zoology, we still have to refer to orbital functionals, in the socalled Optimized Effective Potential (OEP), or Optimized Potential Method (OPM) [ SH53, TS76,
UGG95]. This third generation of functionals is written explicitly in terms of the Kohn-Sham
orbitals (being nevertheless implicit functionals of the density):





OEP
OEP
Exc
n- Exc
ψ1 r ->"> > ψN r  8

(I.35)

The xc potential is then calculated using twice the chain-rule for functional derivatives:



vOEP
xc n r  



N

∑

i! 1

The first term of the right,



OEP
δExc
δn r 

dr dr  
OEP
δExc
δψi ) rE ,

OEP δψ r 
δExc
i 
 c c  δvKS r  
 

δψi r  δvKS r  
δn r 

(I.36)

, can easily be obtained from the expression for

E

ψ1 r > > > ψN r   , while the second, δvδψi ) rrE , E , can be calculated using first-order perturbaKS )
tion theory. Finally, the remaining functional derivative can be identified with the inverse of the
response function for non-interacting electrons, χKS1 r r  , an object that will be introduced in section I.2. Rearranging the terms in Eq. (I.36), we obtain an integral equation for v OEP
xc . The solution
of this integral equation is numerically very involved, and has only been achieved for systems with
very high symmetry. An alternative is to perform an approximation first proposed by Krieger, Lee

OEP
Exc
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and Iafrate[ KLI92] (KLI), which transforms the hard task of solving an integral equation in three
dimensional space into the simple one of solving a small set of linear equations.
Two examples of these orbital functionals are the exact exchange (EXX), and self-interaction
corrected (SIC) LDA functionals [ PZ81]. In the first, one employs the exact expression for the
exchange energy:



ExEXX n-

 1

N

2∑ ∑

σ iA j! 1

 drdr

F r  ψiσ r  ψ jσ r 
ψ F jσ r  ψiσ


r



r
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The SIC-LDA functional, originally proposed by Perdew and Zunger [ PZ81], can be written as:
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(I.38)

It is clear that the SIC-LDA obeys two of the features of the exact functional: It exactly cancels the
self-interaction part of the Hartree energy and it vanishes for one electron systems. The SIC-LDA
functional is nevertheless ill-defined, for it is not invariant upon an unitary transformation of the
Kohn-Sham wave-functions.
All these functionals have their spin-polarized version, dependent on the two components of the spin density existent in a problem with collinear spin arrangements, n ; and
n . The HEG may also be solved for spin polarized systems, and in this way we obtain
the exchange and correlation energies per unit particle, εx n;I n  and εc n;J n  , respectively.
These magnitudes completely define the LDA for spin polarized systems, or SLDA:

Exc n ;< n K$ drn r ( εx n;< r ( n r    εc n;L r / n r  " . The xc potential is then calculated
by functional derivation for each spin component:



vαxc n ; n  r  

δExc

δnα r 

(I.39)

The GGAs and orbital functionals may also be easily generalizable in a similar manner.
The treatment of noncollinear problems is slightly more complex. Already von Barth and
Hedin [ vBH72] suggested the valid reasoning for the case of a local functional: to divide the electronic system into small boxes, and to consider that within each box the electrons can then be
considered to form a spin polarized homogeneous electron gas, whose densities are n MN r  and
nOP r  , the two real and positive eigenvalues of the Hermitian density matrix at r. One then applies spherical symmetry, and consider that the exchange and correlation energy densities for the
spin-polarized homogeneous electron gas should not depend on the direction of polarization. In
consequence, one can consider at each point the coordinate system with the z axis along the direction of the local spin:



LDA
Exc
nMN nO   drn r  εHEG
nMQ r ( nOP r " 
xc

(I.40)

To calculate the xc potential, the procedure consists in carrying the density matrix to the local
reference frame where it is diagonal [ KHSW88] – which requires a spin-1/2 transformation matrix
for each point in space:
U r  SR 

cos θ )2r, e ) i + 2, φ ) r,
θ r,
sin )2 e ) i + 2, φ ) r,
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sin θ 2) r , e ) i + 2, φ ) r,
θ r,
cos )2 e ) i+ 2 , φ ) r ,UT

(I.41)
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The angles θ r  and φ r  are calculated in such a way that U diagonalizes the density matrix:
U r ρ r U † r 



nMN r 
0

0
nOP r   

(I.42)

The xc potential is then calculated in this local reference frame, in which it is a diagonal operator
M
O
with components vxc and vxc , and then it must be transformed back to the original reference frame,
which leads to a xc potential in the form of a 2x2 Hermitian matrix (that effectively couples the
up and down components of the spinor wavefunctions):



vxc ρ r  

 O
1 M
1 M
O
v r   vxc r   σ0 
v r  vxc r   σ > m̂ r 2 xc
2 xc

(I.43)

where m̂ r  is the unit vector along the magnetization m r  . Note, however, that all this reasoning
has assumed local functionals, and it is not valid in general – even not completely correct for
the GGA, whose value at each point depends on the values of the density at neighboring points
through the gradient operator. There have been some attempts to improve on this defficiency (see,
for example, [ CG97]), although in our KS/DFT implementation, to be described in Chapter III, we
have utilized the SLDA procedure also for the GGA functionals.

I.2 TIME-DEPENDENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY
I.2.1 Foundations

DFT, reviewed in the previous section, is usually addressed as a ground-state theory. This is inexact: the excited states are also uniquely determined by the ground-state density, i.e. the excitation
energies, for example, are also functionals of the ground state density. Unfortunately these functionals are unknown. Note that HK theorem is an existence statement and it does not provide
with a constructive procedure for the functionals. Nevertheless, there have been some attempts to
obtain information about the excited states from the so-called ground-state formalism:
1. In the absence of better options, the differences between KS eigenvalues are sometimes
taken as approximations to the excitation energies. These are very crude estimations, since
in fact the KS eigenvalues are not physical quantities strictu sensu – except for that of the
highest occupied state, εHOMO , which coincides with minus the ionization potential of the
system [ AvB85]. In addition, Chong et al. [ CGB02] have shown that the orbital energies of
other occupied levels of atoms and molecules can be interpreted as approximate, but rather
accurate, relaxed vertical removal energies. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that those
relations are valid in exact DFT, but may fail for the approximate exchange-correlation
energy functionals currently in use (e.g., the local density approximation underestimates
εHOMO by roughly a factor of two).
2. Another approach, called ∆SCF (delta self-consistent field), is based on the observation that
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and the Kohn-Sham scheme can be formulated for the lowest
state of each symmetry class [ GL76]. An unrestricted variation will clearly yield the groundstate, but by restricting the variation to different symmetry classes it is possible to reach
some excited states. The excitation energies can then be calculated from the difference
in total-energy. However, this approach suffers from two drawbacks: (i) only the lowest
lying excitation for each symmetry class is obtainable, and (ii) the exchange-correlation (xc)
functional that now enters the Kohn-Sham equations depends on the particular symmetry we
have selected [ vB79]. The excitation energies calculated in this way are only of moderate
quality.
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3. Using the techniques of multi-configuration Hartree-Fock theory to study the multiplet electronic states. [ ZRB77].
4. J. P. Perdew and M. Levy [ PL85] demonstrated that every extremum of the energy functional
(i.e., every solution of the Euler equation I.6) is a stationary state density. This suggests a
method to obtain some of the excited states.
5. In the generalized adiabatic connection method [ Gör96a, Gör00], each state of the many-body
system is adiabatically connected to a Kohh-Sham state.
6. Finally, ensemble DFT [ The79, GOK88a, GOK88b, OGK88], a generalization of the basic DFT
formalism to statistical ensembles of states, has been proposed as a method to obtain the
excited states energies [ Koh86]. Apparently, good approximations to the exchange and correlation term suitable to work with ensembles are harder to obtain. Nevertheless, some
recent developments [ GG02] permit to regard this approach as rather promising.
We will provide, in Chapter III, simple examples of calculations done with the second and third
method cited above . However, our approach to the study of the electronic excited states is based
on yet another extension: time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). TDDFT is the extension of DFT to time-dependent phenomena. It allows for the calculation of excitations, but
its scope is larger, since in fact, it is an exact reformulation of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation. In the following, I will shallowly review the foundations of the theory; for in-depth
discussions see [ GK90, GDP96, ORR02, MG03, MG04].
TDDFT is based on the Runge-Gross theorem [ RG84]: given a system of electrons prepared
in a given initial state Φ t0 " , there is a biunivocal correspondence between the external timedependent potential vext , and the time-dependent electron density, n r t  . This is a generalization
to time-dependent potentials and densities, of the ordinary DFT one-to-one correspondence:
n r t WV

v r t 

(I.44)

Note that in this case: (i) Two potentials are considered equivalent if they differ by any purely timedependent function (because then they produce wavefunctions which are equal up to purely timedependent phase, which is canceled when any observable is calculated from them), and (ii) There
is a dependence on the initial quantum state of the system [ MBW02]. (iii) Contrary to intuition,
the v-representability problem (the problem of the existence of a potential that produces a given
density) is milder in the time-dependent case, and has been solved by van Leeuwen (see [ vL99];
this work is effectively an extension of the RG theorem) under very broad assumptions for the
initial state of the system.
Armed with the Runge-Gross (RG) theorem, and in a similar way to the Kohn-Sham construction for the ground state densiy, we may build a time-dependent Kohn-Sham scheme. For
that purpose, one has to introduce an auxiliary system of N noninteracting electrons, subject to a
external potential vKS . The time-dependent density of this independent electrons system coincides
with the density n r t  of the original system. This density is obtained via the propagation a set of
time-dependent Schrödinger-like equations (sometimes referred as time-dependent Kohn-Sham –
TDKS – or Runge-Gross equations):
i

d
ψ j t "
dt 
ψ j t0 "



n r t







 

tˆ v̂KS n ψ j t  
ψ j0 N
∑ ψ†j r t  ψ j r t  
j! 1

(I.45)
(I.46)
(I.47)

The initial state Φ t0    should be representable by an initial Slater determinant built with the set

Φ j0 Nj! 1 .
of one-electron orbitals
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Regarding the time-dependent Kohn-Sham potential vKS n , its formal definition is rather complex. The original formulation of Runge and Gross departed from the quantum mechanical action:



t1

A Φ- 

∂ 
Ĥ t  Φ t "∂t



dt Φ t  i



t0

(I.48)



which is also a functional of the density by virtue of the RG theorem, A  A n . Then, the exchange
and correlation action, Axc n , was defined as:







Axc n- AKS n



A n

 1
2

n r t  n r t 

r r

 drdr



(I.49)



where AKS is  the action functional for the Kohn-Sham system. The exchange and correlation
functional vxc n is its functional derivative:



δAxc
δn r t 

vxc n r t  

(I.50)





This completes the definition of the KS potential vKS n :




vKS n r t   v r t   u n r t   vxc n r t 

(I.51)



where u n r t  is once again the Hartree electrostatic potential energy functional, now dependent
on time. In the same manner than in ground-state DFT, the xc potential contains all the nontrivial
many-body effects and has a complicated nonlocal dependence on n, both in time and in space.
This derivation contains two formal problems: breakdown of the principle of causality [ GDP96]
and one problem related to the boundary conditions in the variational principle that derives
Schrödinger equation from the definition of the quantum mechanical action [ vL98]. These problems were solved by van Leeuwen [ vL98] with an alternative definition of A n within the Keldysh
formalism:



A n



iln Φ t0  Û τ f τi  Φ t0    







τ1
τ0

dτ X
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dτ Y

τ   drn r τ  v r τ 

(I.52)

where Û is the evolution operator, and τ is the Keldysh pseudo-time. The exchange and correlation action is then defined essentially as in Eq. I.49, substracting the action functional, and the
electrostatic energy from the KS action functional. The exchange and correlation potential, which
is the operative magnitude, is then defined once again by functional derivation:



δAxc

δn r τ  n ! n r A t ,
)

vxc n r t  

(I.53)

In any case, the exact vxc is unknown, and the quality of any calculation depends on the quality
of the approximation of this term. We end this subsection by introducing the so-called timedependent exchange-correlation kernel



fxc r r ω  

δvxc n r ω  
δn r ω [Z δvext !

Z
Z
Z

whose usefulness will be demonstrated below.
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I.2.2 Approximations to the (time-dependent) exchange and correlation term

The simplest, and most commonly used, approximation to the xc functional in TDDFT is the
adiabatic LDA (ALDA), in which the static LDA functional is used for the dynamical properties,
evaluated at the time-dependent density:
vALDA
r t   vLDA
n r t " 
xc
xc

(I.55)

In the ALDA, the f xc kernel is a contact function in time and space:
ALDA
fxc
r t; r t    δ t



t  δ r



dvLDA
n
xc
Z n! n r A t , 
dn
Z )

r 

(I.56)

Z
Z

Following the same reasoning, it is straightforward to write adiabatic GGA potentials and f xc
kernels. Unfortunately, the thresholds for the onset of absorption calculated either with adiabatic
LDA or GGA functionals are typically below the observed ones (by several eV in the case of some
atoms). This is an intrinsic drawback of the ALDA/GGA because, in principle, TDDFT should
yield the correct thresholds. This problem is once more related to the wrong asymptotic
behavior

of the effective Kohn-Sham potential that goes exponentially to zero instead of e 2 ' r for neutral
systems. This is due, as already mentioned in the previous Section, to the insufficient correction
of the self-interaction part of the Hartree potential. Also the xc kernel, f xc , suffers from a selfinteraction error. A simple way to correct the asymptotic part of the adiabatic potential is using
the adiabatic LB94 approximation. However, the high lying excitation energies calculated with
this functional are usually overestimated for small molecules, and the LB94 does not do quite as
well as the ALDA for the low-lying states [ CS00].
A generalization of the EXX potential to the time-domain is also possible [ PGG95]. It starts
from the perturbative expansion of the action functional and then uses the chain-rule for functional
derivatives to obtain an integral equation for the xc potential. A KLI-like approximation can then
be used to simplify the task of solving this integral equation. Using the same procedure, one can
derive an integral equation for f xc . However, for practical calculations, it is desirable to devise
a simple analytical expression for the xc kernel. To this end, it is common practice to further
simplify the KLI potential by neglecting one of its terms [ PGG95]. In the static exchange-only
case, this leads to the so-called Slater approximation [ Sla51]. f xc then reads:
EXX approx \

fxc σσE

rt r t   



δt



2

t   δσσE

F r 
∑Ni! 1 ψiσ r  ψiσ

Z r r  nσ r  n σ r   Z 
Z
Z
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Note that, due to the extra functional derivative in the definition of the xc kernel, it is much more
complicated, in this case, to evaluate directly f xc than to time-propagate the KS states with vxc .
Finally, an adiabatic SIC-LDA can be easily written in the spirit of Eq. (I.38). Other functionals designed to retain features which are important in time-dependent calculations have appeared
recently in the Quantum-Chemistry literature – for a brief account on these, see Ref. [ CS00].
I.2.3 Excitation energies in TDDFT

To determine properties such as the dynamical polarizabilities or excitation energies, we only
need the linear response of the electronic system, i.e. the response to a weak perturbative external
electric potential δv r t  , which supplements the initial external potential v r  , typically provided
by an ionic background. This external perturbations induces a time-dependent variation of the
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density δn r t  , which will be related to the perturbation by the so-called density-density response
function χ r r  ω  :
δn r ω    dr χ r r ω  δv r ω  

(I.58)

Note that this equation (and the following ones) are expressed in the frequency domain, which
means that the time variable t has been substituted by the frequency ω.
The linear response of the molecule is charaterized by the dynamical polarizability tensor
α ω :
(I.59)
δµi ω   ∑ αi j ω  E j ω 
j

where δµi ω   $ drxi δn r w  is the induced dipole in the i direction, and E j ω  is the frequencydependent applied field. Assuming a dipolar perturbation (δv r ω  
E ω > r), the polarizability
may be related to the response function χ r r  ω  :



αi j ω  

 dr  dr xi χ r r] ω  x j 

(I.60)

By application of Fermi’s Golden Rule, one may relate the photoabsorption cross section σ ω 
(the relevant experimental magnitude) to the imaginary part of the polarizability:
4πω 1 
α ω =
ℑ Trα
 
c 3

σ ω 

(I.61)

The photoabsorption cross section integrates to the total number of electrons Z that takes part in
the collective motion (this result is the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule):
∞

 dωσ ω  
0

2π2
Z
c

(I.62)

TDDFT has become the most popular method for the calculation of excitations in finite systems, both in Physics (in the atomic, molecular or condensed matter realms) and in Quantum
Chemistry. TDDFT allows to calculate the excited state energies of a many-body system based on
information from a self-consistent DFT calculation. In the time-dependent approach, one studies
the behavior of the system subject to a time-dependent external perturbation. We start by noting
that the induced density (Eq. I.58) must be equal in the interacting and in the Kohn-Sham system:
δn r ω    dr χKS r r ω  δvKS r ω 

(I.63)

where δvKS includes the external field and the induced Hartree and xc potentials (the latter expressed through its functional derivative, the xc kernel introduced in Eq. I.54):
δn r ω  

 dr fxc r r ω  δn r  
δvKS r ω   δv r ω    dr
r r



(I.64)



The Kohn-Sham response function χKS describes the response of non-interacting electrons, and
can be written in terms of the ground-state Kohn-Sham eigenvalues ε i and eigenfunctions ψi
χKS r r ω  

∑
ij

fi



fj

ψi r  ψ F j r  ψ j r  ψiF r 

ω ωi j  iη
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where ωi j  ε j εi  and fi are the occupation numbers of the KS orbitals. Combining Eqs. I.58
and I.63, and using the fact that δv is an arbitrary function, we may derive a Dyson-like equation
for the interacting response function. For a spin-unpolarized system it reads [ PGG96, PG96]:
χ r r ω   χKS r r ω    dr1 dr2 χKS r r1 ω 

^




r1



1
r2

 f r r ω   χ r r ω xc 1 2
2

(I.66)



where we have utilized the time-dependent exchange-correlation kernel f xc defined in Eq. I.54.
Equation I.66 has to be solved iteratively. Note that this scheme provides an exact representation
of the full interacting linear density response. Also note that by putting f xc  0 one obtains the
random phase approximation to the response function.
In any case, the solution of Eq. I.66 is numerically difficult. A path to circunvent it [ PGG96]
for systems with a discrete spectrum (such as a finite system) starts by looking at the Lehmann
representation of the density response function:
χ r r ω  

lim

η. 0



0 n̂ r  m  m n̂ r  0  


E m  E 0   iη

∑

0 n̂ r  m  m n̂ r  0 

 
E m  E 0   iη

 ω 

m

 ω 
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In this equation, m  and Em are the many body states and energies of the interacting system.

Analyzing the structure
of Eq. I.67 it is easy to see that χ has poles at the excitation energies of
the system ω  Ωm  Em E0. As the external potential does not have any special pole structure
as a function of ω, Eq. I.58 implies that also δn r ω  has poles at the true excitation energies Ω m .
On the other hand, χKS has poles at the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue differences ωi j . Exploiting these
facts, one can derive an eigenvalue equation for the exact eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of the
system [ PGG96, PG96]:

 dr Ξ r r ω  ξ r ω   λ ω  ξ r ω -

(I.68)

where the Ξ function is defined by
Ξ r r ω   δ r



r 



 dx χKS r x ω  


x



1
r

 f x r ω 
 
_
xc

(I.69)



This is a rigorous statement, that allows the determination of the exact excitation energies of the
system from the knowledge of χKS and fxc .
We now present a summary of three main approaches used to obtain the excitation energies
(and also the oscillator strengths of the associated transitions) of nanostructured and low dimensional systems. For details we refer the reader to Refs. [ GDP96, PGG96, PG96, Cas95, V ÖC99,
VÖC02] for the matrix eigenvalue scheme, and Ref. [ ORR02] for a review on the selfconsistent
Green function approach. Regarding the last method, based on the full solution of the timedependent Kohn-Sham equations, it will presented in more detail since this latter scheme is the
main approach used in this work.
Matrix eigenvalue method

The exact solution of Eq. I.68 fully incorporates the collective electronic excitations. To solve
the eigenvalue equation one can expand ξ r ω  in an appropriate basis and solve numerically the
resulting matrix-eigenvalue equation. For spin unpolarized systems using as a basis the product of
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occupied and unoccupied orbitals,3 we find that the matrix equation to be solved is:
2

G δik δ jl ωi j

2
 2` f ω K
i j i j i j A kl Ω  ` f kl ωkl H ξkl  Ω ξi j

(I.70)



where the i j  and k l  indexes run over the single particle orbitals, ωi j  ε j εi , fi j 
is the difference of orbital occupation numbers, and the kernel Ki j A kl is defined as:
Ki j A kl Ω    dr  dr ψ†i r  ψ j r  



r



1
r

 f r ra Ω   ψ r  ψ† r

xc
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l

fi



fj
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We may further reduce the computational burden, at the cost of giving up some accuracy:
If the seeked excitations are mostly single particle transitions, an alternative way is to expand
χKS around one particular energy difference between the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues of the occupied
orbital k and the unoccupied orbital j. Assuming that the true excitation energy is not far away
from ωi j , it is sufficient to consider only the lowest order terms in those expansions. This leads
for the singlet excitations to
Ω b%c ωk j ωk j  2Ki j A kl  b ωk j  2ℜ ψiF ψ j



 r




1
r



 f r r ω  ψ ψ F xc
kj
k l


(I.72)

where ℜ indicates the real part of the expression. This single-pole approximation can be viewed as
an attempt to correct the Kohn-Sham excitation energies individually without including collective
electronic effects. In the following, we will refer as full matrix eigenvalue method (FME) to the
solution of Eq. I.70, and as single-pole approximation (SPA) to the solution of Eq. I.72.
The FME, which is the solution to Eq. I.70, gives the exact position of the poles of the density
response function, which are the excitation energies of the system. Note, however, that apart from
the truncation of the expansions, two main approximations are necessary to calculate the excitation energies: (i) the static Kohn-Sham orbitals have to be calculated with an approximate static
exchange-correlation potential, and (ii) the frequency-dependent exchange-correlation kernel has
to be approximated. In consequence, even the numbers obtained in the FME will not be exact.
The former equations have assumed spin-unpolarized systems. The generalization of this formalism to the spin polarized case is straightforward, although the final expressions are more complicated than in the paramagnetic case that we have developed here. In the spin polarized case,
the non-interacting Kohn-Sham response function is diagonal in the spin variables and exhibits
poles at the Kohn-Sham energy differences corresponding to single-particle excitations within the
same spin space. The mixing of spin-channels comes into play by the exchange-correlation kernel
when building the interacting response function. The magnetization response naturally involves
spin-flip processes.
Selfconsistent Green’s Function Method

There is another traditional method [ ZS80, SZ80] to calculate the excitations in linear response by
self-consistently solving Eq. I.66: this requires the evaluation of the independent-particle susceptibility χ0 . The expression for χ0 involves an explicit sum over the complete energy eigenvalue
spectrum of the Kohn-Sham effective potential. That is, not only the occupied orbitals are required, but also the unoccupied bound states and the continuum orbitals as well. This problem can
3 This transition-space representation is analogous to the approach utilized in the time-dependent HartreeFock methods [ LEK72].
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be circunvented by calculating the Kohn-Sham response function from the expression:
χKS r rd ω  

N

∑ @ ψiF

i! 1

r  ψi re G r r ; εi  ω  

ψi r  ψiF r G F r r ; εi



ω B

(I.73)

where the sum is now restricted to occupied states. The Kohn-Sham retarded Green’s function is
the solution of the Schrödinger-type equation

 ω


1 2
∇ vKS r ω   G r r ; ω   δ r r  
2

(I.74)

The integral equation for the first order induced density (Eq. I.58) is then solved iteratively. If
we utilize the first iteration in Eq. I.60 we obtain the independent particle approximation to the
dynamical polarizability α ω  . The photoabsorption cross section is then calculated from Eq. I.58.
Full solution in real time of the TDDFT Kohn-Sham equations

Another very efficient method to calculate the optical spectrum of finite systems is based on solving directly the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations in response to an external electromagnetic
field. This method, originally used for the study of nuclear reactions [ FKW78], was later applied to
clusters [ YB96, YB97, YB99a, YB99b, YB99c, MCR01, CMA  02] and biomolecules ([ MLV  02], see
also Chapter IX) and it constitutes the main body of applications of the present work.
The starting point for the time-dependent simulations is the Kohn-Sham ground state of the
electronic system in the nuclear equilibrium configuration. To obtain the linear optical absorption
spectrum one excites all the frequencies
 of the4system by applying an instantaneous and small
electric field at time zero: δvext r t  
κzδ t  . This amounts to giving a small momentum κ to
the electrons [ YB96]. The perturbed Kohn-Sham wave-functions an infinitesimal time δt later are:
ψi r δt   eiκz ψi r 0  

(I.75)

These orbitals are then propagated in time:

2
ψi r t  ∆t   T exp i 

t ; ∆t
t

dt ĥKS t  ψi r t  

(I.76)

Note the presence of the time-ordered exponential T exp due to the time-dependence of the KohnSham Hamiltonian – it has to be necessarily time-dependent, since it is a functional of the timedependent density. In this method, only occupied states need to be propagated, so there is no need
of computing empty states. The spectrum can then be obtained using Eqs. (I.60) and (I.61), 5
by noting that since the perturbation is a delta function in real time, it is a constant (∝ κ) in the
frequency domain.
1
 drzn r ω  
αzz ω  
(I.77)
κ
Similarly the spin-spin response function can be computed to get the magnetic response of nanostructures (including non-collinear magnetism and magnon-like excitations).
4 We assume that the polarization of the field is in the z direction. To fully characterize the response of
the system, one needs to solve the equations in the three directions.
5 The Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (Eq. I.62) sum rule can be used to check the quality of the calculations.
Another check is energy conservation, which the TDDFT respects when there is no external field applied.
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It is also possible within a time-evolution scheme to calculate circular dichroism [ YB99c],
which is a very powerful tool used in the characterisation of biomolecules. In particular the complex rotatory strength function R ω   Rx ω   Ry ω   Rz ω  is given in terms  of the Fourier
transform of the time evolution of the angular momentum operator L z t   ∑occ
ψi i r ^ ∇  z ψi 
i
  instead of the
(for magnetic circular dichroism one has to work with the total angular momentum
angular part, but the equations remain the same). Results for the optical dichroism of DNA basis
as well as other organic molecules are in rather good agreement with experiments [ VCM]. It will
be important, however, to address the role of different exchange correlation functionals for these
chiro-optical properties.
One of the major advantages of the explicitly time-dependent framework is that it can straightforwardly handle two extensions: non-linear response and nuclear dynamics – possibly also driven
by high intensity fields. Some comments on the former are made in the following subsection; the
foundations of the latter extension is the topic of section I.3.
I.2.4 Nonlinear phenomena

The external potential v that we have employed above is usually created by the ionic background
that interacts with the electronic subsystem, whereas the perturbation δv is usually an external
applied electromagnetic field. The previous considerations apply when δv is small compared to v,
and we can speak of a linear response of the system (described by the first-order perturbation of the
density δn) or, more generally, of perturbative approaches. In terms of intensity, the Coulomb field
strength seen by an electron in the ground state of the Hydrogen atom is of the order of 10 16W/cm2 ;
the linear regime holds when δv is several orders of magnitude lower. The interaction of matter
with fields above this limit leads to a variety of new phenomena (above-threshold dissociation
or ionization, very-high harmonic generation, bond softening, etc). The scope of applicability of
TDDFT encompasses also these cases where the applied field is not small, i.e. the interaction
of the system with strong laser fields or the scattering of a high energy projectile by a molecule.
The real-time propagation of the TDKS equations permits to simulate these processes; note that
these equations have been deduced with complete generality, and no constrain has been imposed
on the largeness of the external fields (although previous constrains apply; very high frequencies
or intensities may take the process above the threshold of applicability of nonrelativistic Quantum
Mechanics, or even excite internal degrees of freedom of the nuclei).
One of the phenomena that we may study is the high-harmonic generation (HHG) [ MGH  87]. It
consists in the emission, by the physical system under probe, of radiation at odd-integer multiples
of the frequency of the incoming laser field. An intuitive interpretation may be gained through the
recollision picture [ PKK97]: an electron tunnels out of the system and is accelerated by the laser
field, and subsequently, following also the quivering motion induced by the laser field, collides
back with the source atom or molecule, emitting a high frequency photon in the process. The
spectrum of emitted radiation is (neglecting incoherent processes) [ SM90]:
H ω  ∝  dt eiωt

Z
Z

2

d2
µ t
Z
dt 2

Z

(I.78)

Z of the second Z derivative of the dipole moment µ t 
i.e. it is proportional to the Fourier transform
Z
Z
of the system. This may well be calculated via TDDFT; one example may be found in Ref. [ UEG],
where the HHG spectrum of atomic Helium is calculated and confronted with the experimental
results of Ref. [ MS92]. In chapter X we present calculations for the Hydrogen-Deuterium dimer,
where we analyze the influence of the atomic motion on the harmonic spectrum.
Another example of highly nonlinear phenomenon is above threshold ionization (ATI) [ VD65,
AFM  79, MM91]. It consists in the ionization of atoms motivated by the absorption of a number of
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photons larger than needed to overcome the ionization threshold. It necessitates the interaction of
a high intensity laser field with the atomic sample, and in consequence it is intrinsically nonlinear.
Experimentally, one measures the ATI spectrum, which represents the energy of the ejected photoelectrons. It typically
presents a number of peaks separated by the photon energy, at positions

given by E  nω IP, where ω is the laser frequency and IP is the ionization potential, and n is
an integer large enough to produce a positive photoelectron energy E.
The observables related to this process are essentially the ionization probabilities: For a system
with density n and N electrons,
the k-th order ionization probability is the probability of the system

in continuum states. These
being in a state with N k  electrons in bound states, and k electrons

are functionals of the density by virtue of the RG  theorem, Pk n t  . The total number
of emitted

and bound electrons are then Nesc t   ∑Nk! 0 kPk n t  and Nbound t   ∑Nk! 0 N k  Pk n t  respectively. Unfortunately, all these functionals are unknown. However, TDDFT has already been
used, for example by Petersilka and Gross in Ref. [ PG99], to study ionization yields by making use
of a naı̈ve, although effective, geometrical picture: the space is split into two regions: A, which
contains the system under probe, and the rest of the space, B. If we assume a two-electron system,
the normalization of the wavefunction Φ implies:
1   dr1  dr2 Φ r1 r2 t 
A

A



 2  dr  dr Φ r r t  2   dr  dr Φ r r t  2

1 2
1 2
1
2
1
2
A
B
B
B





2

(I.79)

The second term is then an approximation to the single ionization probability, whereas the last
term approximates the double ionization of the system. For the purpose of employing TDDFT,
one needs to relate the wavefunction to the density, which in this case may be done with the help
of the pair correlation function:


Φ r 1 r2  2
g n  r 1 r2   2 

n r1 t  n r2  t 

(I.80)

Unfortunately, this functional is also unknown and has to be approximated; Petersilka and Gross
simply used g n- 1 ' 2. In any case, an approximation to the electron escape may be obtained by
simply making:
Nesc t   N



 drn r t A

(I.81)

where N is the initial number of electrons of the system. Yet another approach to derive ionization
probabilities useful for TDDFT calculations, also by making geometrical considerations although
in this case based in the Kohn-Sham orbitals and in some combinatorial analysis may be found in
Ref. [ UG97]; a formal justification is given in Ref. [ Ull00]. In any case, due to the mentioned lack
of exact functional knowledge for the ionization probablities, the geometrical concept of “bound
region” has to be invoked – a region around the system that should contain the ground state and all
the relevant Rydberg states. This concept is only valid for large t (well after the perturbing field
has passed), to allow for the continuum flux to abandon the bound region. Our experience tells us
that, for large t (well after the perturbing field has passed) the precise shape and size of the bound
region is unimportant.
In practice, in our calculations we only have access to the density and orbitals in the finite
bound region A. The scheme to simulate the ionization consists then in adding to the Hamiltonian
an imaginary potential ivabs r  , defined to be non-null in a frontier region F that separates A and
B in such a way that it varies smoothly from zero in the intersection A f F to a maximum iv max
abs in
the limit of the simulation region F f B. Another option, that we have also implemented, defines
in that region a “mask” function that also varies smoothly, in this case from one in A f F to zero
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in F f B. At each time step in a simulation, one multiplies the orbitals by the mask function, thus
reducing their norm.
We have cited two examples of experimental observations within the nonlinear regime (HHG,
ionization probabilities) for which TDDFT may be utilized. Other examples, such as bondsoftening or Coulomb explosions require the computation of a different kind of observable: the
nuclear trajectories. This type of coupled electronic nuclear simulations were one of the main
objectives of this thesis work; some results regarding laser-induced dissociation of molecules will
be presented in Chapter X.

I.3 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS BASED ON TIME DEPENDENT DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY: COUPLED ELECTRON-ION DYNAMICS ON EXCITED STATES
Sections I.1 and I.2 have addressed the electronic problem, the nuclei being only an inert source
for the external potential v. In this section, we will step back and consider the full problem of a
system of interacting electrons and nuclei.
I.3.1 Several approaches to Molecular Dynamics

The term Molecular Dynamics (MD) comprises a broad collection of methods for atomistic simulations whose common denominator consists in considering the nuclei as classical particles,
whereas the electronic subsystem is quantum mechanical. Until recently, the only approach consisted in what we may call traditional MD (TMD): the nuclei evolve adiabatically following the
ground state potential energy surface (PES) originated by the electrons. Moreover, this potential
energy surface (or, alternatively, a force field) is constructed previous to the simulation. Despite
its approximate character, TMD has proved to be a useful technique; its usefulness is documented
in numerous sources – to name one example, see [ AT87]. Unfortunately, the potentials used are
unable of describing properly all the many body effects, and are confronted with serious problems
when one tries to describe the creation or breaking of bonds (i.e. chemical reactions).
In contrast, in first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD), the electronic structure is calculated with ab-initio techniques. The problem here is the computational demand, which grows exponentially with the size of the system (this is usually referred as the “dimensionality bottleneck”).
A possible way to circunvent this problem is to avoid the a priori construction of the interatomic
potential, obtaining instead its values “on the fly” for each point in configuration space transversed
by the nuclear system. The seminal work of Car and Parrinello [ CP85a] represented an important
extension to the field of MD, since it allowed for efficient calculations of FPMD, by formulating
a scheme (Car-Parrinello MD, hereafter CPMD) that prescribes the simultaneous evolution of the
nuclei and of a fictitious electronic subsystem. The number of applications based on this approach
has grown exponentially; see, for example, Refs. [ MH00, DDL Ö94], for a review, and Ref. [ KM04]
for a recent large scale and state-of-the-art application.
The CPMD model still assumes that the electronic system evolves adiabatically in its ground
state, and that the nuclei are classical point particles. The former restriction – ground state – is
evident since the first principles microscopic theory used to understand the electronic subsystem
is DFT, in principle valid only for the ground state. One may lift the former restriction (thus
abandoning the original realm of MD), whilst maintaining a first principles approach by making
use of path integral methods [ MTM99]. However, we have not followed this route.
On the contrary, we were concerned with the relief of the adiabatic constrain. For the purpose
of clarifying where the difficulties arise, we introduce here the basic notation. We consider a
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system of particles, which we will label as classical or quantum particles, depending on wether
the classical limit will be taken for them or not. The Hamiltonian takes the form:

∑ T̂α  ∑ tˆi  ∑ V̂ cc

Ĥ 

α

) αβ,

i

q̂α q̂β  

)

∑ V̂ cq
αi ,

q̂α x̂i  

∑ V̂ qq x̂i
) i j,

x̂ j -

(I.82)

where: (αβ) and (i j) run respectively over all the classical and quantum pairs of particles; T̂α
and tˆi are the kinetic operators; V̂ cc , V̂ cq and V̂ qq are the classical-classical, classical-quantum
and quantum-quantum two-body potential operators. We denote by x̂i the coordinate operator
of the quantum particle i, and by q̂α the coordinate operator of the classical particle α (following
standard notation, we will use bold face for vectors, and capped letters for opertators in the Hilbert
space). x̂ and q̂ denote collectively all quantum and classical variables, respectively. To ease
the notation, we will group all the potential terms into a single operator V̂ . Also, we define
the electronic Hamiltonian, Ĥe  ∑i tˆi  V̂ . The system is represented by the full wavefunction
Ψ x q t  , solution to the full time-dependent Schrödinger equation:
i

∂
Ψ  Ĥ Ψ 
∂t

(I.83)

Solution to this equation is the full quantum mechanical model (QM). It is universally accepted
that most chemical processes are properly described within this model.
We will expand the total wavefunction in the form:

∑ψj

Ψ x q t 

j

x q  φ j q t -

(I.84)



where ψ j x q  j are the eigenstates of the quantum Hamiltonian, considering the classical variables as parameters:
Ĥe ψ j x q   E j q  ψ j x q  
(I.85)
Utilizing this so called Born-Oppenheimer (BO) ansatz [ BO27], the original Eq. I.83 is transformed
into the following set of equations:

 ∑ T̂α
α

 E q φ q t  
 j
j

∑ ĉk j
k

∂
φj q t 
∂t

q t  φk q   i

(I.86)

The difficulty in these equations resides in their coupled character, due to the operators ĉ k j q  :
ĉk j q  



ψk x q 



∑ Tˆα ψ j
α



x q 

x



1

∑ Mα
α



ψk x q  ∇ α ψ j x q   x ∇α 





(I.87)

This coupling implies that, in general, the populations of the electronic states (given by
$ dq φ j q t  2 ) vary in time. Intuitively, this means that the quantum subsystem may change its
state during  the evolution. The adiabatic approximation consists in forbidding these transitions,
i.e. ignoring the non diagonal coupling operators: ĉk j  0 if k  1 j. This decouples the equations:
∂
 ∑ T̂α  E j q   φ j q t   i φ j q t - E j q   E j q   ĉ j j q  
α

∂t

(I.88)

Moreover, it is usually assumed that only one electronic state is involved and, in most occasions
this is the ground state. The BO approximation consists in assuming that also c j j  0. Once the
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classical limit is taken, we may speak of adiabatic or non-adiabatic MD, or of BO or non-BO MD,
either in the ground state or in one excited electronic state.
One may perform the dynamics on one single excited PES, which is an adiabatic approach
but on one excited state. This amounts to solving the same equation I.88 but using an electronic
excited state, which in principle does not change the procedure qualitatively. This is the case if
one uses quantum-chemistry approaches for obtaining the electronic structure, but if one wishes
to extend the DFT based CPMD to any of the excited state one must recall that the conventional
DFT is only valid for the ground state. One may then utilize any of the extensions of DFT tailored
for excitations: In Ref. [ FHMP98], for example, Frank and others implement CP dynamics based
on a restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham (ROKS) scheme for the purpose of propagating the system
within the first singlet excited state. Note that, in the spirit of the ∆SCF idea, one can perform
FPMD on the lowest state of each symmetry – for example the first triplet state if the ground state
is a singlet. Also based on DFT, Van Caillie and Amos [ CA99], and, more recently, Hutter [ Hut03]
have proposed methods that calculate forces on pure excited states – the latter borrowing the idea
of the Tamm-Dancoff [ FW71] approximation. Finally, we mention the work of Bittner [ BK99],
where a method to do CPMD in pure excited states is described, by making use of the random
phase approximation (RPA) – in principle it may be extended to allow for TDDFT calculations
with some functional.
In any case, we were interested with non-adiabatic phenomena, not only evolutions within one
single excited state. Before stating the precise procedure that we have followed, note that in the
previous equations the classical subsystem is still in fact quantum mechanical. We now address
the problem of taking the classical limit, and transform the wavefunction into point particles.
I.3.2 The classical limit

In the following, we will present one of the possible paths to obtain MD equations from the full
Quantum Mechanical model (QM), i.e. the full Schrödinger equation for both electrons and nuclei,
Eq. I.83. The procedure must attain a separation of the particles into two subsystems, quantum and
classical, and because of this it consists in taking a “partial” classical limit. Rigorously speaking,
this involves two steps: the Hilbert space is split into two in the first step, and then a classical
limit is taken for the one of the subsystems. Although several possible procedures may be used to
take the classical limit (see, for example, Refs. [ Mes62, Mey80, SNM85, HGT95]), we will follow the
line of Bornemann et al [ BNS96], since its rigorous mathematical approach helps to identify the
situations in which the model may fail. We should note that in that work the electronics degrees
of freedom have previously been integrated out – in such a way only the nuclei on some adiabatic
energy surfaces remain active. The objective was then to build a semiquantal scheme for the
nuclear system, which is not, if we embrace the usual definition, MD. However, the equations are
identical independently of the nature of the particles involved.
The model for molecular dynamics will be derived from the basic Equation I.83, after two
consecutive approximation steps, subject of the next subsections.
Time-dependent self-consistent field model (TDSCF)

We assume a tensor product decomposition of the full wavefunction of the system:
Ψg
Ψ gJ x q t 

ψh φ



(I.89)

ψ x t φ q t 



This is called a single configuration ansatz for the total wavefunction, and is already an approximation – note that we use the notation Ψ g instead of the exact Ψ. It is not the traditional Born44
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Oppenheimer ansatz of Eq. I.84. The final MD equations may be reached also from that ansatz,
although we find that to insert TDDFT into the scheme it is better to keep the exact time-dependent
wavefunction and avoid the explicit use of the excited states decomposition.
Furthermore, we will write φ q t  2 as:






(I.90)
 ξε ) t , q q t " 


In this equation, q t   Ψ t  q̂ Ψ t    φ t  q̂ φ t   q is the expectation value of the classical

particles coordinates, and ε2 t     Φ t  q̂ q  t " 2 Φ t   is its variance at time t – that is, it tells
 is with

us how delocalized the wavefunction
respect to its mean classical path.
2

φ q t

We must ascertain what is the error that one makes when this separation step is performed.
Under these assumptions, it may be demonstrated that [ BNS95]:6
Φ  Φg  O ε 

(I.91)

That is, up to an error linear in ε, the tensor product ansatz represents the full wavefunction. This
is the formal justification of the time-dependent self-consistent model, to be defined now. We
consider the solutions to the coupled system of equations:
∂ψ
F x t
∂t
∂φ
i F q t
∂t



i

T̂x 

φ V̂ x >i φ  q ψ x t j
F
 F 
 F
 
T̂q ψ V̂ k>e q  ψ  x φ q t  
F
 F 
 F




(I.92)

The tensor product Ψ gF  ψ h φ is, up to a phase factor, equal to the solution of the Schrödinger
F
F
equation for the real tensor product ansatz:



Ψ g  exp i 

t
0



Ψ gF s  V̂ ΨgF s " ds ΨgF 

 

(I.93)

Equations I.92 constitute the time-dependent self-consistent field model (TDSCF). At this level,
the two subsystems are treated quantum mechanically, although the correlation between them is
neglected. In the nuclear physics community, the model is referred to as time dependent Hartree
approximation, since the nuclear wave-function takes the form of a Hartree product. It was already
used by Dirac in 1930 [ Dir30]. The description is that of a mean field model; each set of variables
moves in a potential which is obtained by taking some average taken over the other degrees of
freedom. The Eq. I.91 implies that the model only works if at least one of the subsystems is
approximately classical, meaning that its wave-packet is highly localized along one classical path.
Note-worthily, the model remains valid if this classical system is distributed along several possible
paths, as long as they all have small variances.
Short-wave asymptotics

The standard route from quantum mechanics to semiclassical and, eventually, classical mechanics, is the so called WKB method [ LLer], or short wave asymptotics. 7 If we consider a polar
representation of the classical wavefunction φ q t  in the form:
φ q t   a q t  eiS ) q A t ,

(I.94)

6 For the formal demonstration to be obtained, one must assume that ξ
ε l t m is an approximate delta function
family. The concept of approximate delta function is mathematically defined in Ref. [ BNS96]; intuitively it
corresponds to a family of functions that approximates the behaviour of the δ distribution as its variance ε2
approaches zero. The classical case corresponds to this limit.
7 Another route is assuming a Gaussian representation of the wave-functions [ Hel75].
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where both a (amplitude) and S (phase) are real numbers, the equation for the classical particles
in the set I.92 is transformed into:
∂S 
∂t

1

∑ 2Mα
α

∇α S  2 
∂a2 
∂t

ψ t  V̂ ψ t "



 

∑ ∇α >

∇α S
Mα Y

X a2

α

1 ∇2α a
a



∑ 2Mα

(I.95)



0

(I.96)

x

α

This set of equations is called the “quantum fluid” dynamical representation of QM. Our not so
innocent use of atomic units has hidden the presence of Planck’s constant h̄ in the equations; most
frequently the classical limit is taken by making h̄  0, which nullifies the rhs of Eq. I.95. We
will not do this, however, because it is more instructive for this mixed quantum/classical model
that requires a partial classical limit to follow once again Ref. [ BNS96]: The solutions a and S to
the equation:
∂S 
1
∇α S  2  ψ t  V̂ ψ t " x  0
(I.97)
∂t ∑
2M
α
α

 
and Eq. I.96 verify:

φ q t   a q t  eiS ) q A t ,n O ` m ' M -

(I.98)

where M is the least massive particle in the classical subsystem. This has brought into play the
crucial magnitude: the mass ratio ` m ' M.
Under the assumption of the smallness of this mass ratio, we may solve Eqs. I.97 and I.96
instead of the Schrödinger’s equation for the classical subsystem. Eq. I.97 is, however, a classical
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the dynamical variables q and p  ∇q S. It is equivalent to a classical
Hamiltonian system defined by:
H q p 

p2

∑ 2Mαα 


α

ψ t  V̂ k>e q  ψ t   x 





(I.99)

This statement is valid as long as the classical trajectory q  q t  that is derived from this Hamiltonian (and from given initial conditions) does not cross with any other classical trajectory for
other initial conditions. This is referred as a focal point in classical dynamics (it is related to,
although it is not the exactly the same, the problem of the intersections of BO surfaces discussed
in the literature of MD). We have not explored this complicated field in this dissertation.
2
Note
 that the second equation is a continuity equation for the “density” a , and the2velocity
field ∇α S ' Mα  . This permits to ensure that if initially the wave packet amplitude a is well
localized (the initial variance ε t0   ε0 is small), it will stay well localized.
Ehrenfest path for non-adiabatic molecular dynamics

The previous appearance of a classical Hamiltonian system already suggests the formulation of a
mixed quantum/classical model, which is the dynamical system that we have implemented:
i

∂ϕ j
x t
∂t
dqα
Mα
dt
dp
dt




T̂x  V x q t " ψ x t -

pα t -








(I.101)

ψ t  ∇qV x q t   ψ t "-
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along with the necessary initial conditions. We have a mixed quantum and classical system, composed of a quantum state ψ, and a classical Hamiltonian system defined by the variables q p  and
the Hamiltonian of Eq. I.99 – the Equations I.101 and I.102 are the Hamilton equations that derive
from it. Note that the classical and quantum equations are coupled, and must be solved simultaneously. This implies mutual feedback – some techniques (namely the Mott classical path method)
prohibits the influence of the electronic transitions on the nuclear trajectories. This model is usually called Ehrenfast path method (Ehrenfest path non adiabatic MD, EP-NAMD). The solution of
these equations are an approximation to the full problem posed by Eq. I.83, because [ BNS95]:
ψ  O ε0  ` m ' M -

ψ
q t




(I.103)

q t   O ε0  ` m ' M  

(I.104)

We are thus able to approximate the quantum state of the electronic subsystem, and the expectation
value path of the classical system, as long as two validity conditions hold: the classical subsystem
is initially well localized, and the mass ratio is large enough.
It is instructive to see how non-adiabatic transitions are included in this approach, even though
the quantum character of a set of particles has been obliterated. For that purpose, we decompose
once again the electronic wavefunction into the eigenstates of Ĥe q t " :
ψ x t 

∑cj
j

t  ψ j x; q t " 

(I.105)

In this way, we transform Eq. I.100 into an equation for the coefficients, whose non-null variation
demonstrate the diabaticity:
dc j
t 
dt



∑ ck t 
k

2


dq
t => d jk exp i  dt Ek q t " E j q t   
dt

(I.106)

where d jk  ψ j ∇q ψk  . It is obvious that the population changes depend on these coupling
  is
 restored if they are null. Regarding the influence that the non-adiabaticity
vectors: adiabaticity
exerts on the forces, by making use of the same expansion one transforms Eq.I.102 into:
dp
t 
dt



∑ cj t
j





2

∇q E j q t   

∑ cF j
jk

t  ck t o Ek q t "



E j q t    d jk 

(I.107)

In Chapter X we will present examples of this kind of calculations; specially focusing on the
effects of non-adiabaticity and state transitions. In the absence of the coupling vectors (i.e. the
second term of the rhs in previous equation is null), the classical particles move in a potential
which results of a time-independent average of the different PES. It is thus clear how to restore
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which will involve only the state in which the system is
initially prepared:

dp
t 
∇q Ek q   ψk t  ∇qV q t / x  ψk t   
(I.108)
dt



The Ehrenfest path is not the only approach by which one can perform a classical nuclei
approach without renouncing to diabaticity. We should mention, at least, the surface-hopping algorithm of Tully [ TP71, Tul90]. This approach assumes that the classical system always evolve
following a PES that emerges from a pure quantum state, not an average. The diabaticiy is introduced becaused sudden transitions (“hops”) are allowed to happen, following a “fewest-switches”
recipe that is based on statistical considerations and on the values of the coupling terms introduced above. An application of these ideas together with CP techniques has been presented in
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Ref. [ DM02]. One major limitation of the model is the necessity to explicitly construct the several
potential energy surfaces, which is unsuitable for systems that combine a large number of classical degrees of freedom with an also large number of active excited states. A discussion on the
differences of the mean field and the surface hopping algorithms is presented in [ Dol02]. We have
elected the Ehrenfest path approach along with TDDFT to tackle with the quantum problem, as
explained in the following.
I.3.3 TDDFT approach to MD

In the previous EP-NAMD model, Eq. I.100 remains a formidable task if we have more than a
few electrons. In fact, it is the task addressed in Section I.2 with TDDFT. We may indeed utilize
TDDFT to circunvent the need to solve Eq. I.100 for this MD approach since the right hand side of
Eq. I.102 – the “force” term – is the expectation value
 of an observable, and as such, a functional
of the time-dependent density n r t  : dp ' dt  F n q  . Fortunately enough, this functional is
known:

F n q t "   drn r t  ∇q v r q t  
(I.109)
where v r q t    ∑ α A β , V cc qα t ( qβ t    ∑α V cq qα t ( r  . The previous expression assumes,
)
however, local potentials. If non-local terms (e.g. typical pseudopotentials) are part of v, the
expression involves the KS orbitals (which are, nevertheless, functionals of the density). This
not only adds some numerical difficulties – fortunately not difficult to tackle with – but more
interestingly, the conceptual problem of using DFT for non-local operators, whose validity is
unclear. Apparently the results do not suffer. Since we have implemeted these equations and will
present results based on them, it is preceptive to analyze the expression in detail. The force on
each atom, Fα n q t   is given by:


 Flocal  n q t    Fnl  n q t    Fext q t  
Fα n q t    Faa


α q t 
α
α 
α

(I.110)

The interatomic Faa
α q t " term is as expected for two classical particles of charge z α and zβ :



Faa
α

qα t  q β t 

q t    ∑ zα zβ
qα t  q β t 
β



(I.111)



3



We divide the quantum-classical interaction potential into a local part ∑α vαlocal r; qα t " , a non
local part in the general form (we will elaborate on this in section II.4):

∑ ∑ ξ qβ t  "

v̂nl q t " 

β κ





ξ qβ t   

(I.112)



The associated force terms are:
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ξκ qα t   ψKS
j t - B



(I.114)

where ψKS
are the time-dependent Kohn-Sham orbitals. Finally, an external electric field
j t
Eext r t  may be added from the beginning to the formalism, and in that case the classical force
associated with it should also be added to the previous expression. This poses no additional
difficulties:
ext
qα t / t  
(I.115)
Fext
α q t ( t   zα E
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A very similar methodology was presented for a solid-state problem in Ref. [ The92]. The focus was not, however, non-adiabatic processes or even proper treatment of excited states, but the
proposal of an alternative to the Car-Parrinello technique that avoided the orthogonalization constrains. Saalmann and Schmidt [ SS96] reformulated the basic equations (which they denote nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics NA-QMD) and compared their performance with the resulsts of a full QM model for a test case – the collision of a proton with the Hydrogen atom. Later,
this methodology was used to study atom-clusters [ SS98] and atom-fullerene collisions [ KS01]. In
their case, they make use of a localized basis set technique, in contrast to the plane-wave expansion of Ref. [ The92]. Our approach, on the contrary, is based on a real-space representation of the
wavefunctions.
A derivation of the same equations, departing from a multi-component TDDFT with the
purpose of accounting quantum-mechanically for both nuclei and electrons, was presented in
Ref. [ GDP96]. Also similar, both in the treatment of fixed-ion electron dynamics and in the treatment of ion-electron coupling, are the works of Ullrich, Suraud, Reinhard and Calvayrac among
others [ UDC  97, URS97, CDR  98, CRS98, RBC  99, CRS99, SR00, CRSU00, RS01, RS02], although
centered only on alkaline clusters. Regarding the electronic response, TDDFT was employed to
;
study the electron dynamics of the Na9 cluster – whose underlying ionic structure was treated
with the jellium model [ Bra93], under the impact of both fast protons and short and intense femtosecond laser pulses [ UDC  97, URS97]. They observed the rapid and possibly multiple ionization,
as well as the spectral signal of the electronic dipole, both sharply dependent on the laser frequency and intensity (strongly enhanced ionization was obtained if the field is tuned the Mie
surface plasmon frequency of the cluster). The possible influence of the ionic motion on this kind
of experiments is analyzed in Ref. [ CDR  98], although still within the jellium approximation. For
the cases studied, a very rapid interplay between the electronic and ionic subsystem was found,
below the 100 fs. The Coulomb explosion of a sodium cluster due to the irradiation with intense femtosecond lasers was also studied [ CRS98] by making use of non-adiabatic MD, TDDFT,
and simple local pseudopotentials to describe the ions, a methodology that was also employed in
Ref. [ CRS99] to prove a strong ionic reaction even before 100 fs. The impact of ionic motion on
the ionization and vaporization of sodium clusters under intense laser pulses was also addressed
within the same formalism [ SR00, RS01]. Finally, we also cite the study of the vibrational spectra
of Na clusters [ RS02], which was carried out by propagating the ions in time.
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All science is either physics or stamp collecting. [Ernest Rutherford]

Chapter II

BRIEF SURVEY ON OUR METHODOLOGY: COMPUTATIONAL
CHALLENGES†
Although both DFT and TDDFT imply a notorious simplification of the electronic structure problem,
the equations that emerge from both theories are still important numerical challenges. In essence,
the static equations amount to finding the stationary point of a non-linear functional F p nq#r n,
where n is the electronic density, and F is the functional that assigns to a given density, the density
that results from the diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian created by the former one.
Alternatively, one may also regard the problem as that of the minimization of the energy functional,
E p nq . The electronic orbitals are represented through their coefficients in a given base, or else
sampling their values in a real space mesh. In any case, the result is an algebraic problem in which,
typically, the matrix dimension is of the order of 105 , or even larger. These large dimensions are the
reason of the difficulty of the necessary algorithms (obtention of a given number of eigenvectors
and eigenvaludes of the Hamiltonian matrix, calculation of the action of the exponential of this
matrix, etc). In this chapter we present an overview of the problem, looking at the equations from a
computational point of view. We specify which of the various options has been our approach to the
problem. We present more carefully three particular aspects: atomic calculations – since they serve
as simple examples that manifest in a clear way the capabilities of DFT –, the mixing schemes for
the densities, and the pseudopotentials. We spare for separate chapters the problem of the solution
to Poisson’s equation, and the propagators for the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations.

The Kohn-Sham procedure significantly simplifies the complexity of the many-body problem;
in general, the computational effort required to solve the Kohn-Sham equations is small compared to the effort involved in other first-principles approaches. However, solving the Kohn-Sham
equations is not straightforward, and requires a wide variety of techniques. These are not unique;
several paths are possible depending on the details of the problem, and they are all still subject
of active research. In the following, we will briefly outline the typical algorithm, stressing our
approach to the problem. Three of the main subjects, the election of the eigensolver, the mixing
procedure, and the description of the ion-electron coupling through pseudopotentials, have been
studied by us more carefully, and are presented separetely in three sections of this chapter. Two
other important steps, the solution to Poisson’s equation and the propagation of the time-dependent
Kohn-Sham equations, are discussed in separate chapters.
The starting point are the Kohn-Sham equation (KSE):



ĥKS n ψ j   ε j ψ j  





(II.1)

These are eigenvalue
equations in the Hilbert space of single-particle orbitals for the KS Hamil
tonian ĥKS n . If we are confronted with an N electron problem, the ground state of the noninteracting KS system is the Slater determinant formed by the N eigensolutions of lowest energies,
† A similar and more extensive review on “practical” DFT may be found in our contribution to the book A Primer on
DFT (C. Fiolhais, F. Nogueira and M. A. L. Marques, Eds), Chapter 6: F. Nogueira, A. Castro and M. A. L. Marques, A
tutorial on Density Functional Theory, (Springer, Berlin, 2003).
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ψ j ε j Nj! 1 . The one-electron density n of this non-interacting system is then equal to the density
of the “problem” system, and may be calculated in real space as:
n r 

∑ ψ†i
i

r  ψi r  

(II.2)

A useful extension makes use of partial occupation numbers (see, for example, [ DG91]), which
means that the density is calculated as n r   ∑i fi ψ†i r  ψi r  . The occupation numbers f i may
be fixed from the beginning, or enter the equations as unknowns. The KS Hamiltonian is formed
by the usual kinetic term tˆ, and the KS potential, which is a functional of the density:




vKS n r   v r   u n r   vxc n r  

(II.3)

As discussed in Chapter I, the latest generations of exchange and correlation potentials depend also on the orbitals.
However, in DFT theory, these are also in fact implicit functionals of the ground-state density itself. The external potential v includes any possible external electromagnetic field and
the ion-electron interaction – the adequate description of the
latter is the topic of section II.4. The Hartree potential u n is
a nonlocal functional of the density, defined as in Eq. I.14 or
alternatively in Poisson’s equation:

n0 r 



vKS n r 



∇2 u n  r  



ĥKS n ψi r   εi ψi r 



4πn r -

(II.4)

and our investigations on the optimal method to evaluate it
are described in Chapter IV. The latter term in the equation
is the exchange and correlation potential, whose peculiarities
n r   ∑i ψi r  2
have been discussed in Chapter I. Note that to ease the nota

tion we are assuming spin-unpolarized problems, and spinindependent external potentials (i.e. no external magnetic
converged?
fields or inclusion of the spin-orbit coupling). In practice,
we have also dealt with those.
The result is a set of nonlinear coupled equations, that
yes
must be solved self-consistently because the KS operator
ĥKS n depends on the density, which is the seeked solution.
end
The typical strategy is the one depicted in the flowchart of
Fig. II.1 – the so-called self-consistent field cycle
 (SCF). One
starts with an approximation to the solution n0 φ0i . This
Figure II.1: Flow-chart depicting a may be fully random, or may be the solution obtained with a
more inexact method, e.g. in our case we perform a former
generic Kohn-Sham calculation
calculation using a minimal LCAO basis set, and use the output from this calculation to start the procedure on the real space grid in which our methodology
is based. The KS Hamiltonian is obtained from this current approximation, and diagonalized –
this step is the topic of section II.2. An “output” density is then built from the new orbitals. If
it coincides with the input density, the self consistency has been achieved, and that density is the
solution to the problem. Otherwise, one must reinitiate the cycle by making use of the new orbitals
and density in some manner: the election of the new input density for the restart is normally called
the “mixing scheme” (because it usually involves mixing the obtained output density with information from previous steps) and is the the topic of section II.3. Note that this is not the only way
no
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to find the solution density; one may also, for example, attempt a direct minimization of the total
energy functional, Eq. I.21. For a rather complete review on different computational strategies to
obtain via DFT the ground state energy of an electronic system, see Ref. [ PTA  92].
In essence, this is the full story of ground-state DFT calculations – some of the individual steps
have been deferred to other sections or chapters. In practice, however, there are strong differences
between a large diverseness of approaches. Perhaps one good way to classify them is attending
to the employed basis sets – although, as it is our case, one may resort to several distinct choices.
The orbitals and the density live in a three dimensional world; to represent them in a computer
one has to use the coefficients of a (truncated) basis set. Some well known options are:

D Localized basis sets
This is the traditional choice in Quantum Chemistry. Usually the functions are centered on
the atomic centers Rα , and in consequence the basis changes in a MD simulation. The two
most common types of basis functions are Slater-type orbitals:

and Gaussian functions:

ψSαi χ r  

pSi rα  e

χ s rα s

ψG
αi χ r  

pG
i rα  e

χ s rα s 2

pSi

(II.5)




(II.6)

pG
i

The vectors rα are centered in Rα . The functions
and
are polynomials in xα yα zα  ,
defined in order to incorporate s, p, d, . . . , angular symmetry, and to normalize the basis
functions. The coefficient χ determines how extended the function is, which is usually called
diffuseness; in order to account for excited states as in our case one needs to include diffuse
functions. Slater-type orbitals more suitably describe molecular electronic structure – e.g.
at large distances molecular orbitals decay exactly as Slater functions, and the exact groundstate orbital of atomic Hydrogen is a 1s Slater function. The reason to consider Gaussians is
efficiency: in any electronic structure calculation when using localized basis functions ψ X
µ,
X ψX ψX  , which are rather
one needs to perform the so-called four-center integrals ψX
ψ
αi β j µk νl

 two 1s Gaussians is antime-consuming. Use of Gaussians helps because (i) the product
of
other 1s Gaussian (centered elsewhere); (ii) four-center integrals of 1s Gaussians may then
be reduced to two-center integrals; (iii) these two-center integrals are easily evaluated in the
case of 1s Gaussians and, finally (iv) 1s Gaussian functions may be used to build, through
appropriate linear combinations, other function sets – this technique is called contraction.
All these reasons advice the use of Gaussian functions; even if Slater type orbitals (STO)
are nominally the basis functions, these are typically contracted Gaussians. The subject of
the optimal basis set generation is extremely wide (see Ref. [ SO96] for an introduction to
Quantum Chemistry methods in general, and basis sets in particular).
When doing MD, atoms move and these basis sets move with them. This is the origin of
the Pulay forces [ Pul69], a numerical artifact that appears whenever the basis set is timedependent, and must be corrected. Some authors [ SK88] have suggested fixed localized
basis sets; we have directly avoided the problem by not using time-dependent functions
when the ions move.
Nevertheless, we make auxiliary use of localized basis sets. Instead of STOs or Gaussians,
we directly use DFT-obtained atomic wave-functions, calculated by making use of radial
symmetry as explained below. This permits us to do Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals
(LCAO) calculations for various purposes.

D Plane waves
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If STOs and Gaussians are the traditional basis sets in Quantum Chemistry, plane waves
are nowadays the typical basis set in Solid State Physics, where they naturally incorporate
periodic boundary conditions to the formalism and one can therefore take advantage of the
periodicity of the crystal [ IZC79, Ihm88]. For finite systems, such as atoms, molecules and
clusters, plane-waves can also be used in a super-cell approach. 1 In this method, the finite
system is placed in a unit cell of a fictitious crystal, and this cell is made large enough to
avoid interactions between neighboring cells. The Kohn-Sham equations can then be solved,
for any system, in momentum space. However, for finite systems a very large number of
plane-waves is needed as the electronic density is concentrated on a small fraction of the
total volume of the super-cell.
The valence wave-functions of the atoms oscillate strongly in the vicinity of the atomic
core due to the orthogonalization to the inner electronic wave-functions. To describe these
oscillations a large number of plane-waves is required, difficulting the calculation of the
total energy. However, the inner electrons are almost inert and are not significantly involved
in bonding. This suggests the description of an atom based solely on its valence electrons,
which feel an effective potential including both the nuclear attraction and the repulsion of the
inner electrons. This approximation, the pseudo-potential approximation, will be presented
in more detail in Sect. II.4, and it is one of the key reasons of the success of plane waves
calculations [ Pic89].
Once the Bravais lattice unit cell (or supercell) has been defined, the plane wave basis set is
defined as:
1 iG t r
e
pG r  
(II.7)
Ω
for G vectors satisfying G  ∑3j ! 1 2π
l j n j a j (Ω is the unit cell volume, a j are the cell unit
vectors and n j are any integer values). This infinite basis verifies completeness and orthonormality. In practice one has to truncate it by defining a cutoff, i.e. a maximum value of
G . This loss of completeness amounts to neglecting the spatial high-freqency components
 the
 represented functions.
of
According to Bloch’s theorem, the Kohn-Sham wave-functions, ϕ k A n r  , can be written as
ϕk A n r   eik t r ∑ ck A n G  eiG t r

(II.8)

G

where k is the wave vector and n is the band index. The Kohn-Sham energies are ε k A n , and
the electronic density is
n r 

∑∑

k A n G A GE

f εk A n  ckF A n G  ck A n G  ei ) G

GE ,]t r

(II.9)

where the f εk A n  denote the occupation numbers. The Fourier transform of the density is
n G 

∑∑ f
k A n GE

εk A n  ckF A n G



G  ck A n G   

(II.10)

The sums over k are performed over all Brillouin zone vectors, but can be reduced to sums
on the irreducible Brillouin zone by taking advantage of the space group of the lattice. 2
1 The super-cell technique is restricted in its usual form to neutral systems due to the long-range interaction between a charged cluster and its periodic images: the Coulomb energy for charged periodic systems
diverges and must be removed. This problem is discussed in Chapter IV.
2 To further simplify these sums, it is possible to do a smart sampling of the irreducible Brillouin zone,
including in the sums only some special k vectors [ Bal73, CC73, Cha77, MP76].
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There are thus two convergence parameters that need to be fine-tuned for every calculation:
the Brillouin zone sampling and a cutoff radius in reciprocal space to truncate the sums over
reciprocal lattice vectors. In terms of the Bloch function coefficients, the KS equations are
rewritten as:
(II.11)
∑ ĥG A GE k ck A n G   εk A n ck A n G j
GE

where the Hamiltonian matrix elements are:
ĥG A GE k  

1 
k G 2 δG A G E 
2







v k  G k  G   u n G G   vxc n G G  

(II.12)

In this expression, it may be seen how the kinetic term tˆ is diagonal in the Fourier space
representation.
The
rest of the terms are the exchange and correlation potential in Fourier


space, vxc n G G  ; the Hartree potential in Fourier space, which is obtained as:



u n G   4π

n G
;
G2

(II.13)

and the external potential v k  G k  G   . This latter term depends on both G and G  ,
which is necessary when non-local pseudopotentials are used.
The kinetic energy is rewritten as
T 

1
∑ f εk A n  ck A n G  2 k  G 2
2∑

 

kA n G

(II.14)

and the Hartree energy is given by
EHartree 


Ω
u n G  n G u
∑
2 G

(II.15)

where Ω is the unit cell volume and the Hartree potential. The electron-ion interaction
energy is:
(II.16)
Eei  ∑ ∑ f εk A n  ckF A n G  ck A n G v k  G k  G  
k A n G A GE

Both Eei (due to the local part of the pseudo-potential) and the Hartree potential diverge at
G  0. The ion-ion interaction energy, Enn , also diverges. However, the sum of these three
divergent terms is a constant, if the system is electrically neutral [ IZC79]:
lim

G A GE

.

0

R

∑f
kA n

Ω
εk A n  ckF A n G  ck A n G  v k  G k  G  
vHartree G  n G   EnnT  1 ∞ 
2
(II.17)

Our method is based on a mesh-discretization of the wave functions, and not on plane waves,
because our target systems have been, up to know, finite. However, we make use of plane
waves for various purposes, such as the solution of Poisson’s equation. Due to this, a large
part of this plane-wave machinery (Fast Fourier Transform algorithms, etc.) is implemented
in our code. Moreover, we have tried to develop a platform suitable to be extended to
infinite systems and profit from plane wave representations; this extension, either to 1D
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infinite systems (e.g. polymers), 2D infinite systems (e.g. slabs) and full 3D crystals is
currently underway [ RCM  ].
Finally, we mention one of the most commonly invoked shortcomings of plane waves,
namely their inability to cope with problems with large inhomogeneities or strongly varying
length scales, i.e. systems where some regions require very fine samplings and other regions
where the typical system functions are smooth. In fact, this occurs always in any chemical
system if the pseudopotential approximation is not invoked, and due to this plane waves cannot be used for all-electron calculation. This problem is common to uniform real-space representations, to be presented below. One route to cope with it involves the concept of “adaptive coordinates”, and relatedly, of generalized plane waves [ Gyg92, Gyg93, Gyg95, GG95].
In essence, it consists in defining a curved space s  s r  , and the corresponding curved
Fourier space. In real-space only methods, however, it is easier to define this kind of “mesh
refinements”.

D Real space representations
In the previous cases, one expands the wave-function in a basis set. On the contrary, a real
space discretization is not a basis set expansion.3 Perhaps the best way to understand the
difference is by recalling that when one utilizes a basis set expansion to solve the electronic
structure problem, the variational principle is verified, which implies:
– The total ground state energy is an upper bound for the exact total energy, achieved in
the limit of a complete (infinite in any realistic model) basis set. Moreover, the energy
obtained whith any superset of a given initial basis set is necessarily smaller.
– The error in the wavefunctions (total energy) is reduced linearly (quadratically) with
the basis set size.
These properties are not verified in a real space representation; in this scheme functions are
not expanded
 in a basis set, but sampled in a real-space mesh [ Bec00]. One considers a set
of points r j Nj ! m1 in the simulation box, typically the ones defined by a regular mesh. a



given function ϕ is represented by its values set ϕ j  ϕ r j  Nj ! m1 . In our approach, we then
define the mappings vQwx j / vQyz j /"vQ{z j  that assign to each j value a set of three integers
that define the r point:
r j  vQwz j  hx̂  vQy& j  hŷ  vN{= j  hẑ 
(II.18)
x̂, ŷ, and ẑ are the unit vectors; h is the grid spacing, which is the parameter that controls the
accuracy of the calculation in a similar manner to the energy cutoff in a plane wave calculation. In principle, this defines a regularly spaced cubic grid; however we have allowed for
different h for each direction (useful for problems with different length scales for different
directions). Moreover, the rationale behind the former scheme is to allow some freedom
for the integer mappings: if these run over all consecutive integers between two extreme
values, one has a really regular grid, but if these indexes skip integers on certain regions,
one has a “refined” grid, with finer and coarser samplings – this will be our approach to grid
refinement in the near future.
Integrals in real space are readily defined as:

 drϕ r  |

∑wjϕj

(II.19)

j

3 Despite this adamant statement, we acknowledge that one may view the mesh discretization as a basis
set expansion – a zero-th order finite element scheme, although the discussion is just terminological.
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where w j is the integration weight of point j – in the case of a regular in three dimensions,
h3 . Scalar products in the Hilbert space are, consequently:

∑ w j ϕF j ψ j 

ϕ ψ |

 

(II.20)

j

One big advantage of this approach is that the potential operator is diagonal. More problematic are the differential operators, such as the Laplacian term entering the kinetic energy.
To calculate ∇2 ϕ r j  , for example, one needs the values of ϕ at the neighboring  points. In
general, one may define one set of neighbor points for each i, whose indexes are k i } Ki .
The operator is then calculated as:
∇2 ϕ r i  

∑ ci

k  Ki

k  ϕ rk j

(II.21)

where the real numbers ci k  are to be properly defined in order to approximate conveniently
the Laplacian operator – this argumentation is readily extended to any differential operator.
In our simple regular grid approach, we have implemented a traditional finite differences
(FD) approach to define the sets Ki and the coefficients ci k  , described for example in
Ref. [ FS94]. It basicly amounts to use, in each direction, m ' 2 nearest neighbors on each
side (for a so-called m  1  point rule, and determine the coefficients in such a way that
the Laplacian of any m-th order polynomial is exactly represented. For example, the lowest
order rule in one dimension, the three point rule, reads:
d2
ϕ r
dr2
Z ri 

Z
Z

1
ϕ ri
4

1



2ϕ ri   ϕ ri ; 1  L
 

(II.22)

Z rule. This defines a Laplacian operator that changes when
Normally, one uses a 7 or 9-point
the grid spacing is varied, and this is the reason behind the lack of variational behavior
in real-space schemes. This problem of differential operators representation is still wide
open; although we have not investigated it in depth, we would like the mention the recent
efforts to construct variational procedures [ MSK01, SMH  02, SDHP02], and the Mehrstellen
discretization [ Col60], which involves changing the full equations, and lead to generalized
eigenvalue problems.
Another important detail is the evaluation of the Hartree potential. It cannot be efficiently
obtained by direct integration of (I.14). There are however several other options: (i) solving
Poisson’s equation, equation (II.4), in Fourier space – as in the plane-wave method, see
Chapter IV; (ii) recasting (II.4) into a minimization problem and applying, e.g. a conjugate
gradients technique; (iii) using multi-grid methods [ Bec00, Bri87, Wes92]. The last of the
three is considered to be the most efficient technique.
In our opinion, the main advantage of real-space methods is the simplicity and intuitiveness of the whole procedure. First of all, quantities like the density or the wave-functions
are very simple to visualize in real space. Furthermore, the method is fairly simple to implement numerically for 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional systems, and for a variety of different
boundary conditions. For example, one can study a finite system, a molecule, or a cluster
without the need of a super-cell, simply by imposing that the wave-functions are zero at
a surface far enough from the system. In the same way, an infinite system, a polymer, a
surface, or bulk material can be studied by imposing the appropriate cyclic boundary conditions. Note also that in the real-space method there is only one convergence parameter,
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namely the grid-spacing. From a computational point of view, one important advantage
of real-space methods is their intrinsic locality, which is the key condition if one wants to
develop methods whose cost grows linearly with the system size [ Goe99], and which makes
it easy to develop domain decomposition based parallel algorithms. These advantages have
prompted the use of real space techniques in the field of electronic structure; in addition
to our recent octopus code, to be described in the next Chapter, we may mention – making no (futile) attempt to be exhaustive, the works of Becke [ Bec82, Bec86], Pyykkö and
collaborators [ LPS86], Chelikowsky and collaborators [ CTS94, CSÖ  00], Nieminen and collaborators [ SPN95, HTPN01, THPN03], Yabana and Bertsch [ YB96, YB97], and Fattebert and
Bernholc [ FB00], among others.
Unfortunately, real-space methods suffer from a few drawbacks. From a theoretical point
of view, perhaps the most serious is the above mentioned lack of variational behavior, i.e.
we may find a total energy lower than the true energy, and if we reduce the grid-spacing
the energy can actually increase. Moreover, the grid breaks translational symmetry, and can
also break other symmetries that the system may possess. This can lead to the appearance of
spurious peaks in spectra, etc. Of course all these problems can be minimized by reducing
the grid-spacing.

D Others
For the sake of completeness, we cite some other possible basis sets or representation
techniques, such as finite elements [ WWT89] (which is also a real space representation),
wavelets [ CAJL93], Wannier functions [ MV97], cubic splines [ HGG97], etc.
The ground state of the electronic system contains an enormous amount of information; for
example, a wide range of physical properties are related to ground state total energies, or differences in total energies – equilibrium bond lengths, equilibrium lattice constants, bulk moduli,
phonons, etc. We are, however, mainly interested in the excited states, for which we have employed TDDFT. Moreover, we have focused on real-time propagation of the electronic structure
within TDDFT, and eventually on TDDFT-based non-adiabatic molecular dynamics (MD) as described in Section I.3. Once that the electronic ground-state has been calculated, one is confronted
with the integration of Eqs. I.100, I.101 and I.102. In our case, the integration of the nuclear
trajectories poses no problems, since the time-step is determined by the quantum subsytem which
oscillates with much larger frequencies. We have implemented the standard velocity Verlet algorithm [ PTVF71]. The problem lies in the integration of the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations.
This is the topic of Chapter V.

II.1 ATOMIC CALCULATIONS
The octopus code (see Chapter III) is focused on real-space calculations – Part III is dedicated to
present examples. However, one part of the code is dedicated to atomic calculations for two purposes: (i) the construction of the separable non-local Kleinman-Bylander form of the pseudopotentials necessitates the atomic pseudo-eigenfunctions, and (ii) the input density and orbitals for
our self-consistent calculations is typically obtained from a previous LCAO calculation. With the
purpose of illustrating the basics of DFT calculations, we will briefly sketch the standard methodology used in atomic calculatios, as well as presenting some examples. These simple systems will
allow us to gain a fist impression of the capabilities and limitations of DFT.
In order to solve the Kohn-Sham equations for atoms, one normally performs a spherical
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averaging of the density.4 This averaging leads to a spherically symmetric Kohn-Sham potential.
The Hartree potential is then trivially evaluated as



u n r  

4π

r

r
0

dr  r  2 n r    4π 

∞
r

dr  r  n r   

(II.23)

and the Kohn-Sham wave-functions can be written as the product of a radial wave-function, R nl r  ,
and a spherical harmonic, Ylm θ φ  :
ϕnlm r   Rnl r  Ylm θ φ  

(II.24)

The wave-functions are labeled using the traditional atomic quantum numbers: n for the principal
quantum number and l, m for the angular momentum. The Kohn-Sham equation then becomes a
one-dimensional second-order differential equation



 1 d2  1 d  l l  1  
vKS r   Rnl r   εnl Rnl r  
2
2
2 dr

r dr

2r

(II.25)

The solution of this differential equation may be obtained with the the help of numerical techniques for one-dimensional differential equations [ PTVF71] provided that we fix the boundary
conditions. These may be readily obtained assuming that the KS potential goes to zero at infinity:
Rnl r 
Rnl
 r
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2εnl r
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2εnl fnl r  

(II.27)

Also the behavior at r  0 is relevant:
Rnl r 
Rnl
 r

r. 0



r. 0



Arl
lAr

(II.28)
l 1
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These data are sufficient to efficiently integrate Eq. II.25 (a precise algorithm is specified, for
example, in Ref. [ NCM03]).
We will now present several atomic calculations. To solve the Kohn-Sham equations we used
the code of J. L. Martins5 . The results are then compared to Hartree-Fock calculations performed
with GAMESS6 . As an approximation to the xc potential, we took the LDA, in the parameterization of Perdew and Zunger [ PZ81], and one GGA, flavor Perdew, Becke and Ernzerhof [ PBE96].
Furthermore, all calculations were done within the spin-polarized version of DFT.
The simplest atom one can study is Hydrogen. As Hydrogen has only one electron, its groundstate can be obtained analytically. One could expect that DFT yields precise results for such a
trivial case. Surprisingly this is not true for several of the functionals currently in use, such as the
LDA or most of the GGAs. In Table II.1 we present calculations of the ionization potential (IP) for
Hydrogen. We note that in Kohn-Sham theory there are at least two ways to determine this quantity: (i) The eigenvalue
of the highest occupied Kohn-Sham state is equal to minus the ionization

εHOMO ; (ii) By using the definition of the IP as the difference of total energies,
potential, IP 
4 Although

the assumption of a spherically symmetric potential (density) is only strictly valid in a closed
shell system, the true many-body potential is indeed spherically symmetric. For open shell systems this
assumption implies an identical filling of all degenerate atomic orbitals.
5
http://bohr.inesc.pt/˜jlm/pseudo.html/.
6 http://www.msg.ameslab.gov/GAMESS/GAMESS.html, The Gordon Research Group, Iowa State
University. See, for example, M. W. Schmidt et al, J. Comput. Chem. 14, 1347 (1993).
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Table II.1: Ionization potentials calculated either by taking the difference of total energies between the
neutral and the singly ionized atom (diff.), or from the eigenvalue of the highest occupied orbital (HOMO).
We note that in the case of Hartree-Fock,  εHOMO is only an approximation to the ionization potential
atom
H
Ar
Hg
Hg (rel)

diff.
0.479
0.586
0.325
0.405

LDA

εHOMO
0.269
0.382
0.205
0.261

diff.
0.500
0.581
0.311
0.391

GGA

εHOMO
0.279
0.378
0.194
0.249

1

2

4πr n(r)/N

0.6
0.4

expt.
0.500
0.579
0.384
0.384

0
Energy (hartree)

Ar (GGA)
Hg (GGA)
Hg (Rel. GGA)

0.8

Hartree-Fock

diff.
εHOMO
0.500
0.500
0.543
0.590
0.306
0.320
0.320

vxc (LDA)
vxc (GGA)
-vHartree
vext
vKS

-50

-100

0.2
0.001

0.01

0.1
r (bohr)

1

0.01

Figure II.2: Radial electronic density of the argon

and mercury atoms versus the distance to the nucleus. Both the solid and dashed curves were obtained using the GGA to approximate the xc potential. For comparison the density resulting from
a relativistic GGA calculation for mercury is also
shown. The density is normalized so that the area
under each curve is 1

;



0.1

1
r (bohr)

10

100

Figure II.3: LDA and GGA xc potentials for the
argon atom. The dashed-dotted line corresponds to
minus the Hartree potential evaluated with the GGA
density. The LDA Hartree potential is however indistinguishable from this curve. Furthermore, the
dashed line represents the argon nuclear potential,
 18  r, and the solid line the total Kohn-Sham potential

IP  E X  E X  , where X is the atomic species. Even though the IPs calculated from
(ii)

come out fairly well for both LDA and GGA (the GGA are, in fact, slightly better), the ε HOMO
are far too small, almost by a factor of two. On the other hand, Hartree-Fock is exact for this oneelectron problem. To explain this discrepancy we have to take a closer look at the xc potential. As
Hydrogen
has only one electron, the Kohn-Sham potential has

 to reduce
  to the external potential,
1 ' r. This implies that the xc for Hydrogen is simply vxc n r  
u n r  . More precisely, it
is the exchange potential that cancels the Hartree potential, while the correlation is zero. In the
LDA and the GGA, neither of these conditions is satisfied. It is, however, possible to solve the
Hydrogen problem exactly within DFT by using some more sophisticated xc potentials, like the
exact exchange [ MCR01], or the self-interaction corrected LDA [ PZ81] functionals.
Our first many-electron example is argon. Argon is a noble gas with the closed shell configuration 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 , so its ground-state is spherical. In Fig. II.2 we plot the electron density
for this atom as a function of the distance to the nucleus. The function n r  decays monotonically,
with very little structure, and is therefore not a very elucidative quantity to behold. However, if we
choose to represent r 2 n r  , we can clearly identify the shell structure of the atom: Three maxima,
corresponding to the center of the three shells, and two minima separating these regions. The
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U n-
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ij

 (II.30)
0.2
Note that in the sum the term with i  j is not
0.04
excluded. This diagonal represents the interaction of one electron with itself, and is therefore
2
4
8
10
12
14
6
called the self-interaction term. It is clearly
r (bohr)
a spurious term, and is exactly canceled by
the diagonal part of the exchange energy. It Figure II.4: LDA and GGA xc potentials for the argon
is easy to see that neither the LDA nor the atom in a logarithmic scale. For the sake of compariGGA exchange energy cancel exactly the self- son we also plot the function 1  r
interaction. This is, however, not the case in
more sophisticated functionals like the exact exchange or the self-interaction-corrected LDA.
The self-interaction problem is responsible for some of the failures of the LDA and the GGA,
namely (i) the too small ionization potentials when calculated from ε HOMO ; (ii) the non-existence
of Rydberg series; (iii) the incapacity to bind extra electrons, thus rendering almost impossible the
calculation of electron-affinities (EA).

In Table II.1 we show the IPs calculated for the argon atom. It is again evident that ε HOMO
is too small [failure (i)], while the IPs obtained through total energy differences are indeed quite
close to the experimental values, and in fact better than the Hartree-Fock results. Note that the
LDA result is too large, but is corrected by the gradient corrections. This is again a fairly universal
1
 dr  dr
2

ψi r 

2

Energy (hartree)

xc correlation potential used in the calculation was the GGA, but the LDA density looks almost
indistinguishable from the GGA density. This is a fairly general statement – the LDA and most
of the GGAs (as well as other more complicated functionals) yield very similar densities in most
cases. The potentials and the energies can nevertheless be quite different.
Having the density it is a simple task to compute the Hartree and xc potentials. These, together
with the nuclear potential vext r  
Z ' r, are depicted in Fig. II.3. The Hartree potential is always
positive and of the same order as the external potential. On the other hand, the xc potential is
always negative and around 5 times smaller. Let us now suppose that an electron is far away
from the nucleus. This electron feels a potential
which is the sum of the nuclear potential and

the potential generated by the remaining N 1 electrons. The further away from the nucleus, the
smaller will be the dipole and higher-moment contributions to the electric field. It is evident
from

 1 "' r.
these considerations that the Kohn-Sham
potential
has
to
decay
asymptotically
as
Z
N

As the external potential decays as Z ' r, and the Hartree
 potential as N ' r, one readily concludes
that the xc potential has to behave asymptotically as 1 ' r. In fact it is the exchange part of
the potential that has to account for this behavior, whilst the correlation potential decays with
a higher power of 1 ' r. To better investigate this feature, we have plotted, in logarithmic scale,
vxc , in the LDA and GGA approximations, together with the function 1 ' r (see Fig. II.4). Clearly
both the LDA and the GGA curve have a wrong (exponential) asymptotic behavior. From the
definition of the LDA, Eq. I.32, it is quite simple to derive this fact. The electronic density for
a finite system decays exponentially for large distances from the nucleus. The quantity f HEG
entering the definition is, as mentioned before, a simple function, not much more complicated
than a polynomial. By simple inspection, it is then clear that inserting an exponentially decaying
density in (I.32) yields an exponentially decaying xc potential.
The problem of the exponential decay can
yet be seen from a different perspective. For a
25
many-electron atom the Hartree energy can be
-vxc (LDA)
written, in terms of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, as
-v (GGA)
5
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Table II.2: Electronic affinities for the halogen and alkali atoms. All values were obtained from extrapolation of E  X - E  X  α  to α r 1, except in the case of iodine (the only of this set of atoms able to bind an
extra electron)
F
0.131
0.125

DFT
expt.

Cl
0.139
0.133

Br
0.131
0.124

I
0.123
0.112

Li
0.0250
0.0227

Na
0.0262
0.0201

K
0.0240
0.0184

Rb
0.0234
0.0179

Cs
0.0222
0.0173

feature of the LDA and the GGA: The LDA tends to overestimate energy barriers, which are then
corrected by the GGA to values closer to the experimental results.
Up to now we have disregarded relativistic corrections in our calculations. These, however,
become important as the atomic number increases. To illustrate this fact, we show in Fig. II.2
the radial electronic density of mercury (Z  80) and in Table II.1 its IP obtained from both
a relativistic and a non-relativistic calculation. From the plot it is clear that the density changes
considerably when introducing relativistic corrections, especially close to the nucleus, where these
corrections are stronger. Furthermore, the relativistic IP is much closer to the experimental value.
But, what do we mean by “relativistic corrections”? Even though a relativistic version of DFT
(and relativistic functionals) have been proposed, very few calculations were performed within
this formalism. In the context of standard DFT, “relativistic” calculation normally means the
solution of a: (a) Dirac-like equation but adding a non-relativistic xc potential; (b) Pauli equation,
i.e. including the mass polarization, Darwin and spin-orbit coupling terms; (c) Scalar-relativistic
Pauli equation, i.e. including the mass polarization, Darwin and either ignoring the spin-orbit
term, or averaging it; (d) ZORA equation (see [ HLL  86]). Our calculations were performed with
the recipe (c).
To complete this section on atomic calculations, we would like to take a step back and look
at the difficulty in calculating electronic affinities (EA) within the LDA and the GGA. For that
purpose we performed GGA calculations for several atomic species, namely the halogen and alkali
series, that we charged with a fraction, α, of an extra electron. The results are summarized in
Fig. II.5, where we depicted the difference of total energies between the charged and the neutral
species, E X  E X α  . Only Iodine was able to accept a full extra electron, while all other
atoms bounded between 0.5 and 0.7 electrons. Even though a “proper” calculation of the EA is
not possible in these cases, practical recipes do exist. We can e.g. extrapolate E X  E X α 
to α  1, and use this value as an estimation of the EA. In Table II.2 we show the EAs obtained
0.16

0.03

∆E (hartree)

0.12
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F
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I
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through a very simple polynomial extrapolation. The results compare fairly well for the halogens,
while for the alkali atoms they exhibit errors of around 30%. However, we would like to stress
that the situation is far from satisfactory from the theoretical point of view, and can only be solved
by using better xc functionals.

II.2

EIGENSOLVERS

The computational research on eigensolvers starts with the works of Jacobi [ Jac46], long time
before the existence of computers. Until the 1960s, the state of the art is dominated by the QR
algorithm [ WR65] and related schemes, suitable for the full diagonalization of general albeit small
matrices. The eigenproblem has thereafter proved to be ubiquitious in all disciplines of Science;
Refs. [ Saa92b, BDD  00] are general introductions to the topic.
In our case, we are confronted with the algebraic eigenproblem that emerges from the realspace discretization of the Kohn-Sham equations (a similar problem arises when other representations, e.g. plane waves, are used). The Kohn-Sham operator is the sum of a potential term
(typically non-local, although not severely non-local) and a partial differential operator. In most
DFT electronic-structure method, the solution to this eigenproblem is the most time-consuming
part of the calculations. Some key features of this problem are:

D Large size. Typically, the matrix dimension is 105-106 . Not even modern supercomputers
D

may store the full matrix in memory; one need solvers that need only to know how to operate
the Hamiltonian on a vector.
Sparsity. This is the reason that facilitates the solution, despite the enormous dimensions.
The non-null elements of the matrix are normally a few rows around the diagonal – its
number depending on the order of discretization of the Laplacian operator. Non-local pseudopotentials add more non-diagonal terms.
Hermiticiy. The Hamiltonian of a phyical system should be an observable.
One is interested only on the smallest eigenvales, i.e. one only needs one small part of the
spectrum, not the 105 -106 eigenpairs.
Usually, approximations to the eigenpairs are available. The reason is that the eigenproblem
has to be solved at each iteration in the SCF cycle. One can use the solutions obtained in
the previous step as initial guesses for the present step.
Typically, and related to the previous point, the solution algorithms are iterative, i.e. the
solutions are obtained by iterative improvement of approximate guesses.

D
D
D
D

We have implemented several eigensolvers in our octopus code. However, we have not yet
completed any systematic research on their performance. Because of this, we will not present here
the description of each method; We will restrict this discussion to the the general description of
the problem, already outlined above, and to a shallow enumeration of the approaches which are
currently implemented either in the general distribution of our code or in experimental branches
for testing purposes:

D Our standard eigensolver is a conjugate gradients method, very much in the spirit of the approaches described in Refs. [ TPA89, TPA89, PTA  92] However, the preconditioned employed

in these references, which is based on the fact that the kinetic term is diagonal in a plane
wave approach, cannot be used in our real space case.
D We have also implemented the preconditioned block-Lanczos algorithm [ SSC  96] implemented by Saad and collaborators, already used for DFT electronic calculations. In this
case, the preconditioning is based of high-frequency filtering in real space.
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D We have tested another Lanczos-type eigensolver, namely the one implemented in the
ARPACK

package [ Sor92]. 7

D Another free implementation of the blocked-Lanczos eigensolver that we have tried is the

package. 8 Regarding this approach, and the Lanczos approach to the eigenproblem,
see Refs. [ Saa92b, SSW96, WS98].
D Finally, another (related) and commonly invoked algorithm suitable for this type of calculation is the Davidson algorithm [ Dav75], and, more recently, the Jacobi-Davidson
scheme [ SvdV00]. The precise implementation that we have tried is the JDQR package [ FSvdV98].
TRLAN

II.3 MIXING SCHEMES
The Kohn-Sham system of equations may be regarded as an eigen-problem, i.e. it amounts to
finding the lowest eigenpairs of the Hamiltonian operator. However, it must be solved selfconsistently, since the Hamiltonian itself is constructed from the density, Ĥ  Ĥ n , which in
turn is built from the seeked eigenfunctions. If we define the functional
F as the one which maps

a given density n to the one that is built from the eigenpairs
of
Ĥ
n
,
the
KS problem amounts


to finding its stationary, or “self-consistent”,
point:
F
n
n.
The
standard
procedure for these
=

problems is the generation of a series ni i ! 0 A 1 A 2 A \ \ \ , hopefully convergent to the solution, via some
formula:

;
(II.31)
ni 1  f F ni  ni ni 1  " C 



;

The function f builds the next approximation ni 1 , from the “output density” of ni , F ni  , and possibly some previous iterations densities. This procedure is usually referred as the self-consistent
cycle, whereas the specification of f is the “mixing scheme”. This
 ilatter choice may have a dramatical impact in the rapidness of the convergence
of
the
series
n i ! 0 A 1 A 2 A \ \ \ . For example, it is

;
well known that straight iteration, i.e. ni 1  F ni  , leads to instabilities, which in our electronic
structure case involve charge oscillations during the iterative cycle, and possible divergence. This
is the reason for developing more or less sophisticated mixing functions f . We note that the potential can also be used instead of the density. We have implemented both options. One possible
advantage of using the potential is that it does not have to be positive at all points like the density;
some of the schemes that are referenced below do not guarantee the optimal density to be positive.
The concept of convergence implies that of a distance, D n n   , which must be defined in the
space of densities – this definition is not unique, specially when the density has more than one
spin component. Moreover, the mixing schemes usually require to perform scalar products on
the space where the functions to be mixed are defined.
This scalar product  defines a norm

  cases, the scalar
( n  n n  1 + 2), and the distance (D n n   
n n ). For spin-unpolarized
 simply
e e is


e
product
n n    drn r  n r  

 

(II.32)

In the general case, however, we must define a scalar product in the space of functions defined as
rank-two Hermitian matrices. One may sum over all the components:
ρ ρ  

 
7
8

∑
αβ

drραβ r  ραβ
 r 

ARPACK can be found at http://www.caam.rice.edu/software/ARPACK/.
TRLAN can be found at http://www.nersc.gov/˜kswu/.
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Figure II.6:

Convergence histories for the SCF
cycle of the methane molecule when using the linear
mixing scheme, for various α parameters.
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Convergence histories for the SCF
cycle of the cyanogen (solid lines) and adenine
(dashed lines) molecules, both when using the Broyden (thick lines, no circles) and the GR-Pulay (thin
lines, circles) mixing schemes.

Other possibilities exist, such as varying the weights of each component, or utilizing the magnetization vector components. Specially relevant is the fact that for numerical efficiency reasons the
components of the vectors should have similar magnitudes. One possibility is making use of the
local eigenvalues of the matrix, n M and nO :
ρ ρ    dr nMN r  nM r   nO: r  nO r CB 

@

 

(II.34)

The simplest choice for f is linear mixing, whose properties are investigated in Ref. [ DZ83]:
ni

;

1

 i 
 αF n 

1



α  ni

0  α  1

(II.35)

If α  1, it amounts to straigth iterations; by reducing α towards zero, the instabilities are reduced
and convergence may be achieved. Unfortunately, this choice may lead to very slow convergence
rates for some systems, and the optimal value for α is not known a priori. One improved method
is that of Anderson [ And64, Ham79], independently proposed by Pulay [ Pul80, Pul82] and applied in
Ref. [ KF95] to DFT calculations. This method is sometimes referred as “residual metric minimization” (RMM) or “direct inversion of the iterative subspace” (DIIS), or both. An apparently different approach is that of Broyden [ Bro65], studied and implemented in Refs. [ VL84, Sri84, Joh88],
although it is in fact a generalization of Anderson’s scheme [ KF96]. All these methods use a certain number s of densities from the previous iterations. More improvements have been proposed;
for example we have looked at the GR-Pulay proposal of Bowler and Gillan [ BG00]. It has the
advantage that it guarantees the reduction of the distance at each iteration (provided that the input
density is not too far from convergence). Also, it does not depend on any mixing α parameter.
In our DFT implementation, we have included the generalized Broyden algorithm of
Ref. [ Joh88], and the GR-Pulay algorithm described in Ref. [ BG00] – as well as the standard linear
mixing. We have made some research on the effectiveness of the methods, and we will present
here a couple of representative results for some simple systems.

Figure II.6, for example, presents convergence histories (plots of the value of D ρ F ρ ρ  
for each iteration in the SCF cycle) for the methane molecule converged with the simple linear
mixing scheme for various values of the mixing α parameter. It manifests some of the main
general features: (i) The convergence rate is strongly dependent on α, (ii) The convergence rate
increases with α for low values, (iii) Above a certain (system dependent) value, the convergence
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worsens, eventually diverging (in this case this is observed for α  0  85). Straight iteration (α  1)
typically diverges. For this linear mixing example, we have used a simple system, which allows for
fast convergence even with the linear scheme for large values of α (a best result of 13 iterations).
The best result when using the Broyden algorithm is 7 iterations (when s  4 and α  0  75, for
example), whereas the GR-Pulay scheme achieves self-consistency in 9 iterations.
In Figure II.7 we show convergence histories for two molecules: cyanogen (N=C=C=N) and
the adenine DNA basis. Results for the two second-order methods (GR-Pulay and Broyden’s) are
presented. First of all, we should stress that there are some free parameters that may crucially
affect the performance: common to both approaches, the number s of previous iterations to be
considered; privative only to the GR-Pulay scheme, a mixing parameter α that plays a similar role
to the α parameter in the linear mixing. The curves represent the best result for each method,
after an extensive set of calculations was performed. This already points out one advantage of
the GR-Pulay scheme; one needs not to worry about α. Moreover, for our test cases (which
include many more systems than the one presented here) we have observed that the results are very
independent of the s number for the GR-Pulay scheme. This is not the case for Broyden, which
may be unstable if a large s is attempted. The result shows, nevertheless, faster convergence for
the Broyden scheme – if we compare the results with the optimal α and s numbers. The problem
is that there is no way to know a priori these values.
Our investigations on the the mixing schemes are still open. We are interested in (i) the optimal
definition for the distance, (ii) the optimal values for the free parameters that need to be defined
in both the Broyden and the GR-Pulay methods, (iii) possible improvements of these and other
methods. We expect that our octopus code is a suitable platform to proceed with this numerical
research centered in electronic structure DFT calculations.

II.4 PSEUDOPOTENTIALS
Pseudopotentials are operators that act in a system defined to contain only the valence electrons,
substituting the real ionic potentials in such a way that the chemical behavior is as unaltered as
possible. This substitution has proved to be a very smart simplification of the original equation,
and its justification is rooted on the definition of “valence” and “core” electrons: the electrons in
the inner shells (“core”) form with the nucleus a rather inert unit, whereas the valence electrons
are the ones responsible for the chemical properties. This fact suggests ignoring the cores and
operating only on the valence electrons with an effective potential – a “pseudopotential” – which
accounts for the full core. This idea was first suggested by Fermi [ Fer34], although the first systematic study of the issue was published by Phillips and Kleinman [ PK59, KP60]. Pseudopotentials
have been very successful in combination with plane wave approaches to the electronic structure
problem [ Pic89], although they are also equally convenient when using other approaches, such as
our real space mesh based scheme. We have implemented some of the most well-known flavors of
them, and made extensive use of them in all our applications. Consequently, we will sketch here a
short introduction to the subject, along with some particular considerations and examples related
to our specific work.
It is worthed to start with Phillips and Kleinman (PK) approach, since it will help to understand
more recent developments. Let us divide the one-electron orbitals of a molecular system into core,
ψc  and valence, ψv  orbitals. By definition, they form an orthogonal set; orthogonality of the

 respect to the core ones force the former to be rapidly varying in the core.
valence
orbitals with
This effect may be observed in the lower panel of Fig. II.9, where the valence orbitals of the gold
atom are depicted. In fact, it is this hardness (concept commonly used in this field to express
the rapidness of variation of a function or, equivalently, its high frequency components in Fourier
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space) in the core region the main difficulty that led to the success of pseudopotentials, rather than
simply reducing the number of active electrons. The valence orbitals can be written as the sum of
a smooth function (called the pseudo wave-function, with an oscillating function that results from
the orthogonalization of the valence to the inner core orbitals:



ψv  





ϕv 

∑ ψc 
c





ψ c ϕv  

(II.36)



These pseudo orbitals are smooth and no longer orthonormal to the core orbitals. The real valence
orbitals may then be reconstructed from them. They verify a Schrödinger-like equation:

V̂

PK

E 

@

T̂  V̂ PK E  B φv   E φv 

(II.37)

Ec  ψc  ψc 

(II.38)

V̂ 

∑E

 







c



where V̂ is the real ionic potential, and V̂ PK E  is the PK pseudopotential, which is non-local
(that is, not diagonal in real space), and depends on the seeked eigen-energy E – the resulting
equation is self-consistent. At long distances from the ionic core, V̂ PK E  is identical to the
original V̂ because the core orbitals are null. In the core region, however, the two potentials are
very different: the second term in Eq. II.38 is repulsive, canceling the strong attraction of the ionic
potential near the nuclei. As a consequence, the pseudo wave-functions are smooth and do not
oscillate in the core region.
This general idea lies at the foundations of any modernt pseudopotential scheme. Regarding
the analytical form, a general formula that suits most later schemes is:
a,

) 
V̂ PS ) a,  v̂local

;

l

∑∑
l m!

a,

l

) 
ŵlm

(II.39)
a,

) , is a local potential (i.e.
The superscript a  denotes the ion that creates V̂ PS ) a, . The first part, v̂local
multiplicative in real space), radially centered around ion (a):
a,

a,

)
)
r v̂local
ϕ   vlocal
ra  ϕ r  

 





(II.40)



The vector ra  r Ra joins each atomic center Ra with r: ra  r Ra (ra  ra ). The second
  spheric l m
part is a series of non-local components, which operate each on a given harmonic
component of the orbital ϕ:
a,

) ϕ   Ylm ra   dr wl)
r ŵlm

 



a,

F ra  ϕ r  
ra ra  Ylm

(II.41)

Kleinman
and
Bylander
[ KB82]
proposed
using
a
separable
form:
a,
a,
a,
wl) ra ra   ∑ jk vl) j ra  vlk) ra  . We introduce the extra indexes j k  to allow for more
flexibility in the definition, with several components per angular momentum index. We obtain the
following simplification:
Ylm ra   dr wl)

a,

F ra  ϕ r  
ra ra  Ylm

∑ Ylm
jk

a,

a,

F ra  ϕ r ra  vl) j ra   dr vlk) ra  Ylm

(II.42)

or more succintly, in the form of non-normalized projectors:
a,

) 
ŵlm

a,

a,

∑ Ylm) vl) j
jk
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a,

a,

a,

) vl) j   vl j ra  Ylm ra  . This is a “nonlocal” expression, which means that r ŵlm
) ϕ
where r Ylm





depends not only on the value of ϕ at r, but at all space; in contrast, a “semi-local” one would

a
a
,
,
assume wl) ra ra   vl) ra  δ ra ra  , which in turn yields:
a,

) ϕ   Ylm ra  vl)
r ŵlm

 

a,



ra P dr δ ra



F ra  ϕ r  
ra  Ylm

(II.44)

This expression is local in the radial coordinate, and non-local in the angular coordinates of
the wavefunction. Typically, in semilocal expressions one assumes that the local part is null
) a ,  0). The difference between these two forms is important; the semilocal expression of
(vlocal
Eq. II.44 is computationally too demanding in plane wave approaches. In effect, one necessitates
to perform the multiplication of an N ^ N matrix with a vector, where N is the number of plane
waves. In a real-space scheme such as ours, one may in principle think of applying the semilocal
expression. However, we have found this approach numerically inconvenient; fortunately, one
can transform approximately a semilocal expression into a fully non local one [ KB82] and apply
Eq. II.43. We have implemented this procedure in our codes. The justification lies in the fact that
a,
for any pseudopotential to make sense, the long range behavior of all v l) is the same: a Coulom-
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with identical long-range shape
bic 1 ' r tail. One then defines some non-null local function vlocal
(typically one of the semi-local components), which in turns defines a set of localized functions:
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In terms of them, the resulting pseudopotential is:
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a,

) r  be the atomic pseudo-eigenfunctions produced by the semilocal form. These
Let Rl ) r  Ylm
are used to transform the previous expression into an approximatively equivalent one:a
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This expression is already fully nonlocal, and consistent with the general shape of Eq. II.43. Despite the computational advantages, it may lead to spurious “ghost” solutions, and one must carefully check that these do not exist before employing the pseudopotential. The remedy is a wise
selection of the local part, or a change in some of the parameters used to generate the semilocal
functions (for example, the core radii).
The first pseudopotentials were empirical, i.e. they were constructed by imposing a
a,
parametrized form for vl) j and then adjusting the parameters to experimental data (see, for example, Refs. [ AH64, AL67, FPA  95, N  96]). However, we have concentrated on pseudopotentials
derived from first principles, an idea originally suggested by Topp and Hopfield [ TH73]. Some
commonly invoked conditions enforced when constructing ab-initio pseudopotentials are:
1. For the free atom, the pseudo-eigenfunctions (the eigenfunctions that are obtained when
using the pseudopotential) must coincide (either exactly or very approximatively) with the
real eigenfunctions beyond a certain core radius rcl :
AE
RPP
l r   Rnl r ( for r
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RAE
nl is the radial part of the atomic eigenfunction of quantum numbers nl (AE stands for
“all-electron” calculation), and RPP
l the corresponding pseudo-eigenfunction.
2. The atomic pseudo-eigenvalues must also coicide with the real eigenvalues, either exactly
or very approximatively:
AE
εPP
(II.50)
l  εnl 
3. The pseudo-eigenfunctions are also forced to have equal norm to the true valence eigenfunctions (this condition is called norm conservation)
2 AE
2
2
 drr2 RPP
  drr Rnl r  
l r
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Vl(r) (hartree)

These conditions do not completely determine the precise procedure. In consequence, several different schemes have been proposed over the years. One of the first attempts to follow
this path was that of Hamann and others [ HSC79, BHS82, Ham89], followed by several other
choices [ Ker80, KHN92]; specially noteworthy are the not norm-conserving “ultrasoft” pseudopotentials of D. Vanderbilt [ Van90], which have proved very useful for transition metals. Nevertheless, we have employed two other proposals: those of Troullier and Martins [ TM91] (TM) and
those of Goedecker and others [ GTH96, HGH98] (HGH).
We will exemplify the use of both approaches on a real-space grid based code, by showing the
shape of two pseudopotentials we have been working with: TM for gold (see Chapter VIII), and
the chromium HGH potential.
Fig. II.9 depicts the semilocal components
0
of the gold TM pseudopotential (one for each
l=0
l angular momentum subspace), as well as the
atomic pseudo and real GGA 5d, 6s and 6p
-10
l=1
eigenfunctions. Note the logarithmic scale. In
the upper panel, it may be observed how the
long-range behaviour
of all the potential com
LDA
ponents is equal, 1 ' r. We should stress that
GGA
-20
TM pseudopotential are not generated with
l=2
a unique recipe; the above-mentioned cutoff
radii must be chosen, as well as a reference
-30
1.00
2.00
0.50
1.50
valence configuration. In principle, this freer (bohr)
dom must be used to obtain the best possible
trade-off between accuracy and transferability,
Figure II.8: Troullier-Martins pseudopotential for
on the one hand, and smoothness on the other
Cu, with r0 r r2 r 2  2 and r1 r 2  4 a.u. Notice that the
hand. In this case, the parameters chosen have LDA and GGA pseudopotential are essentially identibeen those specified in Ref. [ HML02]. The cal, the main difference being the GGA potential oselection of the pseudopotential determines the cillations near the origin.
main numerical parameters needed afterwards
for either a plane wave or real space parameter, namely the energy cutoff or alternatively the grid
spacing, and the size of the simulation box. This is manifested for this gold pseudopotential in
Fig. VIII.2 (in Chapter VIII). It may be seen how, for grid spacings larger that 0.45 a.u., the 5d
shell degeneracy is spuriously broken. Both the eigenvalues and the IP – calculated as the difference in total energy between the neutral atom and its cation – are well converged for lower values
of the grid spacing. A similar study is presented in Fig. II.10, in this case for the HGH chromium
pseudopotential. This pseudopotential differs from the preceding one because it contains semicore
electrons. By this we mean that in the valence set of orbitals we include two levels with the same
l quantum number (in this case, the l  0). Note how the proper eigenvalues are only obtained
below 0  24 a.u.
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Figure II.9: Semilocal components of the gold

TM pseudopotential (top panel) and eigenfunctions (botton panel); both the pseudo-eigenfunctions
(dashed lines) and the real ones (solid lines) are depicted.
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Figure II.10: Chromium atom valence and semicore eigenvalues (lower panel), and atomic pseudo
total energy (upper panel) as a function of the grid
spacing in our real space calculations, when using
the HGH pseudopotential.

We will end by noting that the first principles generation procedure is dependent on the electronic structure method used to solve for the all-electron atomic problem: the all-electron eigenfunctions and eigenenergies are input data. Typically these are obtained from a DFT calculation,
specially if the pseudopotentials are to be used later also within a DFT scheme. One then has the
freedom of election of the exchange and correlation kernel, which for the sake of consistency we
usually take to be the same in both steps, i.e. pseudopotential generation and posterior calculation. Usually this choice has been unimportant, although we have spotted one problem related to
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA): In some cases, it leads to the appearance of very
short-ranged oscillations in the pseudo-potentials (see Fig. II.8). These oscillations are artifacts
of the GGA that usually disappear when non-local core corrections are considered. They do not
pose a real threat for plane waves calculations, since they are filtered out by the energy cutoff, but
in our real-space scheme may lead to substantial errors. We have found that an effective way to
circunvent the problem is the use of non-local core corrections [ LFC82] – an idea whose original
purpose is completely different: most first-principles schemes (such as the TM ones depicted in
the figure) rely on considering that the Kohn and Sham potential depends linearly on the density. This is false for both the exchange and correlation terms, and the so-called core corrections
attempt to eliminate this error.
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Don’t take [your freedom] for granted! If you want to keep your freedom, you must
be prepared to defend it [Richard M. Stallman]

Chapter III

FUNDAMENTS, APPLICATIONS, AND TECHNICAL DESIGN OF THE
octopus CODE†
In this chapter, we present the computer program developed in the course of the research work
presented in this thesis, oriented to the simulation of the ionic and electronic dynamics of finite
systems, either in one, two or three dimensions, and subject to time-dependent electromagnetic
fields. The electronic degrees of freedom are handled with Quantum Mechanics – in its density
functional theory reformulation – whereas the nuclei are classically described. All quantities are
represented in a real space mesh, and the simulations are performed in real time. Although not
optimized for this purpose, the program is also able to compute static properties, such as minimum
energy geometries, phonon frequencies or static polarizabilities. The method has demonstrated
to be reliable and general, and has been satisfactorily applied to calculate linear absorption spectra, non-linear response, high harmonic spectra, laser-induced fragmentation, etc., of a variety of
systems, ranging from small clusters to medium-sized quantum dots.

III.1

INTRODUCTION

In the past years, density functional theory (DFT) has
become the method of choice for electronic structure
calculations; the previous introductory two chapters of
this work have attempted to review its theoretical foundations, as well as the issue of its computational feasibility. The reasons of the success are its simplicity (it does
not rely on the complete knowledge of the N-electron
wave function, but only on the electronic density) and
high accuracy (present DFT results have surpassed in
quality those from standard ab-initio quantum chemistry
techniques like Hartree-Fock, configuration-interaction,
etc.).
It is thus natural that a swarm of computer programs
aimed to solve the Kohn-Sham equations are available to the community:



c Roy Caldwell

D There are three rather complete and efficient pseudopotential based codes, which are freely
† Some

of the material in this chapter was published in the article:

M. A. L. Marques, Alberto Castro, G. F. Bertsch and A. Rubio, octopus : a first-principles tool for
excited electron-ion dynamics, Comp. Phys. Comm. 151, 60 (2003).
Some parts of it, however, have been actualized, some parts have been added, and some other parts (such as the section
on the theoretical background, subject of Chapter 1 of this thesis) have been removed.
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available, ABINIT,1 PWSCF,2 and the MIKA project.3 The first two are mainly oriented to
solids, although finite systems may be treated through the supercell approximation. The
latter is specialized on real-space, and on the multigrid techniques.
D Several other DFT-based programs coexist in the market like VASP,4 FHI 98md,5 PARATEC,6
DACAPO ,7 SIESTA ,8 FLEUR ,9 and others.
D In the quantum-chemistry realm we can find several all-electron codes that have considered
the applicability of DFT, like WIEN2k,10 ADF,11 GAUSSIAN,12 GAMESS,13 etc.
Using a variety of approaches – e.g. plane waves, localized basis sets, real-space discretizations – these programs are able to calculate ground-state energies, equilibrium geometries, phase
transitions, phonon modes, thermodynamic properties, etc. Nevertheless, electronic excited-state
properties cannot be studied within the traditional ground-state DFT formulation. As described
in Chapter I, several extensions to the basic formalism have been proposed to overcome this deficiency, the most successful of which has been time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).
TDDFT allows one to calculate excited-state energies and spectra involving neutral particle-hole
excitations of a many-body system. This technique has been quite successful in describing optical spectra of finite systems. It may also be applied to extended systems, although some limitations and problems arise in this case – only recently excitons have been described within
TDDFT [ MSR03].
The advent of strong, femtosecond laser sources – now equipping modern laboratories
– enabled the study of new and exciting non-linear phenomena in condensed matter systems [ BK00, PKK97]. These lasers can yield information about elementary electronic processes
occurring on timescales from pico- to femtoseconds, which are nowadays becoming relevant for
technological applications. As examples of exciting new problems currently under investigation
by the laser community we can mention laser control of chemical reactivity [ ILG  01], high harmonic generation (that can in turn be used to generate soft X-ray laser pulses) [ BBZ  00] and
1 http://www.abinit.org/. The ABINIT code is a common project of the Université Catholique de
Louvain, Corning Incorporated, and other contributors. X. Gonze et al, Computational Materials Science 25,
478 (2002).
2
http://www.pwscf.org/. S. Baroni, S. de Gironcoli, A. Dal Corso, P. Gianozzi, and other contributors.
3 http://www.csc.fi/physics/mika/. See, for example, M. Heiskanen, T. Torsti, M. J. Puska and
R. M. Nieminen, Phys. Rev. B 63, 245106 (2001); T. Torsti, Real-Space Electronic Structure Calculations
for Nanoscale Systems, CSC Research Reports R01/03 (Ph. D. thesis).
4 http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/, G. Kresse, J. Furthmüller and other contributors.
5 http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/th/fhi98md/, M. Bockstedte, A. Kley, J. Neugebauer and
M. Scheffler, Comp. Phys. Commun. 107, 187 (1997).
6 http://www.nersc.gov/projects/paratec/, A, Canning, D. Raczkowski, S. Louie, B. Pfrommer,
Y.-G. Yoon, J.-L. Li and other contributors. See, for example, B. G. Pfrommer, J. Demmel and H. Simon, J.
Comp. Phys. 150, 287 (1999).
7 http://www.fysik.dtu.dk/CAMPOS/Welcome.html.
8 http://www.uam.es/siesta/, P. Ordejón, E. Artacho and J. M. Soler, Phys. Rev. B 53, R10441
(1996); J. M. Soler, E. Artacho, J. D. Gale, A. Garcı́a, J. Junquera, P. Ordejón and D. Sánchez-Portal, J.
Phys.: Condens. Matter 14, 2745 (2002).
9 http://www.flapw.de/fleur.html, Stefan Blügel and others.
10 http://www.wien2k.at/index.html/, P. Blaha, K. Schwarz, G. Madsen, D. Kvasnicka and J. Luitz.
11 http://www.scm.com/, G. te Velde, F. M. Bickelhaupt, E. J. Baerends, C. F. Guerra, S. J. A. van Gisbergen, J. G. Snijders, T. Ziegler, J. of Comp. Chem. 22, 931 (2001).
12
http://www.gaussian.com/.
13 http://www.msg.ameslab.gov/GAMESS/GAMESS.html, The Gordon Research Group, Iowa State
University. See, for example, M. W. Schmidt et al, J. Comput. Chem. 14, 1347 (1993).
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above-threshold dissociation [ EJR91]. All these phenomena are beyond the scope of perturbative methods, such as linear response theory. In this context, TDDFT becomes a valuable tool:
Fully solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations is a numerically feasible task – even for
moderate to large size systems, and opens the door to the simulation of these and other processes.
For the purpose of investigating those phenomena under the general framework of TDDFT,
we have developed the octopus code, which has been made freely available to the scientific
community. It is intended as a general-purpose tool for the study of time-dependent processes,
both in the linear and non-linear regimes. It solves the time dependent Kohn-Sham equations in
real time, by discretizing all quantities in real space. This methodology has already proved to
be a very powerful technique, yet its greatest attractiveness resides in its conceptual simplicity.
Furthermore, octopus makes use of norm-conserving pseudopotentials to describe the electronion interaction, which are indispensable to reduce the computational burden. Electromagnetic
fields are treated classically and the nuclei are considered to be classical point particles. The
electronic wave functions are propagated with a nearly unitary scheme. The present version can
be used to study both one, two and three dimensional finite systems. Modern workstations should
be able to handle molecules of up to a hundred atoms, which is enough, for example, to treat
chromophores in proteins (using QM/MM techniques14). Some physical properties obtainable
with the program are:

D Ground state properties, such as total energies, equilibrium geometries, vibrational frequencies, ground-state Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, static polarizabilities, etc.

D Linear optical absorption spectra.

D Harmonic spectra generated by intense and ultra-short (femto- to picosecond) laser fields.
D Ionization probabilities.

D Laser induced reactivity, such as photodissociation paths, isomerization.
We should briefly mention the history of octopus . It is based on a program written by
K. Yabana and G. F. Bertsch to calculate the linear optical response of clusters [ YB96, YB97, YB99a,
YB99b, YB99c, YB99d, IYB01]. This successful application together with the enormous potential
of the time-evolution approach prompted us to completely rewrite the code. The language used
was mainly Fortran 90, which enabled us to reuse most of the previous source lines, and also
to employ some modern programming techniques. The rationale was to implement a modular
structure such that new features could be easily added. For example, we have already included
nuclear dynamics, external time-dependent electromagnetic fields, several exchange-correlation
functionals, non-collinear spin, etc. We have also parallelized the time-evolution using MPI.
Currently, we are extending the code to tackle with periodic systems, either in one (such
as polymers), two (slabs) or three dimensions.15 In the near future we plan to include currentdensity functional theory (CDFT), to study molecular transport, and to allow for multi-component
TDDFT, so that the nuclei may be treated quantum mechanically. We expect the code to keep
growing, as we gather contributions from different users. Some Articles have already been published based on results obtained by octopus (see, for example, [ MCR01, CMA  02, UGS 04]).
The code is freely available from http://www.tddft.org/programs/octopus/. The reader
is also referred to the web site to obtain more information, updated documentation, examples, new
versions, etc. Since pseudopotentials are essential to octopus , we also provide a web interface to
J. L. Martins’ pseudopotential generation code[ TM91]. Some of those pseudopotentials have been
14 In this case, part of the system is treated within quantum mechanics whereas the rest of the protein and
solvent are treated as classical fields [ MH99].
15 The formulation and implementation of the time-evolution technique in real space has already proved
reliable for describing the linear response of periodic systems [ BIRY00].
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tested in practical applications.16 Other pseudopotentials already implemented in the code are the
relativistic separable potentials of Hartwigsen, Goedecker and Hutter [ GTH96, HGH98].
Since the research on numerical methods and algorithms, and its ulterior implementation in
octopus , has been a core part of my thesis work, this Chapter aims at describing the current
layout of the code.17 In the next section we will sketch its design, whereas the last section of the
Chapter is dedicated to some sample calculations not yet presented in any publication.

III.2 DESIGN OF THE CODE
III.2.1 The build system

One of our design objectives has been to do a portable code, in order to be able to run it in virtually
any UNIX-like computer. For that purpuse we have (i) obliged ourselves to make use of only
standard elements of the languages used (mainly C and Fortran 90), even avoiding those standard
but sophisticated features that are bound to be badly implemented in the compilers, and (ii) relied
on the GNU autotools system [ VETT00], automake, autoconf and libtool for the build system.
These guidelines have permitted us to compile on Intel compatible ix86, Compaq/Alpha, IBM,
CRAY and Silicon Graphics machines, all of them either sequentially and in parallel.
III.2.2 External and internal libraries

The code needs some external libraries:

D The GNU GSL mathematical library [ GSL], for special functions, spline interpolations, etc.
D The “standard” BLAS / LAPACK suite of linear algebra subroutines [ DCDH80, ABB  99].
D The FFTW library for the Fast Fourier Transforms [ FJ98].

D Any implementation of the MPI standard [ MPI], if one wants to build executables suitable
to run in parallel

Our criteria to choose these libraries have been their reliability and their free availability for almost
all platforms. Moreover, the code includes internally two libraries written in C, one with auxiliary
routines, and the other with a parser which takes care of reading and interpreting the input file that
describes the job to be done.
III.2.3 The main code

The main code is written in standard Fortran 90. The basic structure is reflected in Fig. III.1. Each
box represents a Fortran 90 module; some of the dependencies have been reflected on the graph.
We may observe ten layers:
level 0 The main program. It initializes the global module, which holds some global constants to
be used throughout the code, contains some debugging utilities, etc – see level 9 below. It
also prints out the licensing information, and starts the timer. Then it starts the run prog
module, where the real work is done.
level 1 The run prog module. Its first task is to decide about which kind of calculation is requested
in the input file. Currently, the options – controlled by the input variable CalculationMode
are:
16

However this does not guarantee the transferability to other systems. The user should go through a
thorough check of the pseudopotential for his/her particular application.
17 As of version 1.2.
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CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode
CalculationMode

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

Start ground state calculation.
Resume static calculation
Calculate unocuppied states
Resume unocuppied states calculation
Start time dependent calculation
Resume time dependent calculation
Start calculation of the static polarizability tensor
Resume calculation of the static polarizability tensor
Perform geometry optimization
Calculate phonon frequencies

This list gives an idea of the program’s capabilities, although its performance for some of the
tasks (e.g. geometry minimization or calculation of the phonon frequencies) is not optimal.
Based on the requested task, the program builds an “execution stack”, a list of sub-tasks
to be performed. These subtasks are controlled mainly by the modules present in level
2. Before launching them, some other initializations are done, mainly those ot the data
types that describe the phyical system and its associated Hamiltonian (modules system and
hamiltonian, in level 4).
level 2 It contains a series of modules which may or not be used depending on what specific job is
requested:

D scf: It performs the self-consistent obtention of the Kohn-Sham ground-state elec-

tronic state. For that purpose, it needs three ingredients, contained in level 3: an
eigensolver, a procedure to obtain the density – or equivalently, the potential – at a
given self-consistent cycle step (the “mixing” scheme) and a means of obtaining a
starting point – which in our case may be either random or, better, extracted from a
linear combination of atomic orbitals calculation (LCAO). These three ingredients are
handled in their respective modules, which are connected to scf as may be seen in the
figure.
D timedep: It handles the evolution of both the electronic and ionic degrees of freedom.
The latter are evolved via standard Verlet or velocity Verlet algorithms and this evolution poses no numerical difficulties, since the time-step utilized is the one imposed by
the electrons, much too small to compromise the ionic motion stability. However, we
have done some research on the optimal algorithm for the evolution of the electronic
orbitals, and the current code reflects this by presenting various possible techniques.
This module also handles the Hamiltonian actualization between time-steps and monitors the requested observables (i.e., it writes down the total energy, the ionic positions,
electronic multipoles, etc).
These two modules (scf and timedep) perform the two main tasks for which the program
was built, namely the calculation of the electronic ground state for a given ionic configuration, and the evolution of a given system under the possible influence of a classically
described electromagnetic field. The rest of the modules of this level 2 (the ones in the first
row) are the ones that control some of the especialized run modes:

D unocc: Calculates some higher-lying unoccupied KS states, given a previously calculated and converged ground-state KS Slater determinant.

D static pol: Calculates, through a numerical finite-differences scheme, the static polarizability of a molecule.
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D geom opt: Obtains the minimum-energy ionic configuration. Currently we have only
implemented a slow steepest-descent algorithm, usable only for very small systems.

D phonons: Calculates the phonon frequencies, by obtaining the ground-state energies
of a given system and making small displacements of the ionic configuration.

D opt control: Still in experimental state.

D linear: Calculates the optical linear response by making use of the methods described

in section I.2.3. This scheme is the standard one used both in the Quantum Chemistry
(see, for example, [ Cas95]) and in the Physics communities (see, for example, [ V ÖC99,
VÖC02]). Note that the driver program for this run mode is not the octopus executable,
but rather the auxiliary oct-excite. Prerrequisites for this program are the presence
of a calculated ground-state electronic state, and a set of unccupied states obtained
with the module unocc above.

level 3 It contains the modules that are used for (i) the self consistent obtention of the electronic
ground state, and (ii) the time-evolution of the electronic state.
The former involves three auxiliary modules associated to scf: eigen solver, which has
the task of supplying the lowest eigenpairs of the one-electron Hamiltonian – see section II.2
for details about our algorithms; mix, which performs the actualization of the density or the
potential at each step of the self-consistent loop – see also section II.3 for more details; and
lcao, which supplies an initial state for the self-consistent loop by performing – if required
– a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) calculation.
Task (ii) is handled by the module td rti, which contains our suite of approximators to the
evolution operator. Auxiliary to this module are td exp and td exp split, which in turn
contain a variety of means to calculate the exponential of an operator. See Chapter V for
our investigations in this field.
level 4 This level contains the set of data types and procedures necessary to describe the physical
system under study, and the Hamiltonian that acts on it. Both objects are contained in their
respective modules system and hamiltonian. Note that the latter one describes the oneparticle “mean field” Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian for the electronic system (no special data
type is built to describe the ionic Hamiltonian).
The hamiltonian module contains all the operators contained in the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian (ionic potential, exchange and correlation, kinetic term, etc.), which are defined as
procedures that operate on the states, defined in the states module which is described in
level 6. It also contains the procedures necessary to build such operators, either directly or
through some sub-modules described in level 5. The system module describes the ionic
background (its geometry, the species, etc.), which may also contain model potentials (useful for the description of, e.g., quantum dots).
level 5 It contains the auxiliary submodules to both system and hamiltonian:

D external pot: It builds the “external potential” to the electronic system, which is

composed of the potential created from the ionic background, and possibly an added
electromagnetic field (handled, in turn, by the module lasers).
D poisson: It builds the Hartree potential, by solving Poisson’s equation. See Chapter IV for details about our research on that field.
D xc: It builds the exchange and correlation potential, in a variety of approximations.
D atom It holds the information about the ionic background – its geometry, velocities,
etc., along with the necessary procedures to manipulate it.
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D specie: Each “atom” (described by the position and momentum of a classical point

particle) is associated to a “specie” (the potential that interrelates it to the electronic
many-body system, an to the rest of the atoms). This must be understood in a generalized way: not only atoms and pseudopotentials, but also user-defined model potentials to describe, for example, quantum dots. This information is held in the specie
module. Below it, Fig. III.1 shows modules ps, tm and hgh, which handle the definition and processing of the pseudopotentials, both of the Trouller-Martin’s [ TM91] and
Goedecker’s and others type [ HGH98].

level 6 It contains the definition of the Hilbert space spanned by the one-particle quantummechanical states used in the Kohn-Sham DFT, i.e., the definition of the operation on states
(linear algebra, dot products, etc). It also contains the data type used to contain the full
many body electronic state, and operations related to it.
level 7 In this layer we have placed the definition of the real space mesh, as well as its Fourier
space counterpart, where the functions involved in the calculation are defined. It contains
the appropriate data types (“functions”), as well as the operations defined on it (sum, linear scaling, dot products, derivatives, integrals, etc). Note that we distinguish two ways of
storing the functions, each of them handled by its own submodule: mesh function and
cube function. The former is the one designed to allow for certain freedom in the definition of the mesh (e.g. of cylindrical shape, non-uniform, etc), whereas the latter is more
stringent – uniform and of parallelpiped shape – and is utilized as the dual grid: functions
may be held both in the real or in the reciprocal space. Procedures are defined to perform
the necessary transformations.
level 8 Auxiliary modules used in various parts of the code:

D units: Management of the units transformations for input and output. Although
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

atomic units are used internally, electronvolts and Ăngströms are accepted for input
and output.
liboct: Interface for the auxiliary liboct library.
oct parser: Interface to the parser which reads and interprets the input file.
linalg: Interface to the BLAS / LAPACK linear algebra procedures.
math: Contains some mathematical functions and routines.
spline: It contains the interface to the GSL spline utilities, used to interpolate the
pseudopotential functions on the real space grid.
output: It outputs the requested functions on
fft: Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) are used for several purposes (e.g. to solve for
the Poisson’s equation).

level 9 The global module, used by nearly all the other modules. It contains those mathematical
and auxiliary constants bound to be used in any part of the code, as well as some useful
routines to facilitate debugging and benchmarking.
III.2.4 Utilities and post-processing

The output of the program includes: Regarding ground state calculations, energies, forces on the
ions, equilibrium geometries (if the geometry optimization run mode was elected), static polarizabilities, molecular phonon frequencies; Regarding time propagation calculations, multipoles –
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Figure III.1: Structure of the program
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including the total charge –, ionic geometries, velocities and forces as they evolve in time, derivatives of those, etc. All this information (“observables”, in quantum mechanical terminology) is
output as the main program runs. Some of this information must be treated afterwards, and for
that purpose we have built some small utilities. For example, to obtain the linear optical spectrum
of the system following the scheme proposed by Yabana and Bertsch in Ref. [ YB96], one excites
all the frequencies of the system by giving some small momentum
K to the electrons. This is

achieved by transforming the ground-state wave-functions ψ GS
i according to:
i
r ψi r t  0   eiK z ψGS
i

(III.1)

and the propagating these wave-functions for some finite time. The spectrum can then be obtained
from the expression from the dipole strength function S ω  (in atomic units):
S ω 

2ω
ℑα ω π

(III.2)

where the dynamical polarizability α ω  is the Fourier transform of the dipole moment of the
system, d t  :


1
 dteiωt d t  d 0  
α ω 
(III.3)

K

The main program octopus yields d t  , whereas for the purpose of manipulating it and obtaining
S ω  we have written the utility oct-sf. Another example is oct-hs-mult, which obtains the
emitted harmonic spectra from the acceleration of the dipole moment:

 dteiωt

H ω 

Z

Z
Z

2
d
d t 
2
Z
dt

Z

(III.4)

Z

Z three dimensional
Z
We have also worked on the problem of
data visualization and handling,
and therefore we also included some utilities to help with this problem: this will be exemplified
in the following section. Some more utilities are distributed along with octopus; its purpose is
described in the program manual.
III.3

EXAMPLES

In the following, we will present a number of calculations to exemplify the described features of
the code. The work displayed is part of our on-going research on the application of TDDFT to
the study of photo-induced geometrical re-organization. In this scheme, the ionic and electronic
subsystems are coupled to a time-dependent, arbitrarily shaped, classically described, electromagnetic field; TDDFT equations are then propagated to follow the evolution. In contrast with the
surface-hopping algorithm [ TP71, Tul90], where the electronic excited states are visited consecutively, the state of the system is a coupled linear combination of all the populated excited states.
We have succesfully applied this framework to problems involving photo-fragmentation: the calculations are described in Chapter X. Photo-isomerization has revealed to be more challenging;
One of the first problems that we have considered as a case-study is the rotation of the C=N bond
of the formaldimine molecule. We will utilize all the calculations performed on this system as
examples of the applicability of our computational framework.
Imines are those compounds of structure RN=CR2 , where R may be Hydrogen or any hydrocarbyl group. Relatedly, Schiff’s bases are18 those imines bearing a hydrocarbyl group on the
18

Definition recommended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, IUPAC.
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nitrogen atom: R’N=CR2 (R’ not equal to H). Formaldimine (HN=CH2 , see Fig. III.2), also known
as methanimine, is the smallest imine, and sometimes is also referred as the smallest Schiff base.
In Fig. III.2 we have depicted the geometries of the ground state (S 0 ) and first singlet excited state
(S1 ). The former is planar, whereas in the latter the hydrogen associated to Nitrogen is rotated
90 degrees with respect to the plane of the rest of the molecule. The molecule presents a hetero double bond, C=N, which is one of the most important photorreceptors in organic chemistry:
Photo-induced rotation around double bonds are processes of primary interest in Biochemistry
(the paradigmatic case being the rotation of the molecular trigger of the human vision process).
Fortunately, most photo-induced phenomena in organic molecules involve only the first excited
singlet or triplet states.
Due to this relevance, formaldimine and its protonated counterpart, formaldiminium or methaniminium,
has already been studied as a prototypical case-study.
Bonačić-Koutecký and others [ BKP83, BKKM84, BKM85,
BKSM87] have performed multireference configuration
interaction calculations of the electronic structure and
geometrical conformations of the lowest singlet and
triplet states. The focus was placed on the implications on photochemistry, by regarding the potential energy surfaces along possible isomerization paths: the
cis V trans19 rearrangement may proceed via two different paths: in plane – by moving H along the H1 H2 CN
plane – or out of plane – by transversing the S1 geometry depicted in Fig. III.2. The latter possibility seemed to
be favored energetically. Moreover, the surface energy
curves demonstrate the existence of a conical intersection between the two first electronic singlet states in this
latter path, leading to the necessity of a truly non adiabatic treatment.
More recently, Parrinello and others [ FHMP98,
DM02] have addressed the topic in the framework of
DFT. In a former publication [ FHMP98], they translated
Figure III.2: Geometries of the ground restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) to Kohn(S0 ) – below – and S1 – above – states of Sham formalism (restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham,
the formaldimine molecule
ROKS), and studied the geometry of excited singlet
states of several molecules, including formaldimine. They also used this technique to perform CarParrinello adiabatic molecular dynamics on the first excited singlet step. In the latter work [ DM02]
they extended the formalism to allow for non-adiabatic transitions via the surface-hopping algorithm [ TP71, Tul90]. Both works suggest the out-of-plane isomerization.
III.3.1 The pseudopotentials

As mentioned above, we have implemented the possibility of using two different flavours of pseudopotentials: those obtained via the method of Trollier and Martins [ TM91] (TM), and those ob19

Note that in the case of formaldimine the cis or trans character of a conformation is ambiguous. Moreover, the discussed isomerization leaves the molecule unchanged. More interesting cases in Biochemistry
(e.g. the isomerization of retinal in the vision process) also imply double bond rotations, although in these
cases the product and the reactant are not identical.
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tained with the recipe of Hartwigsen, Goedecker and Hutter [ HGH98] (HGH). The first step is
deciding which ones are more suitable for the task. In Fig. III.3 we have plotted the pseudopotentials for the three species, along with the atomic pseudo-eigenfunctions. In the HGH case, the
recipe is unambiguous; on the contrary, the TM scheme needs the specification of cutoff radii for
each angular component. In our case, we have used: for Hydrogen: r s  1  25 a0 ; for Carbon,
rs  1  47 a0 r p  1  47 a0 ; for Nitrogen, rs  1  39 a0 r p  1  39 a0 [For these light elements, it
is unnecessary to include more than the l  0 and l  1 angular momentum components – only
the l  0 one in the case of Hydrogen]. Afterwards, we use the Kleinmann and Bylander [ KB82]
procedure to separate the semi-local components into a local part and non-local projectors. In the
HGH case, the final result is equivalent: a local part and a series of nonlocal projectors, although
in this case there are three projectors for each angular momentum component. In the upper panel
of Fig. III.3 we plot the local part, as well as the l  0 projector – only one of them in the HGH
case. The purpose of looking at these graphs is to get an idea of the “hardness” of the functions,
which has a definite impact in the grid spacing or plane wave cutoffs that need to be utilized.
III.3.2 The mesh

φ(r)

V(r) (a.u.)

The correct procedure to learn about the
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
optimal grid parameters to use in the
10
C
N
H
calculations is, however, a convergence
0
study as the one presented in Fig. III.4.
-10
HGH, local
The figure depicts the total energy, the
HGH, l=0
-20
TM, local
HOMO eigenvalue, and the total force
TM, l=0
on one of the H atoms (the one bonded
-30
s
0.6
p
to Nitrogen), as a function of the grid
spacing used (for this calculation we have
0.4
employed the experimental geometry of
Ref. [ OKNY79]). The plotted value is the
0.2
difference between the value obtained at
0
each grid spacing, and the value obtained
2 4 6
2 4 6
2 4 6
r (bohr)
for a grid spacing of 0.16 Å. Note that
the errors do not decay monotonically to
their converged values. This is interest- Figure III.3: Local and non-local components of the pseuing specially in the case of the total en- dopotential (top panels) and radial pseudo-eigenfunctions
(botton panel) for Hydroge (left), Carbon (center) and Niergy, since it underlines one fact about
trogen (right). Both TM and HGH pseudopotentials are
grid-based total-energy calculation: they shown in the upper pannel, as indicated in the legend.
are not variational. This means that by increasing the number of grid points (which is what we do by decreasing the grid spacing) the value
of the total energy does not decrease. One conclusion we may draw from this graph is the softer
character of the TM pseudopotentials, compared to the HGH ones: the red lines are lower than
their blue counterparts for both the total energy, the forces, and the eigenvalues. For our purposes,
a value of 0.18 Å is reasonable to continue with the calculations: the total energy is converged, in
the TM case, to 0.2 eV, less that 0.05% of the total energy (pseudo total energy, in this case).
It is important to note that a calculation where the functions are represented by a real space
mesh breaks the translational symmetry. This effect is illustrated in Fig. III.5. It represents the
values of various components of the electronic energy when the molecule is translated along the
mesh. The abscissa represents the magnitude of this translations; it ranges from zero to one full
grid spacing – in this case, 0.18 Å. Three features of the graph are noteworthy:
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Figure III.4: Logarithmic grid of the total energy
(solid lines), HOMO eigenvalue (dashed lines) and
total force on one of the Hydrogen atoms (solid +
circles), as a function of the grid spacing, for the
TM (red) and HGH (blue) pseudopotentials.
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Figure III.5: Translational-symmetry violation in a
real-space grid based calculation. [Red: TM; Blue:
HGH; dots] [Correlation energy; dashes and dots:
exchange energy; dashes: sum of eigenvalues; solid:
total energy]

D For an infinite mesh, the curves should be periodic, manifesting the periodicity of the grid.
The curves depicted are almost periodical, although not exactly due to the finiteness of the
simulation box (which means that the walls may be at different distance from the system
after the translation).

D The effect is much larger when using HGH pseudopotentials – note the large difference
in the left (red, TM) and right (blue, HGH) scales. This again favors the use of the TM
pseudopotentials.

D By decreasing error of importance, the components of the error arise from the: external
(ionic) potential, Hartree and exchange potential, and correlation.

III.3.3 The ground state

Previous calculations have been done with the experimental geometry of Ref. [ OKNY79]. It does
not differ much from the predicted geometry of Ref. [ FHMP98], obtained at the DFT/LDA level.
We may check wether octopus yields a similar minimum energy geometry, by making use of
the geometry optimization run mode implemented in octopus. We should note, however, that
we have not yet coded a state-of-the-art algorithm to obtain the minimal energy geometry, and
in consequence we do not recommend octopus for this task. In any case, the atomic forces
that we obtain when using the geometry of Ref. [ FHMP98] are rather low (the maximum force is
0.14 eV/Å  0.005 a.u., see info file in Appendix. A); after optimizing the geometry to a tolerance
of less than 0.001 a.u. the ionic displacement that we obtain is negligible. Due to this, we will
assume hereafter the geometry of Ref. [ FHMP98].
Once we have elected a given geometry, and the proper set of parameters (pseudopotentials,
mesh parameters, etc), we can do the definitive ground state calculation. A sample input file to
perform this task is shown in Appendix A. The detailed meaning of each input file variable may be
found in the program’s manual; here we will only do a shallow description: This set of variables
prescribes the electronic ground state calculation of the molecule whose geometry is described in
the file formaldimine.xyz, at the LDA level. The system is enclosed in a sphere of 6 Å of radius,
and the functions are discretized in a real space mesh of 0.18 Å. Broyden’s [ Bro65] mixing scheme
is used to close the self-consistent field cycle; a conjugate-gradients method is used to obtain the
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lowest lying eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. The ionic cores are described via Troullier-Martin’s
pseudopotentials.
After the ground state run, a directory called static is created, where a file called info (also
shown in Appendix A) contains information about the ground-state calculation results. As it may
be read in info, the SCF cycle has been closed after eighteen iterations. The values, in electronvolts, of the six eigenvalues are also given, as well as the values of the several components of the
total energy: the eigenvalues energy (Eigenvalues), ∑Ni! 1 µi εi (µi are the occupation numbers, N
the total number of electrons and εi the eigenvalues); the energy arising from the ionic potential,
(Potentials), ∑Ni! 1 µi  ψi V̂ions ψi ; the exchange and correlation potential – as defined in the
approximation that has been used, in this case, LDA in the Perdew and Zunger parameterization;
and the total energy. Next numbers in the info file are those of the electronic dipole (first moment
of the electron density). After information about the convergence criteria of the SCF cycle, the file
ends showing the values of the forces acting on the nuclei.
III.3.4 Analysis: visualization

Visualization of the functions involved in any of these calculations is an important help both
to understand the physics underlying the computed magnitudes, and also to identify errors and
their sources. However, proper representation and manipulation of functions and fields, specially
in three dimensions, is not a trivial task. We have relied on the OpenDX package. 20 For that
purpose, we have built the necessary software to interface octopus and the OpenDX programs.
The final objective is the representation of isosurfaces in 3D, contour plots and colour maps on
two-dimensional cuts of the functions, etc. This aids to identify the shape of wave-functions,
densities, potentials, etc. Fig. III.7, for example, shows the density and the electron localization
function (ELF) obtained in the previous ground state calculation.
The introduction of the ELF [ BE90] attempted to shed light into the problem of the identification of localized groups of electrons – such as atomic or molecular inner shells, bonds, lone pairs,
π electron systems, etc. Although the importance of those objects is obvious, the mathematical
concept defining “electron localization” is elusive. In DFT, the density contains all information;
however its shape does not help to identify and classify orbitals, lone pairs, or even reveal the
shell structure of heavy atomic systems [ SKJS88]. The single-particle orbitals, either in the DFT or
in the Hartree-Fock context, suffer from an ill definition: equivalent orbitals can be generated by
unitary transformation of the “canonical” ones. Moreover, typical valence DFT orbitals are highly
delocalized over space (see, for example, Fig. III.8).
The ELF has revealed to be a better intuitive descriptor of chemical bonding, and hence our
interest in including its computation and visualization into our package. Its definition is based on
the conditional pair probability for same-spin electrons, which may be written as:
Pσσ r s  

 1 ∇ρσ 2 
1
 τσ
 s  "
3
4 ρσ

(III.5)

where s is a given distance from r, ρσ is the one electron density for spin σ, and τσ is the kinetic
energy density (obtainable from the one electron DFT or Hartree-Fock orbitals). This is the leading
term in the Taylor expansion (in s) of the probability of finding one σ-spin electron at a distance
s from r, if we know there is one electron with the same spin at r. This magnitude contains
information about the localization of electrons, although inversely: the smaller the probability of
finding one same-spin electron nearby, the higher the localization of the reference electron. Setting
20

http://www.opendx.org/
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Acetylne

Ethylene

Ethane

Figure III.6: Calculated photoabsorption cross-section, σ  ω  (left), and isosurfaces of the ELF (right) for
the two-carbon hydrocarbons acethylene (top), ethylene (middle) and ethane (botton). Note the respective
toroidal, eight-like, and spherical shapes of the CN bond ELF basins, signatures of the triple, double and
single bonds.

Dσ r  as Pσσ r s  

1
3 Dσ

r  s2 , the definition of the ELF is:
ELF r   1 

0
 Dσ r ?' Dσ r "8

1

(III.6)

where D0σ corresponds to the uniform electron gas value for Dσ . This definition, “calibrated” to
the value of the electron gas pair probability, permits to have 0  ELF  1, where values near one
correspond to high localization, and 1/2 corresponds to the uniform electron gas. The topology of
the ELF has been extensively studied by Savin, Silvi and collaborators [ SS94, KS97, NCSS98]. It
has thereafter been used to reveal inner atomic shell structure, to classify bonds, and to investigate
lone pairs.
To illustrate these ideas, we can make a brief disgression in the description of formaldimine
to show how the ELF may help, for example, to distinguish the single, double and triple bonds,
and how the octopus calculations and visualization abilities can be used for this purpose. 21 In
Fig. III.6, right side, we have plotted the ELF of the three two-carbon hydrocarbons, ethane,
ethylene and acetylene. The figures show isosurfaces of the ELF at a value of 0.85. We can
distinguish a toroidal structure in the upper figure (acetylene), an eight-shaped structure in the case
of ethylene (middle figure), and a circular shape in the case of ethane (lower figure). These three
shapes are a signature of the respective triple, double and single bonds, respectively. Incidentally,
Fig. III.6 also shows the calculated photoabsorption cross section of these three systems.
Regarding the formaldimine itself, we have plotted its ELF in Figs. III.7 and III.9. In the first
case, we have plotted one isosurface in 3D on the lower left hand side, and one two-dimensional
21 Recently, a time dependent generalization of the ELF has been proposed and succesfully investigated [ BMG], also within octopus .
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Figure III.7: Electronic density (top) and ELF (botton, see text for its definition) of the ground state of the

formaldimine molecule. Left figures show one three dimensional isosurface, whereas the right figures show a
color-mapped two dimensional plane. Note that the scale in the case of the density is logarithmic; the values
in the legend reflect the exponent.

cut, showing the plane of the molecule, in the lower right-hand side. The lone pair associated to the
“missing hydrogen” on the Nitrogen side (Nitrogen is represented as blue, and Carbon as green) is
notoriously evidenced in the ELF topology as one distinct basin. The other basins are associated
to the Hydrogen to Carbon or to Nitrogen bonds, and to the double bond between Carbon and
Nitrogen. The eight-shape of this latter one could also be observed in this case, although not
clearly in the present plots. Note how the density, depicted above, is not nearly as informative. In
Fig. III.9 we have shown some streamlines, running through the gradient field of the ELF. This
representation manifests in clear way the basins of the ELF and its centers of attraction, whose
importance and properties have been stressed by Noury and others [ NCSS98].
III.3.5 Excited states and photoabsorption

We now turn to the investigation of the excited states. In organic photochemistry, usually the only
relevant excited states are the low lying ones. Of special relevance are the first singlet S 1 and the
first triplet T1 . Since the latter is the lowest one with triplet spin symmetry, ground state DFT
theory may be used to investigate it, in contrast to the S1 state, which requires other approaches.
However, following Frank and others [ FHMP98], we may utilize Ziegler’s sum method [ ZRB77]
and calculate the singlet excitation energy by making use only of standard DFT, in the following
manner: Let us call ΦGS the ground state of a closed shell system such as the formaldimine
molecule, which
in DFT is built from the Slater determinant of a set of Kohn-Sham orbitals:

ΦGS  Slater ψ1 ψ1  " ψn ψn , where the overlined orbitals are spin up. The first triplet states
may be obtained
by minimizing a set of KS orbitals with the following fixed spin symmetry:

Φt1  Slater ψ1 ψ1 "  ψn ψn; 1 . Another of the three degenerate triplet states is obtained by
using spin down for the last two orbitals. Unfortunately, the first excited singlet state cannot be
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ε1 = -22.50 eV

ε4 = -10.49 eV

ε2 = -15.19 eV

ε5 = -8.59 eV

ε3 = -12.45 eV

εHOMO = -6.31 eV

εLUMO = -1.99 eV

Figure III.8: Isosurfaces of the six occupied orbitals plus the LUMO (blue: +; violet: -) of the formaldimine
molecule.

Figure III.9: Streamlines running through the gradient field of the ELF of formaldimine, and meeting at the
basin attractors – the ELF local maxima.
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obtained from a single Slater determinant. We may define the “mixed states”, m 1 and m2 , as
Φm1  Slater ψ1 ψ1    ψn ψn ; 1 and Φm2  Slater ψ1 ψ1  " ψn ψn ; 1 . The remaining triplet
and the singlet may then be obtained by combining them:
Φt3 
Φs 




1
Φm1 Φm2 j
2
1

Φ m1  Φ m2  
2

(III.7)
(III.8)

The singlet energy may then be obtained from the energies of the m and t states, as in:
E s   2E m 



E t 

(III.9)

Energy (eV)

For the S0 geometrical configuration (planar, lower part of Fig. III.2, this procedure yields a singlet
excitation energy of 4.8 eV, in agreement with the LDA work of Ref. [ FHMP98]. This scheme also
allows us to obtain a minimized geometry for the S1 subspace. However, we have not made a fully
unrestricted seek: to alleviate the calculational burden, we have assumed the shape depicted the
upper part of Fig. III.2: The HCN plane is assumed to be perpendicular to the H 1 H2 CN plane. All
geometrical parameters are then fixed to the values they have in the S 0 configuration, except for
the C=N bond length which is then allowed to relax. The elongation of the bond in the singlet state
thus obtained is 0.102 Å, in good agreement with the 0.085 Å and 0.081 Å of of Refs. [ FHMP98]
and [ OKNY79], respectively.
We then consider the rotation between the S0 and
5
S1 geometries. For that purpose, we will define a given
path joining both geometries in configuration space:
S1
4
defining θ to be the twist angle around the C=N bond,
the C=N bond length l θ  is continuously elongated
T1
3
as l θ   sin2 θ  l 0   cos2 θ  l π ' 2  . Along these geometries, we may sample a given number of configura2
S0
tions and study the excited states energies by calculating
the linear response optical spectrum. We may utilize the
1
two methods that we dispose of: linear response if the
frequency domain, and time propagation. For the first
singlet and triplet states energy, we may also use again
0
0
30 60 90 120 150 180
previous sum rule.
Twist angle (θ)
The results when utilizing Eq. III.9 (i.e., still ground
state DFT) are displayed in Fig. III.10. The figure Figure III.10: Energy surfaces of the
is in agreement with Fig. 7 in Ref. [ BKP83], where ground and first excited singlet and triplet
a CI method was employed. Note that for this line states, as a function of the twist angle of the
in configuration we do not observe a conical intersec- C=N bond – which is simultaneously elontion, but an avoided crossing. However, the surfaces do gated, see text.
cross [ BKKM84], although a different path should have been chosen to manifest it. In any case,
note how the ground and excited states approach, which involves a non-negligible jump probability, and signal this isomerization process as an intrinsically non-adiabatic one.
The photoabsorption cross sections calculated at seven points in configuration space linking
the S0 and S1 geometries are shown in Fig. III.11. The results for both methods described in
Chapter I are described: red curves are the result of the scheme in the time-domain, whereas the
black curves are the result for the scheme in the frequecy domain (in this latter case, the lines have
been broadened with a Lorentzian curve for comparison purposes). In principle, both methods
are mathematically equivalent: the results, specially for the lowest excitations, are indeed very
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similar. The differences, whose importance increases with the excitation energy, must be assigned
to the distinct numerical convergence issues arising in both methods (number of considered virtual orbitals, simulation box size, etc) , which affect the results in an inequivalent way. At full
convergence, both curves should overlap.
The excitation to the the first triplet configuration T1 is dark, but the excitation to the first
singlet S0 is present in the graphs (at 4.8 eV for the geometry at θ  0o , top panel), albeit its small
oscillator strength makes it difficult to see it. The inset in the top panel exposes it more clearly.
The potential energy surfaces such as the one presented in Fig. III.10 may also be reproduced from
this figure – moreover, including, if desired, higher lying energy surfaces. The agreement for the
S0 state between these linear response calculations, and those presented in Fig. III.10 is almost
perfect.
The input file utilized to perform the time-domain calculations may be built from the one
copied in Appendix A, plus the following parameters:
TDMaximumIter = 15000
TDEvolutionMethod = 3
TDExponentialMethod = 1
TDExpOrder = 4
TDTimeStep = 0.002
TDDeltaStrength = 0.01
%TDPolarization
1 | 0 | 0
%

This recipe prescribes a simulation of 30 h̄/eV, a time step of 0.002 h̄/eV, an “approximatedly
enforced time-reversal symmetry” method to perform the time propagation, a 4-th order standard
expansion of the exponential of the Hamiltonian (see Ch. V), and an initial perturbation e ikx of
k  0  01 Å 1 . Once octopus has been run and we have obtained the electronic dipole, the dipole
strength – related by merely a constant to the photoabsorption cross section – is calculated through
the oct-sf utility. The numerical parameters controlling this process have been:
SpecTransMode = "sin"
SpecDampMode = "gaussian"
SpecDampFactor = 0.1
SpecEnergyStep = 0.01
SpecMaxEnergy = 15.0

This means that the dipole signal is sine-Fourier transformed, although previously it is convoluted with a gaussian function. The resulting function in the frequency domain is sampled every
0.01 eV from 0 to 15 eV.
III.3.6 Excited states dynamics

As mentioned above, the molecular dynamics on the S1 excited state have been investigated already in [ FHMP98], as well as non adiabatic dynamics [ DM02], mixing the ground and the excited
state by making use of the surface-hopping idea. Our approach to the simulation of photo-induced
geometrical re-organization is different: we make use of TDDFT to couple the ionic and electronic subsystems to a time-dependent, arbitrarily shaped, classically described, electromagnetic
field. A significant laser induced population of an electronic excited state may lead to geometrical re-organization, which means processes such as photo-fragmentation or photo-isomerization.
Examples of the photo-dissociation are described in Ch. X. In the present case, however, we have
tried populating the S1 state, which should lead to an atomic rearrangement leading to the minimum energy conformation for that state, i.e. the upper model in Fig. III.2. However, we have not
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yet been able of observing this process. One of the explanations for this failure is the very low
oscillator strength of the pursued transition, which renders difficult its population, even though
we performed the simulations modeling high-intensity lasers. Another more fundamental open
question is ascertaining to which extent the classical treatment of the electromagnetic fields may
be suitable for these purposes. A more thourogh discussion on similar problems may be found in
Chapter X.
The simulations depicted in Figs. III.12 and Figs. III.13 are different examples. In both cases,
we have used a more traditional approach, which consists of artificially preparing the system in
an excited state by populating the LUMO orbital with one electron. Thereafter, TDDFT is used to
propagate the electronic state, and the ionic subsystem is also propagated governed by Eqs. I.110.
In the first example (Fig. III.12), the ions are initially static, and the resulting dynamics consist of
an in-plane isomerization: the Hydrogen atom attached to Nitrogen pendulates from one side to the
other, without leaving the original molecular plane. The movement is very rapid; the isomerization
needs only 20 fs. If the simulation is allowed to continue, the process is repeated in the same
manner. In the second example (Fig. III.13) the ionic system is given an initial random velocity
distribution corresponding to a temperature of 300 K. The result is rather different: the molecule
is rather distorted, and after an oscillation of the Hydrogen from one molecular side to the other
(which lasts only 20 fs), it goes back to its original position but following the out-of-plane route.
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Figure III.11: Photoabsorption cross section of the formaldimine molecule, calculated at some sampled

points along an isomerization path linking the predicted S0 and S1 geometries (see text for details). Red:
time-propagation method; Black: frequency domain line response method. The inset in the upper panel
details the S0 excitation, of very low oscillator strength, at 4.8 eV.
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Figure III.12: Snapshots of a simulation performed
on the formaldimine molecule. The system is initially
prepared by putting one electron of the HOMO on the
LUMO orbital. The ionic system is initially frozen.
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Figure III.13: Snapshots of one of the simulations

performed on the formaldimine molecule. The system is initially prepared by putting one electron of
the HOMO on the LUMO orbital. The ionic system
is initially given a random distribution of velocities
corresponding to 300 K.
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Life is good for only two things: to study mathematics and to teach it.
[Siméon Denis Poisson]

Chapter IV
THE PROBLEM OF SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION†
Reciprocal space methods for solving Poisson’s equation for finite charge distributions are investigated. Improvements to previous proposals are presented, and their performance is compared in
the context of a real-space density functional theory code. Two basic methodologies are followed:
calculation of correction terms, and imposition of a cut-off to the Coulomb potential. We conclude
that these methods can be safely applied to finite or aperiodic systems with a reasonable control of
speed and accuracy.

IV.1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most ubiquitous mathematical
problems appearing in science is that of the elliptic

partial differential equation ∇2V 
4πρ, known as Poisson’s equation. Its first appearance was
in Electrostatics, when the French mathematician Siméon-Denis Poisson generalized Laplace’s
equation ∇2V  0 to non-vacuo regions[ Poi13, Arn81]. However, since then it has appeared in many
different areas of science. It is therefore not surprising that obtaining efficient numerical solvers
has been, and continue to be, an important target for computational scientists. Unfortunately, there
is not a single methodology applicable to all situations, for the efficiency of a given tool depends
on the precise problem at hand.
Our focus is electronic structure calculations. One of the bottlenecks of DFT, especially for
large systems, is the solution of Poisson’s equation when the source is the electronic number density to obtain the so-called Hartree potential. Depending on the particular DFT computational
methodology employed, solving for the Hartree potential may be the most costly part of the algorithm, and determine the scaling of the calculation with the size of the system. In recent years,
the combination of DFT and pseudopotentials has had outstanding success in the prediction of
materials properties. The use of pseudopotentials[ Pic89] enhances the performance of this sort of
calculation by avoiding an explicit treatment of the Kohn-Sham orbitals associated with the core.
Furthermore, the smoothness of the resulting valence pseudowavefunctions allows for a significant reduction of the dimension of the basis set used to describe them, and consequently also the
electronic density. In particular, one can use a plane wave basis. This is a particularly attractive
basis because advantage can be taken of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), for rapid and memory
efficient transformations. However, smoothness is also a requirement of other treatments, such as,
for example real-space representations.
A discrete but truncated set of plane waves based on the reciprocal lattice is one natural basis
set for a periodic system. However, for finite systems, or more generally, for systems lacking
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

Alberto Castro, M. J. Stott and Angel Rubio, Solution of Poisson’s equation for finite systems using
plane wave methods, Can. J. Phys. 81, 1151 (2003).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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periodicity such as defects in solids, the use of a discrete set of plane waves will generate periodic
images of the finite cell to be studied. In the case of a finite system this leads to a problem in the
calculation of the electrostatic potential due to the electrons, due to the long range of the Coulomb
interaction. Nevertheless, discrete plane wave basis sets are often used for finite systems because
of the great efficiency of the FFT, and errors in the Hartree potential due to periodic images are
usually ignored, or reduced by increasing the size of the supercell. These spurious effects can
seriously affect the calculated equilibrium structure and dynamics of weakly bound molecules or
clusters, eg. water. We have considered this particular and important subset of electronic systems:
aperiodic systems including finite systems or defects in otherwise periodic structures, within the
pseudopotential DFT approach.
An analogous problem is the evaluation of the Coulomb interactions between particles in
molecular dynamics simulations, which is the particular case of the solution of Poisson’s equation when the density is a sum a delta functions. The solution of this problem nominally scales as
O N 2  , where N is a measure of the “size” of the system, but approximate –though accurate– algorithms exist which scale linearly with N, such as the fast multipole method (FMM)[ GR87, Gre88]
or tree codes[ App85, BH86]. In the past ten years, much effort has been devoted to extending
these methods to continuous systems. All the proposed recipes decompose the continuous electronic charge distribution into a superposition of localized distributions. The Gaussian FMM
approach[ SSF96] has been very succesful whenever the density is expressed as a sum of Gaussian
distributions. Other approaches relying upon the easy decomposition of the density have also been
proposed. The extension of the recursive bisection method (RBM)[ PJY95, PJY96] to continuous
functions[ PJY97] is also only suitable for Gaussian decomposition. The continuous fast multipole
method[ WJGHG94, WJGHG96] has been applied successfully to Gaussians and to atomic orbitals.
Also noteworthy are the work of Kutteh et al[ KAN95, KAN96], and the extension of the tree-code
method of Barnes-Hut[ App85, BH86] to densities[ CSA96].
If the easy separation of the charge distribution into well separated localized distributions is not
possible, other schemes must be used. Multigrid approaches[ Bri87, Wes92, Bec00] could be suitable. The wavelet approach [ Mey90] has also been employed[ GI98], although it is especially suited
for problems involving widely varying length scales, which is not the case in pseudopotentialbased density functional simulations. Also, for non-uniform grids, L. Plagne and J.-Y. Berthou
have presented[ PB00] an algorithm based on a tensorial decomposition of the differential operator.
Here, we focus on the plane wave approach and corrections to it for aperiodic systems.
Several methods have been proposed recently for treating the corrections [ LR94, ORG  95,
MP95, JWGP97, Sch99, NMF99, Sch00]. Our purpose here is to compare four methods for solving Poisson’s equation for finite systems. One of them is an iterative, real-space method based on
finite differences and conjugate-gradient minimization, developed for treating finite charged systems [ FKW78], and which consequently doesn’t suffer from problems related to periodic images.
The other three use discrete plane wave basis sets and FFT’s, but treat the cell-to-cell interactions
in different ways. Two of these plane wave methods impose a cut-off to the Coulomb interaction
in real space, and have been described elsewhere [ JWGP97]. However, for one of these, which
uses what may be termed a cubic cut-off, we have found an improvement which we believe will
be of interest to practitioners. The third plane wave method is based on the local moment countercharge (LMCC) method proposed by Schultz [ Sch99], but our implementation allows for easier
incorporation of multipole corrections beyond dipole terms. It is also closely related to the Fourier
analysis with long range forces (FALR) method of Lauritsch and Reinhard [ LR94].
In order to compare the performance of the different methods we have studied some exactly
;
soluble model systems, and NaCl and Na102 molecules which, because of their polar or charged
nature, are difficult to treat with plane wave methods. Of particular interest is the way the compu94
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tational time scales with system size. Although all the plane wave methods scale as a few times
N logN, where N is the number of real-space mesh points, the proportionality factor varies substantially from method to method. We shall compare the speed and memory requirements of the
methods, and how these scale with the size of the systems.
The plane wave schemes considered here are intended mainly to deal with neutral or charged
molecules or clusters in free space, and could be implemented directly in existing ab initio plane
wave or real-space codes. They could also be used in those LCAO basis set codes which base the
calculation of the Hartree potential on the FFT. General subroutines for calculating the Hartree
potential using these methods are available upon request from the authors.
Short theoretical descriptions of the plane wave methods are given in section II. Section III
presents and compares the results for the Hartree potential calculated using the different methods,
and concluding remarks are made in the final section. Atomic units are used unless otherwise
stated.

IV.2

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANE-WAVE METHODS

IV.2.1 Uncorrected calculations

The solution of Poisson’s equation, ∇2VH  4πn  0, which goes to zero at infinity, for a charge
density n, localized within a cell C of volume Ω, is given by



VH n r-  dr



n r 


r r



Within the cell, n and VH may be expressed as Fourier series: n r   Ω

(IV.1)
1

∑ eiGr ñ G

where

G

ñ G    drn r  e iGr , and similarly for VH , and where the G vectors are reciprocal vectors of the
lattice formed by repeating the cell C. If the Fourier coefficients, ñ G  , are negligible for G larger
than some cut-off so that the sums over G may be truncated, then the ñ G  and the n r  values
are related through a discrete Fourier transform. This amounts to approximating the integral over
the cell in the definition of ñ G  by the trapezium rule, a point to which we shall return later.
However, n r  given by the Fourier sum is periodic so that the straightforward substitution into
Eq. IV.1 gives a potential:



V n r 

4π
ñ G  iGr
e
2
Ω G∑
! 0 G

(IV.2)

which differs from VH . But, the merit of V is that it can be calculated using the very efficient FFT
with its NlogN scaling, and so we now modify or apply corrections to Eq. IV.2 so that it can be
used to obtain VH . Two aspects of V given by Eq. (IV.2) require attention.

D The G 0 component of V  n r in Eq. IV.2 is arbitrarily set to zero. For a charged system,


this corresponds physically to introducing a uniform compensating charge background, b,
so that the system is electrically neutral. For charged and neutral systems, this means that
the boundary condition, V r  ∞   0, is not satisfied.

D V  n r is the potential due to the charge distribution n in the central cell, plus that due to the


images of n

b in all other cells.
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Since we are dealing with the electron charge distribution, there is obviously a net charge. The
fact that the whole system (cores + electrons) may or may not be charged, is irrelevant for our
discussion. However, this might be important in the case of total-energy supercell calculations,
where the system of ion cores is also treated using reciprocal space, so that a background of
opposite charge has to be added. If the finite system is neutral, the effect of the backgrounds
cancels, but the spurious effect of higher multipoles would remain. This distinction is important
because, as is shown in the next section, the uniform background introduces an error in the total
energy of order O L 1  , L being the size of the cell, whereas the leading effect of multipoles is
the dipole-dipole term, behaving like O L 3  .
IV.2.2 Multipoles-corrections method

Eliminating the effects of net charge is the first step in the removal of the cell-to-cell interaction. This is accomplished by subtracting from the original charge distribution, n, an auxiliary
distribution naux , so that no net charge remains. The potential VH then becomes:



 

 


naux   VH naux  

VH n- VH n

(IV.3)

 The term VH n naux  can be treated using the FFT techniques, and then the correction
VH naux  , can be calculated explicitly in real space and added. This is especially convenient if
the Fourier components of naux can be obtained analytically. After this step we would have




VH n  V n





ψ







(IV.4)

where V n follows from Eq.IV.2 and uses FFT’s, and ψ  V naux  VH naux  is a function of r.
The  in the equation above indicates that the effect of higher multipoles is not yet included.
The choice of naux is arbitrary, but for a uniform density, or a Gaussian centered on the origin the
function ψ can be calculated analytically [ Hum96].
This procedure can be easily generalized to account for the effect of higher multipoles, by
adding additional auxiliary charge distributions which mimic the multipoles whose effects we
wish to subtract. This procedure is called by Schultz [ Sch99] the local moment countercharge
method (LMCC). Schultz accounts for the monopole and dipole corrections through a superposition of localized Gaussian charge distributions constructed to have the same net charge and dipole
moment. Higher multipoles can similarly be accounted for but the procedure becomes complicated. A straightforward approach which is more easily generalized introduces an auxiliary charge
distribution in the form:
naux r  
where
nlm r   Mlm

∞

l

∑ ∑

l ! 0 m!

l

nlm r (

;
2
2l 2

rl e ) r + a , Ylm r (
;
a2l 3 π 2l  1  !!

(IV.5)

(IV.6)

and Mlm is the multipole moment of n given by
Mlm   drn r  rl Ylm r  

(IV.7)

The width parameter a is to be chosen so that naux is negligible at the cell boundary. If high order
moments are required a could be taken to be l-dependent, decreasing somewhat with l. Note that
the l  0 term in Eq. IV.5 corrects for the net charge as described above.
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The auxiliary density is localized within a cell, is centered at the origin, and has the same
multipole moments as n. The effects of the periodic images of n can now be removed, giving for
the required Hartree potential in the central cell:





VH n r  V n r

∞



l

∑ ∑

l ! 0 m!

Mlm ψlm  V0

(IV.8)

l

where V0 is a constant shift yet to be determined, and the functions ψlm , which are independent of
the charge distribution n, are given by

ψlm r  

4π 
Ω

il

2

2 2
Gl 2 e a G + 4Ylm G  e iGr
∑

2l 1  !! G !  0

;

π2l 3 1
Il r ' a  Ylm r  
2l  1  !! rl ; 1

(IV.9)

The first term in ψlm is the periodic potential due to nlm in every cell, and the second term
subtracts the effect of nlm in the central cell. The function Il is:
Il x   

x
0

t2

dtt 2l e

(IV.10)



The procedure for obtaining VH is to calculate and store the functions ψlm once and for all for
as many of the multipoles as are needed to achieve the desired precision. Then for the particular
charge distribution V is calculated using FFTs, the Mlm are computed, and Eqs. IV.8 and IV.9 used
to obtain VH within the central cell apart from the constant shift.
The shift V0 is chosen so that the boundary condition VH r  ∞   0 is satisfied. This we accomplish by computing the average value over the surface of the cell of the corrected but unshifted
potential VH obtained by simply putting V0  0 in Eq. IV.8. For a cubic cell we have 1 :
VH 

1
6Ω2 +

3



C

dsVH r  

1
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3
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dr



n r 
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Since n is zero at the boundary we may interchange the order of integration in Eq. IV.11 to
give:
VH   dr n r u r/
where
u r 

1
6Ω2+



3 C

ds



r



(IV.12)

1
r

(IV.13)



is the potential inside the cube due to a unit charge uniformly distributed over the cube surface.
As such, by Gauss’s theorem and symmetry, u is constant inside the cell and has the value α ' Ω 1 + 3
with α  1  586718 for a cube. If n integrates to z, then we have finally:
VH 

αz

Ω1 + 3

(IV.14)

1 Although a cubic cell is used for simplicity, extension to a rectangular parallelpiped is possible. This
could be important for molecular dynamics simulation with variable cell shape.
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and V0 should be chosen so that VH has this value. The calculation of the correct shift to satisfy the
boundary condition requires the computation of the surface average of V , but since the Kohn-Sham
orbitals are unaffected by the addition of a constant to the potential, this need only be performed
at the end of a self-consistent cycle 2 .
IV.2.3 Cut-off methods

Two methods [ ORG  95, JWGP97], based on imposing a cut-off on the Coulomb interactions, are
now reviewed. They are exact, but need a bigger cell, which is a computational drawback.
Let D be a new cell which includes C. This new cell will define new coefficients G D , which
are the reciprocal vectors of the lattice formed by repeating D. In a form equivalent to Eq. IV.2,
V n can be written:

1

(IV.15)
V n r-  dr n ) p, r 
r r





where n ) p , is the function formed by the sum of n and all its periodic repetitions in the superlattice.
Following Onida et al [ ORG  95] and Jarvis et al [ JWGP97], a truncated Coulomb potential is
now introduced with the following properties:

f r



r 

1

for r and r both belonging to the same image of C.
for r and r belonging to different images of C 

s r rE s

0

(IV.16)

It is easily seen that:

 dr n ) p, r  f r





r   VH n r

(IV.17)

for every r 0 C. Consequently, VH may now be calculated in the same way as V in Eq. IV.2:
VH r  

4π
ñ G  f˜ G  eiGr
Ω G∑
! 0

(IV.18)

where f˜ G   $ dr f r  e iGr .
Two choices for D and f have been given. One uses a spherical shape [ ORG  95] for the cut-off
of the Coulombic interaction, and the other a cubic shape [ JWGP97], based on the assumption that
the original cell C is itself cubic.
Spherical cut-off method



3 LC be the length of the larger cell, centered
Let LC be the length of the side of C. Let LD  1 
on C. The truncated Coulomb interaction is now taken to be:
f r



r  





1

r r 
3Lc
 r  r   3L
c

s r reE s

0



(IV.19)



Defined in this way, f meets the required conditions
expressed in Eq. IV.16, because any two

points belonging to C are always closer than
3LC , and any two points belonging to different

images of C are always farther away than 3LC .
2

In fact, some numerical difficulties arise when calculating this constant. A better approach is splitting
the function into periodic and aperiodic parts, and performing the integration only for the periodic part, which
should integrate to zero.
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The Fourier transform of n has to be calculated numerically in the larger cell D, but that of f
is easily obtained analytically:



F f

G   4π





1

cos G 3LC 

G2

(IV.20)

Cubic cut-off method

The spherical cut-off method is exact, but a very large cell is needed, which increases the time
to evaluate the FFTs. Reducing LD speeds the calculations but introduces spurious interactions
which spoil the precision. If some precision can be sacrified, a compromise could be reached.
It would be desirable to reduce LD while maintaining an accurate evaluation of VH . This can
be achieved by taking the larger cell to have LD  2LC , and the cut-off Coulomb interaction to be:
f r



r  



1

r r 0 D
otherwise.

s r r]E s

0



(IV.21)

If r and r belong to C, r r belongs to D. And if r and r  belong to different images of C,
then r r will not belong to D. Again the conditions Eq. IV.16 are satisfied leading to an exact
solution of the problem, but the use of a smaller auxiliary box than that required with the spherical
cut-off will lead to better performance. Nevertheless, in some real-space applications, the charge
density is not spread all over the C cell but is contained in a region of it, e.g. the inscribed sphere.
In this case a D cell of side 2LC leads to exact results also for the spherical cut-off, and both
methods have the same performance.
The Fourier transform of f has to be calculated numerically, which involves two difficulties:
the function has a singularity at the origin, and is not analytic at the boundary. Jarvis et al [ JWGP97]
dealt with the first difficulty by integrating and averaging the singularity over a grid unit, and relied
on a sufficiently fine grid to deal with the second. Their treatment of the Mg atom shows that with
these approaches the convergence of the cubic cut-off method is much poorer than for the spherical
cut-off. These results could be taken as indicating the superiority of the latter, despite the larger
cell required. However, it will now be shown how to overcome these difficulties so that the cubic
cut-off, to be preferred because of its smaller cell size, can be used with great precision.
The singularity at r  r  can be treated as follows:
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erf r ' a  negligible at the cell boundaries. The
4π  
1 e
G2

G2 a 2 + 4

(IV.23)

and the numerical integration reduces to the first term, which is free of singularities. Even so,
this term cannot be calculated by simply applying an FFT because the repeated function, although
periodic, is not analytic at the boundary. Use of the FFT amounts to using the trapezium rule for the
integration over the cell D, which is exact for a periodic analytic function, but leads to substantial
errors when there are discontinuous derivatives as we have in this case. We evaluated the first term
by explicit integration using a second-order Filon’s method[ Fil28]. Other procedures[ PTVF71]
(Simpson’s, Romberg’s...) could have been used but they are all rather slow if accurate results are
to be obtained. However, this calculation needs to be done only once for a cubic cell. If we denote
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by I D L   n1 n2 n3  the first term on the right hand
side of Eq. IV.22 for

 a cubic box of side L
and frequency indices n1 n2 n3  , it is clear that I D L   n1 n2 n3   L2 I D 1   n1 n2 n3  .

IV.3 RESULTS
IV.3.1 Exactly soluble systems

We first investigated the effects of multipoles that a charge distribution might have by applying the
multipoles-correction method to an exactly soluble system. We have studied systems consisting
of superpositions of Gaussian charge distributions placed at various points R i within the cubic cell
of side L:
n r 

∑ zi

exp

i

 sr

Ri s 2

a2i
a3i π3+ 2



(IV.24)

We have investigated the efficiency with which the multipole corrections remove the effects of the
images of the charge distributions in other cells. This has been done as functions of L, as for a
large enough cell the results for the periodic system should become exact, but at rates depending
on the order of the multipoles. The results are shown in Fig. IV.1 for the cases in which there are (i)
no corrections (by which we mean that only the constant to meet the proper boundary conditions
is added to the raw potential obtained from the Fourier transform), (ii) monopole corrections,
(iii) monopole + dipole corrections, and (iv) monopole + dipole + quadrupole corrections. The
following points are noteworthy.

D There is a serious, roughly 10%, error in the total energy when the Hartee potential is uncor-

rected. Although this is not a consideration in superlattice calculations provided the system
is neutral, it is an important matter in real space calculations when the Hartree potential due
to the electrons alone is calculated in reciprocal space.
D The time for the calculations behaves roughly as O L3 logL  , but with irregularities. The
efficiency of the FFT algorithm depends on the prime factorization of the number of points
to be transformed. The original FFT was developed for powers of two, but now algorithms
exist with more flexibility [ OS89, DV90]. In these calculation we have used the FFTW
package [ FJ98], with support for all the primes involved in our calculations - although the
routines can be easily used with other packages.
D Adding the quadrupole corrections does not seem to improve the accuracy of the result, nor
is the L-dependence improved. This is because the interaction energy between the dipole
of the charge distribution in the central cell and octupoles in other cells, has the same Ldependence and order of magnitude as the quadrupole - quadrupole energy. Consequently,
although the potential will be improved by adding to it the quadrupole corrections, there
could be no significant improvement in the total energy if the system has a strong dipole. In
general, it can be shown that the error in the electrostatic energy due to the presence of an
l multipole in the charge distribution in the central cell, and l  multipoles in all other cells
; ;
goes to zero like L ) l l E 1, , or in some special cases faster due to symmetry (for instance,
if l  0 and l   3, or l and l  have different parity). Thus, adding octupole corrections to
the potential will not change the L-dependence of the total energy if the system is charged
because of the interaction of the monopole with the l  4 multipole. Our calculations below
;
on the Na102 cluster provide an interesting example of this behaviour.
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Figure IV.1: Error in the electrostatic energy for the system of Gaussian charges, Eq. IV.24, (continuous line) and total time of calculations
(dashed line), for the indicated order of the multipoles correction used.
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IV.3.2 Real systems

We have performed several electronic structure calculations on real systems to assess the performance of the methods. In our real space code, based on a high order finite differences discretization of the kinetic energy operator, plane waves are only used to accelerate the solution of
Poisson’s equation for the electron charge distribution. In this type of approach a correction for
the net charge is always needed regardless of whether the molecule or cluster itself is charged or
neutral. Furthermore, the value of the multipoles will depend on the position of the molecule with
respect to the centre of the cell. In order to minimize the multipole corrections the centre of charge
of the system of ions should be placed at the centre of the cell. If this is not done in real space
calculations the errors caused by cell-to-cell interactions could be magnified. In the course of a
self-consistent calculation, the centre of charge of the system will change, and an a priori approximate choice should be made using the nuclear center of charge. In order to illustrate the effects,
we take the center of charge as the cell center for one of our test cases, and not for the other. The
calculations used density-functional theory with the local density approximation for exchange and
correlation, and Troullier-Martins [ TM91] nonlocal, norm-conserving pseudopotentials.
Our first choice for a realistic system was the NaCl molecule, also treated by Schultz [ Sch99]
and Jarvis et al [ JWGP97], because of its strong dipole moment (experimental value of 9.0D in
the gas phase, as reported by Nelson et al [ NLM]). The center of charge of the system of ions
was placed at the center of the cell. The equilibrium bond-length was calculated: (i) using the
spherical cut-off method which is exact with a large enough cutoff, and (ii) using the multipoles
correction and correcting only for the monopole term so as to show the influence of the dipoledipole interactions which are ignored. Our calculated “exact” value is 2.413 Å, whereas the result
ignoring the dipole-dipole interactions is 2.448Å.
Next, we investigated the performance and accuracy of the methods by determining the errors
in the total energy and electric dipole moment, while monitoring the calculation times. We compared results for the energy and  dipole moment against those obtained with the spherical cutoff
method with a cut-off radius of 3LC , grid parameter (0.2Å) and cell size (L=10Å). In this way
an electric dipole moment of 8.4551D was obtained. Each of the four methods was then used to
converge the electronic ground state of the molecule for successive values of a “control parameter”
for speed and accuracy:

D For the real-space, conjugate-gradients method this parameter was the order of the difference formula used to evaluate derivatives.

D For the spherical cut-off method, we note that, if the electron density is well localized within


the C cell, the need for the full cut-off radius, 3LC , may be relaxed and a correspondingly
smaller D cell used, introducing some error but accrueing time savings. We have investigated the effect of using a reduced cut-off radius, rcut-off, through a control parameter, α,
which is the ratio of the D and C cubic cell edges:
LD
 r
(IV.25)
α
 1 cut-off
LC
LC

so that α 1 
3 is the minimum value for which exact results are guaranteed.
D The D cell size can also be reduced in the case of the cubic cut-off method, and the control
parameter is again α  LLCD where α 3 2 guarantees exact results.
D For the multipoles correction
method, the order of the multipoles corrected for is the control
parameter.
In Fig. IV.2 we illustrate the results obtained for each of the methods. Both cut-off methods
are presented in the same column as they use the same control parameter, although the ranges of
values are different.
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Figure IV.2: Error in the electrostatic energy (first row), electric dipole (second row) and time of calcula-

tions (third row) for the NaCl molecule, using the methods indicated, as a function of the respective “control
parameter” (see text). For the cut-off methods, circles refer to the spherical cut-off method, and squares to
the cubic cut-off method. All scales are logarithmic.

1. The real-space method is significantly slower than the other methods for the same accuracy,
and a case can be made for using reciprocal space methods for calculating the Hartree
potential in what are otherwise real-space codes. However, enhancements of the conjugategradients method are possible through preconditioning and multigrid techniques.
2. The cut-off methods reach
 acceptable accuracy much below the values for α which guar3 and 2 respectively, for the spherical and cubic cut-off. This is
antee exact results: 1 
to be expected when the charge distribution is well localized within the cell. However, it is
clearly demonstrated that for a given accuracy, the size of the auxiliary cell is smaller for
the cubic cut-off method, and as a result, the calculation time is shorter.
3. The multipoles-correction method already gives good accuracy if the dipole interactions
are corrected for (5 ^ 10 5eV error in the energy, and 10 4D error in the electric dipole).
Without the dipole correction, the error in the energy is 0  085eV, and in the dipole is 0.17D,
which give an indication of the size of errors to be expected when supercell calculations are
performed for neutral molecules and no corrections are made.

;

Calculations have also been performed on the Na102 cluster containing the same number of
valence electrons as the NaCl molecule. Results are similar to those presented for NaCl, but some
differences should be reported. In this case the center of charge was not placed at the center of the
cell, consequently, although the cluster has a calculated net dipole of 4  5D, the electronic dipole
responsible for the errors is a much larger 10  2D. The cluster was positioned in the cell so that the
charge density occupied most of the cell, allowing an optimally small cell. As a result, to achieve
similar accuracy as for the NaCl molecule, we should expect the need for (i) larger cut-off lengths
for the cut-off methods, and (ii) higher multipole corrections.
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Figure IV.3: Error in the electrostatic energy
(continuous line) for the Na10
 2 cluster, using the
multipoles correction method, as a function of
the order of corrections included in the calculations. Also shown is the time of calculation for
each case (dashed line). Note that the time scale
is not logarithmic.
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Figure IV.4: Error in the electrostatic energy

for the Na10
 2 cluster using the cubic cut-off
method, as a function of its “control parameter”.
Also shown is the time of calculation for each
case (dashed line). Note that the time scale is
not logarithmic.

Fig. IV.3 shows the error in the energy obtained by using the multipoles correction method. It
can be seen how the inclusion of the dipole correction yields a much less satisfactory error in the
energy than for NaCl. Furthermore, for the reasons given earlier, the removal of the quadrupolequadrupole, dipole-octupole, and octupole-octupole terms does not significantly improve the accuracy. Only by including all corrections to the potential up to fourth order multipole moments
do we obtain a comparable result for the energy. The calculation time, which is also shown in the
figure, is beginning to increase sharply by fourth order as further corrections are added.
In Fig. IV.4 we also present the results for the error in the total energy and the calculation time
for the cubic cut-off method. Comparison with Fig. IV.2 confirms that the energy converges much
less rapidly as a function of α than for the NaCl molecule.

IV.4 CONCLUSIONS
Some of the methods which have been proposed recently for solving Poisson’s equation in reciprocal space for electronic structure calculations on finite systems have been studied. Some
enhancements of these methods are proposed. Test calculations have been performed to assess the
performance of the methods. We conclude that reciprocal-space methods can be accurate enough
for finite or aperiodic systems, and their efficiency is a significant improvement over that of realspace methods. Two basic reciprocal-space methods have been investigated: one which imposes
a cut-off on the Coulomb potential, and one based on the removal of the spurious effects through
a multipole expansion. Both yield satisfactory results, and comparable efficiency.
The former approach has already been surveyed by Jarvis et al [ JWGP97]. There are two
possibilities for the cut-off function, one of these, the spherical cut-off, was highlighted for having
superior convergence with respect to the plane wave cut-off of the reciprocal lattice. However, we
have shown how the other method (cubic cut-off) may be accurately used if some refinements are
made, and may be the better of the two because smaller FFT’s are allowed.
The method based on multipoles corrections was originally proposed by Schultz [ Sch99], but
here it has been implemented in a different way which allows for an easier generalization to the
correction for higher order multipoles. Its performance is more predictable than that of the cut-off
methods, which are sensitive to the choice of the cut-off length. The reason for the sensitivity is
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that the cut-off length determines the size of a larger auxiliary cell and the number of grid points
over which FFT calculations are performed, and the FFT is sensitive to the prime number decomposition of the number of points. On the other hand, the speed and accuracy of the multipoles
correction method are adequate for most applications, and can be easily controlled by choosing
the order of corrections applied.
All the methods have been presented assuming a cubic cell. However, generalizations to other
cell shapes are possible if the geometry of the system requires it. The multipoles correction method
is immediately applicable to any cell. Clearly the spherical cut-off method would be inefficient
for elongated cells because the radius of the cut-off sphere is determined by the longest dimension
of the cell. But, the cubic cut-off method can easily be generalized to other cell shapes, at the cost
of more lengthy calculations of the Fourier transforms of the truncated Coulomb interaction.
We have made a simple implementation of the solvers within the self-consistent framework,
but smarter algorithms can be developed, since not all the iterations of a self-consistent calculation need be performed with the same accuracy. For example, significant improvements in efficiency can be gained if, for a given method, the iterations are started with a fast but inexact
solver through appropriate choice of the control parameter, but improved as self-consistency is
approached. Moreover, methods could be combined using, for instance, the real-space method for
the last few iterations because of its efficiency when a good starting point is known.
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Chapter V

PROPAGATORS FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT KOHN-SHAM EQUATIONS†
We address the problem of the numerical integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i∂t ϕ r Ĥϕ. In particular, we are concerned with the important case where Ĥ is the selfconsistent

Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian that stems from time-dependent functional theory. As the Kohn-Sham
potential depends parametrically on the time-dependent density, Ĥ is in general time-dependent,
even in the absence of an external time-dependent field. The present analysis also holds for the
description of the excited state dynamics of a many-electron system under the influence of arbitraty
external time-dependent electromagnetic fields. Our discussion is separated in two parts: i) First,
we look at several algorithms to approximate exp  Â  , where Â is a time-independent operator (e.g.
Â r i∆t Ĥ  τ  for some given time τ). In particular, polynomial expansions, projection in Krylov
subspaces, and split-operator methods are investigated. ii) We then discuss different approximations for the time-evolution operator, like the mid-point and implicit rules, and Magnus expansions.
Split-operator techniques can also be modified to approximate the full time-dependent propagator.
As the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, problem ii) is not equivalent to i). All these techniques have
been implemented and tested in our computer code octopus, but can be of general use in other
frameworks and implementations.

We are concerned with the problem of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation:
∂ψ
t 
∂t



iĤ t  ψ t -

ψ t  0   ψ0 

(V.1)

In our case, the Hamiltonian is the time-dependent Kohn-Sham operator, although equivalent problems appear in numerous areas of Science. Obviously, the effectiveness of a given solution algorithm depends on the specific shape of the problem (the characteristics of Ĥ t  and of ψ0 ). We are
dealing with the case of a Hamiltonian in the form Ĥ t   T̂  V t  , where T̂ is a kinetic operator
proportional to a discretized Laplacian in real-space, and V̂ t  is a local multiplicative operator
(although it might have non-local components, e.g., non-local pseudopotentials). This Hamiltonian is non-bounded, and typically Hermitian – although it might not be the case if, e.g. absorbing
boundary conditions are used in the simulation box.
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

Alberto Castro, M. A. L. Marques and Angel Rubio, Propagators for the time dependent Kohn-Sham
equations, submitted to J. Chem. Phys.
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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Formally, the solution to Eq. V.1 may be written as:1
ψ t   Û t 0  ψ0  T exp



i

t
0

dτĤ τ  ψ0

(V.3)

where Û t 0  is the evolution operator, and T is the time ordering product. If the Hamiltonian
commutes with itself at different times, we can drop the time ordering product; moreover, if the
Hamiltonian is time-independent, the solution is simply written as:
ψ t   exp



it Ĥ ψ0 

(V.4)

Unfortunately, this is not the general case. Specifically, it is not the case when we are dealing with
the Kohn-Sham operator defined in TDDFT, which is inherently time-dependent – it is constructed
from the time-dependent density.

In practice, one does not intend to obtain ψ t  directly from ψ0 for a long interval 0 t  , but performs a time-discretization, making use of the well-known property: Û t1 t2   Û t1 t3  Û t3 t2  .
The full propagation is then decomposed as:
Û t 0  

N 1

∏ Û
i! 0

ti  δti ti -

(V.5)

where t0  0, ti ; 1  ti  δti and tN  t. One may set all δti  δt equal, or else make use of variable
time-steps methods, especially if the algorithm implemented is able to choose optimally the time
step without compromising the accuracy. In any case, we deal with the problem of performing the
short-time propagation:


ψ t  δt   Û t  δt t  ψ t   T exp i

t ; δt
t

dτ Ĥ τ  ψ t  

(V.6)



In this way, one can monitor the evolution in the interior of 0 t  . In fact, the possibility of
monitoring the evolution is generally a requirement; this requirement imposes a natural restriction
on the maximum size of δt: if ωmax is the maximum frequency that we want to discern, δt should
be no larger than  1 ' ωmax . Below this δtmax , we are free to choose δt considering performance
reasons: Technically, the purpose of the discretization is twofold: the time-dependence of Ĥ is
alleviated, and the norm of the exponential argument is reduced (the norm increases linearly with
δt). If p δt  is the cost of propagating δt for a given method, one should then choose δt in order to
minimize p δt "' δt, the cost of propagating the wave function per unit time. This p δt min "' δtmin is
the optimal cost number of a given method; that method that minimizes that optimal cost number
would be the method of choice for the given problem. The purpose of this chapter is to describe
our quest to obtain this best algorithm.
For a TDDFT problem where no external time-dependent field has been added, ω max is determined by the spectrum of the ground-state many-body Hamiltonian. – if an external field is added,
the frequency of this field may determine ωmax . It is therefore clear how the spectrum of Ĥ determines δtmax ; in fact it also has a definitive impact in the difficulty of approximating Û t  δt t 
1 In Eq. V.3, the time-ordering product T and the exponential appear as an abbreviation for the exact
expression:
∞
t
t
 i  n t
Û  t  0 r ∑
dt1 dt2  C
dt T  Ĥ  t1  Ĥ  t2 QCC Ĥ  tn #
(V.2)
0
0 n
n  0 n!  0

By translating T to the left (which is incorrect), one obtains the exponential series. Eq. V.2 is an exact
reformulation of the Schrödinger equation (see, for example, [ FW71], chapter 3).
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once δt is chosen. In principle, the critical number to look at is the maximum frequency of the
2
, where h is the disHamiltonian, which is typically determined by the kinetic term: G2max ' 2  2π
h2
cretization step of the real-space mesh. Therefore, h is also a relevant number to consider. 2 Most
often, the evolution will not probe the high-frequencies  G2max ' 2, and as a consequence δt may
be larger than  2 ' G2max. In other words, if the highest-frequency states are not populated, ω max
need not be  G2max ' 2. However, the existence of these high-frequencies do have an influence in
the algorithmical cost.
For a Hermitian Hamiltonian, the evolution operator is unitary: Û † t  δt t   Û 1 t  δt t  .
This mathematical property is linked to the conservation of probability of the wave packet. We do
not impose hermiticity on the Hamiltonian; however any desirable approximate propagator should
be unitary, at least as much as possible, for Hermitian Hamiltonians, even if it is then used for the
general case. Another important physical property that we would like our algorithm to fulfill is
time-reversibility: Û t  δt t   Û 1 t t  δt  . This property does not hold if a magnetic field is
present. From a numerical point of view, the most commonly invoked property that the algorithm
should have is “stability” (besides, of course, accuracy). This term is frequently used in a rather
loose form, although one can give it a precise definition: a propagator is stable below δt max if, for
any δt  δtmax and n 0, Û n t  δt t  is uniformly bounded. One way to make sure that the algorithm is stable is by making it “contractive”, which means that Û t  δt   1. Of course, if the
e can only be chosen
 algorithm
algorithm is unitary, is also contractive and hence stable; but if ethe
approximatively unitary, it is better if it is contractive. The adjective “unconditionally” is sometimes added to these concepts to refer to algorithms that possess a given property independently
of the spectral characteristics of Ĥ and of δt: uniformly stable, etc.
Due to the above-mentioned ubiquitousness of this problem, it is not surprising that much work
has been devoted to it in the past to this object. Referred to the specifical problem of propagating
the TDDFT electronic wavefunction, we would like to mention the recent work of Sugino and
Miyamoto [ SM99]; most of the literature refers however to nuclear wave-packet propagation, either
in the full quantum, in the semiclassical, or in mixed schemes. The equations are, nevertheless,
identical, and experience from one field may be translated to the other. We have learnt from
Kosloff’s review [ Kos88], from the work of Lubich and coworkers [ Lub02, HLS98, HL99], from the
comparisons of Truong and others [ TTBM92], and from other references that will be cited when
appropriate.
We cannot drop the time-ordering product in Eq. V.6, so that the desired algorithm cannot be
reduced, in principle, to the calculation of the action of the exponential of an operator over the
initial vector. Some methods, in fact, do not even require to peform such operator exponentials.
Most of them, however, do rely on the calculation of one or more exponentials. Due to this
reason, we will divide this account into two subjects: (i) Approximations to the matrix exponential
operator, and (ii) Analysis of integrators for the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE).

V.1

APPROXIMATIONS TO THE MATRIX EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR

In principle, the most desirable algorithm to calculate eA v would begin by the previous obtention
of eA . In this way, we would be able to apply the exponential of the matrix A to any arbitrary
vector. Unfortunately, the methods that permit the calculation of the exponential of a matrix are
computationlly limited to matrices of orders less than a few thousand. This is not the range at
which we are aiming – the order of our Hamiltonians does not even permit its full storage in
2 More conveniently, the so-called mesh-ratio, δt  h2 , since the algorithms are based on the computation
of operators proportional to  iĤ  τ  δt.
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matrix form. We will therefore comment on methods that compute the action of the exponential
of a matrix on a vector – for a recent review on methods to compute the exponential of a matrix,
please consult [ MvL03]. This distinction is parallel to the one established when dealing with the
solution of a linear system Ax  v: a previous obtention of A 1 would allow us to solve the system
for any vector v; however, for large matrices, one has to resort to iterative methods that yield the
solution for a particular vector v since the calculational burden required to obtain the inverse of a
matrix grows with the cube of its order.
We have focused on three possibilities: polynomial expansion of the exponential – either in
the standard base or in the Chebychev base –, splitting techniques, and Krylov subspace projection. We will first briefly describe the procedures, and afterwards we will present numerical
experimentation of their relative performance. [In the  following, and without loss of generality,
iĤδt].
the operator/matrix A is assumed to have the form A 
V.1.1 Polynomial expansions

The definition of the exponential of a matrix A, eA , is its Taylor expansion:
eA 

∞

1

∑ n! An 

(V.7)

n! 0

This suggests an obvious method:
stdk A v W|

k

1

∑ n! Anv 

n! 0

;
eA v  O δt ) k 1 ,  

(V.8)

For a given k, the method is of order k and requires k Hamiltonian-wavefunction operations.
It

amounts to expanding the exponential function in the standard base of polynomials, 1 x x 2  " .
The truncation at a given k breaks the unitarity of the exponential. Our experience has demonstrated that k  4 is specially suitable; later we have learnt that this has an explanation [ Gia]: k  2
is unconditionally unstable; k  4 is conditionally stable; k  6 is also conditionally stable but for
smaller values of ∆t.
The
 standard base is not the only choice; one can use any given (complete and orthonormal)
base Pn x  ∞
n ! 0 . It is well known that Chebychev polynomial approximations are optimal for this
purpose, so that we may define:
chebk A v W|

k

;
A   eA v  O δt ) k 1 ,  

∑ cnTn

n! 0

(V.9)

where
Tn is the Chebychev polynomial of order n. For a skew-Hermitian matrix A in the form

iĤδt such as the one we are interested in, we know a closed form for the coefficients[ TEK84]:
chebk

2

iĤδt v L

k

∑

n! 0

2



δn0 (



i  n Jn δt  Tn Ĥ  v

(V.10)

where Jn are the Bessel functions. The resulting method is also of order k, and, thanks to Clenshaw’s algorithm[ Cle55], requires k Ĥv operations.3 Application of Chebychev polynomials to
Chemistry was pioneered by Kosloff [ Kos88]; more recent studies may be found in [ BG01, CG99].
3 Chebychev polynomials are only defined in the range [-1,1]. Because of this fact, in Eq. V.10, the
Hamiltonian should be scaled so that its spectrum lies within this range.
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V.1.2 Krylov subspace projection



The m-th Krylov subspace, Km Ĥ v , for a given operator Ĥ and vector v, is defined as:



Km Ĥ v } span v Ĥv Ĥ 2 v "  Ĥ ) m 1 , v 



(V.11)

Note that dimKm Ĥ v  m, but it may be smaller than m if v does not have non-null components of at least m distinct eigenvectors of Ĥ. The Lanczos procedure generates recursively an
orthonormal base vi m
i ! 1 such that:
ĤVm  Vm Hm  hm; 1 A m vm ; 1 eTm



(V.12)

where Vm  v1  " vm  , Hm is an m ^ m symmetric tridiagonal matrix (upper Heisenberg
if Ĥ is

non-hermitian), and ei is the i-th unit vector in  m . Hm is the projection of Ĥ onto Km Ĥ v and
is the upper-left part of Hm ; 1 . By induction, it may be proved [ Saa92a], that for any polynomial
pm 1 of degree  m 1,
pm

1

Ĥ  v  Vm pm

1

Hm  VTm v  Vm pm

1

H m  e1 

(V.13)

This suggests a method to approximate any function, and specifically the exponential:
lanczosk



iδt Ĥ v  | Vm exp

2

;
iδtHk e1  eA v  O δt ) k 1,  

(V.14)

In this way, the calculation of the exponential of Ĥ, unfeasible, is replaced by the calculation of
the exponential of Hk , a k ^ k matrix, where k is typically small. It may then be computed by any
of the methods described in Ref. [ MvL03]. Once again, we have an order k method that requires
k Av operations. To within our knowledge, it was Park and Light [ PL86] the first to apply the
Lanczos algorithm to Chemistry problems; Hochbruck and Lubich [ HL97] have made a thorough
mathematical analysis of the technique.
V.1.3 Splitting techniques

The kinetic operator T̂ is diagonal in Fourier space; the potential operator V̂ is diagonal in real
space – or at least almost diagonal and its action on a state is easily computable in real space. The
split-operator (SO) technique takes advantage of this fact:4
split



iδt Ĥ v W| S2



iδt Ĥ  v | exp

2 1
2

iδt T̂ exp

2

iδtV̂ exp

 1
2

iδt T̂ v  O δt 3  

(V.15)

Its use in Physics or Chemistry was introduced by Feit and coworkers [ FFS82, FF82]. Since the
three exponentials may be computed exactly, it is always unitary and unconditionally stable, providing a very reliable second order method. It is not the only way to “split” the Hamiltonian to
obtain an approximation to the exponential. For example, Suzuki [ Suz93, SY92] generalized this
method to provide higher order decompositions. One of these, the fourth order symmetric decomposition was studied and applied to TDDFT by Sugino and Miyamoto [ SM99] (hereon we will call
this scheme “Suzuki-Trotter” (ST), following their nomenclature):
suzuki



iδt Ĥ v  

5

∏ S2
j! 1



ip j δt Ĥ  v  O δt 5 -

(V.16)

4 Eq. V.15 is sometimes called “potential referenced split operator”, since the potential term appears
sandwiched between the two kinetic terms. A “kinetic referenced” scheme is equally legitimate.
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where the p j are a properly chosen set of real numbers. We have experimented with these two
choices, although a wide variety of other splitting schemes based on Lie algebra theory may also
be investigated – see, for example, [ MP99].
V.1.4 Performance comparisons

The methods that rely on a polynomial expansion – the standard expansion (Eq. V.8), the
200
Chebychev expansion (Eq. V.9), and even the
Lanczos method (Eq. V.14), which ultimately
100
is in fact also a polynomial expansion – can
be compared in terms of efficiency by considering the number of Ĥv operations – the total
0
computational cost is roughly proportional to
C [2p]
200
this number for these three methods. For that
purpose
2 we have considered the application of
exp
iδt ĤKS on the 1s orbital of sodium, on
100
one 2p orbital of carbon, and on one 5d orbital
of the gold atom. These orbitals are slightly per0
turbed from their ground-state shape. ĤKS , on
Au [5d]
the other hand, is always the ground state Kohn200
Sham Hamiltonian. We consider the number of
Ĥv operations necessary to achieve a given ac100
curacy (defined as the norm of the difference
between the exact solution vector and the approximate one), as we increase δt. We can call
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4 this number p δt  , which is consistent with the
δt (a.u.)
nomenclature introduced in the introduction of
this chapter if we consider the computational
Figure V.1: Number of Hamiltonian-wavefunction cost in units of the cost of applying the Hamiloperations per unit time, in function of δt for the
tonian. This will be the convenium considered
standard expansion (solid), Chebychev expansion
hereafter. Thus, p δt ?' δt tells us the compu(dashed), and Lanczos projection (dotted) methods,
tational cost of propagating the equation per
for the atoms and orbitals indicated.
unit time – ignoring for the moment the timedependence of the Hamiltonian. Results are presented in Fig. V.1.
For small values of δt, Lanczos and the standard expansion behave similarly, whereas the
Chebychev expansion is slightly worse. As we increase δt, the efficiency improves for all methods, reaching an optimal value for the standard expansion, after which increasing δt worsens the
efficiency. Chebychev curves also reach a minimum, although it is not so apparent. The Lanczos
method, on the contrary, gets more efficient as we increase δt. It is clear then that for moderate to
large values of δt, the best choice is the Lanczos method, followed by the Chebychev expansion.
For each problem, one is free to choose δt below a certain δtmax that depends on the Hamiltonian
time-dependence – if it is independent of time one can use arbitrarily large time-steps. 5 Then, for
each method, one should choose the δt that yields a minimum in the curve p δt ?' δt  . If δt max is
small, the standard expansion suffices and is efficient and reliable; if the problem allows for large
δt, Lanczos expansions are desirable.

-1

p(δt)/δt (a.u. )

Standard
Na [1s]
Chebyshev
Lanczos

5 This is an ideal statement: in fact numerical problems appear when dealing with very large polynomial
orders.
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-3

Error

10

Method
Lanczos
SO
ST

-6

10

-9

10

Na [1s]
48
184
227

C [2p]
63
192
231

Au [5d]
75
202
244

Table 5.1: Performance number (p  δt C δt) for

0.01

0.1
∆t (a.u.)

Figure V.2: Comparison of the second-order split
operator (SO, solid) and the fourth-order SuzukiTrotter (ST, dashed) schemes.

the split-operator (SO), higher-order Suzuki-Trotter
(ST), and Lanczos supspace exponential approximators.

Furthermore, there is an additional noteworthy advantage of the Krylov
 subspace projection: there is a cheap and reliable criterion to ascertain wether lanczos k iĤδt v  is already
precise [ HLS98], or else one needs to resort to higher k. In this way, the method is always optimal at every time-step. This optimal behaviour may be acquired in two manners: (i) for a fixed
δt, increase k until the precision criterion
is met, or (ii) for a fixed k, choose the appropriate δt –
2
this may be done by calculating exp iHm x for various x. We have relied on the first option; the
latter would lead to a variable time-step method that we have not tried. 6
Next we have assessed the second-order split-operator scheme and the the fourth-order SuzukiTrotter propagator. The computational cost of the Suzuki-Trotter scheme is five times larger than
that of the simple split operator. In Fig. V.2, the accuracy of both schemes are compared: the
plot depicts the error in the propagation versus the δt employed, for the 5d orbital of Au referred
above. The order 2 and order 4 behaviour of the schemes is demonstrated. For a given δt, the error
yielded by the higher order technique is always lower, but it would only be superior to the normal
split operator if, for the desired accuracy, one would have to use a δt more than five times smaller.
In our experience, that is not always the case, and depends on the system under consideration, and
on the level of accuracy seeked. Sugino and Miyamoto [ SM99] report the superiority of the higher
6 The implementation of a variable time-step method in our case is complicated by the fact that we have
to propagate several orbitals, and the optimum δt might not be the same for every orbital. However, we would
like to note that we have tried a few other possible improvements of the Lanczos method without success. For
the benefit of those readers who might have the same ideas, we will mention our failed attempts. [The failure
for our particular problem and computational implementation does not imply, of course, that they could be
advantageously employed under different conditions].
The concept of Krylov subspace and the Lanczos recursion may be generalized to obtain the banded
Lanczos algorithms, where the initial vector v is extended to a set of k vectors: Km  A  v1 CCC  vk Ir
span  A l l m v j  lj  01          mk  1 . Banded Lanczos algorithms are used successfully for the purpose of diagonalizing
large sparse operators (such as Hamiltonians of the kind we are interested in). Motivated by this fact, we have
tried using banded Lanczos algorithms to propagate the Kohn-Sham orbitals in two ways: (i) supplementing
the orbital we want to propagate, v1 r ψ  t  , with an approximation to the solution exp Q iĤδt  v obtained
from previous iteration, v2 r lanczos  iĤ2δt  ψ  t  δt C ; (ii) propagating at the same time a given number
of Kohn-Sham orbitals with the banded Lanczos algorithm. Neither of these two methods have reduced the
cost of the original algorithm.
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order method for their implementation and cases studied.
In order to compare the splitting techniques with the polynomial expansion methods, we have
to consider a less reliable quality number: computer time. The reason is that the splitting techniques do not consist on succesive applications of the Hamiltonian, as in the other methods. The
protocol we have followed to do the comparison has then been the following: First, we fix the δt
necessary to achieve a given accuracy, for each of the splitting methods. Then, we compute the
time necessary to apply any of the splitting methods, in units of the time necessary to operate with
the Hamiltonian. We can call p δt  to this number, to be consistent with the earlier nomenclature.
We compare then the cost p δt "' δt  for the two splitting schemes, among themselves, and with
the value obtained with Lanczos technique for δt = 0.2 a.u. The results, for the same orbitals and
Hamiltonians used in the previous case, is shown in Table 5.1. Lanczos scheme proves superior
for these test cases; among the two splitting schemes, the higher order one does not improve the
performance of the standard split operator.

V.2 ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATORS FOR THE TDKS EQUATIONS
After analyzing possible algorithms to approximate the exponential, we turn now to the full problem: approximating the evolution operator Û t  δt t  – the problem of obtaining ψ t  δt  , known
ψ τ  and Ĥ τ  , for 0  τ  t. It is important to note that for our particular problem, we do not
know Ĥ τ  for t  τ  t  δt, since it depends on the solution we seek: we are confronted with
a self-consistent problem. This is an important feature of the TDDFT propagation (also present
in, for example, time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations). Since, as we will see, all methods
require the application of the Hamiltonian at times τ in the interval t  τ  t  δt, it has to be
approximated in a certain way. For example, one extrapolates the value of the Hamiltonian from
a polynomial fit of n previous steps. To be fully consistent, one should then re-apply the method
by interpolating the Hamiltonian, considering its value at t  δt obtained previously; the procedure would then be repeated until self-consistency is achieved. If δt is small enough, the self
consistency cycle is unnecessary, and the first extrapolation suffices.
In the following, we will briefly describe the propagators whose performance for electronic
structure TDDFT-based calculations we have investigated. For the purpose of describing their
theoretical properties (unitarity, time-reversibility), we will assume that the above-mentioned selfconsistency of the Hamiltonian is properly treated, and that any operation involved is done exactly
(e.g., calculation of the exponential of an operator, solution of a linear system). Finally, we will
present some of our numerical experimentation on the performance of the methods.
V.2.1 Implicit Midpoint rule

Also known as Crank-Nicholson (CN), it is defined by:
ÛCN

1
t  δt t z|
1



i
2 δt Ĥ
i
2 δt Ĥ

t  δt ' 2 

t  δt ' 2 

(V.17)

Since the Hamiltonian operator appears on the denominator, this explicit formula (ψ t  δt  
f ψ t " ) is not directly applicable and hence the implicit nature of the algorithm. It amounts
in

fact to a linear system L̂x  b, where L̂  Iˆ  i δt2 Ĥ t  δt ' 2  , x  ψ t  δt  and b  Iˆ i δt2 Ĥ t 
δt ' 2   ψ t  . The CN scheme is unitary and preserves time-reversal symmetry. Despite these desirable theoretical properties and the historical success of this technique, our numerical experience
and that of others [ Lub02] advice us to resort to other techniques, such as the ones described below.
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V.2.2 Exponential Midpoint rule

The Exponential Midpoint (EM) rule consists of the calculation of the exponential:


ÛEM t  δt t x| exp iδt Ĥ t  δt ' 2  u

(V.18)

by any of the methods described in section V.1. Ideally – exact calculation of the exponential, and
precise self-consistent obtention of Ĥ t  δt ' 2  – the method is also unitary and time-reversible.
V.2.3 Splitting techniques

The splitting techniques have been described in section V.1.3 as a way to approximate the exponential of the Hamitonian. By employing them in, for example, the above-mentioned EM rule,
we obtain a full propagator based on either the split-operator or in the Suzuki-Trotter scheme.
However, one can improve the algorithms with no added computational cost, in the following
way:

D For the SO method, Watanabe and Tsukada [ WT02] have recently addressed the problem
of the self-consistent obtention of the potential. If we set V̂  V̂ t  δt ' 2  in Eq. V.15,
and this potential is obtained accurately, we end up with an order two method. But this
involves the added cost of the self-consistency operation, unless the time-step is small and
the extrapolation is good enough. If, on the contrary, V̂ t  δt ' 2  is not good enough, the
method is only of order one. However, one can retrieve an order two method in a simpler
manner:

 1
2
 1
ÛSO t  δt t W| exp
iδt T̂ exp iδtV̂ F exp
iδt T̂ v  O δt 3  
2
2

(V.19)



In this equation, V̂ F  V̂int ρ F   V̂ext t  δt ' 2  , where:
2 ρ F is defined to be the density that is
built from the wavefunctions after the previous exp 12 iδt T̂ operation has been made; V̂int
is the internal potential – Hartree plus exchange and correlation terms; and V̂ext any possible
external potential.
The added cost of this algorithm, with respect to merely applying the

exponential of iĤ t  , is only recalculating the potential after the first kinetic exponential
is performed.

D For the higher order Suzuki-Trotter (ST) technique, Suzuki provided a time-dependent version:

ÛST t  δt t z|

5

∏ S2
j! 1



ip j δt Ĥ t j " v  O δt 5 

(V.20)

where the times t j are related to the set p j through t j  t  p1  >"> >  p j ' 2  δt. Once again,
the potential between t and t  δt has to be properly extrapolated to obtain a true order four
technique.
V.2.4 Time-reversal symmetry based propagator

In our code octopus we have implemented a method that enforces time-reversal symmetry within
a two-exponentials scheme:

2 δt
2 δt
ÛET RS t  δt t   exp i Ĥ t  δt  exp i Ĥ t 
2
2
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This formula is deduced after noting that in a time-reversible method, propagating backwards δt ' 2
from ψ t  δt  and propagating forwards δt ' 2 from ψ t  should lead to the same result. Utilizing
a single exponential to approximate the evolution operator, this observation leads to

 δt
2 δt
exp  i Ĥ t  δt  ψ t  δt   exp i Ĥ t  ψ t 2
2

(V.22)

which in turn leads to Eq. V.21
V.2.5 Magnus expansions

2

As noted previously, Û t  δt t  does not reduce to exp iδt Ĥ t  if the Hamiltonian
 changes in
time. We may wonder if there exists any Ω̂ t  δt t  such that Û t  δt t   exp Ω̂ t  δt t  .
Magnus [ Mag54] already answered positively this question in 1954: there exists an infinite series,
convergent at least for some local environment of t, such that:
∞

Ω̂ t  δt t  

∑ Ω̂k t 

δt t  

k! 1

(V.23)

There also exists a recursive procedure to generate the exact Ω̂k operators [ KO89]:
Ω̂k t  δt t  
j

Ŝk τ  

k j

∑

m! 1

Bj

j ! 0 j!

∑

j

G Ω̂m t δt t ( Ŝk

Ŝ10 τ  



t ; δt

k 1

1
m

t

j

Ŝk τ  dτ

τ CH

1

Ŝk0 τ   0 k

iĤ τ -
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j k



1 -

1 

(V.25)
(V.26)

[B j are Bernouilli numbers]. For example, the first two terms of the recurrence are:
Ω̂1 t  δt t   
Ω̂2 t  δt t   

t ; δt
t

dτ1 

t ; δt
t
τ1
t



dτ1

dτ2

@

@

iĤ τ1  B
iĤ τ1 /
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iĤ τ2 CB 

(V.28)

In general, the k-th term will be a k-variable integral of a sum of conmutators of Ĥ at different
times. An approximation of order 2n to the full Magnus operator (and hence, to the evolution operator) is achieved by truncating the Magnus series to n-th order, and approximating the integrals
throuth a n-th order quadrature formula. The exponential midpoint rule presented above may then
be regarded as the 2-nd order Magnus expansion, ÛEM  ÛM 2 , :

)



Ω̂M 2 , t δt t  
iĤ t δt ' 2  
)

(V.29)

The first correction to this second order Magnus expression is then 4-th order, and constructed by
taking two terms in the Magnus series, and using, for example, a two-points Gaussian quadrature
to approximate the integrals. The result is:

 δt

i Ĥ t1   Ĥ t2  
Ω̂M 4 , t  δt t  
)
2
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where t1 A 2  t 
1 ' 2 
3 ' 6B δt are the Gauss quadrature sampling points. In our case, the
@
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian has the typical shape:
Ĥ t   T̂  V̂ local  V̂ nonlocal  V̂ td t  

(V.31)

In this equation: T̂ is the (time-independent) kinetic term; V̂ local and V̂ nonlocal are respectively
local (diagonal in real space) and non-local time-independent potentials – typically the potential
originated from the ions, whose movement is slow enough to take this approximation for the
purposes of this discussion;7 and V̂ td t  is the (local) time-dependent potential, that includes the
Hartree term, the exchange and correlation terms, and any external potential – e.g. a laser field.
Under this assumption:
ÛM 4 , t  δt t   exp
)

2

iδt ĤM 4 , t δt 

)

(V.32)

ĤM 4 , t δt   H t δt   i G T̂  V̂ nonlocal δV t δt H
)

(V.33)

1
H t δt   T̂  V̂ local  V̂ nonlocal 
V̂ td t1   V̂ td t2 k
2

(V.34)




3
(V.35)
δt V̂ td t2  V̂ td t1   
12 
As may be seen, the 4-th order – with respect to the 2-nd order, or EM – involves the added
cost of computing one conmutator. The number of such conmutators grows rapidly with increasing
order, although some work has recently been devoted to significantly reduce this number [ BCR00].
Ever since the theoretical foundation of the Magnus expansion, it has received attention from the
Chemistry and Physics community. The most recent (up to this date) in-depth study of the scheme
may be found in [ HL03]; the first application in a related field, to our knowledge, was made by
Milfeld and Wyatt [ MW83]. In the field of electronic structre and for the purpose of propagating
the electronic wave-functions, we have been unable of finding any previous work; filling this gap
is the purpose of the following numerical investigations.
δV t δt  

V.2.6 Performance comparisons

The Crank-Nicholson (CN, Eq. V.17) method is a member of the familiy of methods sometimes
referred as “classical propagators”, a family in which we may include Euler’s method, implicit
or explicit Runge-Kutta, multistep algorithms, etc. These propagators are “general purpose”, and
have well known numerical properties. However, the typical form of the Hamiltonian matrix for
chemical applications, as a sum of term diagonal in Fourier space (the kinetic term) and a term
(usually nearly) diagonal in real-space (the potential term) has traditionally favored the use of
the splitting techniques over the classical propagators. Moreover, due to the availability of other
good approximators to the exponential, as demonstrated in Section V.1, we may conclude that our
experience favors the use of these algorithms, and thus we may rule out the classical propagators
from the beginning.
We have already commented in Section V.1 that in our implementation it is advantageous the
use of polynomial or Lanczos approximators to the exponential over the splitting schemes. From
our experience, this better performance is translated to the full problem of the representation of
7

Otherwise, there is little simplification to the full formula V.30. This could be important for highly
non-adiabatic dynamics problem. Relaxing this simplification does not add a major computational burden,
but for our implementation it complicates the algorithm.
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the evolution operator. We will not present any further numerical evidence on this since we feel
that Table 5.1 is already explicit enough. For further insight into these techniques we would like
to mention, for example, [ SM99, WT02, TTBM92]. In any case, we have implemented in our code
octopus the splitting techniques referred to in Section V.2.3; any reader interested in investigating
them may find it a suitable platform for that purpose.
We have thus addressed the assessment of the possible advantage of using a higuer order
Magnus expansion (M(4), Eq. V.30) against the second-order exponential midpoint rule (EM,
Eq. V.18) – equivalent to a second order Magnus expansion, M(2) –, or the “enforced time-reversal
symmetry” scheme (ETRS, Eq. V.21). The performance of these last two possibilities, EM and
ETRS is similar; the advantage of using only one exponential in the EM scheme is reduced since
the two exponentials in the ETRS scheme perform a propagation of δt ' 2 instead of δt, which
involves a smaller cost. For the purpose of the comparison, we have considered a Na 8 cluster in
the jellium model. After obtaining its ground state, it starts a time propagation under the influence
of a laser pulse of frequency 2 Ha.
In Fig. V.3, we plot the error in the dipole moment, after performing a single step propagation,
Û δt 0  . To obtain the “exact” value, we perform a discretized evolution from zero to δt with
very small time steps. The order four and order two character of the M(4) and EM methods,
respectively, is demonstrated.
The cost of applying the Magnus operator (ĤM 4, , Eq. V.33) is rougly 50% larger that applying
)
the usual Hamiltonian. That is, for a fixed δt:
pM 4, δt 
)

δt

3 pEM δt 
2 δt

(V.36)

The purpose of employing a higher order algorithm is the possibility of resorting to larger time
steps. Let us call δtEM and δtM 4 , the maximum step we may use for the EM rule and the M(4)
)
rules respectively. Hopefully, the cost of the M(4) rule is reduced by increasing δt EM to δtM 4, :

)

pM 4 , δtM 4 , 
pM 4 , δtEM 
3p
δt 
)
)
 α EM EM 
 α )
δtM 4,
δtEM
2
δtEM

)

(V.37)

We may then conclude that using the M(4) rule would only be advantageous over the EM rule if
α is smaller than, roughly, 2 ' 3. In other words, if by increasing the time step from δt EM to δtM 4,
)
the cost of the M(4) rule is reduced by, at least, a factor of 2 ' 3. This depends on the manner that
the cost of the approximator to the exponential employed – Lanczos, Chebychev, etc – decreases
(or, in the worst case, increases) with δt. Unfortunately, the final decision is problem-dependent,
and the above numbers should be carefully checked before a long evolution is performed.
In Fig. V.4, we plot the evolution of the dipole moment of the above-mentioned Na 8 cluster
during 10 atomic units of time. The time step used is one atomic unit. The M(4) scheme is able to
“follow” the exact evolution of the dipole moment, whereas the lower-order methods deviate from
it, eventually rendering the evolution meaningless. Some noteworthy features are:

D The very high-frequency oscillations (2 Ha  54 eV) shown in the figure correspond to the

laser field, not to the internal states of the cluster. The plasmon response of this kind of
clusters lies typically within 2-3 eV. The steady increase in the dipole moment shown in the
figure, to which the laser frequency is superimposed, corresponds to the beginning of the
oscillation of the plasmon.

D The M(4) scheme is clearly superior in this range of frequencies or, to be more precise, for

this range of the product ωδt, where ω is the highest frequency present in the evolution.
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exponential midpoint (dashed line) and fourthorder Magnus (solid) methods, as a function of
δt. The physical system considered is a Na8 cluster in the jellium model, under the influence of a
laser of frequency ω r 2 Ha.
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Figure V.4: Evolution of the dipole moment of
Na8 (in the jellium model), subject to an intense
laser field, calculated via the methods indicated
in the legend.

We have chosen such a high ω because of this reason; otherwise the superioriy of the order
fours scheme would not be so apparent.

D In this case, it is the laser frequency the highest one. We have nevertheless studied the linear
response of systems (e.g., gold clusters) where high “internal” frequencies are relevant in
the evolution, even if no laser field is present.

The convenience of the M(4) scheme is then dictated by the product ωδt, bearing in mind that
δt is chosen by the user. As a consequence, one would have to carefully analyse the possible gain
of enlarging δt in the cost of the approximation to the exponential. If there is no significant gain,
the best choice is to choose δt small enough to keep the ωδt also small, and use a lower order
scheme. [In the particular example presented in Fig. V.4, however, the high value of δt advices the
use of the M(4) scheme along with a Lanczos exponential approximator. The cost is then reduced
by a factor of three].

V.3

CONCLUSIONS

Unfortunately, we cannot name an “always optimal” algorithm for the propagation of the timedependent Kohn-Sham TDKS equations. The final choice depends on the internal characteristics
of the physical system (the initial state electronic structure, and the ionic (pseudo)-potential used),
and on the existence and shape of a possible external term in the Hamiltonian, typically a laser
field. Furthermore, the final performance of any method will also depend on the specific implementation of the equations – the basis set, etc – and possibly also on the computer architecture (for
example, we have observed strong variations on the performance of the Fast Fourier Transforms,
which have a definitive influence on the cost of the splitting techniques). Nevertheless, and after
considering all those cautions:

D The classical propagators (e.g., implicit midpoint rule, Euler’s method, etc) seem not to

be suitable for these particular problems; the methods that rely on approximators to the
exponential matrix perform better.
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D The Lanczos scheme to approximate the action of the exponential of the Hamiltonian over
a vector seems to be the method of choice. Nevertheless, depending on the specific implementation of the TDKS equations, the various splitting techniques can also be a valid
alternative.

D For some problems that involve high frequencies, it is worthed to test the possibility of

using a higher order scheme for the evolution operator, such as, for example, the fourth
order Magnus expression.
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It is our choices...that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.
[J. K. Rowling – Harry Potter and The Chamber of Secrets]

Chapter VI
THE CHOICE OF THE EXCHANGE-CORRELATION KERNEL†
We present a detailed study of different exchange-correlation (xc) functionals in describing the
dynamical properties of finite systems. For that purpose, we calculated the static polarizabilities,
ionization potentials, and optical absorption spectrum of four small clusters, Na2 , Na4 , SiH4 and
Si2 H6 , using a real-space, real-time technique. The computed static polarizabilities and ionization
potentials seem to be in rather good agreement with the available experimental data, once the
proper asymptotics of the potential are taken into account. The same conclusion holds for the
absorption spectra, although the xc kernels in use do not provide a sufficiently strong attractive
interaction between electrons and holes, leading to spectra slightly shifted towards higher energies.
This deficiency is traced back to the insufficient description of dynamical effects in the correlation
functional. Furthermore, it is shown that the xc potential used to obtain the ground state is the
key factor to get reasonable spectra, whereas the choice of the xc kernel just amounts to small,
although important, quantitative, changes.

VI.1

INTRODUCTION

Density Functional Theory (DFT)[ DG91, PY89] became, in the two last decades, the method of
election for the ab initio calculation of material properties. Systems with a couple thousand atoms
are now routinely investigated, and the calculated energies, geometries, etc., very often agree
spectacularly with the experimental data. This success, however, was not immediate: More than
twenty years of research were necessary to obtain an exchange-correlation (xc) energy functional
which was precise enough to satisfy the quantum-chemistry needs. The accurate and sophisticated
Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) that we now have at our disposal are indeed the
result of a long history of attempts, tests and failures.
Despite these remarkable achievements, there are some quantities which are beyond the reach
of the conventional DFT theory. In this chapter we will be concerned by one of such properties, namely electronic excitation energies and optical spectra. Several extensions of the original
framework were put forward to obtain excited-state properties. From all different approaches,
Time-Dependent DFT (TDDFT)[ RG84, GDP96] emerged the last years as the main DFT formalism for these calculations. One of the main advantages of the TDDFT formulation is that it allows
one to deal with problems beyond the perturbative regime as, for example, the response of atoms
to ultra-short and intense laser beams. In this way, by solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham
(KS) equations, we can get, e.g., information concerning the harmonic spectrum or the ionization
yields. This type of approach is very important in condensed matter science where femtosecond
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

M. A. L. Marques, Alberto Castro and Angel Rubio, Assessment of exchange-correlation functionals
for the calculation of dynamical properties of small clusters in time-dependent density functional
theory, J. Chem. Phys. 115, 3006 (2001).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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laser pulses are used to monitor the dynamics of electrons in a solid. Furthermore, with larger
computational power, we may deal with non-adiabatic couplings between the electronic and the
ionic degrees of freedom in presence of these high electromagnetic fields (we may observe phonon
assisted structural transformation induced by these external fields).
Excitation energies can be obtained from TDDFT either from the position of the poles of the
KS linear response function [ PGG96, PGB00], or from the time-dependent density. In the second
case, we will be using an approximated xc time-dependent potential, v xc r t  , while in the former,
the key quantity is the xc kernel, f xc r r t t   , defined by the functional derivative:
fxc r r t t   

δvxc r t 

δn r t  

(VI.1)

As expected, the xc kernel, due to its complicated structure, is much harder to model than the local
time-dependent xc potential. Furthermore, both calculations usually start from the KS groundstate of the system, which depends on the approximation used for the static v xc r  .
One of the most widely used approximation to time-dependent phenomena is the adiabatic
local density approximation (ALDA). Although this functional is constructed using the xc correlation energy of the (constant density) electron gas, it yields, like the LDA does in the static case,
rather accurate results for systems with rapidly varying densities, as atoms, surfaces or clusters
[ ZS80, SZ80, Cas95, RAB  96, RABL96, VÖC99]. For example, the photo-absorption spectrum of
rare-atom gases was computed in Ref. [ SZ80] and the agreement with experiment is remarkably
good. Results of similar quality have been achieved for the photo-response of small metallic and
semiconducting clusters [ RAB  96, RABL96]. For the metallic clusters it was shown that the inclusion of xc effects in the dielectric response was important to get the correct red-shift, as compared
to experiments, while for the semiconducting (silicon) clusters it was found that the spectra of
different isomers was sufficiently different to distinguish between them. Surface and confinement
effects were responsible for the appearance of absorption in the optical range for the two silicon
clusters, Si4 and Si6 . Similar results were found for C20 clusters [ CMA  02].
The purpose of this work is twofold: To address the impact of a good xc-potential in the
optical spectrum of small clusters and to estimate how relevant the f xc kernel is in this respect.
We note that in Ref.[ PGB00] the quality of different functionals was tested for light atoms, and
in Ref.[ LGP00] for the calculation of the correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas. In
the first of these works, which included calculations using the exact static xc potential, the correct
description of the xc-potential used to obtain the ground state seemed to be the dominant factor,
whereas the kernel played a marginal role. However this was not the case when looking at the
total correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas. In particular, the nonzero spatial range
of fxc r r  ω  could not be neglected, whereas the frequency dependence appeared to be less
important. Our work clearly demonstrates that the optical spectrum of small systems is not only
determined by the static xc potential, but also the kernel plays a role.

VI.2 METHOD AND RESULTS
We used a real-space, real-time approach to solve the TD Kohn-Sham equations for Na2 , Na4 ,
silane (SiH4 ) and disilane (Si2 H6 ). This time-evolution method is adequate to be combined
with real-space calculations of the ground-state by means of the finite-difference pseudopotential method[ CTS94, YB96, BIRY00], or with adaptative coordinates[ GG95, MZK97]. In both cases, a
real-space discretization of the kinetic energy operator leads to sparse Hamiltonian matrices which
do not need to be stored in memory, and are easy to handle. Furthermore, in order to propagate the
states in time, we do not need to compute the complicated f xc kernel, but only the much simpler
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vxc potential. In this way, we are able to do time-dependent EXX calculations without having to
perform Slater’s approximation [ PGG95, Sla51].
The space was uniformly discretized, with mesh-spacing ranging from 0  4 Å for the sodium
clusters to 0  25Å for the silicon ones, and the points were contained inside a sphere with radius
10Å for sodium and 7Å for silicon. The ionic potential was modeled by a soft-core TroullierMartins pseudopotential[ TM91]. By using these settings, a convergence of better than 0  1 eV was
reached for the eigenvalues. The time-evolution was performed with a modified Krank-Nicholson
rule, with a time-step of 0.0025 h̄/eV, for a total evolution time, Tmax , of 50 h̄/eV for the sodium
clusters and 25 h̄/eV for the silicon clusters. With this parameters we can resolve excitation energies within ∆E  2πh̄' Tmax that corresponds to tenths of eV. We added absorbing boundary conditions to improve the quality of the spectrum above the ionization threshold (avoiding artificial
formation of standing waves in the spherical box used to confine the cluster).
To calculate the dipole strength function (which is simply proportional to the absorption crosssection), we prepare our system in the ground-state, and then excite it with a delta electric field,
E0 δ t  . The dipole strength can then be related to the imaginary part of the dynamical polarizability:
4πme
ωℑ α ω /
S ω 
(VI.2)
h2
where h is Planck’s constant, me the electron’s mass, and the dynamical polarizability,
α ω 



2
 dr z δn r ω  
E0

(VI.3)



In the last expression, δn r ω  stands for the Fourier transform of n r t  n r t  0  . The calculation of the dipole strength involves two important approximations: The choice of the static xc
potential used to obtain the ground-state, and the time-dependent xc potential (directly related to
the fxc kernel) used to propagate the state. The relative importance of both is still fairly obscure.
Petersilka et al. linear-response results[ PGG96] for the Helium and Beryllium atoms indicates that
the choice of the f xc kernel is less dramatic than the choice of a good static vxc potential. However, this is no longer true for the lowest excitation energies of Beryllium and if we look at the
singlet-triplet splittings, where the effects arising from vxc cancel. The fairly accurate results of
Lithium and Beryllium within the LDA were related to the quality of the ground state calculation
for few electron systems as light atoms and the H2 molecule[ AGR].
By performing the time evolution, in the limit t  ∞, we have all the information about the
linear response of the system, and should therefore be able to study the xc kernel without having
to perform explicitly the functional derivative of the xc potential. Thus, we can study the effect
of different fxc kernels for a fixed vxc potential in the time-evolution method. To address this
question, we propose the following method: First, we obtain the ground state of the system with
) 1 , , and then perform the time evolution with the xc potential:
the static functional vxc

) 1, r t  0 
vxc r t   vxc

 2,
) 2 , r t  vxc
) r t  0 CHj
G vxc

2,

(VI.4)
2,

) is some other xc functional. In this way, we probe the importance of the f xc) kernel,
where vxc
without having to spend more computational time in calculating this rather complex quantity. This
) 1, and vxc
) 2 , to quantify the dependence
method will be used for silane, for a varied selection of vxc
of the dynamical spectrum with the xc-potential and kernel.
In the following, PZ stands for LDA[ KS65], with εhom
taken from Monte-Carlo calculations
c
[ CA80] and then parameterized by Perdew and Zunger [ PZ81]; PBE is the Perdew, Becke and
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Na2
Na2
Na4
Na4

IP
HOMO-LUMO
IP
HOMO-LUMO

PZ
3.21
1.36
2.75
0.60

Table VI.1:
PBE LB94
3.22 4.95
1.36 1.25
2.75 4.44
0.63 0.36

SIC
5.17
1.51
3.85
0.47

EXX
4.76
1.45
3.88
0.72

exp [ HSW78]
4.89
4.27
-

Ernzerhof GGA functional [ PBE96]; LB94 represents the van Leeuwen and Baerends potential
[ vLB94]; SIC is the SIC-LDA functional [ PZ81]; and, finally, EXX stands for exact-exchange
[ PGG95]. SIC and EXX are both treated within the KLI approximation [ KLI92]. “exp” will be
used to denote experimental values. All energies are measured in eV unless otherwise stated.
VI.2.1 Sodium

In Table VI.1 we show the ionization potentials (IP), obtained from the highest occupied KS
eigenvalue, and HOMO-LUMO gap for the two sodium clusters. The IPs obtained either by using
the LDA or the GGA functionals are much smaller than the experimental value. This is a well
known problem related to the wrong asymptotic behavior of the xc potentials. The situation does
improve enormously if we correct for this deficiency, as can be seen from the LB94, SIC and
EXX values. Although the calculated IPs differ by more than 2 eV, the HOMO-LUMO gap stays
essentially constant, i.e, correcting for the asymptotic part of the exchange potential amounts to a
constant shift in the eigenvalues, and not to an opening of the gap.
All the calculated optical spectra for Na2 are quite similar (see Fig. VI.1), regardless of the
xc potential used, and exhibit three clear peaks in the 2-5 eV range (the third peak in the LB94
curve is almost completely smeared out). They all compare quite well with experiment, although
the DFT peaks are all shifted towards higher energies. This shift can be understood in terms
of the competition between the Coulomb repulsion in the  electronic kernel and the electron/hole
attraction from the xc part of the response (that is, ∆ε  εc εv   ϕv ϕc s r 1 r s ϕv ϕc  ∆xc ). In
1
2

particular for a given valence-conduction transition v  c, the exchange correlation
kernel within
the simple ALDA introduced only a local and static attractive electron-hole interaction:



 d 3 r1 d 3 r2 ϕvF r1  ϕcF r1  δ r1


 d 3 r ϕvF r  ϕv r 

∆xc



r2 

∂Vxc r1 
ϕv r 2  ϕc r 2 
∂n

∂Vxc r 
ϕcF r  ϕc r  
∂n

(VI.5)

This expression is more complicated for the other kernels, but it is clear that they do introduce
an effective attractive interaction that it is not complete. We might have to recall that we have
neglected dynamical effects and they may need to be included in the xc kernel to recover this
minor effect. Also, we should keep in mind that temperature effects (vibrational motion) of the
molecule may introduce a broadening of the spectrum as well as a shift of the peaks to lower
frequencies [ RAB  96, RABL96, PS97]. The functional which yields the best results for the dimer
is, by a small margin, the EXX, while the strongest depart from experiment is the LB94 curve.
We note that the 3rd peak in the LDA and PBE spectra lies in the continuum of states (above
the ionization threshold). Thus it is more a resonance than a well defined bound transition as
observed in experiments[ Sin49, FW27]. This deficiency is observed in all the clusters studied in
the present work and it is, once more, mainly due to the wrong description of the asymptotic part
of the exchange potential.
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Figure VI.1: Averaged dipole strength for Na2 ,
calculated for several xc functionals. The “exp”
curve is from Ref. [ VÖC99], who adapted the experimental results of Ref. [ Sin49, FW27]. The
experimental curve is plotted in arbitrary units.
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Figure VI.2: Averaged dipole strength for Na4 ,

calculated for several xc functionals. “exp”
stands for the experimental photodepletion cross
sections of Ref. [ WPCK90], while “GW” is the
many-body calculation of Ref. [ ORG  95], which
includes self-energy and excitonic effects. These
two curves are shown in arbitrary units for the
sake of comparison.

For Na4 (Fig. VI.2) all DFT calculations yield very similar spectra (and similar to the manybody results based on a GW quasiparticle calculation and including the electron-hole interaction
through the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation[ ORG  95]). The spectra consist of three well
separated peaks in the 1.5-3.5 eV range, and a broader feature at around 4.5 eV. The comparison
with the experimental values is quite good, although the peaks appear, once more, at higher energies. The best results were obtained using the LDA, the GGA and the EXX, while the LB94
spectrum showed the strongest deviation from experiment. Again, the error is larger for the high
energy peaks, where transitions to conduction states close to the ionization threshold are involved.
Due to the small overlap between these Rydberg-like states and the low-lying states, exchange
processes are not relevant and the polarization contribution to correlation, although being generally weak becomes the dominant contribution to the renormalization of these single particle
excitations.
Finally, in Table VI.2, we present the static polarizabilities of Na2 and Na4 , obtained either
through a finite field (static) calculation, or from the Fourier transform of the time-dependent density. For Na2 all functionals perform equally well, being the results smaller than the experimental
value by around 10%. This is consistent with other DFT calculations that give static polarizabilities in the range 33.1-38.2 Å3 for Na2 and 67.1-78.7 Å3 for Na4 (see Ref. [ KBR00] and results
cited therein). In the case of Na4 , the orbital functionals SIC and the EXX yield slightly better
static polarizabilities than the LDA and the GGAs, but the results are still smaller than the experi127
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Na2
Na2
Na4
Na4

FF
FT
FF
FT

PZ
35.0
34.9
76.7
75.9

PBE
34.3
34.1
75.4
74.6

Table VI.2:
LB94 SIC
31.8 33.7
31.6 33.5
73.4 80.0
71.7 78.6

EXX
34.9
34.7
77.4
76.3

Table VI.3:
PBE LB94 SIC EXX
SiH4 IP
8.55 12.7 11.8 13.1
SiH4 HOMO-LUMO
8.12 8.40 7.70 8.77
Si2 H6 IP
7.37 11.2 9.95 10.9
6.80 6.58 5.98 7.17
Si2 H6 HOMO-LUMO
a [ PAMTN01]
b [ GRM  01]
c [ PCM  70]
PZ
8.53
8.10
7.40
6.76

Ref. [ KBR00]
37.0
78.7
-

exp
39.3
39.3
83.8
83.8

DMCa GWb
12.88
12.7
13.0
10.90
d [ BEFF76]

QMCb
12.6
-

exp
12.61 c
10.53-10.7 d
-

mental value. We also rejoice that the two methods used to calculate the static polarizability yield
very similar results. The neglect of correlation as well as temperature effects is responsible for the
obtained smaller polarizabilities values. We indicate that the simple argument that a potential with
the correct asymptotic will lead to more localized charge and therefore lower polarizability does
not hold for these small systems. These results give support to previous studies on simple metallic
jellium spheres[ RBA92a, RBA92b].
VI.2.2 Silicon

We have calculated the two simplest hydrogen terminated silicon clusters: silane (SiH 4 ) and disilane (Si2 H6 ). These systems pose a much harder challenge than the simple sodium clusters (where
even jellium calculations within the LDA yield reasonable results), not only because of the presence of the p-electrons, but also due to the hydrogen, which is very hard to describe by a reasonably
soft-core pseudopotential. As expected, the five xc functionals we tried yielded quite dissimilar
results.
Our calculations for the IP and HOMO-LUMO gaps for silane and disilane are summarized in
Table VI.3. Undoubtfully, EXX and LB94 gave the best IPs of all five functionals tested, almost
at the level of the much more involved GW with exciton effects or Monte-Carlo calculations.
SIC is slightly worse, and LDA and PBE yield, as usual, completely irreal IP. Although the IP
changes by more than 4 eV going from the LDA to the EXX, the HOMO-LUMO gap increases
by just around 0  5 eV: The main difference is, once more, a nearly rigid shift of the eigenvalues.
However, this shift brings the relevant single particle transitions below the ionization threshold.
The results are also consistent with the finding that EXX calculations provide larger gaps for
semiconductors[ SMVG97].
We will discuss separately the silane and disilane spectra. The silane spectrum (Fig. VI.3)
consists of three peaks between 8 and 12 eV (the two peaks derive from a Jahn-Teller splitting of
the triply degenerate 2t2  4s transition[ CHBD93]), followed by a much broader feature at higher
energies. The curves obtained with the two traditional functionals, LDA and PBE, are quite similar
to each other, and the onset for absorption is underestimated by around 1 eV. The underestimation
of the onset of absorption is a well known deficiency of LDA based functionals that is even more
dramatic in the case of infinite bulk systems where excitonic effects and band-gap renormalization
are not properly described by these simple functionals[ RL98, BSB98, ARSO98]. The SIC spectrum
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SiH4 1st
SiH4 2nd
SiH4 3rd
∆
Si H

2 6 1st
Si2 H6 2nd
∆

 

PZ
8.23
9.30
10.1
0.52
7.30
8.50
0.20

SiH4
Si2 H6

Table VI.4:
LB94 EXX DMCa GWb
8.75
8.93
9.47
9.2
9.80
9.98
11.2
11.1
0.22
0.27
7.38
7.60
8.42
8.63
0.12
0.12
a [ PAMTN01]
b [ GRM  01]
c [ ITO  86]
PBE
8.25
9.39
10.1
0.49
7.35
8.60
0.23

PZ
5.11
9.87

PBE
4.94
9.58

Table VI.5:
LB94 SIC
4.66 4.71
9.27 10.0

EXX
4.53
8.70

QMCb
9.1
-

expc
8.8
9.7
10.7
7.6
8.4
-

exp [ Lid97]
5.44
-

is unphysically shifted to lower energies (fact that could be anticipated by looking at the low SIC
HOMO-LUMO gap), and the first peak is split. This second effect is an artifact of SIC, which,
in this implementation, spontaneously breaks the 3-fold degeneracy of the HOMO state. LB94
and EXX behave quite well: the onset for absorption is now correct, and the error in the position
of the first three peaks is reduced by a factor of 2 from the LDA/PBE results (see Table VI.4).
van Leeuwen’s functional performs marginally better in this case than EXX, which overestimates
slightly the excitation energies. The transitions close to the ionization threshold give rise to a peak
in the spectrum that in experiments is usually broader than in the calculations, as new decaying
channels are available that are not included in the present calculations. Although the functionals
we used do not properly include the damping of the excitations, finite lifetimes can be simulated
by convoluting the calculated spectrum with some Lorentzian function.
The disilane LDA, PBE, LB94 and SIC spectra are all very similar (see Fig. VI.4) and consist
of five peaks in the 7-12 eV interval, followed by a broader feature at higher energies. All these
curves suffer from the same deficiency: The separation between the second and third peak is too
small, so the second peak appears as a shoulder of the third due to the limited resolution of the
calculations (in Table VI.4 the second line for Si2 H6 describes the position of this shoulder). The
curve closest to experiment was calculated with the EXX functional (note its first peak at exactly
the experimental value). SIC yielded a quite unreasonable spectrum, consisting of broad peaks at
too low energies, and consolidated its position of the worst of the five functionals tested (as what
concerns the calculation of optical absorption spectra, of course).
For these clusters we also provide the static polarizabilities in Table VI.5. For silane we find, in
agreement with the results for sodium clusters, that all the methods lead to polarizabilities lower
than the experimental values. In spite of the proper asymptotics of the EXX functional, LDA
yields the best results, which indicates that a subtle error cancellation is taking place, and that it
is important to have some sort of correlation in the functional. This result seems to hold true for
these small systems and deserves a more detailed analysis.
VI.2.3 Xc potential vs xc kernel

In order to study the sensitivity of the optical spectra to the xc functional used to calculated
the ground-state, and to the time-dependent xc potential used to propagate in time, we plot, in
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Figure VI.3: Averaged dipole strength for SiH4 ,
calculated for several xc functionals. The “exp”
curve is from Ref. [ ITO  86].
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Figure VI.4: Averaged dipole strength for

Si2 H6 , calculated for several xc functionals. The
“exp” curve is from Ref. [ ITO  86].
1,

2,

) and vxc
) (see Eq. (VI.4)). In the first
Fig. VI.5, the spectrum of silane, for some choices of vxc
plot we take ground states calculated with several xc functionals (EXX, LB94 and LDA), and
propagate these states with the LDA, while in the second we fix the ground state (calculated with
the EXX functional), and use three different potentials to propagate it (LDA, LB94 and EXX).
The results clearly indicate that the optical spectrum of SiH4 is much more sensitive to the choice
) 2, . This numerical evidence is in good agreement
of the starting state, than to the quality of vxc
with the findings of Petersilka et al.[ PGB00]. From the second plot of Fig. VI.5 we see that the
ALDA provides the strongest attractive f xc , shifting the transitions to lower energies by as much
as 0.4 eV, the effect being stronger for the high energy transitions. Nevertheless, the role of these
functionals needs to be quantified for larger systems and, in particular, for extended systems where
the form of the initial potential is expected to be less important and where correlations are supposed to be the dominant contribution to the excitation spectra. This different behavior of finite
and infinite systems poses a theoretical problem when designing functionals as the two classes of
systems are mainly sensitive either to the spatial non locality or to the frequency dependence of
the xc functional.
VI.3 CONCLUSION
We presented a detailed study of the impact of different xc potentials and kernels in describing
the static and dynamical properties of small clusters. The ionization threshold as well as specific
single-particle transitions are very sensitive to the specific form of the xc potential used to obtain
the ground state of the system. The static polarizabilities turn out to be rather close to experiment
but always smaller than the observed values. Surprisingly, the polarizabilities calculated with the
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Figure VI.5: Averaged dipole strength for SiH4 , calculated using different xc-functionals for the calculation

l 1m
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of the ground state and for the time evolution (vxc r vxc ) (see Eq. VI.4). For each curve, the first functional
l 1m
l 2m
mentioned corresponds to vxc and the second to vxc
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LDA or the GGA are better than the ones calculated with LB94, SIC or EXX. In the case of
the EXX, this is related to the absence of dynamical correlations, while the LB94 and the SIC
functionals seem to break the subtle error cancellation between exchange and correlation always
present in the LDA and the GGA functionals.
For the optical spectra a different conclusion is reached. EXX and LB94 perform remarkably
well, even if the high lying excitations (below the ionization threshold) appear shifted to higher
energies. This error is traced back to the weak effective attractive xc kernel. It seems clear that
the right asymptotics are important but not enough to get a more quantitative agreement with
experimental data. SIC performs badly, especially for the silicon clusters. The more traditional
functionals, the LDA and the GGA, showed their well known problems: for example, the onset
for optical absorption is underestimated by around 1.5 eV in SiH 4 .
Finally, our spectra calculated with different xc-functional for the ground state calculation and
) 1 ,  1 vxc
) 2, ), suggest that the choice xc potential used to calculated the
for the time evolution (vxc
ground state is more important than the choice of the xc kernel for the case of finite systems. This
conclusion should not be valid when one is dealing with infinite periodic systems.
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Chapter VII
OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF THE C20 ISOMERS†
The optical response of the lowest energy isomers of the C20 family is calculated using timedependent density functional theory within a real-space, real-time scheme. Significant differences
are found among the spectra of the different isomers, and thus we propose optical spectroscopy as
a tool for experimental investigation of the structure of these important clusters.

Fullerenes are carbon clusters formed by the closing
of a graphitic sheet; the needed curvature is supplied
by the insertion, among a given number of graphitic
hexagons, of twelve pentagons[ Kro94]. Besides its most
well-known representative, the nearly spherical C60 , a
wide variety of fullerenes has been predicted and experimentally observed. However, as we reduce the numring
bowl
cage
ber of atoms, these structures become more reactive
and unstable: the pentagons present in fullerene-like
geometries, although being its major source of interest, are a cause of strain, specially if two of them are
neighbors. Small fullerenes, with their high proportion of pentagons, have been actively sought and stud(d)
(e)
(f)
ied (see, e.g. Reference [ vOS98]. Recent discoveries
include the synthesis and purification of the solid form
of C36 [ PJZ98], and the production of the cage and bowl
Figure VII.1: Isomers of C20 .
isomers of C20 [ PWL 00], - the vibronic fine structure in
photoelectron spectra of the cage has also been recently calculated[ SM01], confirming the previous
experimental assignation.
These medium-sized carbon clusters are predicted to possess a wide variety of isomers like
cages, bowls, planar graphitic structures, rings and linear chains. The theoretical and experimental
study of the different isomers is important, because it may help us to better understanding the way
fullerenes form. Several growth mechanisms have been proposed over the past years[ Gor96b].
In the so-called “pentagon road”, fullerenes grow by the addition of small carbon fragments to
bowl-like structures. The “fullerene road” is similar to the pentagon road, but the addition of the
small carbon fragments is made to closed cage-like clusters. However, neither cages or bowls are
usually seen in experiments[ HHG  93, ORF 98]. The most common technique for carbon cluster
formation is laser vaporization of graphite and subsequent supersonic expansion into an inert gas
atmosphere. At these high temperatures the preferred isomers are rings and chains. This led
Jarrold and co-workers to propose a third path, namely that fullerenes grow by the coalescence
and annealing of medium sized carbon rings[ HFRJ94].
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

Alberto Castro, M. A. L. Marques, Julio A. Alonso, George F. Bertsch, K. Yabana and Angel Rubio, Can
optical spectroscopy directly elucidate the ground state of C20 ? J. Chem. Phys. 116, 1930 (2002).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.

Chapter VII. Optical spectroscopy of the C20 isomers
The smallest possible fullerene, consisting only of 12 pentagons with no graphitic hexagons intercalated, is the C20 cage isomer[ Jar00]. Other low energy structures of C20 include a bowl (which
may be considered a C60 fragment), several rings, and other closed 3D arrangements. Prinzbach
et al [ PWL  00] have recently reported the production of the cage and bowl members of the family.
The smallest fullerene cannot be expected to form spontaneously, but has been produced from a
similarly shaped precursor C20 H20 , after replacing hydrogen with Br. The bowl was produced in
the same way, and photoelectron spectroscopy was used to distinguish unambiguously between
the different species.
It has not been possible to make reliable theoretical predictions of the most stable structure of
C20 . In fact, different levels of theories favor different geometries: at the Hartree-Fock level, the
ring is the ground state, followed by the bowl and the cage[ JCGR95]. Density functional theory
(DFT) [ KS65] in its local density approximation (LDA) reverses the order, giving the cage the
lowest energy structure[ JCGR95, JS97]. Another complication is that entropy effects can affect
the relative stability. Molecular-dynamics simulations with the Car-Parrinello method and the
LDA show that increasing temperature changes the favored structure from cage to bowl, then
to the ring[ BAD  92]. Better functionals are availabe with the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA), but their use does not clarify matters: the ordering of the isomers depends on the correction
used[ RSO  93, JCGR95, JS97]. Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) and coupled cluster (CC) methods
have also been applied in an attempt to resolve the issue, yielding bowl-ring-cage ordering using
the former method [ JCGR95] and cage-bowl-ring using the latter[ BTKW96]. Furthermore, it seems
that the results are sensitive to the pseudopotential employed[ BTKW96]. Changing slightly the
pseudopotential cutoff radius may actually reverse the ordering of the isomers.
Thus it is important to find a experimental method to determine the structure that is sensitive enough to be usable with the available cluster beam intensities. In this respect optical spectroscopy is a useful tool to characterize geometries. Some time ago, Rubio et al [ RAB  96] proposed this technique to determine the structure of semiconductor and metal clusters. In particular,
they showed that the optical absorption spectra of different isomers of Si 4 and Si8 are sufficiently
different to distinguish easily between them. The situation is similar with respect to carbon structures. The time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) was found to be quite reliable for
determining the energies of the strong transitions in a variety of carbon structures ranging from
chains[ YB97] to conjugated carbon molecules[ YB99a]. In cases where the spectra could be compared with experiment, the lowest strong transition is typically reproduced to an accuracy of a
few tenth of eV. Comparing rings and chains, the transition energies differ by several eV, easily
allowing the structures to be distinguished. Thus it is quite promising to use the predicted excitation spectra of C20 structures to distinguish between them. In this spirit, the present study is
aimed at the calculation of the optical response of six members of the C 20 family (see Fig. VII.1):
the smallest fullerene (“cage”), which is a Jahn-Teller distortion of a dodecahedron, the ring, the
bowl, and three cage-like structures, (d), (e) and (f). The structures (d) and (f), related by the
Stone-Wales transformation, are quite regular, and composed of four hexagons, four pentagons,
and four four-membered rings. These clusters are the six members with lower energy as calculated by Jones[ Jon99] within the LDA approximation. Other structures, such as bicyclic rings and
chains, may be favored by entropy at high temperature and have been observed experimentally.
However, neither of them seem to be a possible ground state. We will show that calculations based
on time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) predict characteristic optical spectra for the
ring, cage and bowl species.
We now recall briefly the methodology of the calculation of optical absorption in the TDDFT.
We start with ground state structures and electron orbitals, determined with some implementation
of DFT. This gives the initial condition for solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation. The
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real-time response to an impulsive perturbation is Fourier-transformed to get the dynamic polarizability in the entire range of interest. Of more direct physical interest is the optical absorption
strength function S E  , obtained from the imaginary part of the polarizability by the equation
S E 

2mE
ℑ α E 
h̄2 e2 π

(VII.1)

With this definition, the f -sum rule is given by the integral $ S E  dE  N.
For the Kohn-Sham energy functional, we used the LDA with the prescription of Reference
[ PZ81]. Use of gradient corrections is possible within this framework, but results for the optical
absorption have been reported to be quite insensitive to this change[ MCR01]. Recent calculations
of electronic excitations of a carbon-based molecule such as benzene [ BSY01, HHR00] also show a
very close agreement. Slightly more important modifications are to be expected if exact-exchange
functionals are used, although the qualitative differences among the spectra should remain. We
also used a pseudopotential to avoid explicit consideration of the 1s electrons, choosing the normconserving soft-core pseudopotential of Reference 26. The numerical parameters that need to be
specified for the calculation are: mesh spacing, 0  25 Å; wave function domain, sphere of radius
8 Å (slightly larger in the case of the ring); time step, 0.001 h̄ eV 1 ; number of time steps, 20,000.
Thus the total propagation time is T  20 h̄ eV 1 . One technical point that should be mentioned
is that the Fourier transform over the finite interval T gives peaks that are broadened by the time
cutoff. In presenting the results, one removes the spurious oscillations associated with the time
cutoff by multiplying by a filter function, amounting to a convolution in the frequency domain.
The sum rule is preserved providing the filter function has zero slope at t  0. In any case, with
T  20 h̄ eV 1 , the individual states have a width of about 0.4 eV.
For the calculations reported here, we
I.P. (eV) E.A. (eV)
α (Å3 )
used structures from two sources. The gering
7.8
2.6 (2.44 ¡ 0  03) 51
ometries of the bowl, cage and ring isobowl 9.2
2.3 (2.17 ¡ 0  03) 32
mers were determined by Raghavachari et
cage 7.5
2.1 (2.25 ¡ 0  03) 27
al[ RSO  93]. For the (d), (e) and (f) isomers,
d
8.4
1.8
28
we used those obtained by Jones from an alle
8.0
2.8
28
electron density functional LSD calculation
f
7.9
3.0
28
with an extended Gaussian basis set[ Jon99].

As mentioned earlier, the energy differences
between the isomers are quite sensitive to de- Table VII.1: Ionization potential (I.P.), electron affintails of the energy functional and the pseu- ity (E.A.) and static dipole polarizability (α) of the C20
isomers. Experimental values of the electron affinity
dopotential. Fortunately that is not the case
from Reference 4 are given between parentheses.
at all for the optical spectra. The optical response is quite insensitive to changes in the pseudopotential and in the energy functional, providing the structures do not change significantly. The optical spectra depend very much on the
Kohn-Sham potential, but the differences in that are slight between the different parameterizations
of DFT. The ionization potential (IP) and electron affinities of the different structures is given in
Table VII.1. These quantities are calculated in the DFT by differences of total energies of systems
with differing numbers of electrons but the same geometry. The results for the electronic affinity
are good to within 0.2 eV if compared to the experimental values reported by Prinzbach et al in
Reference 4, which have been obtained through photoelectron spectra.
The results of our TDDFT calculations of the optical absorption are shown in Table VII.2 and
Fig. VII.2. Table VII.2 gives the energies and strengths of the lowest transitions with appreciable
strength, and Fig. VII.2 displays the strength function for energies up to the vacuum ultraviolet.
The solid lines show the TDDFT results averaged over all orientations of the system. In the top
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A
B
C
D
E

ring
5.20 (5.4)
6.42 (1.4)
7.09 (2.0)

bowl
5.05 (0.7)
5.35 (0.7)
6.60 (0.7)
7.41 (2.3)

cage
3.88 (0.2)
5.07 (1.3)

(d)
2.47 (0.03)
3.23 (0.1)
4.21 (0.3)
4.67 (0.4)
5.86 (0.4)

(e)
3.77 (0.1)
4.33 (0.2)
4.96 (0.5)

(f)
3.53 (0.1)
4.84 (0.7)
5.89 (0.3)

Table VII.2: Frequencies of selected peaks in the optical response of the studied responses, in eV. Between
parentheses, estimations of their strengths.
panel we also show by a dashed line the single-electron response, which corresponds to difference
of eigenvalues of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. The dotted lines in the panels for the ring and
bowl show the response
 perpendicular to the plane of the ring or the bowl center. This direction does not excite π π F transitions in the ring and is almost negligible in the near ultraviolet
frequencies (below 8eV), compared with the response within the plane. In the case of the bowl,
the perpendicular response cannot be seen in the graph because of its extreme weakness in that
energy range. This can be understood because there are no collective oscillations of the electrons
in that direction. While present molecular beam experiments are not able to discriminate between
the different spatial directions, the averaged spectra are still sufficiently different to discriminate
between the different structures without ambiguity.
We can distinguish two regions in all the graphs: the peaks which can be seen in the near
ultraviolet, and a broad absorption that starts at around 7.5 eV. The excitations responsible for
this latter region are above the ionization threshold, which range from 7.5 to about 9 eV for all
cases considered, as can be seen from Table VII.1. Since the LDA is unreliable for describing
the ionization process (due to incorrect asymptotic potential), we will focus our attention on the
relative positioning and intensity of the lower energy peaks.
The ring exhibits the largest gap in the spectrum and has has the strongest collective transition.
The bowl also has a high gap, larger than 5 eV, but the first significant transition is an order of
magnitude weaker than in the ring. The relative intensities of the peaks, the fact that the first
excitation is divided into two for the bowl, and the relative strength of the excitation in the 6-7 eV
region, can all be used to distinguish the bowl from the ring isomer.
The spectra of the four three-dimensional isomers start at much lower energy and are more
similar to each other, which is expected from their similar geometries. The cage isomer shows
two clear peaks at 3.9 and 5.1 eV, with the second much stronger than the first one. Most of the
strength concentrates above the ionization threshold, and has a broad plateau starting at around
7 eV. This is clearly different from planar-like isomers, where an important fraction of the strength
appears below 7 eV. Isomer (d) can be distinguished by the presence of a transition at quite low
energy, 2.5 eV, as well as by the fragmentation into many states going up to 6 eV. Isomer (e) differs
from the cage by the presence of a transition (”B”) between the transitions that would be seen in
the cage. The spectrum of isomer (f) is similar to the cage up to the second peak, but shifted down
by about 0.3 eV. This is close to the borderline where the TDDFT energies are reliable. However,
isomer (f) also has a third peak near 6 eV, in a region where there is a gap in the cage spectrum,
and that difference would be definitive.
We also report calculations for the static polarizability in Table VII.1. These have been calculated in two ways, by the formula
α 0 

e2h̄2

m

∞
0

dE

S E
E2

(VII.2)

and by adding a static field to the DFT calculation. The two methods agree within 2%, providing
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Figure VII.2: Dipole strength function for the isomers of Fig. 1, in eV  1 , is
shown by the solid line. The dashed line in the upper panel is the response in
the independent particle approximation.
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an additional check on our numerical TDDFT computations. We see that the predicted polarizabilities differ substantially between ring, bowl, and closed structure, but there is little discrimination
among the closed structures.
In conclusion, we have found that the optical absorption spectra calculated in the TDDFT for
different candidate structures of C20 show marked differences that could be used for structural
determination. Some differences appear already in the visible and near ultraviolet, and complete
discrimination should be possible with a measurement of the spectrum extending up to the 6 eV
region.
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Thinking to get at once all the gold the goose could give, he killed it and opened it,
only to find – nothing. [Aesop]

Chapter VIII
OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF SMALL GOLD CLUSTERS†
We present a study of the photoabsorption spectra of small gold clusters (AuN , N ¢ 4), from first
principles (ab initio), and based on time-dependent density functional theory. For Au4 , we calculate
the optical response of two different isomers. We demonstrate that for these small clusters the
optical spectrum contains structural information that may be used to discern which of the various
isomers is present in a given experimental sample. The relativistic effects are important, not only
to stabilize the planar isomer of these small clusters (which has already been established by other
theoretical studies), but also to adequately descbribe the optical absorption spectrum of the gold
atom and of the small clusters, and their tendency towards the values of solid gold.

VIII.1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The road towards well-defined self-assembled
nanostructured devices with tailored properties
has renewed the interest in the electronic and
4.81
5.21
5.15
structural properties of small and medium-sized
clusters (see, for example, the dedicated section
in Sciende [ sci]), in particular quantum dots and
coinage metal clusters [ W  96, CLS  97, L  90,
HBSL00]. Specifically, colloidal metal nanopar4.91
ticles are of interest due to their special proper6.29
ties in many aspects, such as catalysis[ WMB  93,
5.12
5.31
HS97] (as demonstrated by the discovery of
4.85
5.02
high-selective catalitic response of small sup- 4.84
5.12
5.12
ported gold clusters[ SAH  99]) or applications in
6.26
optical devices[ TYK93]. As the optical response
6.27
5.12
for nanometer structures depends crucially on
(Td£ )
(D
the particle size due to quantum effects, their
2h )
absorbing and emitting spectrum can be tuned
by changing its size, allowing for potential ap- Figure VIII.1: Optimized geometries of the small
plications in optical nanodevices. With the re- gold clusters studied here (bond lengths given in
cent experimental breakthroughs in the prepara- atomic units). Relativistic effects have been importion of shape-controlled coinage metal nanopar- tant in the geometrical relaxation – see text.
ticles functionalised with n-alkyl thiol molecules[ TP97], it is expected that our understanding on
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

Aldo H. Romero, Alberto Castro, Miguel A. L. Marques, and Angel Rubio, Theoretical Optical Absorption Spectra of Small Gold Clusters (unpublished).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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these systems will improve. For example, rod-shaped gold nanoparticles have been prepared by
means of electrodeposition in porous aluminum oxide[ Mar96, vdZBFS97, YCLW97]. Self-assembled
Au monolayers used in coating of extended surfaces [ BGN95] and metal nanoparticles[ WSK  99,
YJU  94] are used nowadays. This experimental progress implies the necessity of predicting and
understanding novel properties in these small systems.
The size dependence of the electronic, magnetic and chemical properties of nanoparticles is
by now well known [ dH93, Bra93]. In particular, electronic shell effects (“magic numbers”) are
clearly observed in simple and noble metal clusters Those magic numbers are successfully explained by shell-like arrangements of sp-valence electrons that are treated as fully delocalized
electrons around an homogeneously smeared-out ionic background (jellium-model), so that the
cluster achieves higher stability at shell closings. This jellium model describes well the mass
spectra, ionization potential and electron affinities of neutral, positive and negatively charged
alkaline and noble metal clusters. The model also explains the main feature observed in the
photoabsorption spectrum of alkaline clusters, namely the existence of a pronounced absorption
resonance (surface dipole plasmon) and its redshift with respect to the classical Mie resonance:
2

Ze
ωMie  c mR
3 (with Z the number of electrons, and R the radius of the spherical jellium model).
Therefore, the optical photoabsorption cross section or alkaline clusters reflects the structure and
dynamics of their set of delocalized electrons, which for medium size metallic clusters is dominated by the surface plasmon resonance, related to the collective motion of the valence electrons
against the ionic background. This resonance lies in the ultraviolet-visible range.

However, the interpretation of the noble metal spectra is more complex due to the polarization
effects introduced by the d-core electrons[ LR97, LR93, YB99a]. This is clearly manifested in the
response of silver clusters: the negative clusters exhibit, as cluster-size is decreased, the abovementioned common redshift, whereas the positive ones are blue-shifted[ TKMB96, TKMBL93]. This
blue-shift of the plasma resonance as the size of the cluster is reduced has been found in the optical
response of large (2-4 nm diameter) supported gold nanoparticles in alumina (the decrease is from
2.52 eV for 300 atoms to 2.33 eV for 3000 atoms) [ PPL  98, LPP  98, CLG  00]. The influence of
the d-core electrons on this effect was explained invoking the following model: The main effect
of the d-electrons is to form a size-dependent polarizable background ε d that strongly screens
the valence electron interactions, giving rise to a reduction of the free-electron plasma frequency
( c 2 ; 3ε ωMie ), where εd b 10 for Au. This means a change in the main resonance peak from 5.2 eV
d
in the simple jellium model to 2.5 eV. This background does not have the same spatial distribution
as the valence charge density, leading to the formation of a polarization-free surface layer. This
effect is due to the incomplete overlap between the localized d-states and the localized valence
electrons. Physically, there is a competition between the “spill-out” of the delocalized s-electrons
that makes the system more polarizable (pulling the plasma frequency down, “red-shift”; this
effect is reduced as the size of the cluster is increased as in alkaline metal clusters) and the amount
of this charge that effetively feels the core screening: as this amount of charge is reduced the
plasma frequency is increased, “blue shift”. From this discussion the general picture that emerges
is that the optical response of large diameter gold nanoparticles does not carry relevant information
on their underlying ionic structure[ LR97, LR93, KK98]. However as the cluster size reduces to less
than 20 atoms the specific ionic configuration start to play a role, and deviations from this simple
picture of delocalized electrons moving in a polarizable background does not hold. This is clear
from the catalitic activity of small supported clusters [ SAH  99], and from the results on the present
work where the photoabsorption spectra has features associated to the specific ionic structure of
each gold isomer. In fact, there is a size evolution of the core polarizability from the free ion
value in small clusters to the fully embedded core in large ones [ LR97, LR93], that manifest itself
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in a modification of the optical spectra. Indeed, photoelectron spectroscopy experiments [ CTCS90]
have mapped the evolution of the 3d band of copper clusters with cluster size, concluding that the
band starts to exhibit bulk-like features for cluster with more than few hundred atoms (above 2 nm
diameter).
Furthermore, the bonding in gold clusters is influenced by relativistic effects that tend to increase the degree of sd hybridization in the molecular orbitals. This general effect is in fact maximum for all the coinage metal group, and it is sometimes referred as the “gold-maximum” [ Pyy91].
For atoms, for example, this effect implies both a stabilization and contraction of s 1+ 2 and p1 + 2 orbitals, and a destablization and expansion of d and f orbitals. Previous theoretical works have
also addressed the matter of the influence of relativity in the properties of coinage metal clusters.
For example, Grönbeck et al [ GA00] have considered the ground state geometries and vibrational
spectroscopic data of both the Au2 to Au5 and Pt2 to Pt5 most stable isomers, also at the DFT
level of theory. By departing from either relativistic or not relativistically generated pseudopotentials, they observed contraction of bond lengths, enhancement of the cohesive energies and global
hardening of vibrational spectra as the main effects of neglecting relativity. Recently, Häkkinen
et al [ HML02] correlated a surprising propensity of gold cluster anions to favor planar structures –
even for sizes as large as 13 atoms – with the strong sd relativistic hybridization.
In the present work we calculate on the optical properties of these type of nanostructures within
TDDFT, and including relativistic considerations by (i) making use of relativistically generated
pseudopotentials and (ii) including the spin-orbit coupling term in the calculation. Assessment
of the relevance of this latter term is one the main purposes of this work. We also address the
geometry optimization, including relativity also at the level of considering relativistic pseudopotentials. We report theoretical calculations of the optical spectra for the atomic gold and for small
gold clusters (from 2 to 4 atoms) including two different isomers for N  4. This kind of studies
can also be useful to discern among different potential stable geometrical structures (isomers for
a given cluster size) and resolve some controversy on the structure of small Au clusters found
by different groups [ HL00, GA00, WWZ02, S  00]. Recently this approach has been shown to be
very accurate in distinguishing the different structures of the C20 cluster [ CMA  02] with similar
accuracy as other experimental techniques such as NMR[ RSRK]. In section VIII.2 we briefly discuss the technical details of our calculation, whereas in section VIII.3 we will present the results:
the optimized ground state geometries, a discussion on our calculations for the gold atom, the
static polarizabilities of the clusters, and their optical spectra. Section VIII.4 contains the main
conclusions.

VIII.2

TECHNICAL DETAILS†

The optical absorption spectrum has been computed within the first-principles time-dependent
density-functional (TDDFT) theory [ RG84, GK90, GDP96, M  02, MG03] – see also Chapter I.
TDDFT allows to calculate excited-state energies and spectra involving neutral excitations, in
particular it has been quite successful to describe the optical and electron energy loss spectra of
finite and extended systems. All the results have been obtained using the octopus code – see
Chapter III – that solves the time dependent Kohn-Sham equations in real time, by discretizing all
quantities in real space. The basic idea is to infer the electron dynamic properties from the knowledge of the time-dependence of the many-body electron density. The latter is described within
the Kohn-Sham representation of TDDFT in terms of auxiliary time-dependent one-particle or† For completeness, I write a brief review on the methodology, stressing the features which are specific to
the work on gold and gold clusters. Its detailed account is the subject of Part II of the thesis.
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bitals. In contrast to traditional perturbative schemes performed in frequency domain, the present
approach does not rely in the adiabatic turn-on of the perturbation and its strength.
The implementation of these ideas for the purpose of investigating the linear optical behavior
of the gold clusters requires several steps: (i) First, one needs to get the ground-state structure,
by minimizing the total energy in the electronic ground-state with respect to the ionic positions.
We have used a Car-Parrinello (CP) technique [ CP85b], as described in section VIII.3.2; (ii) The
electronic ground-state is then obtained for this optimized geometry; (iii) An initial perturbed
state for the time-dependent evolution is constructed by multiplying each of the single-particle
wave functions of the static Kohn-Sham equations by a phase e ikr (it gives a coherent velocity
field to the electrons that causes a polarization to appear as the system evolves in time). In order
to study the linear dipolar response, we impose the external k wave-number to be much smaller
than the inverse radius of the system. (iv) Then we evolve the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS)
equations. Since we will make use of the spin-orbit couping term (and, incidentally, allow for noncollinear spin-density arrangements), we need to write the TDKS equations in terms of bi-spinors
φi :
;
φ r t
φi r t   i
(VIII.1)
φi r t  
and consider a 2x2 density matrix ραβ α β  ¡¤ :
ραβ r t  

∑ φαi
i

β

r t  φi r t  

(VIII.2)

The TDKS equations are:
∂φi
 ĤKS t  φi
∂t


t   V̂Hartree Trρ  V̂xc ρ8
i

ĤKS t   T̂  V̂ion t   V̂ext

(VIII.3)

In these equations, T̂ is the kinetic operator, V̂ion t  the ionic potential, V̂ext t  is any external
potential, VHartree is the classical Hartree potential and Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential
that we treat in the local density approximation (LDA) [ PZ81] and in the generalized gradient
approximation (PBE-GGA) [ PBE96]. Trρ, the trace of the density matrix, is the spinless density:
n r t   Trρ r t   ρ ;&; r t   ρ = r t  . Note that the Hartree term depends only on n, whereas
V̂xc depends also on the magnetization. Moreover, the Hartree term acts in the same manner on
both the spin components – i.e. it is written as a function times the unity matrix in the 2x2 spin
space:

Trρ r t 
1 0

r V̂Hartree n φi    d3 r
(VIII.4)
¥ 0 1  φi r  
r
r

 






On the contrary, V̂xc may have unequal terms in the diagonal, and even non null off-diagonal
term, thus being able of mixing the spin components. The term responsible for the necessity of
writing the equations in terms of spinors is, however, the spin-orbit coupling term, which in this
pseudopotential formalism is included in the ionic potential V̂ion :
V̂ion  V̂local  V̂nonlocal  V̂SO LS 

(VIII.5)

The first two terms in the right hand side of this equation are the usual local and nonlocal parts
of a pseudopotential in the Kleinman-Bylander form [ KB82]. For the case of heavy atoms, such
as gold, these terms may be built from fully relativistic atomic calculations in such a way that
scalar relativistic effects are included to order α2 – see, for example, [ Kle80, Bac82]. The third
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term defines the spin-orbit coupling. V̂SO is also a sum of nonlocal projectors which are also built
through the Kleinman-Bylander
procedure from a semilocal weighted difference of the l j 

l  1 ' 2  and l j  l 1 ' 2  relativistic atomic potentials:
2
V ;
2l  1 @ l A l 1+

∆VlSO r  

2

r



Vl A l

1+ 2

r B 

(VIII.6)

(v) The dynamics of the system is analyzed in terms of the time-dependent induced dipole
moment of the electron cloud µ t   ∑i φi t  r φi t " . The energy-dependent dynamical polariz 
ability α E  , is then obtained by Fourier transformation
of µ t  . The photoabsorbtion cross section
is then simply obtained by considering the imaginary part: σ E   4πE
c ℑα E  . A related quantity

ℑα
is the strength function S E   2E
E
.
Using
this
definition,
the
f-sum rule for a system of N
π
active valence electrons is given by $ S E  dE  N.
In this space-time implementation the critical parameters are the grid spacing, the shape and
size of the region in which the electron wave functions are calculated and the time step for the
time-evolution. The values used in the present calculations are: grid spacing of 0.435 a.u.; wave
function confinement sphere of radius 15 a.u. (we have tested the convergence of the results as
function of the radius); time step, 0.1 a.u.  0.0025 fs, and 10000 time steps. Thus the total
propagation time is T  1000 a  u   25 fs (equivalent to an accuracy of about 50 meV in the
bound-spectral features).
The static polarizability (the limit ω  0 of the dynamical polarizability α ω  ) is obtained
through a finite difference procedure: An electrical field is applied in the three different cartesian
directions, and then the static polarizability second-rank tensor α is calculated by obtaining the
electronic dipole µ and differentiating numerically:
αi j 

∂µi

∂E j

(VIII.7)

1
α
Trα
3

(VIII.8)

We can then define the mean polarizability as:
ᾱ 
and the polarizability anisotropy as:
2
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(VIII.9)

We have checked the stability of the dynamical calculations by computing also the static polarizability through the sum rule of the dipole strength function:
αii   dE

Si E 

E2

(VIII.10)

In contrast to structural properties, the optical spectra of small metal and semiconductor clusters in the visible range turn out to be, for fixed ionic configuration, not much sensitive to the use
of the LDA or PBE-GGA for exchange and correlation effects [ MCR01]. This level of approximation seems to be justified by the good results obtained in Ref. [ YB99a] for the optical response
of small silver clusters using the same time-evolution approach. Those results are in agreement
with experiments [ TKMBL93, TKMB96] and previous calculations based on a polarizable-jellium
background [ LR93]. However, the results for the gold cluster seem to be sensitive to the choice of
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exchange and correlation kernel; in particular we show below that atomic transition excitation energies change by more than 0.2 eV when using PBE or LDA. Therefore we have decided to present
results obtained in a full PBE-GGA calculation of the structural and response properties. Here it is
important to remark that scalar relativistic effects are mcuh more important in both structural and
optical properties than the specific choice of exchange and correlation functional (see discussion
below for the gold atom and some clusters).

VIII.3 RESULTS
VIII.3.1 The case of the gold atom
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Figure VIII.2: Calculated 5d and 6s eigenvalues, and ionization potential (IP) of the gold
atom, as a function of the grid spacing used in
the calculation.

Before discussing the main results of the present
work (optical response of the clusters, i.e. their
static and dynamical polarizabilities), we have assessed the quality of the present approach, by calculating atomic properties. Although for the purpose of handling atoms, the most efficient methodology should make use of spherical symmetry –
which however is broken in the case of our gridbased code –, we have used our tools to calculate the atomic electronic structure and response in
order to ascertain the validity of the calculations.
In Fig. VIII.2, for example, we show the 5d and
6s eigenvalues, and the ionization potential (IP),
as a function of the grid spacing. It may be seen
how, for grid spacings larger that 0.45 a.u., the 5d
shell degeneracy is spuriously broken. Both the
eigenvalues and the IP – calculated as the difference in total energy between the neutral atom and
its cation1 – are well converged for lower values
of the grid spacing. The calculated IP coincides
to within 0.15 eV with the experimental result of

Ref. [ LBS99].
In Fig. VIII.3, we show again the calculated 5d and 6s eigenvalues and the IP, but in this case
we vary both the level of relativistic approximation and the exchage and correlation potential.
The numbers are obtained either with our code octopus or with an all-electron fully relativistic
atomic code. The Kohn-Sham eigenvalues also undergo strong changes as we change the level
of approximation – relativistic or non-relativistic. The degree to which relativistic effects are
included vary from left to right: the leftmost panel (NOT REL.) disregards relativity, and shows
the values obtained in the LDA, SLDA, GGA and SGGA approximations (SLDA and SGGA
stand for spin-polarized LDA and GGA, respectively). The next panel (REL. CORE) are the
results obtained by making use of a relativistic pseudopotential. The panel REL. CORE + SO
adds to the previous results the spin-orbit (SO) coupling correction (in this case spin polarization
1 It is well known that the eigenvalue of the highest occupied DFT orbital is equal to the ionization potential. This fact in principle permits to obtain the IP by calculating only the neutral system. Unfortunately, this
procedure yields a strong underestimation if the most common LDA or GGA approximations are employed.
In contrast, the results when substracting the total energy of the neutral and the cationic system are usually
rather good, as it is the case for the gold atom.
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Energy (eV)

is assumed). Finally, the rightmost panel shows fully relativistic all electron calculations, both in
the LDA and GGA approximations. The main conclusions that we can draw from the figure are:
(i) adding the SO correction term to the non-relativistic Kohn-Sham equation yields eigenvalues
in good agreement with the fully relativistic eigenvalues obtained
from the Dirac’s equation, as

long as the pseudopotential core is relativistic; and (ii) the s d splitting is reduced dramatically
by making use of relativistic pseudopotentials – no meaningful results will be obtained otherwise.
Inclusion of relativity only at the level of employing a relativistic pseudopotential seems to be
enough to induce the most well known effect of relativity in atoms: stabilization and contraction
of s1 + 2 and p1 + 2 orbitals, and destabilization and expansion of d and f orbitals. We have shown
this effect in the caption of Fig. VIII.4, by plotting the difference between the relativistic and notrelativistic radial 5d (black) and 6s (green) orbitals. The sign of the tails of this curves tells us
which of the orbitals (relativistic or not relativistic) is more expanded: the positive sign of the tail
of the black curve implies the expansion of the 5d orbital, whereas the negative sign of the green
curve implies the opposite effect.
The extent to which the relNOT REL.
REL. CORE
REL. CORE REL.
+SO
ε5d
ativistic effects influence the
ε6s
excited states of the gold atom
-5
is manifested in Fig. VIII.4,
where we have plotted the ab-7
sorption spectrum. Previous
considerations about the eigen-9
IP
values lead us to think that
LDA
SLDA
LDA
SLDA
LDAGGA RLDA
GGA
SGGA
GGA
SGGA
RGGA
there is no need to use Dirac’s
equation, although adding the
SO term should be relevant to Figure VIII.3: 6s and 5d Kohn-Sham eigenvalues of the gold atom,
obtain correct excitation ener- in a variety of approximations (see text for details). Regarding the
exchange and correlation approximation, the functional employed is
gies. The four curves correindicated in the horizontal axis. SLDA and SGGA stand for spin pospond to LDA and GGA results larized local density and generalized gradient approximations respecwith and without the SO correc- tively. The dotted curve stands for the ionization potential, calculated
tion. The green arrows mark the by subtracting total energies, IP r E  Au  2 E  Au  .
first two experimental spectral
lines. The main conclusions that can be drawn from Fig. VIII.4 are:

D The SO term does have a definite influence on the spectra. This is very apparent in the
splitting of the first peak into the 2 P1+ 2 and 2 P3 + 2 lines, separated by approximately 0.5 eV.
This splitting is underestimated by approximately 0.2 eV.

D There is a significant difference of 0.2–0.3 eV between LDA and GGA calculations. This is

larger than the difference we obtain for lighter atoms. Hence we conclude that GGA should
be employed in these systems.
D For higher energies ( 6 eV) the results deviate more from the experimental results. However, this may not be related to relativistic effects, but to the well known failure of both LDA
and GGA functionals for energies lying above the HOMO of the system. In any case, we
are interested in the lower part of the spectrum (  6 eV) , which is not transparent for the
gold clusters as it is for the gold atom.
VIII.3.2 Geometries of the Au clusters

The dimers and trimers structures of the group IB metals were already studied in an ab initio
post Hartree-Fock manner by Bauschlicher et al. [ JLP89]. All neutral triatomics (including the
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Figure VIII.4: Optical spectrum of the gold atom, calculated in the TDLDA (red) and TDGGA (blue)
approximations, with (thick curves) and without (thin, dashed curves) the spin-orbit coupling correction term.
The green arrows are the experimental spectral lines for the 2 P1 ¦ 2 and 2 P3 ¦ 2 excitations. Inset: Difference
between relativistic and non-relativistic 6s (green) and 5d (black) Kohn-Sham orbitals. The positive tail of
the 5d curve shows its relativistic expansion, whereas the negative tail of the 6s curve shows the opposite
effect.

Au
Au2
Au3
Au4

Symmetry
K∞
D∞h
C2v
§
(a) Td§
(b) D2h

Eb (eV)

R[a.u.]

1.34
2.18
2.23
2.52

2.40
2.62
3.01
2.95

HOMO-LUMO(eV)
0.70
1.54
0.24
0.51
1.00

IP(eV)
9.38
10.23
8.63
9.02
7.90

EA (eV)

0.81
1.63
0.30

Table VIII.1: Summary of the PBE-GGA first-principles results for the low energies structures of Au clusters

up to 4 atoms. We provide the symmetry, binding energy Eb , maximum distance between th center of mass
and the farthest atom, the HOMO-LUMO gap, the ionization potential (IP) and the electron affinity (EA).

heteroatomic ones) are found to be slight Jahn-Teller distortion of equilateral triangles. More recently, a second order Moller-Plesset method
was used to determine the ground-state geometries

and vibrational frequencies of Aun n  3 6  clusters. For these sizes, the planar structures were
found to be more stable. A DFT based study (both at the LDA and GGA levels) is presented in
Ref. [ GA00] for both gold and platinum clusters ranging from two to five atoms. Once again, 3D
geometries were found unfavored. The trimer ground state is once again identified as a slightly
distorted equilateral triangle, whereas the lowest energy tetramer is found to have the rhombic
D2h symmetry – although in competition with one also linear Y-shaped geometry. Häkkinen and
Landman [ HBSL00] also employed GGA DFT along with scalar relativistic pseudopotentials to
identify the structures of Aun (2  n  10), both neutral and anionic. The structures were found
to be planar up to n  7 for the neutrals, and up to n  6 for the anions. However, the study
was retaken in [ HML02], and planar structures for the anions were found to be the lowest in energy for sizes as large as n  13. Relativity was spotted as the main reason for that surprising
stability. More related studies with similar conclusions for the smallest clusters may be found in
Refs. [ BKBM  02, HYL  03, ZYH03].
We have obtained optimized geometrical structures of the gold clusters by making use of the
ab initio Car-Parrinello approach [ CP85b] together with norm-conserving scalar-relativistic pseu146
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dopotentials,2 within the PBE-GGA approximation[ PBE96] for the exchange correlation effects.
Inclusion of gradient corrections to the exchange correlation was found to be important in the case
of gold clusters [ GA00, L  90, HML02] to obtain consistent trends in agreement with experiments.
The structural studies of small clusters are discussed in length in a different publication [ RRRK],
without reaching the medium cluster sizes where the experiments [ W  96, CLS  97] suggest the
cluster to be amorphous. We have performed ab initio calculations for clusters from 2 to 8 atoms,
and our results confirm planar structures to be the most stable ones, usually with a difference
in energy of around 0.3 eV. In this work, however, we will only present results for the smallest
clusters, from two to four atoms, leaving the full account for a future publication.
The results of the geometrical optimizations are shown in Fig. VIII.1. Some of the relevant
data, including IP and HOMO-LUMO gaps, is summarized in Table VIII.1. We may compare the
dimer magnitudes with its measured values [ Lid97] (Eb  1  14 eV; r  4  66 a.u.); our calculated
binding energies and bond length are, respectively, 1.34 eV and 4.8 a.u., in the usual error margin
of DFT/GGA calculations. As for the trimer, our ground state geometry is a slightly Jahn-Teller
distorted equilateral triangle, in agreement with the above-mentioned theoretical results. We have
also worked on the linear isomer, and it lies half an electronvolt higher in energy, also consistently
with previous DFT or post-Hartree Fock investigations. Regarding the two studied tetramer conformations, the planar D2 h configuration is preferred by 0.3 eV (binding energy of 2.52 eV) to the
tetrahedral 3D one (binding energy of 2.52 eV). We should note that alternative planar conformations for the tetramer have been suggested in the literature – that of a Y-shape, for example. See,
for example, [ GA00].
The difference in energy for the two gold isomers is small. This also happens for larger
clusters; it is important to have reliable methods to determine what is the experimental geometries. Whenever possible, Raman spectroscopy could provide a very precise characterization of
the structure of free standing clusters. Another technique is optical spectroscopy; this fact is the
motivation behind the results presented in the last section, where we the optical spectra of the
different clusters.
VIII.3.3 Static polarizabilities

The static polarizability is one important source of information about the electronic structure and
ionic geometry of clusters, which has led to extensive investigations [ BK56]. It measures the
charge redistribution in the cluster when an electrical field is applied. It is directly related to the
fluctuations of the induced dipole moment, which is an important key to understand the electronic
properties of a given system and also to determine the geometrical structure from the experimental
point of view. Its enhancement over the classical Mie value (αMie  R3 ∝ ωMie 1 ) is directly
proportional to the fraction of electronic charge that extends beyond the positive background in
the field-free system (“spill-out”, as discussed in the introduction) Experimental results are only
available for some alkali-metal clusters [ KCdHS85, BAR  99]. The procedure consists of measuring
the deviation of a mass selected cluster beam that travels through a region where an electric field
E has been applied. If the deformation of the ionic density due to the applied field is small, then
the force F on a neutral system is, to first order,



F  D ∇ > E
2

(VIII.11)

Method of [ TM91, KB82]. For the case of interest here we have used the following core radii (in units
of a0 ) s(2.5), p(3.0) and d(2.0) for Au taking the s component as local. This pseudopotential reproduces
nicely the structural properties of gold-bulk and dimer and has been used in other works related to structural
properties of gold nanostructures [ HBSL00, L  90, HML02]
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Cluster
Au
Au2
Au3
Au4 (TdF )
Au4 (D2h )

α
36.0 (35.8)
77.4 (76.6)
135,2
165.3 (163.3)
161.2 (160.2)



∆α



53.4 (53.2)
84.4
51.5 (49.6)
137.6 (138.7)

Table VIII.2: Static dipole polarizabilities, and polarizability anisotropies (both in atomic units) of the
selected gold clusters. Between parenthesis, the values calculated without the spin-orbit coupling term.

where D can be written as the product D  αE of the static polarizability α and the applied
field. Unfortunately, to our knowledge there are no measurements of the static polarizability of
homonuclear gold clusters. However, noble metals are often compared to alkali metals, since they
also present one single s electrons in the outermost shell. Due to this fact, one should expect
similarities in trends of the static polarizabilities of noble metal and alkali-metal clusters. This
fact was already manifested in the theoretical investigations of Calaminici and others [ CKVJ00] for
the case of copper: the size dependency of the static polarizability posseses the same trend as the
observed in sodium clusters, although the absolute values were considerably smaller.
We provide our results for the polarizability, both with and without the spin-orbit coupling
term, in Table VIII.2. The gold atom polarizability was calculated previously in Ref. [ Gol84], via
an Xα density matrix study. A value 43.7 a.u.3 was given, in contrast with our result of 36 a.u.3.
Regarding the clusters, we may compare our results with the very recent calculations presented
in Ref. [ ZYH03], where the planar gold clusters were systematically studied up to N  20 atoms.
Our calculations yield systematically higher values for the polarizability, by about a 25%. There
can be several reasons for this discrepancy, namely (i) the use of a different basis set (localized
basis set in their case, base-less in ours); (ii) the use of slightly different ground-state geometries,
and (iii) the use of a different exchange and correlation potential. 3 Finally, in Table VIII.2 we also
provide the values of the static polarizability obtained without including SO in the Hamiltonian;
the difference is only of about a 2%, in all cases higher when the SO term is considered.
VIII.3.4 Dynamic polarizabilities

The computed photoabsorption cross sections of the studied gold clusters are plotted in Fig. VIII.5.
The upper panels show the average response with (red curve) and without (black curve) the spinorbit coupling term, whereas the lower panels show the decomposition of the response in the
three principal axis of the molecule (x, y and z axis are ordered, from larger to smaller, by their
respective inertia).
The influence of the spin-orbit coupling term is notorious, in the same manner than for the
case of the gold atom, in the splitting of the low energy peak, at around 2.5 eV, into two different
excitations separated by 1 eV. For higher energies, the two curves do not coincide either, although
the differences seem to affect more the strengths than the frequencies of the peaks. This consideration may also be extended to the case of the trimer and the tetramers. We expect the influence
of the SO coupling term to decrease with increasing cluster sizes. Regarding the lower panels,
we may underline the clear anisotropic character of the response for these small cluster (excepting the TdF tetramer), consistent with the high static polarizability anisotropies reported before in
3

In Ref. [ ZYH03], both LDA and GGA functionals are used for the calculations along the direction
perpendicular to the molecular plane. The values obtained are very similar. However, their GGA functional
(BLYP, [ Bec88b]) is different from ours (“PBE”, [ PBE96]).
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Figure VIII.5: Photoabsorption cross section of Au2 , Au3 and the two studied Au4 isomers. The upper panels depict the spatial-averaged results, both calculated with (red) and without (blue) the spin-orbit coupling
term. The lower panels show the decomposition into the three spatial direction of the cross-section (in the
case where the LS term was included), demonstrating the strong anisotropy.
Table VIII.2.
Due to the typical small energy difference in total energy between the different conformations
of these gold clusters, both reported in the previously cited works and evidenced in our calculated
0.3 eV difference in the two gold tetramers, we propose optical spectroscopy as an useful technique
to discern the isomers. The spectra of the TdF and D2h configurations are evidently different in
Fig. VIII.5. In the first case, corresponding with a 3D atomic arrangement, we may distinguish a
set of excitations at the lowest energies, which starts at almost 2 eV and peaks at 3.2 eV. At higher
energies, after a small dark region, its response is conformed by a succesion of peaks of growing
strength, presenting a maximum at 7 eV. In the second case – the rhombic planar configuration,
D2h –, the first peak with relevant strength is already at 4 eV.

VIII.4

CONCLUSIONS



We have computed the photoabsorption of the smallest gold clusters (N  1 4 atoms). We have
undertaken the problem from the beginning by obtaining the minimum energy geometries via a
DFT Car-Parrinello technique. The exchange and correlation potential has been approximated
with a GGA functional, whereas the relativistic effects have been tackled through the use of first
principles norm-conserving scalar relativistic pseudopotentials, and by including the spin-orbit
coupling term in the calculation of the optical response. Regarding this latter task, we have employed time-dependent density functional theory, also along with a GGA approximation. The
chosen technique to extract the excitations has been computing the response by propagating the
Kohn-Sham orbitals in real time.
Our results for the geometrical parameters agree well with previous works on the subject,
as well as with the experimental data for the dimer. We should note that this is also the case
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for larger clusters for which we have also studied their ground state geometries. These results
along with the corresponding response calculations, will be presented in a publication in the near
future. Inclusion of relativistic effects, at least at the level of employing relativistically generated
pseudopotentials, is clearly necessary to obtain proper geometries. However, the use of more
relativistic corrections does not seem to be necessary for this task.
We think that our computed excitation energies and oscillator strengths are reliable in the
optical and near ultra-violet region. The spectra in the high-frequecy region, however, could be
affected by well known inaccuracies in the approximated exchange and correlation kernel. We
expect that this defect can be lifted in future work. The excited states are clearly affected by
the inclusion of the spin-orbit (LS) coupling term. However, the induced splitting of levels due
to degeneracy ruptures seems to be reduced with cluster size – this fact is also suggested by
our preliminary results for larger clusters. This reduction of the role of the LS coupling with
increasing cluster size is in agreement with the fact that the optical response of gold is dominated
by a plasmon-like excitation that can be explained by considering a delocalized s-electron per gold
atom. The values of the static polarizability are affected in a 2% by the inclusion of the spin-orbit
coupling term. For these small clusters, the response is strongly anisotropic, as manifested by
both the large value of the static dipole polarizability anisotropy, and by the strong differences
in the dynamical response curves for the three spatial directions. These results may be of help
to identify, via optical spectroscopy, the geometrical conformation of experimental samples – our
calculations for two tetramer isomers suggest this usefulness. In general, we expect that these
theoretical studies, along with the ones that will follow for larger cluster sizes, will be of help for
the interpretation of future experimentation on these systems.
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In all things of nature there is something of the marvelous [Aristotle]

Chapter IX

BIOLOGICAL CHROMOPHORES†
We have calculated, from first principles, the optical response of two important chromophores: the
chromophore of the green fluorescent protein (GFP), and the azobenzene. The computational
method combines QM/MM techniques (which simultaneously employ quantum mechanics considerations with molecular mechanics) with time-dependent density functional theory. This leads to
results which, in an indirect manner, account for the influence of the presence of the proteinic environment of the chromophores. The obtained spectrum, for the GFP chromophore, agrees rather
well with the experimental data, if we assume the presence of two species of the photorreceptor (protonated and unprotonated) in a four to one ratio. This result supports the conformation
model of the GFP photodynamics. Furthermore, we discuss charge transfer, isomerization and
environmental effects. For the azobenzene molecule, we calculate the spectral change along one
plausible isomerization path. The present methodolgy permits systematic studies about excited
states dynamics in biological systems.

IX.1

THE GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN

Not surprisingly, the theoretical understanding of biophysical processes is a very active field of
research. In particular, there have been spectacular advances in the characterization of structural
and dynamical properties of complex biomolecules by a combination of quantum-mechanical and
classical-molecular mechanics methods (QM/MM)[ BK88, LVR02]. However, and in spite of the
large amount of experimental work in photo-active molecules, the theoretical description of the
interaction of these molecules with external time-dependent fields is very much in its infancy.
Many biological processes rely on a subtle interplay between optical absorption in the photoactive center and its coupling to internal vibrational modes and to the environment (hosting protein and solvent) – e.g. vision, that is triggered by a photo-isomerization mechanism. Another
paradigmatic case is the green fluorescent protein (GFP). This molecule has become a unique tool
in molecular biology due to its fluorescence and inertness when attached to other proteins[ SK99].
The chromophore consists of chemically modified Ser65, Tyr66 and Gly67, which form two consecutive rings, the phenol-type ring of Tyr66 and a five membered heterocyle (imidazolinone)
formed by the backbone of Tyr66, the carbonyl carbon of Ser65 and the nitrogen of the backbone
of Gly67 (see Fig. IX  1). The tyroxyl hydroxyl group is part of a complex hydrogen bond network
that depending on the environment favors its protonated (neutral) or deprotonated (anionic) form.
† This

chapter is largely an adaptation of the article:

Miguel A. L. Marques, Xabier López, Daniele Varsano, Alberto Castro, and Angel Rubio, Timedependent density-functional approach for biological chromophores: the case of the green fluorescent protein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 258101 (2003).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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The optical absorption spectrum of
the wild type (wt)-GFP, measured at
1.6 K, shows two main resonances at
2.63 and 3.05 eV[ CLS  00, CLS  99] that
are attributed to the two thermodynamically stable protonation states of the
chromophore (negative and neutral configurations, respectively). The equilibrium between those two states can be
controlled by external factors such as
pH and mutations that affect the chromophore environment[ CLS  00, CLS  99,
Figure IX.1: Optimized structure of the neutral chro- BSK 97, HMSW98]. Excitation at either
mophore and its closest charged residues inside the 1GFL frequency leads to fluorescent green-light
protein: His148 (protonated), Arg96 (positive) and Glu222 emission, peaked at 2.44 eV, which is the
(negative). Green spheres correspond to the H-link atoms main mechanism for energy release in wtfor the QM/MM procedure (see text). Note that the dipole GFP. This internal photo-conversion procreated by Arg96 and Glu222 does not have a component in cess occurs very rapidly by excited-state
the relevant x-direction.
proton transfer[ CTPB01, SKH  00] for the
neutral chromophore. Only recently the optical absorption spectrum of the GFP anion chromophore was measured in vacuo[ NLA  01]. It consists of a main peak at 2.59 eV in very
close agreement with the peak assigned to the anionic configuration of the wt-GFP. It is clear
that the photo-physics of the GFP is governed by a complex equilibrium between the neutral and anionic configurations. The relevance of other proposed configurations has been ruled
out[ WHML99, YBH  01, TN01]. Several calculations of the excited states have been performed
using ab-initio quantum-chemistry methods[ WHML99, YBH  01, TN01, HWL00, VMBR98]. Unfortunately, these calculations yielded optical absorption spectra in not satisfactory agreement
with experiment. A microscopic model accounting for the optical properties of the GFP chromophore including its blinking and photo-bleaching dynamics is still missing[ CTPB01, SKH  00].
In the present work we prove that a combination of a quantum-mechanics/molecular mechanics
method (QM/MM) to obtain the structural properties and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) to treat the electronic excitations provides a very good description of the optical
properties of the GFP in vacuo.
Over the last years TDDFT has emerged as a very successful framework to describe the optical
spectra of nanostructured materials. It has been shown to work very well for the description of
electronic excitations of first and second row elements as well as noble and early transition metal
systems. Therefore, we think it is a promising tool for the description of excited-state biological
processes. In practice, we used TDDFT to obtain optical absorption spectra as implemented by
some of us in octopus. All the dynamical quantities are computed by evolving the electronic
wave-functions in real-time and real-space, as first introduced in Ref.[ YB99b]. This approach
does not rely on perturbation theory, and is competitive with implementations in the frequency
domain[ RAB  96, RJAL97]. The electron-ion interaction is described through norm-conserving
pseudo-potentials[ TM91, KB82] 1 , and exchange-correlation effects were treated within the localdensity approximation (LDA).In the present study the specific form of the exchange-correlation
functional should not introduce major modifications[ MCR01]. This is, however, untrue for studies of charge-transfer processes and isomerization mechanisms, where the (incorrect) asymptotic
1 In this work we used the core radii r =1.49, 1.39 and 1.39 a.u. for the s,p, and d components of the
c
Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen pseudo-potentials.
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behaviour of the LDA potential might play a role. We used a uniform grid-spacing of 0.23 Å and
a time-step of 0.0017 fs, which ensure the stability of the time-dependent propagation and yield
spectra with a resolution better than 0.1 eV.
The GFP structures were prepared according to the following protocol. The X-ray structure
(1.9 Å resolution) of the GFP from Ref.[ YMJ96] (PDB code: 1GFL) was taken as the reference
structure. The protein is composed of 238 amino-acids, the last nine C terminal residues being
missing from the X-ray structure. It is folded in a β-sheet barrel conformation with the chromophore in its interior. In the preparation of the structures, we only kept the crystallographic
water molecules that lied within 6 Å of the chromophore. The position of the hydrogens were
initially obtained using the HBUILD command[ BK88] of CHARMM[ BBO  83, M  98]. In order
to relax the geometry of the system three consecutive optimizations were carried out. An initial
optimization was performed with all backbone and chromophore atoms fixed at their crystallographic positions. Non-bonded interactions were treated using a spherical cutoff of 13 Å with an
atom-based potential shift method for the van der Waals terms and the force-shift method for the
electrostatic terms. In a second step we only allowed relaxation of the coordinates of the chromophore. As the GFP chromophore (specially the heterocycle) does not correspond to the typical
structure adopted by serine, tyrosine or glycine, there is a lack of specific force field parameters.
Therefore, we performed this step within a QM/MM hybrid method[ FBK90], with an AM1 semiempirical Hamiltonian[ DEZS95] to describe the quantum subsystem. The QM region was formed
by three amino-acid sequences, Ser65, Tyr66 and Gly67, and the frontier between QM and MM
regions was treated within the H-link approximation. In this approach a H atom is included whenever the frontier between the QM and MM regions passes through a chemical bond. This H-link
atom is forced during the minimization to be aligned with the frontier bond, and does not interact
with the MM atoms. In order to avoid the QM/MM frontier to be in the C(O)-N peptide bond the
carbonyl group of Gly67 was removed from the QM subsystem and the carbonyl group of Phe64
was included. In this way, the two H-link atoms cut through C-C bonds. Finally, from this geometry we performed a full relaxation of the chromophore and every side-chain atom within 24 Å.
The final structure of the chromophore with the most important neighbor residues is depicted in
Fig. IX.1.
The anionic form of the chromophore was prepared from deprotonation of the Tyr66 and
protonation of Glu222. The proton transfer is mediated through a water molecule and Ser205.
The water molecule, depicted in Fig. IX.1, receives a proton from Tyr66 and donates a proton
to Ser205. Ser205 in turn donates it to Glu222, which is therefore neutralized. The role of the
protein backbone is important for the structural relaxation of both the neutral and the anionic
form. The main structural difference to the neutral form is the relative orientation of the Tyr66ring with respect to the five-membered heterocycle: In the neutral form the two ring planes are
found to be slightly displaced from planarity, the Cα -Cβ -Cγ -Cδ dihedral being -14.0o (in the gas
phase the planar configuration is the stable one). In the anionic form the co-planarity of the two
rings is enhanced, through the reduction of the Cα -Cβ -Cγ -Cδ dihedral to -0.9o. Concerning bond
distances, the largest change upon deprotonation of Tyr66 corresponds to the shrinking of the C-O
bond distance from 1.39 Å in the neutral form to 1.30 Å in the anionic form.
From these relaxed structures, we extracted the quantum-mechanical subsystem, that we subsequently used for our TDDFT calculations. The computed spectra of the neutral and anionic
conformations of the GFP chromophore are given in Fig. IX.2, together with the experimental
spectrum of the wt-GFP. The spectra are averaged over the three spatial directions. Light polarized
along the “x”-direction is responsible for the lowest optical transition (see the inset of Fig. IX.2),
and corresponds to a π-π F transition between the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of both neutral and
anionic forms. The molecule is nearly transparent to visible light polarized along the other two
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orthogonal directions. GFP turns out to be a rather anisotropic molecule in the visible, property
that can be used to enhance the photo-dynamical processes in well oriented GFP samples for optoelectronic devices. The differences between the LUMO and HOMO eigenvalues, sometimes taken
as a estimate for the HOMO-LUMO excitation energy, are respectively 2.19 and 1.61 eV, for the
neutral and anionic structures. It is common practice to use these values as estimations of the
physical excitations. This leads, in the case of the GFP, to a very bad agreement with experiment.
However, in TDDFT the difference of one-particle eigenvalues is renormalized by the Coulomb
and exchange-correlation terms. Once these effects are included, the main excitation peaks for
the neutral and anionic forms move to 3.01 and 2.67 eV. These values are now in really good
agreement with the measured excitation energies, located at 3.05 and 2.63 eV[ CLS  00, CLS  99].
The π-π F excitations are no longer pure HOMO-LUMO transitions and include contributions from
virtual particle-hole excitations involving several occupied and unoccupied states. Some of the relevant states are depicted in Fig. IX.3. The oscillator strength of the π-π F transition is larger in the
anionic than in the neutral GFP. It is, however, possible to obtain a quantitative description of the
spectra of the wt-GFP by assuming a ¨ 4:1 ratio for the concentration of the neutral/anionic forms.
This ratio is very close to the estimated experimental ratio of 80% neutral and 20% anionic[ SK99].
The measured peaks can be clearly assigned to either the neutral or anionic forms of the GFP.

σ (arb. units)

The suggested three-state model of the wtGFP photo-physics contains the two thermodynamically stable neutral and anionic conx
y
figurations, and an unstable intermediate state
z
that apparently corresponds to the anionic
2
3
4
5
chromophore in a non-equilibrium protein
environment[ BSK  97]. Other intermediate
state relaxation processes through cis-trans
isomerization and a new protonated zwitterionic form have also been proposed[ WHML99].
Our calculations give further support to the
2
3
4
5
Energy (eV)
predominance of the neutral and anionic
forms in wt-GFP in agreement with the analysis of the infrared spectra[ YBH  01, TN01]. Figure IX.2: Computed photo-absorption crossThis sustains the proposed proton shuttle section of the neutral (thick solid line) and anionic
(thick dashed line) chromophores, along with experimechanism between the protonated and demental results taken from Ref. [ CLS  00, CLS  99] and
protonated forms, through the corresponding [ NLA  01] (thin solid line and crosses respectively).
charged states of the Glu222 residue where For comparative purposes, we divided the anionic rethe proton-shuttle ends. Furthermore, the sults by 4 with respect to the neutral results. Inset:
structural differences between the two anionic decomposition of the computed spectra of the neutral
structures is very small (changes the main ab- chromophore in the three directions, showing the insorption peak changes by ¨ 0.1 eV) We have herent anysotropy of the GFP molecule.
also computed the cationic conformation derived from the neutral form by protonation on the heterocyclic free-radical N. Its spectrum consists
of a major peak at 2.6 eV along with a shoulder at 3.05 eV in relative agreement with the measured value for a slightly different model chromophore in aqueous solution, 3.15 eV[ BHWT00].
This predictive power can prompt the use of TDDFT combined with time-resolved optical spectroscopy to map the concentration of the different GFP forms in solution upon excitation, and
extract information on the isomerization paths and lifetimes of the initial and transition states.
The fact that the computed absorption spectra of the isolated chromophore is in close agreement with the measured spectra points to an efficient electrostatic shielding of the chromophore
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by the rigid β-barrel. This justifies the comparison between in vacuo and in vivo spectra[ NLA  01].
In spite of the rigidity of the β-barrel, there is a change in the neutral/anionic concentration ratio with temperature, glycerol content of the solution, and external pH[ SK99]. This fact can be
understood by considering that the Tyr66 hydroxyl points toward the protein surface and it is Hbonded to a water molecule, are therefore sensitive to bulk proton concentrations. In particular
the raise of the anionic population as the pH is increased can be explained by the protonation
Glu2222. This neutralization triggers the conversion from neutral to anionic isomers in solution.
In the same way, our calculations show that the excitation leads to a slight charge transfer from the
phenolic to the imidazolinone ring (mainly at the bridging group as already observed in previous
calculations[ HWL00, VMBR98]). We observed that the main effect of the excitation in the structure
is to increase the strength of the single bonds and weaken the double bonds. This has important
consequences for the proton affinity of the different sites. Clearly, after the π-π F transition in both
neutral and anionic forms, the density along the heterocyclic N increases, thus enhancing its proton affinity (see states in Fig. IX.3). There is also a reduction of the charge in the phenolic O atom
of the Tyr66 after excitation of the neutral GFP that may trigger the deprotonation.
In conclusion, we have shown that a combined QM/MM and TDDFT approach is able to reproduce the optical response of the GFP. This is a major step toward the first-principles description
of excited-state dynamic of important biological photo-receptors. Transient and time-resolved optical spectroscopy could be studied. However, in spite of the good agreement, some questions
remain open. For example, how does the excitation in the GFP trigger the proton shuttle mechanism and what is the time-scale for this process? To answer these questions we have to go beyond
the present work where only the QM subsystem was considered to obtain the optical response.
The proton-transfer involves structural modifications of the environment, that have to be properly
described by a modified QM/MM approach. The standard QM/MM methods[ LVR02] have to be
generalized to cope with excited state dynamics, and eventually to include the possibility of charge
transfer between the QM to the MM parts. Work along these lines is in progress.

IX.2

AZOBENZENE

The azobenzene molecule is conformed by two phenyl rings joined by the azo group (see Fig. IX.5
where it is depicted in various conformations). It undergoes very rapid (below the picosecond)
cis/trans isomerization around the N=N bond with very high efficiency [ NHZW97]. These properties have arised great interest on azobenzene-related systems. In Ref. [ SCS  02], Spörlein et al
have performed femtosecond time-resolved optical spectroscopy on a certain small peptide (APB),
which acts as an optical trigger due to the presence of azobenzene. Fig. IX.4 is a reproduction of
their results; it is clearly seen how the absorbance is strongly red-shifted upon cis/trans isomerization. This pronounced spectral difference permits both a selective light-induced interconversion
and easy spectroscopical differentiation. We have addressed this problem within our TDDFT
formulation: Fig. IX.5 depicts our calculated photoabsorption spectra for five selected nuclear
conformations selected along one predefined approximate isomerization path joining the cis and
trans positions. It must be noted that the peptide backbone has been only used to relax the nuclear
conformations – the isomerization path has been obtained by minimization using a semiempricial
QM/MM approach. Later the peptide backbone has been cut, and the TDDFT calculations have
been performed only on the azobenzene molecule. The results, nevertheless, show a redshift of
most of the spectral weight, in the same manner than the experiment. The position of the main
2

Replacing the Ser65 by several mutants can change the H-network, preventing ionization of the Glu222
and suppressing the anionic peak [ BSK  97]. Similarly, a reduction of the pH leads to a drop of the neutral
peak [ HMSW98, SKH  00]
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Figure IX.3: Kohn-Sham wavefunctions of the neutral (left) and anionic (right) GFP chromophores (red
+, blue -). These are the most important states involved in the main collective excitation of Fig. 2, although
the contribution of several other occupied and unoccupied states is not negligible.
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Figure IX.4: Top: cis and trans conformations of the APB peptide. Botton: experimental absorbances of
the cis and trans conformations of the APB peptide. Reproduced from Ref. [ SCS  02].

Figure IX.5: Calculated photoabsorption spectra of the isolated azobenzene chromophore, at five points

along an approximate isomerization path connecting the cis and the trans conformations. The black curve
represents the average absorption; the colored lines are the decomposition of the spectra into different spatial
directions, showing the anisotropy.
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peak does not coincide, and this may be due to that neglection of the peptide influence. Currently,
we are working on the full quantum-mechanical treatment of the complete peptide, and in the
possible light-triggered isomerization simulated with the described non-adiabatic TDDFT-based
MD formalism.
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God runs electromagnetics by wave theory on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and
the Devil runs them by quantum theory on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
[Sir William Bragg]

Chapter X

EXCITED STATES DYNAMICS IN TIME-DEPENDENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL
THEORY: HIGH-FIELD MOLECULAR DISSOCIATION AND HARMONIC
GENERATION†
We present numerical simulations of femtosecond laser induced dynamics of some selected simple molecules – hydrogen, singly ionized sodium dimer, singly ionized helium trimer and lithium
cyanide. The simulations were performed within a real-space, real-time, implementation of timedependent density functional theory (TDDFT). High harmonic generation, Coulomb explosion and
laser induced photodissociation are observed. The scheme also describes non-adiabatic effects,
such as the appearance of even harmonics for homopolar but isotopically asymmetric dimers, even
if the ions are treated classically. This TDDFT-based method is reliable, scalable, and extensible to
other phenomena such as photoisomerization, molecular transport and chemical reactivity.

X.1

INTRODUCTION

It is now possible to study electron and molecular dynamics in real time using various experimental
techniques employing intense ultra-short laser sources [ BK00, DHK  01, HKS  01]. Some examples
of such investigations include X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of molecules [ GSK  00, GSS  01],
pump-probe ionisation measurements [ far], production of high harmonics as a source of soft Xrays [ CRW  97, SBS  97], the measurement of electron-phonon interactions in thin films [ PH97],
and the estimation of the onset of Coulomb screening [ HTB  01]. A technologically important and
very active field of research is the application of ultra-short laser pulses to induce, control and
monitor chemical reactions [ DCB  96, SPMS91, ABWG01, Yam02]. Whenever the intensity of the
laser field is comparable to the molecular electronic fields, perturbative expansions break down and
new processes appear, which are not fully understood from a microscopical point of view. Some
examples of these novel processes are bond softening, vibrational population trapping, molecular
alignment and above threshold dissociation. A practical and accurate computational framework to
descibe excited-state electron-ion dynamics is therefore still needed.
Not surprisingly, the smallest systems have attracted particular attention from both experimentalists and theoreticians, as a bench-horse to improve our understanding of electron dynamics at
the femtosecond scale [ PKK97]. Some of the works include exact 3D calculations for one and two
electron atoms [ PTCBF96], for one electron dimers [ MPR99], and 1D models for two electron systems [ GE93, LSW  96, LGE01, KLEG01]. However, the methods used in these calculations cannot be
easily extended to larger and more realistic systems. The exact quantum mechanical solution of
† This

chapter is an adaptation of the article:

Alberto Castro, M. A. L. Marques, Julio A. Alonso, George F. Bertsch and Angel Rubio, Excited states dynamics in time-dependent density functional theory: high-field molecular dissociation and harmonic
generation, Eur. Phys. J. D 28, 211 (2004).
As such, the reported work includes collaboration of the rest of the authors of the article.
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a 3D system of more than three particles is certainly not feasible with state-of-the-art computers.
1D models are much easier to handle, but they can not really be used as predictive tools for problems involving the interaction of lasers with large clusters or solid-state systems of technological
relevance.
To tackle such a problem, time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [ RG84, MG03]
appears as a valuable tool. Even with the simplest approximation to the exchange-correlation
potential, the adiabatic local density approximation (ALDA), one obtains a very good compromise
between computational ease and accuracy1. TDDFT can certainly be applied to large systems in
non perturbative regimes, while providing a consistent treatment of electron correlation. It has
been well tested in the study of electron excitations, like the optical absorption spectra in the
linear regime, as demonstrated in this dissertation. Although almost all applications of TDDFT
in the field of laser physics have only involved electronic dynamics, recent attempts have also
been made at describing the coupled nuclear and electronic motion in laser fields [ CRSU00, SR00],
accounting for the nuclear motion classically. A full quantum mechanical treatment of the system
could in principle be done within a multi-component TDDFT, although it has not been tried for
more than three particles [ KG01]. However, since many vibrational quanta are coherently excited,
there is good motivation for the classical treatment of the nuclei. The purpose of this work is to
illustrate a general method to study the coupled electronic and ionic dynamics of many-electron
systems subject to strong laser fields. It is based on the quantum mechanical propagation of the
electronic wave packet – described exactly within TDDFT – in time and space, combined with the
classical motion of the nuclei. As the laser field populates the excited Born-Oppenheimer surfaces,
this scheme includes diabatic effects in a natural way, while maintaining a good scaling with the
;
size of the system. As an illustration we focused on: one and two electron dimers, namely Na 2
;
and the hydrogen molecule; and the trimers He3 and lithium cyanide (LiCN / LiNC).

X.2 METHODOLOGY
The theoretical and practical support for the calculations is presented in Chapters I and II. Let us
just recall the equations of motion for the electrons and the nuclei, which may be derived from the
Lagrangian:

L

1

∑  2 mαṘ2α 
α

Zα R α > E t  



Zα Zα E

Rα Rα E
α © αE

∑








∂ 
∑ φi i h̄ ∂t e x > E t  φi  EDFT φ R i 



(X.1)

where mα and Zα are the nuclear mass and charge, respectively,
EDFT is the usual Kohn-Sham


density functional, depending on the electron orbitals φ and the nuclear coordinates R , and
E t  is the time-dependent electric field from the laser pulse. Variation of the Lagrangian then
yields Newton’s equations for the nuclear coordinates,
mα

d2 Rα
dt 2
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ALDA has some well known problems, but most of them can be solved by the swarm of exchange-correlation
potential now available – see chapter VI and references therein.
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and the usual TDDFT equations for the orbital variables. Note that in Chapter I the equations
of motion were derived in a different, although equivalent, manner. The forces in Eq. (X.2) are
calculated with the help of a generalized Hellmann-Feynman theorem,



∇Rα EDFT 



∑ φi ∇α HKS φi 
i









(X.3)

For numerical reasons we represent the electron-ion interaction by norm-conserving non-local
Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [ TM91]. All calculations have been done with our home-grown
implementation of TDDFT, the octopus code; more details about the calculations may be learnt in
Part II.

X.3

RESULTS

We have studied two different classes of highly non linear time-dependent problems: photofrag;
mentation of dimers (the singly ionized sodium dimer) and trimers (the homonuclear He 3 and the
heteronuclear lithium cyanide); and high harmonic generation by the hydrogen molecule.

;

X.3.1 Na2

;

We now discuss the first case, the Na2 dimer in a femtosecond laser field. It is a good test, since
it has been exhaustively studied using a diverseness of approaches [ ABWG01, MPR99, MPR96,
MSW96]. In particular, a recent experiment [ ABWG01] focused on the photofragmentation of
;
Na2 in intense femtosecond laser fields. Using a pump-probe technique, the authors discov;
ered that Na2 dissociated in four different channels, ranging from simple field ionisation followed
by Coulomb explosion, to photodissociation on light-induced potentials, upon absorption of one,
two or three photons. For these calculations, we used a uniform grid spacing of 0.3 Å, and the
system was confined to a sphere of radius 10 Å. Within the pseudopotential approach used here,
and neglecting core-valence exchange correlation effects, this problem reduces to a one-electron
calculation that can be solved exactly without any further approximations. In this case the total
electronic energy is given by the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, and they can be used to compute the
adiabatic potential energy surfaces shown in Fig. X.1. The two lowest single-photon transitions
;
;
from the 12 Σg ground state are at 2.5 eV (to the 12 Σu state) and at 3.2 eV (to the 12 Πu state).
The latter is achieved by a laser polarized perpendicularly to the internuclear axis. These energies
accord well with the observed single-photon transitions [ BKPF  96]. For the time-dependent calculations, we start with the dimer in its ground state. The ground state Kohn-Sham wavefunctions
are then propagated with a unitary scheme. The time step for the time integration was 0.005 h̄
eV 1  0  003 fs. A simple check on the implementation of the time evolution operator consists
of calculating the linear photo-absorption spectrum, using a weak δ-function external field, as in
Ref. [ YB96]. Almost all the spectral weight is concentrated in two peaks (see inset in Fig. X.1),
which are at energies corresponding exactly to the vertical transitions between the energy surfaces.
We note that this exact correspondance is only obtained for one-electron systems: in general the
TDDFT spectra does not coincide with the differences between Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, due to
many-body effects.
Next we examine the evolution of the dimer under high-field excitation. We consider external
fields of the form:
1+ 2
t
8π
(X.4)
I0
E t  X
sin π  sin ωt  ê 0  t  τ
c Y
 τ
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Figure X.1: Adiabatic energy surfaces of the Na2

dimer, as obtained by our three-dimensional realspace code. Similar results can be found in Ref.
[ MOS96]. In the inset, the computed photoabsorption cross-section of the same molecule.
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Figure X.2: Σg (ground state) and Σu potential energy surfaces of the He3 trimer. The abscissa corresponds to the simultaneous and symmetric displacement of the two outer atoms along the trimer axis.
Inset: photoabsorption cross section at equilibrium
geometry. Calculations done at the TDLDA level.
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Figure X.3: Evolution of internuclear distance (top panel) and electronic charge in the simulation box

(bottom panel) for the Na2 molecule. The dimers are excited with laser pulses with photons of energy 2.5,
3.2 and 1.57 eV in columns (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

where I0 is the maximum intensity of the pulse, ê is the polarization vector, and τ  80 fs is the
pulse duration. As a first case, we examine the effect of excitation at the lower resonant frequency,
ω  2  5 eV. In Fig. X.3(a), we present a series of runs at different intensities, ranging from weak
;
(1010 W/cm2 ) to moderate (2  1 ^ 1012 W/cm2 ). Since the 12 Σu surface is anti-bonding, excitation
at this resonant frequency should lead to dissociation, even at moderate intensities. This is indeed
confirmed by our calculations. The upper panel depicts the internuclear separation of the dimer,
which exhibits an acceleration during the laser pulse and a nearly constant velocity expansion
thereafter. Clearly, the dimer dissociates at all field intensities that we applied. To examine the
ionization of the dimer, we assumed that any density reaching the edges of the simulation
 box
corresponds to unbound electrons. We then define the ionization probability as I t   1 N t  ,
where N t  is the charge that remains inside the simulation box at time t. Note that ionisation,
defined in this way, also includes spurious contributions from bound electrons. This problem can
be minimized by enlarging the size of the box. The lower panel of Fig. X.3(a) shows N as a
function of t. We see that there is practically no ionisation for the lower fields, and only a 20%
ionization probability for the 2  1 ^ 1012 W/cm2 field. Thus, in this range of intensities, the laser
dissociates the dimer without ionizing it.
We next consider the excitation at the upper resonance frequency, ω  3.2 eV, corresponding to an electric field perpendicular to the dimer axis. Since the 12 Πu surface is bonding, [see
Fig. X.3 (b)] no dissociation is expected unless the Coulomb explosion channel is opened through
ionisation. We see that the dimer remains bound over the entire range of intensities that produced
dissociation at the lower resonant frequency.
Finally, we also performed simulations at the non-resonant frequency ω  1.57 eV, the one
used in Ref. [ ABWG01]. Fig. X.3 (c) shows how dissociation now occurs only at much higher
intensities, and it is mainly due to ionisation (which is almost absent in the resonant calculations
;
for the range of intensities used): since Na22 has no bonding states, ionization is followed by
immediate dissociation.
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;

X.3.2 He3

The singly ionized helium trimer is a more challenging problem, since it already contains five
electrons and three nuclei. Systems containing helium are also difficult cases for our numerical
treatment, since the pseudopotential of He is very steep – a grid spacing of 0.18 Å was neces;
sary to obtain converged results. We have performed simulations on He 3 , motivated by several
reasons: (i) The system has been well studied previously: the geometry has been accurately predicted to be that of a linear symmetric trimer [ RJ89, Sta92, GP96] by ab initio methods. Its optical
spectroscopy has also been characterized both experimentally [ HvIFT95] and theoretically [ Gas02].
(ii) Haberland et al [ HHvI95] have performed experiments on the photodissociation of ionized rare
;
gas trimers – including He3 –, induced by a 10 ns laser pulse, with photon energies ranging from
1.5 to 6 eV. They utilized time-of-flight mass spectroscopy to observe the fragments. Their results support the picture of a linear trimer photo-excited to a totally repulsive state, coupled to
the ground-state through a parallel transition moment: the two lateral atoms are expelled at high
opposed velocity, whereas the central atom only gains a small velocity at either side. The positive
charge generally localizes on one of the fast outer particles; (iii) The system is conceptually simple, easing interpretation: in Fig. X.2 the relevant potential energy curves are depicted. TDLDA
calculations of the optical response have been performed varying the nuclear geometry along the
given coordinate. The inset of the figure shows the result for the equilibrium geometry. It is clear
that only one excited potential energy surface is of interest; The only relevant optical transition is
the Σg  Σu at 5.0 eV. The experiments position this peak at  5.3 eV. This excited PES is totally
repulsive, and as such photoinduced population of this state should lead to dissociation. (iv) We
wanted to ascertain wether the simplest functionals (e.g. the LDA) could yield reasonable qualitative results for non-linear phenomena, even for a specially challenging problem such as a helium
compound; (v) Ionized rare gas trimers are interesting by themselves by their possible influence
in excimer lasers efficiency.
We have performed a number of simulations using various sets of laser parameters,
amongst whose the four samples shown in
Fig. X.4. The shape of the laser pulse was
identically trapezoidal in all four cases: an
ascending linear ramp from 0 to  2.5 fs, a
plateau of 25 fs, and then a descending linear
ramp again of  2.5 fs. Intensities and frequencies, on the contrary, are different: top
panels depict non-resonant cases, at one third
(left) and five thirds (right) of the resonance
Σg  Σu (5 eV). In both cases the two outer
atoms only oscillate slightly around the equilibrium positions. Botton panels are both resonant cases, with varying intensities. Two
different dissociative channels are observed:
In the left panel, a low intensity is provided,
Figure X.4: Time-evolution of the three nuclear and the picture corresponds with the findings
displacements (solid: top atom; dots: central atom; of Haberland et al [ HHvI95] – the two outer
dashed: botton atom) with respect to their original po- atoms gain high opposing velocities, whereas
sitions, along the trimer axis, for the frequencies and the central one remains almost unperturbed.
intensities given (ωres r 5eV, I0 = 8.8 1011 W/cm2 .
Note that the intensity is the same as the one
used in the upper panels, where no dissociation was obtained. A higher intensity was used for the
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simulation shown in the botton-right panel, and in this case the trimer dissociates into a dimer and
an isolated atom. Most likely, the intensity of the nanosecond laser pulse used in the experiment
is low, which agrees with the symmetric dissociative picture of the botton-left panel.
X.3.3 Lithium cyanide (LiCN/LiNC)

Energy [eV]

σ(ω)

We also tested the methodology with a
heteronuclear trimer, the lithium cyanide
LiNC
LiCN
molecule. This system has also been
extensively studied theoretically [ BB95,
BB00], but no experimental results are
available; our interest was attracted by
the characteristics of the system: it conc
sists of the floppy bonding of the cyanide
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a b c
group, CN (a well known species of or2
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8
ganic chemistry), to the light-weight, alω (eV)
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kaline, lithium atom. It has two stable
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isomers, both of them linear, LiCN and
c
LiNC. The typical chemistry picture of
c
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b
CN, which places most of the negative
b
charge onto the C atom, would predict
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a
LiCN as the most stable isomer. Surpris2
ingly, the LiNC structure is slightly lower
in energy, yet very close to LiCN. The CN
0
2
3
2
3
group is tightly bound together, whereas
R [Angstroms]
R [Angstroms]
the lithium atom floats around it – the
LiCN ª LiNC isomerization barrier is
also small,  0.4 eV [ ETW82, SSR86]. As
Figure X.5: Photoabsorption cross section (in arbitrary
a consequence, we may expect an easy units) of the LiCN and LiNC system at equilibrium geomephoto-detachment of lithium from the CN tries (top pannels). PES of the lowest lying excited states, a,
group, which should remain bound.
b and c, along the configuration space coordinate given by
The first step, as before, is the cal- the elongation of the Li:CN bond.
culation of the excitation energies via
TDDFT in the linear response regime. For this case, we have employed the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Fig. X.5 shows the results. In the upper panels, the photoabsorption
cross section of both isomers was calculated at equilibrium distances. We will focus our attention to the lowest lying excitations, a, b and c. In the lower panels, the PES of these states is
depicted. Two features are noteworthy: the little oscillation strength of those transitions, and the
small dissociative slope of the energy curves, as compared to previous examples.
Our simulations are displayed in Figs. X.6 and X.7. In Fig. X.6, the laser shape is trapezoidal:
it is tuned on at t  0, ramps linearly to peak intensity (1.3 1013 W/cm2 ) in a few femtoseconds, stays at peak intensity for about 100 fs, and then decays again linearly to zero. The two
conformations, LiNC (left panels) and LiCN (right panels) have been studied. The frequencies
have been tuned to: resonance to the first excitation, ωa , in upper panels (3.89 eV for LiNC and
4.86 eV for LiCN); one third of these frequencies in middle panels; and resonance to the second
(ωb  5  30 eV ) and third (ωc  5  87 eV ) resonance for LiNC and LiCN respectively, in the lower
panels. Our objective was to study excitations to the higher Born-Oppenheimer surfaces of the
neutral system. Therefore we have chosen the highest possible intensity that, for all six simula;
tions, did not lead to ionization. The time lengths for these cases are much larger than for the Na 2
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Figure X.6: Time-evolution of the coordinate of the atoms in the lithium cyanide system (for both LiNC – left – and LiCN – right
– conformations) along the trimer axis. In
each case, a laser pulse of identical length
(100 fs)and intensity (1.3 1013 W/cm2 ) was
used. However, different frequencies are
used, as marked in the graph. All coordinates are referred to their original position; since the initial lithium coordinate is
negative, the negative displacements shown
imply enlargement of distances from the
lithium atom to the cyanide group.

Figure X.7: Time-evolution of the coordinate of the atoms

in the lithium cyanide system (for the LiCN conformations)
along the trimer axis. The laser pulse ramps in about 10 fs
to peak intensity (1.3 1013 W/cm2 ), and then stays continuously for the whole simulation. The frequencies vary: resonant to the third excitation in the left panel. and one third
of the first excitation in the right panel.
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;

or He3 systems, reaching almost half a picosecond. None of these cases, however, shows clear
dissociative behavior. Due to the small oscillator strengths of these transitions, the systems did not
absorb enough energy to populate significantly the excited energy surfaces. Moreover, as the slope
of the excited energy surface is small, the molecule would take a very long time to dissociate.
We have tried to obtain dissociation by enlarging the time of exposure to the laser field, as
shown if Fig. X.7 for LiCN. The laser was maintained at the peak intensity for the whole time
window. In this case, there are much stronger evidences of dissociation. The ground state component, however, pulls back the lithium atom, so that in its trajectory a vibrational movement is
superimposed to the main dissociative trend. However, by the end of the 400 fs, roughly one
electron has been ionized. This is an artifact of the adiabatic GGA used in these calculations.
As the GGA exchange and correlation (xc) potential, like the LDA and the meta-GGAs, has the
wrong asymptotic behavior, it leads to too small ionization potentials. This result implies that for
a proper description of the dissociation of this system, better xc functionals are needed, with the
proper asymptotic behavior, to prevent ionization[ Eng03].
From these calculations, it is possible to extract information about the vibrational modes excited by the laser. As expected, the amplitudes of the nuclear vibrations for the resonant cases
are much larger, since the energy absorption is more efficient. Quantitative information about
the frequencies and intensities of the vibrational modes could be obtained from these simulations
from the velocity autocorrelation function. However, for this purpose longer simulations times
are needed, to obtain properly resolved spectra. This study, which in principle should allow to
investigate resonant raman spectra, is beyond the scope of this work, and will be addressed in a
future publication.
X.3.4 High harmonic generation

Another process in which the nuclear motion might play an important role is high harmonic generation. Even harmonics may be created by irradiating HD with an intense laser pulse, but not
by irradiating H2 : even harmonic generation is forbidden for a centrosymmetric molecule. In
an adiabatic treatment of the nuclear coordinates, the nuclear masses play no role and the even
harmonics can not appear. This is no longer the case if non-adiabatic effects are taken into account, for the different masses of H and D break the symmetry. Kreibich et al. [ KLEG01] studied
this process in a 1-D model with a full quantum mechanical treatment of the nuclear motion,
finding strong even harmonics at high harmonic number. To discern whether the classical treatment of nuclear motion also produces these harmonics, we studied the same 1D problem within
our framework, using in this case the exact-exchange approximation to the exchange-correlation
potential[ SMVG97, GKKG98]. As in Ref. [ KLEG01], we took the laser field to have a frequency of
1.6 eV, and an intensity that rises linearly to 1014 W/cm2 over an interval of 10 optical cycles, and
is held constant thereafter. We then calculated the spectral intensity of the generated harmonics,
H ω :
2
d2
H ω W¨  dt eiω t 2 Ψ t  ê > D Ψ t   
(X.5)
Z
Z
dt 
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We find that the classical treatment does indeed produce even harmonics, but much smaller
than the quantum treatment. The results are shown in Fig. X.8. The top left panel depicts the
harmonic spectrum for HD, and only odd harmonics are apparent. However, it may be proved
that the HD Hamiltonian already violates centrosymmetry within our classical treatment, through
a term of the form:
 1 1  1
P t  p̂1  p̂2 X
2 MH MD Y
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Figure X.8: Harmonic spectra of HD (left panels) and H2 (right panels). The nuclear masses used in
the calculation are m«Nr αm, being m the real mass. In this way, top plots were made using for the nuclear
masses their real values whereas bottom plots were made using a hundredth of their real values.



where P t   12 PH t  PD t " is the relative time-dependent nuclear momentum and p̂i are the
electronic momentum operators2. Its effect can be enhanced by decreasing the nuclear masses.
In the bottom left panel, the H and D masses have been decreased by a factor 100, and then the
second- and fourth-order harmonics become visible. As a qualitative check of the numerics, we
also show the same graphs for H2 , in which no even harmonics can occur.

X.4 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have examined the computational feasibility of including nuclear dynamics in
time-dependent density functional theory. Using this approach for some selected small molecules,
we were able to distinguish different phodissociation regimes, ranging from dissociation on light
induced potentials, to field ionisation followed by Coulomb explosion. Electronic and ionic degrees of freedom are thus coupled, so that one can observe the electron-phonon transfer of energy.
We also found, with another example, that non-adiabatic effects are present in the general treatment based on Eq. (1). One of the major attractivenesses of this method resides in its reasonable
scaling behaviour when applied to larger systems. We thus expect to be able to tackle problems
like photoisomerization or even photochemical reactivity in systems of dozens of atoms – without
imposing any restriction in the description of the geometry – in the near future.

2

A canonical transformation to the nuclear geometrical center has been performed.
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Conclusiones

CONCLUSIONES
Las herramientas de caracterización en Fı́sica, Quı́mica o Biologı́a están basadas en la comprensión de la interacción de fotones y electrones con la materia – del mismo modo que lo debe
estar el desarrollo de dispostivos electrónicos u ópticos. Muchas preguntas fundamentales relacionadas con la descripción teórica y numérica de estas interacciones están todavia abiertas. En
esta tesis nos hemos centrado en una técnica capaz de describir excitaciones electrónicas tanto en
sistemas finitos como extendidos: la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo
(TDDFT) – para una comparación de esta técnica con métodos más usuales en los ámbitos de la
Quı́mica Cuántica y de la teorı́a de muchos cuerpos, ver, por ejemplos las revisiones presentadas
en las Refs. [ ORR02, GDP96, MG03].
Las primeras aplicaciones de la TDDFT [ Peu78, SZ80, ZS80] (que aparecieron años antes de que
la teorı́a en sı́ estuviese matemáticamente bien fundamentada) describı́an procesos en el régimen
lineal, en el que el campo electromagnético que interacciona con la materia puede considerarse
como una pequeña perturbación a los campos internos. Para esta clase de cálculos (i.e. secciones
eficaces de fotoabsorción de moléculas orgánicas o nanoestructuras, energı́as de excitación, dicroı́smo circular, etc), la TDDFT se ha convertido casi en un estándar, y compite con exito creciente con técnicas tradicionales de la Quı́mica Cuántica y de Teorı́a de Perturbaciones. En esta
tesis hemos presentado algunos ejemplos de sistemas bastante diferentes: desde átomos hasta
cromóforos proteı́nicos de tamaño mediano; desde microagregados de carbono hasta moléculas
orgánicas. La mayorı́a de los ejemplos presentados han sido obtenidos resolviendo las ecuaciones
de Kohn-Sham dependientes del tiempo directamente en tiempo real. Sin embargo, también hemos
implementado y utilizado el formalismo en el espacio de frecuencias. Las buena escalabilidad con
los tamaños del sistema de la metodologı́a de propagación en tiempo real permite prever la posibilidad de calcular grandes sistemas, como los que aparecen en los procesos de relevancia en
Biologı́a. La absorción óptica de la proteı́na fluorescente verde (GFP), presentada quı́, es ya un
primer ejemplo.
Lógicamente, el estudio de sistemas biomoleculares por medio de la TDDFT es un campo
muy activo hoy en dı́a. Para este propósito, uno de los retos clave es la correcta inclusión de la
influencia del ambiente (solvente, etc) en el tratamiento de la respuesta a campos externos de nano
y bio-estructuras. A pesar del amplio espectro de sistemas que pueden ser manejados mediante la
TDDFT, la descripción de una proteı́na completa es todavı́a imposible. En este contexto, el objetivo es doble: una separación apropiada de una región quı́micamente activa de un entorno cuasi
inerte – como en las técnicas estándar de QM/MM [ BBO  83, FBK90, Gao95] – y un procedimiento
para considerar la mutua interacción de ambos sistemas (un trabajo reciente sobre tratamientos
perturbativos de los efectos de un solvente sobre la función respuesta de moléculas en solución es,
por ejemplo, Ref. [ JvDS03]).
Si pretendemos aumentar el tamaño de los sistemas bajo análisis, hasta eventualmente describir estructuras periódicas en una, dos, o tres dimensiones (i.e. polı́meros, superficies o sólidos),
debemos ser cuidadosos con la forma del funcional y con el tratamiento de los campos externos
magnéticos y eléctricos. Las dificultades se manifiestan ya, por ejemplo, en moléculas orgánicas
conjugadas de gran longitud, donde la fuerte no-localidad del funcional exacto no está bien reproducida mediante las aproximaciones usuales. Un problema relacionado aparece para semiconductores. El kernel de intercambio y correlación, f xc , debiera, en espacio recı́proco, decaer
asintóticamente como 1 ' q2 [ RORO02] – esto no ocurre en la LDA o en la GGA, que tan bien describen los sistemas finitos. En cualquier caso, los detalles técnicos relacionados con una posible
implementación de un esquema de propagación en tiempo real para sólidos ya han sido estudia171
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dos [ BIRY00]; actualmente realizamos trabajos orientados a tratar adecuadamente sistemas finitos
en una y dos dimensiones. Por otro lado, se necesita información procedente de teorı́as más exactas para mejorar los funcionales de intercambio y correlación para poder usarse en el marco de la
TDDFT.
A pesar de su indudable éxito en el régimen lineal, una de las principales ventajas de la TDDFT
es su posibilidad de tratar procesos no lineales. El interés por estos procesos ha crecido en los
últimos años, en parte debido a la disponibilidad creciente de fuentes de radiación coherente de alta
intensidad ( 1015 W/cm2 ) y de duración ultracorta (  1 fs). La interacción de estos campos con
la materia induce la aparición de nuevos fenómenos: disociación multifotónica, ionización multifotónica, generación de armónicos altos, etc. La posibilidad de monitorizar, controlar o incentivar
reacciones quı́micas mediate pulsos láser adecuadamente diseñados es especialmete atractiva: algunos experimentos muy relevantes en este campo han sido comunicados en los últimos años. Por
definición, las técnicas perturbativas no son adecuadas para simular estos fenómenos, ya que los
campos aplicados son del orden de los campos moleculares, o incluso pueden llegar a ser mayores.
Es evidente que la TDDFT tiene un nicho de aplicación en este ámbito. Por ello hemos presentado
algunos ejemplos de la aplicación de la TDDFT en el régimen no lineal: fotodisociación molecular
inducida por campos intensos, o generación de armónicos altos. Otra aplicación relevante afecta
a la caracterización y visualización de la formación de enlaces en una reacción quı́mica, o debido
a la interacción con un campo electromagnético externo.
A la TDDFT también la afectan algunos errores bien conocidos y frecuentemente citados.
Un ejemplo es la dificultad, mencionada anteriormente, que aparece al tratar sistemas infinitos;
otro ejemplo es la subestimación importante de energı́as altas en moléculas cuando se emplean
aproximaciones simples al término de intercambio y correlación. Estos fallos, no obstante, deben
entenderse correctamente: la TDDFT es una reformulación exacta de la ecuación de Schrödinger
dependiente del tiempo y, en consecuencia, todas las propiedades de sistemas fı́sicos interactuantes
con campos electromagnéticos externos – ya sea en el régimen lineal o no – que estén apropiadamente descritas mediante la Teorı́a Cuántica deben estarlo también mediante la TDDFT exacta.
Desafortunadamente, uno de los objetos que aparecen en las ecuaciones de la TDDFT, el potencial de intercambio y correlación, es desconocido y debe aproximarse. Los fallos que se adscriben
normalmente a la TDDFT debieran en realidad sólo imputarse a los funcionales en uso. Una de las
crı́ticas que generalmente se vierten sobre la DFT, la carencia de un procedimiento sistemático y
bien definido para mejorar la calidad de los funcionales, puede extenderse a la versión de la teorı́a
dependiente del tiempo. Sin embargo, los avances en la investigación de funcionales durante los
últimos años han ensanchado el ámbito de aplicación de la teorı́a, como ha quedado demostrado
por los numerosos ejemplos presentados en esta tesis.
La DFT, y su extensión dependiente del tiempo, tienen éxito debido a su ventajas computacionales sobre metodologı́as más tradicionales. En consecuencia, numerosos grupos de investigación están dedicando muchos esfuerzos a este tema. Esta tesis ha descrito nuestros propios
esfuerzos: el proyecto octopus. Esta plataforma pretende convertirse en una herramienta útil
para investigar posibles aplicaciones de la TDDFT. La implementación óptima de las ecuaciones
necesarias no es en absolutio sencilla. La investigación en este campo debe tener, en consecuencia, una orientación doble: el objetivo principal, que es por supuesto la investigación de un gran
variedad de fenómenos fı́sicos – tal y como se manifiesta en la parte de resultados de esta tesis;
y en segundo lugar las investigaciones numéricas para encontrar los algoritmos más prácticos –
parte de las cuales hemos presentado en la Parte II.
Esta tesis, en consecuencia, presenta una parte de un proyecto orientado a la caracterización
desde primeros principios de las propiedades de la materia relacionadas con los estados excitados,
basada en la TDDFT. Este proyecto, obviamente, no está concluido, y esperamos que crezca en
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el futuro, hacia la descripción de sistemas diferentes, de propiedades diferentes, o hacia la mejora
de los algoritmos y las técnicas computacionales. Terminamos con una enumeración de las lı́neas
mas relevantes de investigación basadas en la plataforma descrita en esta tesis. Estos trabajos están
en estadios diferentes de desarrollo:
D Tal y como hemos mencionado antes, la extensión de esta metodologı́a a estructuras infinitas, ya sea en una, dos o tres dimensiones, es legı́tima desde un punto de vista teórico, y
computacionalmente practicable [ BIRY00, Koo01]. Uno de los problemas que ya estamos
tratando [ RCM  ], en la lı́nea de los tratamientos numéricos presentados en el Capı́tulo IV,
es la cancelación de las interacciones espurias de celda a celda que aparecen cuando se intenta resolver la ecuación de Poisson para un sistema no infinito en el espacio recı́proco.
Esto implicarı́a, si no se trata adecuadamente, interacciones no deseadas “de cadena a cadena”, para sistemas infinitos en una dimensión, o interacciones no deseadas “de superficie
a superficie”, para sistemas infinitos en dos dimensiones.
D La no adiabaticidad no está ni mucho menos resuelta. Las llamadas intersecciones cónicas,
por ejemplo, son problemas especialmente intrincados. Hemos intentado poner de manifiesto el origen de las dificultades en el Capı́tulo I. La ruta que va desde el modelo
cuántico completo, del que se sabe que proporciona una descripción precisa de los procesos quı́micos, hasta la Dinámica Molecular tradicional – donde los núcleos son partı́culas
puntuales clásicas que evolucionan sobre la superficie de energı́a potencial originada por el
sistema electrónico en su estado fundamental – puede hacerse de varias maneras, cada una
de ellas con varios puntos intermedios en los que es posible pararse. La Dinámica Molecular no adiabática, desde primeros principios, realizada sobre la trayectoria de Ehrenfest y
basada en la TDDFT, es únicamente una de las posibilidades. De hecho, es difı́cil pensar
que cualquier método que tome el lı́mite clásico completo para los núcleos sea capaz de
describir fenómenos intrı́nsicamente no adiabáticos, tales como reacciones que involucren
bifurcación de trayectorias. En este contexto, creemos que la TDDFT multi-componente
puede ser la extensión adecuada para exteder nuestra metodologı́a en esta dirección [ Kre00].
D El término de acoplo spin-órbita, que ya hemos incluido en el formalimo como se describe
en el Capı́tulo VIII, tan solo es una de las correcciones relativistas a las ecuaciones de KohnSham no relativistas. Pretendemos continuar en esta dirección, llegando en último término
posiblemente a la implementación de DFT relativista [ Dre03]
D La aplicación de la TDDFT a procesos de relevancia biológica solo puede ser exitosa si, debido a los grandes tamaños de los sistemas, se sabe hacer una división adecuada del sistema
en una parte cuántica (que debe ser tratada desde primeros principios) y una parte clásica.
Esta es la tarea de las técnicas QM/MM, citadas anteriormente, que ya hemos empleado
de alguna manera para tratar la influencia del entorno proteı́nico sobre sus cromóforos. No
obstante, todavı́a necesitamos mejorar nuestra metodologı́a en este campo.
D Probablemente, la principal motivación en el desarrollo del nuevo campo de la nanotecnologı́a es la posible construcción de nanocomponentes o nanodispositivos. Por ello, la
caracterización teórica del transporte de carga a través de sistemas nanoscópicos (e.g.
moléculas) es obviamente necesaria y, desafortunadamente, todavı́a está por hacerse correctamente. Pensamos que la TDDFT puede jugar un importante papel en este ámbito, y
creemos que el código octopus puede utilizarse como una plataforma adecuada para investigar esta posibilidad.
D En cuanto a aspectos técnicos, la paralelización a gran escala de los códigos, basada en
la descomposición del espacio tridimensional, es actuamente nuestro principal objetivo.
Actualmente, el código posee una paralelización basada en los orbitales de Kohn-Sham;
cada procesador realiza los cálculos para un subconjunto de éstos.
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Most characterization tools in Physics, Chemistry and Biology – as well as the successful development of electro/optical devices – are based on the understanding of the interaction of photons
and electrons with matter. Moreover, many fundamental questions concerning the theoretical and
numerical descriptions of this interaction are still open. In this thesis we have focused on one technique to describe electronic excitations in finite and extended systems, namely, time-dependent
density functional theory – for comparison of this technique to standard many-body and quantum
chemistry approaches see the reviews in Refs. [ ORR02, GDP96, MG03].
The first applications of TDDFT [ Peu78, SZ80, ZS80] (which were presented years before the
theory was mathematically well founded [ RG84]) dealt with processes within the linear regime,
where the electromagnetic field that probes the matter under study may be regarded as a small
perturbation to the internal fields. For this kind of calculations (i.e. photoabsorption cross section of organic- and bio-molecules and nanostructures, excitation energies, circular dichroism,
etc.), TDDFT has become almost a standard, and competes with increasing success with more
expensive quantum-chemistry-like and many-body-perturbation theory approaches [ ORR02]. In
this thesis we presented some examples for rather different systems: from atoms to middle sized
protein chromophores; from carbon clusters to organic molecules. Most of the results were obtained solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations directly in the time domain. However,
we have also implemented and used the standard application in the frequency domain. The good
scalability of the time-propagation methodology with system-size permits to forecast successful
calculations of large biomolecular systems as for example retinal. The optical absorption of the
green fluorescent protein, presented here, is already one first example. Not surprisingly, the study
of processes of biological interest by means of TDDFT is currently a hot research topic. For this
purpose, one of the challenges to be achieved is the inclusion of environment effects in the treatment of the response to external fields of nanostructures and biostructures. In spite of the wide
variety of systems that may be handled by the ab-initio TDDFT approach, the description of a
full protein is still beyond its scope. In this context, the objectives are both a proper separation
of a chemically active region from an almost-inert environment, as in standard QM-MM techniques [ BBO  83, FBK90, Gao95], and a proper recipe to consider their mutual interaction (see for
example Ref. [ JvDS03] for some recent work along the perturbative treatment of solvent effects in
the response function of molecules in solution).
If we increase the size of the system towards a periodic structure in one, two and three dimensions (i.e. polymers, slabs, surfaces or solids), we must be careful with the form of the functional
and the treatment of external electric and magnetic fields. Difficulties arise, for example, in long
conjugated molecular chains, where the strong non-locality of the exact functional is not well
reproduced in the usual approximations. A related problem appears for semiconductors: the exchange and correlation kernel f xc should behave asymptotically, in momentum space, as 1 ' q 2
when q  0 [ RORO02], which is not the case for the adiabatic LDA or GGA, so succesful for small
finite systems. Moreover, the technical details related to the implementation of a time-propagation
scheme for obtaining the electrical response of solids has already been solved [ BIRY00], and efforts are under way [ RCM  ] to obtain a proper treatment of periodic structures in one and twodimensions (like infinite chains and slabs). In any case, input from more accurate many-body
theories is needed to improve the exchange-correlation functionals to be used within the TDDFT
scheme.
Succesful as it may be in the linear regime, one of the main strengths of the TDDFT theory is,
however, its ability to cope with nonlinear processes. The interest in these processes has grown
in recent years, partly due to the increasing availability of high-intensity ( 10 15 W/cm2 ) and
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short duration (  1 fs) sources of laser radiation. The interaction of these fields with matter leads
to a variety of new phenomena: above-threshold dissociation or ionization, very-high harmonic
generation, bond softening, etc. The possibility of monitoring, controlling or triggering chemical
reactions by means of properly tailored laser pulses is especially appealing; some ground-breaking
experimental advances oriented to this purpose have been reported in the past few years. By definition, perturbative approaches are in principle unsuitable for the simulation of these phenomena
since the applied fields are of the order of, or even larger than the molecular fields. It is clear then
that TDDFT has an application niche here. We have also presented some examples of the applications of TDDFT to this area: molecular photo-dissociation in strong laser fields or generation
of high harmonics. Another relevant application concerns the characterization and visualization
of the formation of chemical bonds in a chemical reaction or by the interaction with an external
electromagnetic field.
In spite of its success, TDDFT has a number of commonly invoked failures. One example is
the above-mentioned difficulty encountered when studying extended systems; another one is the
severe underestimation of high-lying excitation energies in molecules when simple exchange and
correlation functionals are employed. These failures, however, must be well understood: TDDFT
is an exact reformulation of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and, in consequence, all
those properties of physical systems coupled to external electromagnetic fields (either in the linear,
or in the non linear regime) that are properly described by Quantum Theory must also be attainable by means of the exact TDDFT. Unfortunately, one of the objects that conform the TDDFT
equations, the exchange and correlation potential, has to be approximated. The failures that are
commonly adscribed to TDDFT should in fact be imputed to the functionals in use. One of the
usual criticisms cast over DFT, the absence of a well defined and systematic procedure to improve
the quality of the functionals, may well be extended to the time-dependent version of the theory.
However, the advances in the investigation of functionals during the last years, have broaden the
field of applicability of the theory, as demonstrated by the variety of examples presented in this
thesis dissertation.
Density functional theory and its time-dependent extension are successful because of their
computational advantages compared to quantum-chemistry methodologies. An enormous amount
of effort is being put onto the subject by many research groups. This thesis has described our own
efforts: the octopus project. This platform attempts to sustain a useful tool for the applications
of TDDFT. The optimal implementation of the necessary equations in a computational scheme is
far from being simple. The research on this field must be consequent with a twofold orientation:
the main objective, which is of course the investigation of a wide variety of physical phenomena,
as manifested in the Results part of this thesis; second, the numerical investigations pursuing the
most practical algorithms – part of which were presented in Part II.
This thesis presents, in consequence, a fraction of one ongoing project aimed at the firstprinciples characterization of the excited states properties of matter, founded in TDDFT. This
project, obviously, is far from being complete, and we expect it to grow in the near future, heading
towards the description of different systems, different properties, or towards the technical refinement of the computational techniques. We finish with a brief enumeration of several growth lines
based on the platform described in this thesis. These works are under various stages of development:

D As mentioned above, the extension of the methodology to infinite structures, either in

one, two, or three dimensions, is theoretically valid and computationally feasible [ BIRY00,
Koo01]. One of the technical problem that we have already addressed [ RCM  ], in the spirit
of the numerical treatments presented in Chapter IV, is the cancellation of the spurious
cell-to-cell interactions that appear when one intends to solve the Poisson equation for a
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non-infinite system and uses the reciprocal space. This would imply, if not considered,
unwanted chain to chain interactions for one-dimensional infinite systems, or slab to slab
interactions for two-dimensional infinite systems.
The non-adiabaticity is far from being solved. The so-called conical intersections, for example, are specially challenging problems. We have tried to stress the origin of the difficulties
in Chapter I. In the way from the full quantum model, which is known to provide an accurate description of any chemical process, to the traditional Molecular Dynamics where
nuclei are classical point particles moving in the ground state potential energy surface of
the electronic systems, there are numerous paths, each of them with various possible stop
points. The Ehrenfest-path non-adiabatic TDDFT-based Molecular Dynamics that we have
employed is only one possibility. In fact, it is difficult to believe that any method based on
the full classical limit for the ions is able to describe intrinsically non-adiabatic phenomena such as reactions that involve trajectories branching. In this context, we believe that
multi-component TDDFT may be a suitable extension for this purpose [ Kre00].
The spin-orbit coupling term, which we have already included in the formalism as presented
in Chapter VIII, is only the first correction term to the non-relativistic Kohn-Sham equation.
We intend to pursue this direction, possibly reaching in a last step to the implementation of
relativistic DFT [ Dre03].
The application of TDDFT to processes of biological relevance may only be succesful if,
due to the large sizes of the systems, a proper division of the system into a “quantum part”
(to be treated ab initio) and a “classical part” is made. This is the task of the QM/MM techniques, cited above, which we have employed to tackle with the influence of the proteinic
environment on chromophores. However, we still need to improve on this field.
Probably, the main motivation to develop the new field of nanotechnology is the construction of electronic nanodevices. The theoretical characterization of charge transport through
nanoscopic systems (e.g. single molecules) is obviously necessary and, unfortunately, is
still in its infancy. We think that TDDFT may play an important role in this field, and we
wish that the octopus code may serve as a suitable platform to investigate this possibility.
Regarding technical aspects, the large scale parallelization of the codes, based on a decomposition of the real space, is our main purpose nowadays. Currently, the code is parallelized
based on a division of the Kohn-Sham states; each processor performs the calculations for
a subset of these.
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Appendix A
INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES FOR THE SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE
FORMALDIMINE MOLECULE
A.1

THE INP FILE:

SystemName = "formaldimine"
CalculationMode = 1
Units = "eVA"
%Species
"C" | 12.0 | 6 | "tm2" | 1 | 1
"N" | 14.0 | 7 | "tm2" | 1 | 1
"H" | 1.0 | 1 | "tm2" | 0 | 0
%
XYZCoordinates = "formaldimine.xyz"
BoxShape = 1
Radius = 6.0
Spacing = 0.18
XFunctional = "LDA"
CFunctional = "PZ81"
MaximumIter = 200
ConvRelDens = 1e-6
EigenSolver = 0
EigenSolverInitTolerance = 1e-2
EigenSolverFinalTolerance = 1e-5
EigenSolverFinalToleranceIteration = 20
EigenSolverMaxIter = 25
What2Mix = 1
TypeOfMixing = 2
Mixing = 0.3
MixNumberSteps = 3
OutputDensity
OutputWfs
OutputELF
OutputDX

A.2

=
=
=
=

yes
yes
yes
yes

THE INFO FILE:

System name: formaldimine

Appendix A.
Mesh:
Type = sphere
Radius [A] =
6.000
Spacing [A] = ( 0.180, 0.180, 0.180)
# inner mesh = 155331
Grid Cutoff [eV] = 1160.595

volume/point [Aˆ3] =

Exchange and correlation functionals:
Exchange
: LDA - non-relat.
Correlation : LDA - PZ81
SCF converged in

18 iterations

Eigenvalues [eV]
#st
Eigenvalue
1
-22.510402
2
-15.203359
3
-12.447149
4
-10.487706
5
-8.589181
6
-6.313294
Energy:
Ion-ion
Eigenvalues
Potentials
Exchange
Correlation
Total
Dipole (1)
<x1>
<x2>
<x3>

Occupation
2.000000
2.000000
2.000000
2.000000
2.000000
2.000000

=
=
=
=
=
=

520.55929992
-151.10217913
-701.10818356
-123.01507824
-17.57687414
-472.24301515

[A]:
=
-5.01813945E-01
=
6.20653478E-01
=
-2.78128694E-17

Convergence:
abs_dens
rel_dens
abs_ev =
rel_ev =

= 9.06420890E-06 (1.00000000E-05)
= 7.55350741E-07 (1.00000000E-06)
6.84285862E-05 (0.00000000E+00) [eV]
1.23231268E-05 (0.00000000E+00)

Forces on the ions [eV/A]
Ion
x
1
N
0.028150
2
C
-0.140347
3
H
0.064745
4
H
0.052191
5
H
0.062852

y
-0.022867
-0.036428
-0.111994
-0.018601
0.054907

192

z
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.00583
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